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VIII.

REVIEWS OF

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

I.—EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.
Handbuch der Theologiscen Wissenschaften in encyclopadischer Dar-

stellung mil besonderer Rucksicht auf die Entwicklungsgeschichte der einselnen

Disciplinen, in Verbindung mit Prof. D.D. Cremer, Grau, u. a. herausgegeben
von Dr. Otto ZoCKLER, ordentlichem Prof, der Theologie in Greifsvvald.

Nordlingen, 1883. New York : B. Westermann & Co. Zweiter Halbband

(396 pages, lexicon 8vo).

This second half volume (the first was noticed in the October number, 1882, page

766) appears a little later than the promised date, but still in very fair time. It

brings the concluding part of the Exegetical division. This part has considerably

exceeded the limits assigned it, and the whole volume is a rather unwieldy one of

nearly seven hundred pages. The work would have been more easily handled had

it been planned to occupy six volumes rather than three
;

i. e., assuming that it is

desirable to have so much matter in a work of this kind.

This second part, in fact, rather forces upon one the inquiry whether, for an Ency-

clopadie
,
the work is not laid out upon too large a scale. The proverb of not seeing

the forest because there are so many trees, may easily become applicable to such a

work. If attention is absorbed by the details, if the separate parts expand into

treatises, then the general scope is lost out of sight, or it becomes difficult to trace

the relation of the parts to each other. But the very object of such a work is to

exhibit the different sciences in their organic connection, and to give a general view

rather than a series of independent text-books. Whether the endeavor to give more

than the meagre outline of Hagenbach has led the editor too far the other way, or

whether his collaborators have not been able to keep the due proportion of parts,

the result is rather to overload the reader—at least if he stands at the beginning of

his course of study. For the student, we think the work rather bewildering on

account of its extent. For one who has pursued a seminary course, as well as for

the older minister who would like to review his studies, the same objection could

not be urged, and it seems probable that the work will meet the wants of many in

this class.

The part now before us begins with a sketch of Old Testament Theology. This

is defined as the science which has for its object “ the Old Testament religion in its

development toward the New Testament, itself resting on a saving revelation of the

holy gracious God, and consisting in trust in Him for light, sanctification, and the

satisfaction of man’s highest needs.” The definition is followed by a brief history

of the discipline and a statement of its divisions. These are, according to Schulz,

(a) Theology of the period before the Prophets,
(
b) of the Prophetic period,. (c) of the

post-prop'netic period. * This division does not seem the best that could be made.
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It includes in the first period both the Tora and the Chokma, each of which requires

separate treatment. It draws, moreover, largely upon the Apocrypha for its third

period, and this, we submit, is foreign territory to Old Testament Theology. The
Theology7 of the Apocrypha could be included as an appendix.

The bulk of the volume is concerned with the New Testament under the follow-

ing rubrics : (i) New Testament Introduction, (2) New Testament History, (3) New
Testament Theology7

. The first two are by Prof. L. Schulze
; the last is by Prof. R.

Grau. Each of the three justifies'the strictures already made—that an attempt is

made to do too much. A little more of such compression as is seen in Prof. Strack’s

sketch of Old Testament Introduction would have been in place here. The New
Testament Introduction occupies a hundred pages, one-eighth of which is devoted

to the Tubingen School—too much space for a manual of this kind. Not that the

author concedes too much to radical criticism, he concedes nothing, maintaining the

authenticity and genuineness of all the books without exception. More exactly, the

author gives us first a definition of the science (not a very clear one, by the way)

;

a history of the science (this is the part unduly expanded, as already noticed)

;

a notice of the sources (Apostolic Fathers, etc.); then the introduction proper;

a history of the text and versions, and, finally, a bibliography.

The Introduction proper considers (a) the historical books, (6) Paul’s Letters,

(0) Hebrews, (d

)

the Catholic Epistles, (e

)

the Revelation. The Pauline Epistles

are divided into three groups, and a second imprisonment is advocated, the Pastoral

Epistles being placed— 1 Timothy and Titus between the two imprisonments,

2 Timothy in the second. The Epistle to the Hebrews is ascribed to Apollos. The
author throughout is fair and moderate. His own attitude is conservatively critical.

Criticism, he says, “ must start with the divine revelation in Christ for the salvation

of the world, comprehending both the incarnation of the Son of God, and the divine

spiritual act of regeneration in believers and in the planting of the Church ”
(p. 356).

The Biblical History of the New Testament opens with the History of New Tes-

tament Times (pity that we cannot coin a word for Zeitgeschichte), proceeds to the

Life of Christ, and, lastly7

, takes up the Apostolic Church. It is a question whether

the last division might not have been omitted, as the period is pretty certain to be

treated again in the volume on Church History. Chronological questions in con-

nection with the Life of Christ are discussed at some length. The alleged difference

between the Synoptics and John in regard to the day of the Crucifixion is not ad-

mitted.

The New Testament Theology has a more strongly marked individuality about it

than almost any other portion of the work so far published. It is decidedly Lutheran,

and apparently by a pupil and standard-bearer of von Hofmann. This is not said

to discredit the work, though in one or two cases a polemic tone against Reformed

doctrine is discernible. For example, the Reformed doctrine of Predestination is said

to rest upon a one-sided use of the single passage beginning Rom. viii. 28, and in

regard to it the author quotes, “the letter killeth, but the Spirit giveth life.” The
Reformed doctrine cf the Sacraments is said to degrade these to mere symbols, and

to give up thereby the testimony of the water and the blood (pp. 616 and 628).

These are the only cases where we have noticed such polemic expressions, and

these are noted simply to confirm the judgment already expressed that the work is

not adapted for all students. While the more advanced may and ought to read

opinions different from his own, it is better for the younger student to learn first the

position of the particular Church he is to serve. Aside from these allusions the

treatment of New Testament Theology7 in this work is good. It presents first the

doctrine of Jesus as given in the Gospels, then takes up that of Paul, then that of

John. It finds the central point in all three to be the Kingdom of God. Paul’s

personal experience of sin and grace led him to view this kingdom as the kingdom

of the redeemed. John presents it as the eternal life which the Christian now pos-
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sesses and enjoys. Our author emphatically rejects the assertion of Pfleiderer and
Holsten that Paul formulates a theology for us. Paul records his experience, “ so

that instead of cold-grey theory we see red heart ’s-blood gleam
;
and it is true here

also : Blut ist ein ganz besonderer Safi."

The conclusion of Exegetics is reached in the sketch of Canonics and Her-
meneutics by Prof. Volck. He gives a review of the points already ascertained

by Old and New Testament Introduction, and then states the Church’s view of

the Canon at different periods. In this he examines the principles on which the

attempt has been made to found the Canon. Luther, as is well known, treated the

New Testament with great freedom, doubting the apostolic origin of the Epistle of

James and the genuineness of James and Second Peter, while suspending judgment
on the Apocalypse. Luther’s principle in this is, “ whatever preaches Christ is

canonical and Apostolic, whatever does this not is not canonical though it be by an
Apostle.” Our author finds this statement an advance upon preceding attempts,

and, in fact, correct, except in its application, which he considers too subjective. The
individual cannot decide finally what in the Scriptures does preach Christ. The
Bible is for all men and all times, and needs the Church’s judgment of the value of

different parts in different experiences, to make valid application of the rule. It is

better, therefore, to adopt the principle of von Hofmann—the Canon is a unit. “If we
can deduce from the inner unity \zusammenge/idrigkeit] of the Scriptures themselves

their right to be embraced in a single book, as well as the right of this book to be
the Norm of the Church of Christ, our question is answered.” Undoubtedly ! But
we have to deal with men as they are, and the inquirer is led at once to speculate

upon this principle in its practical use by different minds. Is it not as likely as

Luther’s to a subjective application ? Luther himself would as easily have shut out

the Epistle of Jude from the “ unity ” of this rule as from the “preaching Christ
”

of his own. The fact seems to be, in the determination of the Canon, we must
accept the judgment of the Church—of the Jewish Church for the Old Testament,
of the Christian Church for the New ;

and while there are difficulties always in the

application of the rule quod semper, quod ubique, quod ab omnibus, they are fewer

here than almost anywhere else. This is not to say that Volck’s demonstration of

the unity of Scripture is not both interesting and instructive.

The section on Biblical Hermeneutics also shows the influence of von Hofmann.
Beyond that it calls for no special remark. We cannot close this notice, however,

without a word as to the literature catalogued in this half volume. As in the first

half, there is considerable unevenness in the selection. On page 432, where we
have Tischendorf’s work spoken of at some length, and that of Tregelles mentioned,

nothing is said of Westcott and Hort’s important contribution to the science of

text-criticism. This is the more remarkable as their text is given (p. 434) among
others, though erroneously ascribed to Brooke Foss, Westcott, and F. J. A. Horst
(sic). On page 439 the Revised Version is described as “at present the official

translation of the English Church.” Fancy the emotions of Dean Burgon ! In the

Exegetical Literature no mention is made of the American edition of Lange, which

has an independent value quite entitling it to separate notice. On the Pauline

Epistles we find Cowles and Lightfoot, but nothing about Bishop Ellicott. With
Schottgen’s we should expect to find Lightfoot’s Horce Hebraicce, as well as Wun-
sche’s Beitrage zur Erlduterung des N. Ts. aus Talmud und Midraschim, and the

same author’s Der Leidende Messias. Where we are referred to Andrews’ Life of

our Lord and Farrar’s Life of Christ, we ought not to be left in ignorance of Geikie,

and in the same connection we resent having Horace Bushnell placed in the English

Church (p. 481). All which goes to show the difficulty, even to a German Professor,

of having the immense literature on the New Testament completely under control.

Henry P. Smith.
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The Beginnings of History according to the Bible and the Traditions of

Oriental Peoples. From the Creation of Man to the Deluge. By Francois
Lenormant, Professor, etc. (Translated from the Second French Edition).

With an Introduction by Francis Brown, Associate Professor in Biblical

Philology in the Union Theological Seminary. New York (Charles Scrib-

ner’s Sons), 1882. (xxx and 588 pages, 8vo).

The work of which this is a translation was noticed in the Review for April,

1881. Notwithstanding the exceptions there taken, Prof. Brown has thought

best to introduce the book to the English reader. His reason is doubtless that

it contains information not accessible in any one book elsewhere. We are

inclined to think this reason a valid one. The book is certainly very interest-

ing, and will turn the minds of many toward heretofore neglected problems.

We are not in a position to criticise the translation, having no copy of the

French at hand. It reads smoothly, however (as a general thing), and except

in an occasional detail, there seems no reason to doubt its accuracy. The
editor has verified the numerous references and added new ones, and this must
have been no little labor. In his preface he commends the tone of the book,

and bespeaks for its conclusions temperate and candid consideration. Further

than this he does not mean to indorse it, as we understand.

We are not qualified to criticise the Assyriological acquirements of Lenor-

mant. He seems not to have the reputation of entire accuracy ; indeed in so

young a science we need not, as yet, expect entire agreement in matters of

detail. The main points, however, have been already made a study by George
Smith, Oppert, Schrader, and others, and we laymen are not competent to reject

altogether the results vouched for by such names. It is now some years since

the discoveries of George Smith were published, making known far and wide
the fact that a cycle of Babylonian and Assyrian tradition existed closely re-

sembling the Biblical account of the early ages of the world. Lenormant
brings these forward again, placing them side by side with the traditions of

other nations and with the accounts in Genesis. In this treatment there are

many things to which we should take exception—if it is employed as showing
the dependence of the Biblical account upon the other. That there is some
sort of connection will hardly be denied, and, in fact, it is nothing new that the

account of the Flood, for example, has striking parallels in the traditions of

almost all nations. Our author says well on this point (p. 382) :

“ We are about to pass in review the principal traditions of the Deluge as

found scattered among the various branches of the human race. Their agree-

ment with the Biblical account will bring out into strong relief the original unity

of these traditions
;
thus we shall come to recognize this as belonging to those

which date back to the age before the dispersion of mankind, in the very

dawn of civilization, so that it could have originated only with a real and well-

defined event.”

It is probably true that the Deluge is the event most widely remembered in

this way as we should expect in fact. But the resemblance in other cases, es-

pecially between the Chaldeo-Assyrian and the Hebrew account, are sufficiently

remarkable.

Yet when all is admitted that candor requires, we are convinced that this

book will be useful chiefly as showing the differences rather than the resem-

blances in the various accounts ;
and as thereby emphasizing the vast superior-

ity of the Bible. Take these narratives in Genesis. Feel their sublimity.

Enjoy their pellucid style ; their perfect symmetry ;
their reverent ascription of

all to the one God. Then turn to the Chaldean tablets—“ The limitless abyss

was their generator, and the chaotic sea she who produced the vffiole

When none of the gods had as yet been produced, when they were not dcsig-
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nated by a name, when no fate was as yet fixed, the great gods were then

formed, Luhmu and Tahamu were produced Asshur and Kishar were

produced next, then rolled on a long course of days and Ann, Bel, and Ea
were born of Asshur and of Kishar.” This is supposed to be parallel to the

opening verses of Genesis—but at what a distance ! The author draws a paral-

lel between the account of the creation of man and the Babylonian cosmogony
as made known by Berosus, and there is a certain correspondence. But the

most characteristic thing in the narrative of Btrosus is that Bel cuts off his

own head, and the other gods after kneading with earth the blood that

flowed from it form men and the lower animals. The pure light of primitive

revelation has, indeed, been corrupted to allow such additions as this. Our
author, moreover, finds resemblances where none exist. In the chapter on the

first sin, he admits that “ we have no distinct and direct proof that the tradi-

tion of the first sin .... formed a part of the Babylonian and Chaldean ac-

counts of the origin of the world and of man. Nor do we find the least allusion

to it in the fragments of Berosus. This silence to the contrary notwithstand-

ing, the parallelism of the Chaldean and Hebrew traditions on this point as on
the others, has in its favor a probability so great that it is almost equivalent to

a certainty.” We have seldom met so plain a case of “ so much the worse for

the facts.” Other examples nearly as startling might be quoted from this book.

The sacred tree of the Babylonians has certainly no proved connection with the

Tree of Life, The flaming sword at the gate of the Garden has nothing to do
with the revolving disk of Marduk except in the imagination of our author. We
can discover no relation between the antediluvian patriarchs and the antedilu-

vian kings of the Chaldeans except that there are ten of each, and this might
well be accidental. In general we protest against elaborate calculations with

numbers such as those in chapter vi., designed to bring into accord the figures

of Genesis and those of some astronomic cycle. Such computations are delu-

sive, for it is evident that any two numbers can be made to correspond if we
are allowed to multiply or divide ad libitum by the very plausible factors—two,

three, seven (the perfect number), ten, twelve (number of months), or three

hundred and sixty (days in the year).

It is impossible to mention the many interesting features of this book, and
what has been said is not to be regarded as altogether depreciatory. It is

almost inevitable that an attempt of this kind should lead to ingenious but fan-

ciful speculation. The corrective must be supplied in a judicious scepticism on
the part of the reader. Not the least interesting chapter is that concerning
“ the Sons of God and the Daughters of Men,” in which the old view that the

angels are referred to, is defended with much ingenuity. Less plausible is the

argument for the androgynous nature of the first man. Perhaps most interest-

ing of all is the revelation in the preface of the attitude of a devout Roman
Catholic toward modern criticism.

The book gives the Biblical account translated, separating the Jehovistic and
Elohistic documents. This is followed by a comparative study of this and the

parallel traditions—making eight chapters'. An appendix follows containing

the Chaldean narratives in transcription and translation, the Phoenician frag-

ments, with mythological and astronomical tables. There is a good analytical

Table of Contents, but no index. H. P. Smith.

Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament, von Eberhard Schra-
der. Mit einem Beitrage von Dr. Paul Haupt. Zweite umgearbeitete
und sehr vermehrte auflage. Nebst chronologischen Beigaben, zwei Glossa-
ren, Registern und einer Karte. Giessen

: J. Ricker’sche Buchhandlung.
1883. N. Y. : B. Westermann & Co.

The second edition of this work is larger than the first, containing much
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entirely new matter and showing on every page signs of careful revision and,

in the earlier portions especially, of rewriting. The work is a sort of com-
mentary on the Old Testament gathered from Assyrian sources. The points of

contact between the Old Testament and the Assyrian monuments are taken up
in the order of occurrence of the passages of Scripture explained. History,

geography, literature, and philology are thus treated promiscuously, but ever

with the Biblical narrative as the foundation. The character of the book, as is

obvious from such a method of arrangement, is fragmentary and sketchy.

The present edition has grown to a book of 618 pages, in place of the 385 of

the former. This is due to the addition of new material, especially in con-

nection with the first nine chapters of Genesis, the increased length of the

vocabularies, and the many new and useful foot-notes. One very valuable addi-

tion is the Glossary especially prepared by Dr. Haupt, to accompany the excur-

sus on the Flood. Prof. Schrader’s Glossary has been compiled anew and very
much enlarged, bringing it up to a compass of seventy-three pages—or one
hundred and three pages of vocabulary in all. The work is not only enlarged,

but in several respects greatly improved. In comparison with the former edi-

tion we find greater exactness, both as to sentences, words, and even letters.

In the transcriptions which accompany the translations, the quantity of the

vowels is left, for the most part, undefined ; the syllabic character of the orig-

inal being simply reproduced, but more care has been shown in distinguishing

between the various closely related letters of the Semitic languages. In these

respects an excellent opportunity is presented for comparing the methods of

Prof. Schrader and Dr. Haupt. Many sentences not essential to a complete
understanding of the subject, and others containing conjectures, have been
omitted. In not a few instances fact has displaced conjecture, and positive

statements based upon defective knowledge have been entirely retracted, and
perhaps the very opposite asserted, or the entire question left open for future

inquiry. The results of investigation into the geography of the lands of the

Bible are scattered throughout the work, and at the end gathered together into

a map prepared by the celebrated geographer, Kiepert, on which we find the

names of cities, rivers, countries, etc., so printed as to show the form in which

they are preserved on the monuments, with their ancient and modern equiva-

lents. Many of these results have been published in a previous book of Prof.

Schrader (“ Keilinschriften und Geschichtsforschung,” Giessen, 1S78), and in

the more recent treatise of Friedrich Delitzsch (“Wo lag das Paradies,” Leipsic,

1881). The references given in the foot-notes and in the text to books and

articles which have appeared during the past ten years, are rich and deserving

of notice. They show great diligence in reaping and gleaning, and give evi-

dence of painstaking labor known only to the initiated. The references to

texts published in the cuneiform character have been largely increased and the

results strengthened by proofs drawn from a greater variety of sources. Con-

tinued study has also borne fruit ift the more exact fixing of grammatical forms,

quantity of vowels, and the proper reading of the text. The evidence which the

book bears to the discovery of an ancient and long-lost language, viz., the Su-

mero-akkadian, cannot be overlooked. This is another of the results of research

which seems to be entirely beyond the limits of credence. To Dr. Haupt, who
has already published an Akkadian grammar is due, in large measure, the

fact that we are in possession of so much information concerning this language.

Much, however, remains to be done in this same field. The relations of the non-

Semitic people to the later Assyrians must be very thoroughly investigated, be-

fore even an approximate solution of many a problem can be reached.

We would call especial attention to some of the points of interest in connec-

tion with the first eight chapters of Genesis. The material presented in these
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sections is entirely new to this work. Only a part of the texts in our possession

are here given in translation. The portions not translated are, however, either

much broken or without especial reference to the Biblical account. The ren-

derings differ from those of preceding translators, as is natural, but they show
that a great deal still remains to be done.

After a series of explanatory remarks, our author sums up what he has to say

on Gen. i. i and its Sumero-Assyrian parallel, with these words :
“ The sense

is : before the creation of heaven and earth, there existed only a chaotic fluid

mass, within which processes of growth were going on, though as yet they had
not produced terrestrial or cosmic order, and since the primary condition of

organic life was lacking, viz., light, not even a bud had burst. And just as there

was a time when the earthly cosmos did not exist, so there was a time when the

superterrestrial cosmos, when the gods did not exist.” The parallelism in the

former portion of this statement between the Babylonian account and that of

Genesis, is at all events very striking ;
but it may be an open question whether

the interpretation of the former has not been influenced by the latter. It may
be further remarked, that we have as yet no evidence that the Babylonians had
any idea of a creation in seven days (p. 14).

The tablets which contain the account of the creation of the heavenly bodies,

forms of vegetable life, and man are, unfortunately, so badly broken that it is

almost impossible to do more than give the general subject. Only in the case

of some few lines which are nearly* complete, does our author attempt more.
To Gen. ii. 3 some remarks are made on the subject of the Babylonian Sabbath
and the sanctity of the number seven in general. These facts have already been
presented in this Review by Prof. Brown (1882, pp. 688 ff.).

On the subject of the cherubim (iii. 24), Prof. S. states that the use of this

name for the winged bull, depends on a variant reading in an unpublished text,

given on the authority of Lenormant. It seems quite possible that the word
went over to the Hebrews from Assyria, but the idea must have undergone
considerable change. In this connection are some remarks on the borrowing
of words and legends from the Babylonians practiced by the Hebrews, and Prof.

S. concludes with the remark :
“ In the passage of these Babylonian myths to

the Hebrews and in their reception of them, especially also in accordance

with the changed local receptions, they were not inconsiderably altered, or, in a

word, hebraized."

In connection with Dr. Haupt’s Excursus, our author makes some prefatory

remarks. After recounting the points of likeness in the various records of the

Flood, he turns with especial emphasis to the differoices. Of these he gives

five : (1) In the motive alleged or implied (arbitrary act of the gods, but espe-

cially of Bel.) (2) In duration (twenty-one days in all). (3) In the birds sent

out and in the order of sending (the Assyrian order was Dove (?), Swallow, and

Raven ;
no time intervened between the return of one bird and the flight of the

next). (4) In the landing-place of the Ark (Nisir, beyond the Tigris and

east of the lower Zab). (5) In the universal character of the Biblical record as

opposed to the concrete character of the Chaldean myth. In regard to the

time when this account became known to the Hebrews, it is stated that it must
have been before 800 b.c. [for Prof. S.’s views on the composition of the Penta-

teuch, see Presbyterian Review, January, 1883, p. 97J, and for “those who
derive the Elohistic portions from a writer before the Jehovist, the time is to be

set much earlier.” That they did not become acquainted with these accounts

during the Exile is certain from the earlier formation of the Jehovist’s account.

Ezekiel (xiv. 14, 20) and Isaiah (liv. 9) speak of Noah as one long since known.
The mention of Ararat as the resting-place of the Ark instead of Nisir, points

to Palestine as the place of composition, 'rather than to Assyria or Babylonia.
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The Excursus of Dr. Haupt then follows. It covers twenty-five pages (fine

print), and consists of an introduction, transliteration, and translation with

commentary and foot-notes. It is a marvel of exactitude, and shows great dili-

gence, learning, clearness of thought and expression. In the introduction he
notes briefly the connection in which the account stands :

“ The cuneiform

record of the Flood is an episode in the so-called Izdubar Legends, the great

Babylonian national Epic, which celebrates the deeds of Izdubar, King of

Erech, on twelve tablets, which contain in all about three thousand lines.

Izdubar has offended the Goddess Istar, and so is smitten with illness. In his

need he determines to seek his ancestor, Samas-napistim (Hasisadra) who,
removed to the gods, lives ‘afar off, at the mouth of the streams,’ and to ask of

him how to find healing. After long and tiresome wandering he arrives at his

goal. He is amazed that Hasisadra appears as youthful and strong as he him-
self, and asks how he came to this place and how he obtained undying life in

the assemblage of the gods. Hasisadra then tells him of his delivery from the

great flood (Tablet xi. ;
Col. i. 8—iv. 30, in all about 180 lines), and then in-

forms him how he can be relieved of the curse which rests on him.”

In closing, we may add that the book is full of just such attractive matter of

various sorts, and that it will doubtless prove itself a mine full of ore, a treas-

ure-house of information. C. R. Gillett.

On the Desert. With a Brief Review of Recent Events in Egypt. By Henry
M. Field, D.D. 8vo, pp. 330. Chas. Scribner’s Sons.

Few men achieve success in more than one field, but Dr. Field bids fair to eclipse

his fame as the editor of the Evangelist, by his admirable stories of travel. Some
of his readers will not unnaturally wish him to renew his journeys, that they may en-

joy his letters and books that bring so vividly before them scenes and incidents they

can only witness through the eyes of others. There are so many books of travel in

the Holy Land and to Sinai, that these seem to be themes worn threadbare, and it

is a surprise to find anything fresh and interesting. Dr. Field has, however, the skill

of making the old and familiar seem fresh and new by setting it in charming and

vivid pictures before us. It would be difficult to find better pen-portraits than those

of Arabi Pacha, as he sat opposite Dr. Field at dinner (p. 17), or of that consummate

hypocrite, the old Sheikh (p. 233,/.), and the robber chieftain (p. 264). They show a

keen appreciation of the Oriental type of character, its excellences and its weaknesses.

Dr. Field was fortunate in the time of his travels. He was on the edge of numerous

perils. This gives a spice to the book, even although we are aware that the travellers

did not themselves appreciate the situation until after their return to civilization.

The chapters on Egypt are written with excellent judgment, showing an American's

sympathy with the oppressed, and at the same time a determination to do justice to

British rights and duties, and with an apprehension of the great needs of human
progress and advancing civilization.

The journey to Sinai is of real interest. It was fortunate that Dr. Field’s sole com-

panion was a trained botanist and man of science, and at the same time one whose

familiar acquaintance with the Arabic tongue and character made him independent

of the dragoman. Hence we have valuable hints as to the rocks and plants of the

wilderness and glimpses of Bedouin life and character, derived from their own lips

and sayings. What a satisfaction it is to see the wily Arab wriggle in the grip of the

missionary physician, who knows him altogether too well to be deceived by his polite

attentions and lordly manners.

One of the most enjoyable chapters in the book, is the account of the ascent of

S:rbal, which disputes with the traditional Sinai the claim for the mountain

of the law. Dr. Field sets forth its claims with admirable candor, and shows the shal-

lowness of many of the arguments used against it. At the same time he, himself, fol-
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lows the ordinary view of making Ras-Sufsafeh the place of the law-giving.

We note, however, that Dr. Post gives his judgment in favor of a different peak of

the Sinai cluster, and thinks that was the one ascended by Robinson, and claims

that it corresponds with the descriptions of the great traveller far better than Ras-

Sufsnfeh. We wish that Dr. Post could have given us his reasons for this opinion in

an appendix to the book.

This is a work that can be recommended for family reading. We await the

next volume with pleasant anticipations. C. A. Briggs.

The New Testament Scriptures: their Claims, History, and Authority ;
being

the Croall Lectures for 1882, by A. H. Charteris, D.D. London, 1882. 8vo,

pp. 227.

These lectures, which are characterized by clearness of statement and candor in

discussion, form an appropriate sequel to Dr. Charteris’ learned work on Canonicitv,

in which all the original authorities bearing on the New Testament canon are care-

fully edited. The results deducible from this body of evidence are here presented

and summed up in a succinct and popular form. He steadfastly maintains the

uniqueness of the Bible in the monotheism which it teaches from first to last, and in

the peculiarity of its claim to be a revelation from God, a feature evidently borrowed

from it in the Koran, which presents the only parallel. He hesitates between that

notion of inspiration which claims that “ Scripture must have been absolutely and

unalterably true in every word, syllable, and letter as it was first given to and by the

inspired men,” and that which holds “ that it is not in every detail, but in the whole

scope of Scripture, we shall find the revelation by which to live which “ gives up

the idea of perfect freedom from error in every minute matter, but owns no error in

Scripture as a whole ” (pp. 42 ff.)

The canon of the Old Testament was closed centuries before our Lord came, and

no one thought of adding to it. Now the writers of the New Testament “ claim for

their own writings a place beside those sacred books,” a claim which was “ ad-

mitted by the Christian Church with full knowledge of its significance,” in spite of

Reuss’ denial that any disciple of Christ was able or willing to ascribe to himself or

to any other an exclusive inspiration, inasmuch as the Holy Spirit was shared alike by

all. This is established by a chain of testimony from the beginning, not forgetting

the very remarkable and important discovery of the Armenian version of Ephrem’s

commentary on Tatian’s Diatessaron. Particularly the issue raised by Baur receives

careful attention and satisfactory treatment, viz. :
“ Was the Church founded upon

the truth contained in the New Testament, or was the New Testament founded on

the ideas and aspirations of the Church ?
”

It is abundantly shown that the guiding principle in determining the canon was
“ proof of apostolic authorship.” The case of the various antilegomena is fairly

stated. And the position of Calvin and the Westminster Confession, in resting the

defence of the canon on grounds both objective and subjective, both belonging to

the present and the past, is sustained, on the one hand, against the papal claim of

ecclesiastical authority, which could foist in traditions as well, ahd, on the other,

against thpse who rely solely on their inward spiritual discernment in the deter-

mination of the canon, and thus open the way for arbitrary and capricious individual

opinions, or who govern themselves in this matter by the collective judgment of the

Church of the present day, thus sundering it from the testimony of the past and

abandoning the whole field of historical criticism to the enemy. W. H. Green.

A Complete Concordance to the Revised Version of the New Testa-
ment. Embracing the marginal readings of the English Revisers as well as those

of the American Committee. By John Alexander Thoms. Published under
the authorization of Oxford and Cambridge Universities. New York : Charles
Scribner’s Sons. 1883. 8vo, pp. 532.

We welcome this concordance both as an indication of the genuine and permanent
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interest felt in the Revised Version, and as a valuable aid to the study of its charac-

teristics. Such is the principal use which will naturally be made of it for the pres-

ent. To the student the examination of it will be found specially interesting and

suggestive : (i) As the only accessible index to the vocabulary of the new version ;

(2) As furnishing the means of estimating the extent of the changes w’hich have

been introduced, in so far at least as the usage of particular words is concerned.

Thus in the examination of the vocabulary it will be found that a considerable num-
ber of the old faces with which we have been familiar on the pages of Cruden have

disappeared
; such as Atonement, By-and-by, Carriages, Charger, Conversation, De-

votions, Dishonesty, Easter, Grudge, Instantly, Jewry, Lively, Nephews, Presently,

Prevent, Quarrel (n.), Strait (adj.), Scrip, etc. On the other hand we notice a num-
ber of new acquaintances

; such as Abyss, Baggage, Bankers, Clanging, Cohort,

Chiliarchs, Citizenship, Deaconess, Dysentery, Enrol, Enrolment, Fluteplayers, Goad
(new for N. T.), Laver, Mere, Mutilate, Palpable, Probation, Sea-Monster, Second-

first, Self-control, Squalid, Sympathize, Sympathetic, etc.

A comparison of the number of references under particular heads in this Concord-

ance and in Cruden would yield several interesting results. Thus under “ Grace
”

the number of references for Revised Version is 135, for Authorized Version 115 ;

under “Glorious,” for Revised 4, for Authorized 10, (showing that in the excess of

6 passages the English adjective represents the Greek noun) ;
under “ Love,” for

Revised 1
1 5, for Authorized 89 ;

under “ Righteous,” for Revised 64, for Authorized

37 ; under “ Steadfast ” (and derivatives), for Revised 21, with 31 additional references

representing the preferences of the American Revisers, being a total of 51, for

Authorized 17 ; under “Sanctification,” for Revised 10, for Authorized 4. We give

these simply as indications of comparisons which may be made, and which yield

valuable data for determining both the significance and extent of the lexical changes

introduced by the Revisers.

A Concordance even of the New Testament alone involves a vast amount of

painstaking labor. Mr. Thoms informs us that the preparation of the work before

us involved the writing and copying of about 70,000 texts, on as many slips of paper,

together with the alphabetical and topical arrangement of the same. As every-

thing in such a work depends on its accuracy and completeness, it will be readily

seen to be no slight undertaking. Mr. Thoms deserves high praise for the thorough-

ness and fulness with which he has accomplished his task. A special and very de-

sirable feature of the work is that it embraces all the marginal readings, including

those of “Many,” or “Some Ancient Authorities”; also the preferences of the

American Revisers ; also the literal translation of the Greek words, or, in a few

•cases, the Greek word itself transliterated into the Roman character. Thus under

“Basket” we have: “ Gr. Kophinos, a basket, a hamper. Gr. Spuris, a

wicker-basket. Gr. Sargane, a wicker-basket,”—each reference giving the

sign of the corresponding Greek word. We can see no reason, however, for intro-

ducing the forms “Kophinous” and “ Spuridon ” as separate headings. Why
should they be given at all, seeing that in their Greek forms they are not given in the

Revision ? Why should the inflected forms be given accusative plural for the for-

mer and genitive plural for the latter? Why should one reference only be given

under each ? Why should the Mark reference be omitted from the former and the

Matthew reference from the latter ? We notice also that, by a fault, doubtless of the

printer, the § sign is omitted from the explanatory key on p. 1. We have also noted

the omission of the brackets with “ Grasped,” which properly belongs to the margin

of Phil. ii. 6, and not to the text.

We fully agree with Mr. Thoms’ definition of a “Complete Concordance,” as

“ one whereby any important word of a text being known, the passage sought can

be found by means of that vvord with the minimum of trouble to the student.” It is
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certainly a great improvement to introduce immediately under each head all of the

subdivisions to which it has been subjected. VVe are also prepared to admit that

a rigid adherence throughout to the lines of subdivision laid down by Cruden

“ would have been both needless and inconvenient.” It strikes us, however, that in

departing from these lines Mr. Thoms has frequently exposed himself to the charge

of capriciousness. Thus there seems to be 'no settled principle or rule apparent in

giving “ Kingdom,— s,” “ Minister,—s ” (each as one heading), but “ House,

“ Houses,” “ Widow,” “ Widows.” And certainly it would seem that for facility

of reference meanings so diverse as belong to “ Box ” (noun) and “ Box ” (verb) ;

“Earnest” (adj.) and “Earnest” (n.) ; “Impress” (n.) and “Impress” (vb.)
”

“ Long ” (adj.) and “ Long ” (vb.) ;
“ Season ” (n.) and “ Season ” (vb.) different

headings should be given. Why should we have “ Mark ” (proper name), “ Mark,—

s

(substantive), “ Mark,—ed ” (verb), while under “ Lie,—s ” we have in about the

same number of references, the noun, and the verb in its two diverse senses of re-

clining, and speaking falsely ?

Scholars will hardly accept the position assigned in the Preface to the Codex

Sinaiticus as “ probably the most ancient and valuable of all the MSS. of the New
Testament.” Aside from Tischendorf the drift of critical opinion has been for

years in favor of the Codex Vaticanus, the superior claims of which may be regarded

as having been fully demonstrated by Westcott and Hort. We find also the sur-

prising statement that “ the first task which the Revisers had before them was the

preparation of a Greek text which should embody the result of the latest discoveries

and the criticisms of the ablest authorities. They have accordingly published a Greek

Testament, which is probably as near perfect as any it will ever be possible to pro-

duce. ”(!) Mr. Thoms must have overlooked the declaration of the Revisers them-

selves in their Preface :
“ A revision of the Greek text was the necessary foundation

of our work
; but it did notfall within our province to construct a continuous and

complete Greek text and has apparently confounded the preparation of a list of

readings adopted by the Committee, for publication by the University Press, under

the supervision of Archdeacon Palmer, with the construction of a complete text.

Dr. Palmer himself, however, distinctly states that “ the Revisers are not responsible

for its publication.” He further states of his own text: “The body of the text is

taken from the third edition of Stephanus, published in 1550.” A text of which

this can be affirmed, and which retains in orthography, order, structure, etc., those

peculiarities of the Textus Receptus which are not distinctly rejected in the Revision,

is surely very far from being a text “ as nearly perfect as any it will ever be possible

to produce.” If, as is possible, he refers to the text of Westcott and Hort, he would

doubtless come much nearer the truth as regards the quality of the text, but would

still be in error in representing it as that of the Revisers. Ll. J. Evans.

The Parabolic Teaching of Christ : A Systematic and Critical Study of the

Parables of our Lord. By Prof. A. B. Bruce, D.D. 8vo, pp. 515. London :

Hodder & Stoughton.

A discussion of the Parables of Jesus in accordance with the principles and

methods of modern exegesis has long been a desideratum. The work of Archbishop

Trench, remarkable for its patristic learning, its fine discrimination of words and

phrases and subtile analysis, has hitherto occupied the field. But its defects in those

departments of Biblical study that are characteristic of our age, namely. Literary

Criticism and Biblical Theology, have long been noted by well-trained scholars. In

these features the work of the accomplished Professor of the Free Church College,

Glasgow, is eminently satisfactory. Indeed the resources of mediaeval, ancient, and

modern learning have been combined into one organic symmetrical and grand sys-

tem. This is indeed the chief excellence o.f the book, namely, the arrangement of

the Parables in a system. And this system is not one imposed upon them by dog-
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matic presuppositions, but the result of a synthesis of the Parables themselves. The
Parables are arranged in three groups.

“(0 Theoretic parables containing the general truth concerning the kingdom of
God

; (2) the evangelic parables, setting forth the divine goodness and grace as the
source of salvation and the law of Christian life

; (3) the prophetic parables, pro-
claiming the righteousness of God as the supreme ruler, rewarding men according to

their works.”

This system is not a mere convenience for the purposes of exposition, but each
parable is set in its proper relation to the general theme, and also in its position

with reference to other parables of the same group. There is room for difference

of opinion in the interpretation of the particular parables, but if we follow the expo-
sition of the learned professor, we will feel that the arrangement is natural and not

strained. As specimens we would quote :

“The two parables of the mustard seed and the leaven, form a pair which have
for their common object to exhibit the prospects of the kingdom on the hopeful side,

in contrast to the parables of the Sower and the Tares, which present the dark side
of the picture. Both proclaim the important truth that the kingdom of heaven is

destined to advance from a small beginning to a great end. But the two parables
present this common truth under diverse aspects. The one predicts the extensive,
the other the intensive growth of the kingdom,” p. 91.

“As in the parables last considered, He drew pictures of a selfish neighbor and
an unjust judge, meaning these to represent God as He appears to His people when
He delays to answer their prayers

; so here He depicts God not according to the gra-
cious reality of His character, but according to the stern facts of Christian life. As
on other occasions Jesus spake parables to teach that men ought always to pray
and not faint, showing how importunity would ultimately prevail

;
so here He speaks

a parable to teach that men ought always to work and not faint, schooling them-
selves into a spirit of severe dutifulness which yields not readily to weariness, nor is

prone to self-complacent contentment with past attainments and performances, see-
ing that such a spirit is demanded by the course of Providence, from all who serve

the Lord.”

Dr. Bruce is severe in his condemnation of all straining the teachings of the Para-

bles in favor of any particular system of Theology as in his Exposition of “ the Para-

ble of the Tares,” p. 55,
“ The Two Debtors,” p. 248, and “ The Wedding Feast,”

and the “ Wedding Robe,” p. 480, and repeatedly condemns the microscopic inter-

pretation of the little details while the great lessons are overlooked. In our judg-

ment the chief fault of Dr. Bruce, in this department of doctrinal exposition, is in an

undue emphasis upon the apologetic side of the parables (see p. 19). It seems to us

that our Saviour is less intent upon the apologetic, and more intent upon the didactic,

than would seem from our author’s exposition. Has not the Professor ot Apolo-

getics unconsciously slightly colored the Saviour’s parables in that interest ?

(2) Another excellent feature of this work is its fine appreciation of the literary

forms of the Parables. They are works of art, all the grander for their simplicity. Ex-

positors have too often been afraid to emphasize the literary excellences of the Bible

lest they should call the attention of the reader from their inspired lessons. This is

not the case with Dr. Bruce. He uses the artistic form of the parable as an instru-

ment to set forth the lessons more clearly and beautifully. We would especially

refer here to the treatment of the Parables of “ the Treasure and the Pearl,” p. 82 sq.,

“ the Mustard Seed,” p. 97 sq., the Hours, the Talents and the Pounds, p. 219 sq.

the Good Samaritan, p. 347 sq. We sympathize entirely with Dr. Bruce in his exal-

tation of the literary character of the parables of Jesus above those of the Haggada

Literature of the Jew's, but we must regard the latter as important for purposes of

illustration, and think of them as having their own place and merit. The following

statement is certainly overdrawn. “ Such senilities do not deserve to be rescued

from the dust of oblivion.” The words that follow are, however, eminently appro-
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priate. “ But they help to deepen our impression of the literary charm, and, what
is more important, of the profound insight into moral and spiritual truth displayed

in the inimitable parables of Jesus ” (p. 214).

(3) Dr. Bruce states very clearly and strongly his view of the Parabolic teaching

of Jesus as a whole.

“ The parables were neither deliberate mystifications, nor idle intellectual conceits,

nor merely literary products of aesthetic taste : they were the utterances of a sorrow-
ful heart. And herein lies their chief charm : not in the doctrine they teach, though
that is both interesting and important ; not in their literary beauty, though that is

great
; but in the sweet, delicate odor of human pathos that breathes from them as

from Alpine wild-flowers. That He had to speak in parables was one of the burdens
of the Son of Man, to be placed side by side with the fact that He had not where
to lay His head.”

There is in these words profound insight into the essence of the parabolic teach-

ing. This is in keeping with the deep moral earnestness and spiritual glow with

which our author interprets the Parables throughout, giving us many precious gems
of exposition, e. g., Unjust Judge, p. 148 ;

the Parable of Extra Service, p. 169 ;
the

Unfaithful Upper Servant, p. 494; the Ten Virgins, p. 503. It is this fine spiritual in-

sight that has induced our author to embrace among the Parables many “ parable

germs,” and lesser Parables usually omitted from treatises on the Parables, such as

“ The Children of the Bride-Chamber,” “ the Lowest Seats at feasts,’’ and “ the chil-

dren in the Market Place,” which, indeed, are specimens of the choicest exegesis.

This is a work which will at once take its place as a classic on the Parables of our

Saviour. No minister should think of doing without it. It ought to be published

at once in this country. C. A. Briggs.

The following works may be briefly noticed :

Introductory Hints to English Readers of the Old Testament. By the Rev.

John A. Cross, M.A. pp. x., 336. London, 1882. This is a summary of the

results of reverent and conservative, but candid, inquiry. It is very readable,

and will meet the wants of a large and growing class of Bible-readers. Of
course, in the present state of Old Testament studies, this commendation is

not to be understood as an indorsement of all its positions. Some of them are

merely tentative and must be so regarded. But the aim and temper of it are

worthy of all praise.

—

Handbooks for Bible Classes. Edited by Rev. Marcus
Dods, D.D., and Rev. Alexander Whyte, D.D. Genesis: Marcus Dods, D.D.

pp. xxii., 202. Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark. 1882. A compact and spicy little

commentary, in which good use has been made of Dillmann’s work in the same
field. It is a pity that the author’s authorities for Babylonian facts are not

quite so good as for Egyptian. Among other points which may attract atten-

tion is the interpretation of “day” in Gen. i., as consisting of 24 hours.

—

Die

Psalmen, iibersetzt u. erldutert. Von Samson Raphael Hirsch. Rabbiner der

Israelitischen Religionsgesellschaft zu Frankfurt am Main. I., pp. ix., 380.

II., pp. 367. Frankfurt am Main. 1882. Contains the Hebrew text, translation

into German, and Commentary. The latter is written from a Jewish stand-

point. Some of the translations, etymologies, etc., are certainly untenable.

—

A Spiritual Commentary on the Book of Psalms, specially setting forth their

Messianic Interpretatio7i. By the Rev. Edward Simms, M.A. Oxon late Vicar

of Escot, Devon, pp. vii., 588. London, 1882. A singular contrast to the

book just mentioned. That finds Christ nowhere in the Psalms. This finds

Him everywhere—both where He is and where He is not. There is excellent

religious thought in the volume, but the volume itself is foundationless. It

rests upon no true exegesis and hinders a real understanding of the Book of

Psalms.

—

Homilistic Library. I. The Book of Psalms Exegetically and Prac-
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tically Considered, by David Thomas
, D.D. Vol. I., Ps. l.-lxi. pp. xxix., 481.

London, 1882. It contains, as the title-page further informs us, “Eighty-four
Homiletic Sketches and thirty-five Sermonic Slippings (!)

” Those who care

for this sort of book will perhaps understand from these words what they may
expect from the present volume and those which are to follow. Why may we
not, by the way, hope to see, before long, an “ Exegetistic Library,” and then a
“ Dogmatistic,” or a " Systematistico-Theologistic,” to say nothing of a “ Histor-

istic ” ?

—

The History of the Religion of Israel: An Old Testament Primer.
By Crawford H. Toy, Professor of Hebrew Language and Literature in Harvard
University. Second Thousand, pp.xvii., 155. Boston, 1883. A condensed ac-

count of Israel and its religion, beginning with Old Testament times and carrying

the subject down to the present. The Old Testament part, which occupies three-

fourths of the book, is controlled by the extremest theories of the Reuss school,

which we are obliged to think entirely false.

—

Chronologia Judicum et Primo-
rum Regum Israelitarum quoinodo recte constituatur. Scripsit Lie. J. C. A.
Kessler, Pastor Wilmsdorfiensis. pp. 69. Leipzig, 1882. This is a little pam-
phlet in Latin, aiming to show that “ the four hundred and eightieth year

”

(Exodus to Temple-building) of I. Kings vi. 1 is demonstrably exact.

—

Concor-

dantice Supplanentarice omtiium vocum Novi Testamenti Grceci. Compositae a

Frederico Zimmer, pp. vii., 76. Gotha, 1882. In two parts
; the first part

arranges the New Testament words (Greek) according to their termination, the

second according to their derivation. No definitions are given.—Die Drei

Ursprlingliehen, noch Ungeschriebenen Evangelien. Zur Synoptischen Frage von

C. Holsten. pp. viii., 79. Karlsruhe u. Leipzig, 1883.— Untersuchungen fiber die

synoptischen Evangelien, von August Jacobsen, pp. iv., 80. Berlin, 1883. In the

former of these two pamphlets the acute Heidelberg professor seeks to show that

there arose in the early days of the Church a story of Jesus’ life and words marked

by Jewish-Christian elements, another, in other circles marked by Gentile-Christian,

and still another combining the two elements. This last Holsten calls the Petrine

Gospel, the second the Pauline, and the first the Jewish. They existed in oral form

before any Gospel was written. Our Matthew (based on an earlier document) was

v’ritten first, under the influence of the Jewish Gospel; Mark is a working over of

Matthew, in the interest ol the Pauline Gospel ; Luke is written to reconcile the

two, and uses both Matthewr and Mark. Like Holsten’s w'orks generally, this is ex-

ceedingly sharp and suggestive in details, but rests upon a defective foundation.

Jacobsen’s theory is somewhat different. By a tolerably arbitrary assumption of

interpolations, he supposes Mark to have been constructed out of an “Urmarcus,”

and then to have supplied Matthew with a large share of his materials—Luke being

dependent on Matthew and Mark by turns. Many criticisms might be made on

these theories ; we simply call attention to the fact that—whatever be the real re-

lation of the Synoptists—Weiss has showm that only exegetical confusion results

from supposing that either Mark or Luke made use of Matthew.

—

Kritisch Exe-

getischer Commentar fiber das Neue Testament. Von Dr. II. A. IV. Meyer.

Erste Abtheilung, erste Halfte. Kritisch Exegetisches Handbuch fiber das

Evangelium dcs Matthaus. Siebente Auflage umgearbeitet von Dr. Bernhard

IVeiss, Oberconsistorialrath u. ordentlicher Prof, an der Universitat Berlin,

pp. xii., 579. Gottingen, 1883. With this edition of Meyer’s Comm, on Mat-

thew, Prof. Weiss has completed his revision of the Handbooks on the

Gospels, and thus celebrates the fiftieth anniversary of the appearance of the

first volume in this now' famous series. An account of Meyer’s exegetical labors

is prefixed, and his portrait as well. Weiss’s opinions as to the structure of the

Gospel, as well as the details of its exegesis, are already well known—particu-

larly through his “ Matth&usevangelium u. seine Lukasparallelen ” (1876), and

his “ Leben Jesu ” (1882).

—

Die Revision der Lutherischen Bibelubersetsung.
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Von Lie. th. Ernst Kuhn, Konsistorialassessor u. Diakonus in Dresden, pp. 64.

Halle, 1883. A very interesting and instructive pamphlet. Points of compar-
ison with the Anglo-American Revision suggest themselves at once. There
was still greater need of a Bible-revision in Germany, for the latest genuine
“ Luther-text ” has been considerably and variously modified, so that there is

not even uniformity of text in the present editions of the Luther-Bible. The
modifications made by the German Revisers have been much fewer than in our
Revised Version, but the great advantage they have had is in the provisional

character of the work as first issued. In 1866 specimen copies of the N. T. ap-

peared, and not until two years later was this part of the Revision, after renewed
examination and consideration of the comments made upon it, finally adopted.

The same course is to be pursued with the Old Test. ; the provisional issue will

appear within a few months, and two years later, after such modifications as

may be suggested and seem wise to the Revisers, the work will be definitely

authorized and published. Francis Brown.

II.—HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.

Bibliotheca Theologica. By John F. Hurst, LL.D. New York: Charles
Scribner’s Sons. 1883.

Next to knowledge itself is the knowledge of where it is to be found. Hence
good lists of books, in the various departments of human inquiry, are exceedingly

useful to the student. The volume of Dr. Hurst is one of this class. The author

has made judicious use of the existing manuals, both in the English and Continental

languages, and adding to them the results of his own study and experience, has

compiled a volume of much practical value for the clergyman and theological student.

The materials are distributed under the heads of Exegetical, Historical, Systematic,

and Practical Theology, and the important works in these divisions and their sub-

divisions are specified, so that a student by its assistance will be able to investigate

a theological topic at the fountain-head.

The work is strongest in modern literature. This will be in its favor, for that

class who do not care so much for the older investigations, and who by stress of

occupation are compelled to select sparingly out of the immense mass of books now
in existence. Others would like more fulness in the Patristic, Mediaeval, and

Reformation literatures, and somewhat less in the Modern, and especially the

Current. For ourselves, we could spare some of the lighter publications of the day

that are mentioned, if their place could be filled with others not mentioned, which
have stood the test of time and have proved to be weighty and profound.

But it is impossible to construct a manual that will be entirely satisfactory to all

classes of readers and students. Dr. Hurst has laid all students under obligations

by the positive and real merits of his volume. W. G. T. Shedd.

The Synod of Elvira and the Christian Life in the Fourth Cent-
ury. A Historical Essay. By Alfred William Winterslow Dale,
M.A., Fellow and Lecturer of Trinity Hall, Cambridge. “Nisi Dominus, aedi-

ficaverit Domum in vanum laboraverunt qui aedificant earn.” London : Mac-
[.

millan & Co. 1882.

The Council of Elvira (Illiberis, near Granada) was held probably in the year 306

after the Diocletian persecution in Spain had ceased with the abdication of Max-
imian Herculeus. It marks the transition from the ante-Nicene Provisional Synods

to the first CEcumenical Council of Nicaea (325). It reflects vividly the state of

Christendom under the last and most fearful persecution and the prospect of the
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reign of permanent peace to the Church under the protection of the government.

For in the same year Constantine the Great was proclaimed emperor in the West,
and he was the coming man of destiny or Providence to raise the persecuted sect of

the Christians to the seat of power. The ruling genius of the Council of Elvira,

Hosius, Bishop of Corduba, became one of the chief advisers of Constantine, and
followed him to the East.

The Council of Elvira was attended by nineteen bishops and twenty-six presbyters,

and passed eighty-one canons on Church polity and Christian morals, but none of

doctrinal import. It severely denounced the various forms of heathen immorality

which then still abounded, and subjected the lapsed who had denied their faith in

the preceding persecution to strict discipline. It also prohibited pictures of Christ

and the saints in the churches.

The best accounts of this Synod are given by Ferdinand de Mendoza and Gonza-
lez in Latin, by Gams, in his German Church History of Spain (II. 1-136), and by

Hefele, in the revised edition of his Concilisngeschichte (1873, Vol. I., 148-192).

The book of Dale, a young and rising author (son of an Independent minister,

Robert William Dale, in Birmingham), makes this Continental information available

to English readers. It discusses at length the disputed date and place of the Synod
;

discusses the organization, morality, asceticism, sicerdotalism, worship, and super-

stition of that age, and the relation of Church and State, and gives, in an Appendix,

the Latin text of the canons, to which he ought to have added a good English ver-

sion. Philip Schaff.

A History of the Councils of the Church from the Original Docu-
ments. By the Right Rev. Charles Joseph Hefele, D.D., Bishop of Rotten-
burg, formerly Professor of Theology in the University of Tubingen. Vol. III.,

A.D. 431 to A.D. 451. Translated from the German, with the Author’s appro-
bation, and edited by the Editor of Hagenbach’s History of Doctrines. Edin-
burgh : T. & T. Clark. 1883. Scribner, Welford &. Co., N. Y.

The first volume of this series brought the history down to the close of the Coun-

cil of Nicaea, A.D. 325. The second volume carried the history forward to A.D.

429. This third volume spans the great Christological period, including the history

of the oecumenical councils of Ephesus and of Chalcedon. The subjects embraced

in the volume are of surpassing interest and importance. Of course the interest

centres in the two great oecumenical councils, but the numerous provincial synods

contribute much material for the history, and shed important light upon the atti-

tude and animus of different parties, and upon the currents of opinion, and the dif-

ferent modes of thinking on Christological problems. Nor is this a history merely

of acts and decisions of the councils, but it is the history of the formation of opin-

ions, with interesting and sometimes graphic sketches of the great actors on the

scene. And in all this work there is visible the hand of a master. To those who
are interested in such studies the story is mpre absorbing than a romance.

Previous councils had maintained the true Godhead of Christ, and, at the same time,

His true manhood. The problem that remained to be solved was : how are the

divine and human natures united in the Person of Christ ? Concerning this ques-

tion diverse tendencies and parties were early developed. On the basis of a Pla-

tonic trichotomy Apollinaris preserved the unity of the Person of Christ at the

expense of His true Manhood. Much of the theological phraseology of the times

taught or suggested a fusion or mixture of natures. Theodorus of Mopsuestia

emphasized the distinction to the neglect of the hypostatic union of the natures of

Christ. Nestorius, the fluent Antiochian, who had been welcomed to the Patri-

archal see of Constantinople as a second Chrysostom, was a pupil of Theodorus of

Mopsuestia. Very soon after his going to Constantinople a controversy arose in

regard to the propriety of the use of the term 0eor<kof (God-Bearer) as applied to

the Virgin Mary. As the controversy continued it grew more intense from day to
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day. After preliminary skirmishing between Nestorius and Cyril, the belligerent

Patriarch of Alexandria, and after discussion of the doctrines involved in the con-

troversy by the local synods of Rome and Alexandria, all of which are detailed by

the author briefly but graphically, the Oecumenical Council of Ephesus was sum-
moned by the Emperor, and convened a.d. 431. The story of the Council and of

the Conciliabulum
;
the sharp antagonism of parties

; the swift-running currents of

opinion and of feeling; anathemas and counter-anathemas; the nice discriminations

of doctrine
;
the profound interest in the discussions which pervaded all classes from

the Emperor on the throne to the “beggar who smuggled in a letter, concealed in a

hollow stick, from Cyril to the bishops and monks of Constantinople ”; the mutual

jealousy of the civil and ecclesiastical governments
;
the appeals, the memorials, the

excommunications, the arrests, the imprisonments, the Imperial decrees, and the

ecclesiastical sentences, canons, and decisions—all this is told, and well told.

Nestorius, in a one-sided way, had so emphasized the distinction of natures as to

virtually destroy the unity of Christ’s Person, and now the pendulum swings to the

opposite extreme of Monophysitism in the teachings of Eutyches. The disputes on

this subject were violent and involved both Church and Empire. The local synod of

Constantinople, A.D. 448, only intensified the controversy; and the Robber Synod
of A.D. 449 was scandalous in the extreme, through the leadership of Dioscurus,

in the spirit of its proceedings and in the character of its decisions. Under Pul-

cheria and Marcian the sympathy and influence of the Court were strongly with

the orthodox. An CEcumenical Council, summoned at first to assemble at Nicaea,

but afterward, in order to be at a convenient distance from the Imperial residence,

transferred to Chalcedon, was opened on the 8th of October, 451. This Council

assembled when both the Eastern and the Western Empires were in the throes of

invasion by the Huns. It seemed to be an unpropitious time for the calm considera-

tion of deep and subtle theological questions, yet the Creed of Chalcedon fixed the

doctrine of the Person of Christ for future ages. The history of this most important

Council as given by the author is full and satisfactory. The interest of the series

thus far culminates in this last volume, and the interest of this volume culminates in

the closing sections on the Council of Chalcedon. The author is a bishop of the

Roman Catholic Church, and the work, therefore, is more or less colored with Papal

views, but these are not thrust forward in an offensive way. A good table of con-

tents is a desideratum. S. J. Wilson.

A History of the Papacy during the Period of the Reformation. By
M. Creighton, M.A., late Fellow of Merton College, Oxford. Vol. I., 1378-
1418; Vol. II., 1418-1464. Boston: Houghton, Mitiflin & Co. 1882.

The author of this work had a rare opportunity, both in the comparative

freshness of his subject, and in its great relative importance. The problem in-

volved is really that of the genesis and distinctive characteristics of our modern
civilization. The Papacy of the Middle Ages was not merely an ecclesiastical

usurpation, to be got rid of by revolution, but also, as Coleridge has said, a con-

federation of the learned men of Western Europe against the barbarism and

ignorance of the times. What mistakes it made, how its errors and abuses in-

creased, how attempts at reformation failed, and by what vital forces nearly half

its constituency was finally lost to it, the historian of the period is called upon
to show. The roots of what we term the Protestant Reformation are in the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. While Wiclif and Tauler, Huss, Wessel,

and Savonarola represent the spiritual energy of the period, a remarkable suc-

cession of inventions and discoveries ushered in a new materialistic civilization,

whose achievements and problems are subjecting the Christian Religion and
the Christian Church to a strain and a struggle never experienced before. It is

curious to observe how little has yet been done, in any language, toward hand-

211
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ling the subject properly. Mr. Creighton, late an Oxford Fellow, now a

Northumberland clergyman, is leading the way in England. After a brief in-

troduction, rapidly sketching the development of the Papal monarchy, the de-

tailed history begins with the Popes at Avignon. The second volume ends

with the death of Pius II. in 1464. Two more volumes at least will be required

to take us down to the dissolution of the Council of Trent. But these first two
volumes are so carefully indexed, and so far forth complete in themselves, that

their author could safely risk his reputation upon them. Little use has been

made of new manuscript authorities. But excellent use has been made of the

best printed materials. And such scholars as Professor Stubbs and Professor

Mayor are reckoned among the friends and advisers of the author. He has

given us a really learned and able history of the period in question, and we
shall await with eager interest the appearance of the remaining volumes. In

the way of criticism, amongst other things, one might question the great supe-

riority claimed for Hildebrand over Innocent 111 . Some verbal errors might

also be pointed out. For example, in Vol. I., p. 3, “was replaced by,” is used

where the meaning is, “gave place to.” On p. 13, “allying” is used intransi-

tively. And on p. 17, we encounter the word “disillusionment.” With so

much to admire and commend, one cannot help regretting that more labor was

not bestowed upon the style and diction. Roswell D. Hitchcock.

The Reformation. By T. M. Lindsay, A.M., D.D.. Professor of Divinity and
Church History, Free Church College, Glasgow. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark.

1882. Scribner, Welford & Co., N. Y.

It would be easier to pass a critical judgment on this work if we knew just what

is aimed at in the series of “ Handbooks for Bible-classes,” to which it belongs.

If these histories and commentaries are designed for the use of young people, as an

aid in the study of Bible-class lessons, we should say they are pitched in rather too

high a key. If they are meant for Bible-class teachers, the necessity for them is not ap-

parent. There are plenty of good Church histories for adults aheady, and we should

imagine that Dr. Cunningham Geikie’s “ English Reformation ” left nothing to be

desired, so far as that portion of the history is concerned. Perhaps “ Handbooks

for Bible-classes” is only a convenient title under which to group a series of

cheap special works for popular religious use, each written by some supposed expert.

This method is well worked out in the various series of biographical, historical, and

scientific monographs now so popular. The division of labor in literature, as well as

in the mechanic arts, leaves each workman to deal with only one individual life, one

limited period, or one distinct section of a general subject. The aggregate makes a

complete history, which, combining the results of the labors of many contributors,

ought to be broader, richer, more varied, and more exact than any one writer, how-

ever accomplished, could furnish. The actual success of the method in each instance

depends, of course, on the competency of the several writers.

In this respect we should assume that Professor Lindsay’s contribution to the

series would be everything that could be reasonably expected. His own claims are

not extravagant. Except a short closing discussion of the principles of the Reforma-

tion, the work “ consists only of a compilation from the best and most easily accessi-

ble histories of the Reformation, and makes no pretence to original treatment.”

This manual was, no doubt, prepared under the pressure of many other labors, and

not unnaturally shows signs of some carelessness in the composition. It is, in gen-

eral, a good, faithful, and pleasing narrative of the great facts in the religious revolu-

tion of the sixteenth century, and may be used with advantage by any class of ma-

ture readers, whether Bible-class teachers or others. Samuel M. Hopkins.
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Our Liberal Movement in Theology, chiefly as shown in Recollections of the

History of Unitarianism in New England, being a closing Course of Lectures

given in the Harvard Divinity School. By Joseph Henry Allen, Lecturer on

Ecclesiastical History in Harvard University, Honorary Member of the (Unita-

rian) Supreme Consistory of Transylvania, author of “ Hebrew Men and Times,”
“ Fragments of Christian History,” etc. Boston : Roberts Brothers, 1882. 8vo,

pp. 220.

This little book is exceedingly interesting and instructive. The author speaks

with perfectly adequate knowledge of the genesis and entire history of Unitarianism

in New England, and in entire sympathy with its most advanced tendencies and

probable future developments. The son of a Unitarian minister, who ranked with

the founders and first leaders of the movement, himself an eminent liberal minister

and professor, he has had personal fellowship with most of the eminent men, and

direct knowledge of all the changes of thought and policy which he describes in

these lectures. His style is clear and his views and sympathies broad and compre-

hensive. His spirit is free of all mere fanaticism of opinion or party. He is emi-

nently able to see and candid in stating both sides of most of the questions he dis-

cusses and of the character of the persons whose part in this history he narrates.

He is also fearless and frank in forecasting the future, which, upon the principles of

his school, are gloomy and uncertain enough. Unitarianism is defined as rational-

ism within the sphere of general Christian tradition. It defends Christianity on the

grounds of reason against the attacks of reason. It existed, at first, as much within

as outside of the established Churches of Great Britain, in the great body of “ Lati-

tude Men ” of a scientific and somewhat worldly habit of mind. It was character-

istic of the movement at first that moral interpretation was always put upon doc-

trine and the supernatural element of Scripture narratives, while neither denied nor

ignored, was explained away when possible, and otherwise minimised. The history

of American Unitarianism has been developed through three epochs : first, that of

growth, marked by the life and service of Dr. Channing ; second, that of criticism

signalized by the name of Theodore Parker
;
third, that of construction, signalized

by the name of Dr. Hedge, while the most effective denominational organizer was

Dr. Bellows. The body has not been held in union by any creed, but by all its con-

stituents sharing, in his own way, in a common spirit and life. The Unitarian body

of the first and second generations was, historically, neither a denomination nor a

sect, but just the liberal wing of the great Congregational body which founded the

first Colonies.

The Unitarianism of the past is admitted to be only a transition movement, nec-

essary and useful in its time, but utterly untenable now. As far as it is defined to

survive at all in the coming time, it must understand that it has outgrown its old

theological limits, and as it was once the liberal side of the old Congregational body,

so it must hereafter know itself as the Christian side of the broader scientific move-

ment of our time. Liberalism (modern Unitarianism) is not a code of opinion, it is

simply an atmosphere of mind making the atmosphere of one’s opinions. Of course

it tends to discard miracle in the sacred narrative ; not that it necessarily denies the

facts which looked miraculous once, but that when it accepts them it seeks to put

a natural interpretation on them, and thus while it leaves unimpaired their value as

appeals to pious sentiment, quite destroys their value as evidences of religious

dogma. The author holds it not too much to say, that no educated mind can any

more believe that the real body of Christ literally died and came to life again. This

he shows to be the opinion of Drs. Furness, Sears, James Freeman Clarke, and

President Walker.

At present Unitarianism has no fixed opinions concerning the person or mission

of Jesus Christ held in common by all its representative men. It claims the name
“ Christian ” because, first, “ the name does hot rest on any theory whatever about

the nature, or office, or person, or doctrine of Christ, it rests simply on the ground
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that we are Christian by habit or inheritance, unless we deliberately choose to

renounce that name in favor of some other secondly, because “ Christianity, with
all its terrible abuses and with all its pernicious errors, is a name that means too

much for the higher life of men, whether moral or spiritual, to be willingly let die.”

That is, this new sect of unbelievers is to be adorned with the Christian name
because (i) their ancestors were believers, and (2) because real Christianity has been
an incalculable blessing in the world

; and hence its name, when assumed by them,
however inappropriate, is nevertheless an ornamental and a profitable disguise.

But the name “ Christian ” has a definite sense, which has been confirmed by the

usage of two thousand years. It has become inseparably associated with, and
adorned by, its own glorious and beneficent fruits. The name cannot honestly be
separated from the thing. Christianity cannot be really injured even by this dis-

honest parody. But modern Unitarianism, as candidly and sympathetically repre-

sented in these lectures, would do itself all the credit now possible, if it would openly

discard the name as it has already done the doctrine and the service, and if it would
openly ally itselt with the deniers of the supernatural and of positive revelation, to

whose class it unquestionably belongs. A. A. Hodge.

Gesta Christi
;
or, A History of Humane Progress under Christianity.

By Charles Loring Brace, author of “ Races of the Old World,” “ Home Life

in Germany and Hungary,” “Norse Folk,” “ Dangerous Classes of New York,”
etc. 8vo, pp. xvi., 496. New York: A. C. Armstrong & Son. 1882.

The debt owed by modern civilization to Christianity is generally underestimated,

sometimes wholly repudiated by a certain class of philosophers of no mean preten-

sions, while even among professed Christians there prevails a lamentable uncertainty

respecting the exact degree to which the religion of Christ has improved the social

condition of man. It is to give correct notions upon this interesting subject that

Mr. Brace has collected the great mass of information contained in the present vol-

ume. The author divides the extensive field of his investigation into three periods

:

the Roman, the Mediaeval, and the Modern. Of these, the first has been more care-

fully studied and more thoroughly elucidated by previous writers than either of the

others. It is consequently in his treatment of the progress of humane legislation and
moral and social reforms during the Middle Ages, and especially during the past

three centuries, that Mr. Brace has the best opportunity for the display of the results

of his original research. For this the great familiarity of the author with all the

phases of benevolent activity in our own times furnishes him with rare facilities.

Not only is the object of the work an excellent one, but the treatment is skilful,

and the method appropriate. The writer studiously avoids the temptation of deal-

ing in vague generalities, and confines himself with conscientious singleness of pur-

pose to an orderly and systematic exposition of particular topics. He makes no at-

tempt to embellish his narrative with fanciful or highly-wrought pictures of the con-

trast between the life of the pagan and the life of the inhabitant of a Christian land.

Throughout the discussion is calm, dignified, and, in the best sense, judicial. While

not endeavoring to divest himself of his prepossessions as a Christian, Mr. Brace

maintains a position of strict impartiality. He is disposed to recognize everything

that was good in the laws or in the philosophy of the ancients. Certainly no one will

assert that he does scant justice to the merits of the Stoical system, of which he has

in some regards a genuine admiration. On the other hand, he never tires of distin-

guishing between the fruits of Christianity in itself and of the Christian Church. In

the latter, as an organization, there has ever been so much of the human and corrupt

mingled with the divine element, that the results of its activity are, as yet, far from

realizing the high conception of its Founder. It is not, therefore, the Church whose

history the author would trace, but rather the personal Christ working by precept

and by the example of a transcendently holy life, and by these subtle forces gradu-

ally renovating a world apparently perverted beyond all hope of reformation. If, in-
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deed, the author errs in either direction, it is, in our judgment, rather by magnifying

the defects of the visible Church than by making light of them. Mr. Brace has evi-

dently been indefatigable in his researches, which have covered a wide range of sub-

jects ; and he has set forth the conclusions at which he arrives in so clear, forcible,

and convincing a form, that his work will long be indispensable alike to students of

philanthropic progress and to Christian scholars. HENRY M. Baird.

Memorial of the Life and Labors of the Rev. Cyrus Dickson, D.D.,
late Secretary of the Board of Home Missions. By S. J. M. Eaton, D.D.
iamo, pp. 402. New York : Robert Carter and Brothers. 1882.

Dr. Dickson will long and lovingly be had in remembrance by the American Presby-

terian Church as the genial, laborious, eloquent, and efficient associate Secretary of

the Board of Home Missions. Appointed to this high trust and called to this great

work by the General Assembly of 1870, he filled the trust and performed the work, in

reliance on the grace of God, so thoroughly and so effectively as to win to himself

the confidence, affection and gratitude of the whole Church. And when, in the

tenth year of his secretaryship, he began to sink under the burden, it was with un-

affected sadness that his brethren looked forward to the near approach of his de-

parture from the earth, in a premature decay of his mortal powers.

Born in a log-cabin in Northeast Pennsylvania, near the eastern shore of Lake

Erie, December 20, 1810, his boyhood was passed amid the toils and privations in-

cident to frontier life, with but few of the advantages of cultured society. From
his Scotch-Irish ancestry he inherited a faith and a life of unswerving purity, in-

tegrity, and piety. Early converted, he gave himself to the preaching of the Gospel,

was graduated in 1837 at Jefferson College, Pa., and was ordained in 1840 to the

ministry. For eight years he served as pastor of a church in Franklin, Erie Co., Pa.,

and six years of the time conjointly of a neighboring church at Sugar Creek. An-
other period of eight years (1848-1856) was given to the Second Church of Wheel-
ing, W. Va., as its first pastor, and then nearly fourteen years more (1856-1870) to

the pastorate of the Westminster Church of Baltimore, Md., as the successor of the

brilliant Wm. J. Hoge, D.D.

As a pastor Dr. Dickson was greatly beloved and eminently successful. His

ministry resulted, in each of his three charges, most happily in the conversion of

sinners and the edification of. saints. He was regarded as a preacher of uncommon
eloquence and ability.

In 1868 he was earnestly importuned to accept the secretaryship of the (O. S.)

Board of Domestic Missions, but declined] it. Two years later his call to a wider

field by the Re-united Assembly, constrained him to leave the pastorate and devote

his remaining days to the work of missions.

His Memoir has been prepared by one of his successors in the pastorate. While

needlessly diffuse and susceptible of much condensation, it is a loving and faithful

tribute to a most amiable, faithful, genial, sprightly, and useful servant of Christ in

the ministry of the Gospel ; a devoted husband, a loving father, and one of the most

successful preachers of the present day. Beloved by all who knew him, he died

Sept. 11, 1881, greatly lamented. E. F. Hatfield.

The following works in the department of Historical Theology are worthy of

notice

:

De Vita et Scriptis Aphraatis Sapientis Persae, conscripsit Jacobus Forget.

8vo, pp. 353. Levanii, 1882. A valuable monograph, showing an accurate knowl-

edge of the Syriac language and literature, and a careful study of the various MSS.
and editions of the works of this important theologian of the fourth century, who
was formerly known as Jacobus of Nisibis. This thorough critical discussion by a

Roman Catholic scholar should stir up Protestant young men to enter into the rich
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and fruitful field of Patristics in the Syrian Church, which has been thus far very

much neglected by our Church historians.

—

Beitrage zur Sack sischen Kirchenges-
chichte herausgegeben ini Auftrage der Gesellschaft fur Sdchsische Kirchengcs-
chichie , von Franz Dibelius und Gothard Lechler, Erstes Heft. We welcome this

first section of the historical efforts of this Saxon Society. The five essays, (i; Was
wir wollen, by Prof. Lechler

; (2) Mag. Stephan Roth, a schoolmaster of the Refor-
mation, by Dr. Geo. Muller

; (3) The Franciscan cloister at Lobau and Kamenz, by
Prof. Knothe

; (4) The accomplishment of the Reformation in Leipzig, by Dr. Sei-

fert
; (5) Upon the history' of the Lutheran hymn-books of Saxony since the Reforma-

tion, by Dr. Dibelius
; and the few brief notes upon Confession and Absolution after

sermon, the time of the public going-over ofAugustus the Strong to the Roman Catho-
lic Church, and the Catechism of Hegendorff, ought to meet such a reception from

students of History as to encourage the Society to persevere in their work.

—

Ein
Apostel der Wiedertaufer, von Dr. Ludwig Keller. Leipzig, 1882. 8vo, pp. 258.

This is a splendid piece of historical work in the rehabilitation of the character and
doctrines of John Denck, one of the chiefs of the Anabaptists of the Reformation,

who has long been buried under a cloud of misrepresentation. The official docu-

ments of the cities of Nuremberg, Augsburg, and Strasburg, the scenes of his labors ;

and his writings, which have been preserved in a few of the libraries of Ger-

many and Holland, present the man in a very different light from that which is cast

upon him by the writings of his opponents, Urbanus Rhegius and Henry' Bullinger.

These were times of intolerance and misrepresentation and cruelty, in which all

parties—Roman Catholic, Lutheran, Zwinglian, and Anabaptist—were alike to blame.

The few kindly tolerant spirits like Melancthon, Oecolampadius, and, we may say,

also John Denck, could not overcome the violence of their parties, and the terrible

earnestness and partisanship of the ruling spirits. The Anabaptists were not a

homogeneous party ; they embraced all those who were for Reform, but could not

follow Luther or Zwingle. The earliest leaders, like Hubmeier and Denck, were mild

and kindly, and emphasized love to Christ and the brethren, and wished to organize

a brotherhood of saints which should devote itself to works of piety. The mystic

type of piety prevailed. But alongside of them were other elements of a socialistic

character. The early death of Denck was a great misfortune. He seemed to have,

been the best suited to act as the chief of the Anabaptists, to unite them in a com-
mon tvpe of Christianity that would have embraced the features of the Mennonites,

the Friends, and the Baptists of later times. But the death of Denck and the cruel

persecution and killing of his best associates, threw the movement into the hands of

the lower and baser elements, and brought on those terrible events which have de-

stroyed the reputation of Anabaptism for all time. It is a praiseworthy effort to lift

up a name from such a ruin and restore it to a place of honor and fame. In the main

Dr. Keller has succeeded in his task, and we thank him for it ; but at the same time

we cannot refrain from expressing our judgment that his righteous indignation

against Luther, Osiander, Urbanus Rhegius, and Bucer, for their ill-treatment and

unjustifiable misrepresentation of Denck, has led him, at times, to forget the spirit

of the age in which they lived, and the critical character of the events, and of every

detail that constituted them, and so to be unduly severe in his judgment of their

conduct. If it be true that Denck was two centuries ahead of his age in his ideas

of toleration and practical piety, it is not fair to condemn those who were the lead-

ers of their own age in its very best movements, even if they were only sufficiently

in advance to serve the purposes of successful leadership.

—

O. G. Heldring sein

Leben und seine Arbeit, von ihm sebst erzahlt. Aus dem Hollandischen ubersetzt,

von Rud. Muller. Gutersloh, 1882. 8vo, pp. 406. This is a sketch of the life of

the distinguished philanthropist of Holland, who was so eminently successful in

building up reformatory institutions, and especially in his provisions for the restora-

tion of fallen women to a life of virtue and usefulness. The book is fitly intro-
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duced by the eloquent court preacher of Berlin, Dr.'Baur, who places Heldring along-

side of Fliedner and Wichern, the honored philanthropists of Germany.

C. A. Briggs.

III.—SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.

Introduction to Christian Theology. By Henry B. Smith, D.D., LL.D.
Edited by William S. Karr, D.D. i2mo, pp. 237. New York: A. C. Arm-
strong & Son.

Henry Boynton Smith did not live in vain, though we should never be permit-

ted to enjoy the full result and benefit of his remarkably earnest, diligent, prolific

life as a Christian scholar. While his incomparable Historical Tables, his edi-

tions of Hagenbach and Gieseler, and his posthumous volumes on Faith and
Philosophy remain, as witnesses alike to his labor and his genius, his work too

early closed will continue to register itself in abundant fruit. The effect even
of his more transient writings, as in the religious press and in our denomina-
tional quarterlies, has by no means spent itself. And the two Fragments or

Outlines edited since his decease—the volume on Apologetics published last

year, and the present Introduction to Theology—will add not merely to our

great regret at his loss, but quite as much to our sense of the permanent value

of his labors in the department to which his life was devoted. Should nothing

more ever appear from his facile pen, his record is made—his fame is secure.

Few lives have been more useful during their brief transit
;
few are bearing

larger, more beneficent fruitage.

There are at least three distinct types of theologians—the traditional, the

philosophic, and the historical. The traditional theologian begins with accept-

ing a certain scheme of theology as authoritative, or a certain creed as final
;
and

addresses himself exclusively to the task of expounding, defending, exalting his

chosen system or his accepted symbol. Outside of these he discovers little

that is orthodox or worthy
;
the defects in these he either ignores or palliates ;

the philosophical principles underlying them he never investigates: the broader

adjustments or correlations of truth he does not meddle with ; the possibility

of progress beyond the creed or the system unfolded he never admits. The
philosophic theologian starts rather from some ascertained basis of rational

fact or principle
;
and sets forth his specific theological conceptions under the

forms and phraseologies which these regulative principles may prescribe. He
groups the particular doctrines of Scripture, as best he may, around the cen-

tral position already assumed ; he adjusts, defines, interprets, according to pre-

conceived laws; whatever cannot be introduced harmoniously into his cherished

scheme, he condemns or ignores
; he is less devoted to the creeds of the Church

than to his philosophy, and sometimes finds it harder to maintain his ecclesi-

astical loyalty than to defend his chosen system, whether by reasoning or by
Revelation. The historical theologian begins his investigations with careful

inquiry into the faith of the Church in all ages, and careful study of theologies

of whatever origin or type. He aims rather to ascertain what has been uni-

versally held as true than what is dogmatically taught in some given symbol ;

he considers sympathetically what other schools of opinion have held, and even

what errorists have promulgated
;
he gathers up the doctrine of the Church,

from the whole life and testimony of the Church, and justifies that doctrine

by proofs and arguments drawn from every historic source. His theological

scheme, as it grows into form, while it will- harmonize in general with the eccle-
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siastical standards he has accepted, will be what it is, both in matter and in

spirit, because of his wide, free, comprehensive studies in the history alike of

dogma and of that organic churchly life which even more than all the creeds

is the key and interpreter of divine truth.

Dr. Smith has recently been described as “ the most philosophical theologian

America has produced in our judgment that honor belongs rather to Jona-
than Edwards, of whom indeed Prof. Smith was »ne of the ablest disciples and
expounders. But he was himself rather the most genuinely and thoroughly

historical theologian which America has produced. Trained as he had been in

the school of Edwards, he had also enjoyed the advantage of extensive ac-

quaintance with the various schools of European, and especially of German,
thought. At first a teacher of philosophy, he had been drawn by very strong

instincts into historical studies ; and it was in this department that he made
his brightest reputation, and erected the most permanent monuments of his in-

dustry and of his well-nigh unrivalled insight and wisdom and power as a philo-

sophic inquirer. This historical element flowed over into all his later theologi-

cal studies and teachings ; it subordinated to itself philosophies and schools

and creeds ; it lifted him forever above all mere traditionalism. We do not

mean to imply that Dr. Smith was wanting in loyalty to our symbols ; he was,

ex animo, a Calvinist and a Presbyterian. But he was not, could not have

been, exclusively a Calvinist of some particular type ;
he could not have fol-

lowed implicitly either Turretin or Owen, or even Edwards. His mind rested

rather in the generic Calvinism, which flowed primarily from the Epistle to the

Romans, was formulated by men like Augustine and Anselm and Calvin, and

still exists in many varieties, and under names and connections somewhat
diverse, as an indestructible if not dominating type of Christian belief. Hence
the genial catholicity which pervades his writings ; hence the wise, broad, com-
prehensive spirit which imparted such a special glow to his theological teaching.

From his historic position he could see' both the smallness of the differences

around which traditional theologians have been contending, and the greatness

—

the supreme grandeur—of the things in which, half unconsciously to them-

selves, theologies of narrower make, schools of partisan temper, were in fact

agreed. And from such studies and such attainments came those benign

proclamations of peace and those earnest struggles toward ecclesiastical union

which, perhaps more than all that he ever wrote, have made his name dear to

American Presbyterianism. May the broad historic temper with which he more
than any other man suffused and harmonized our beloved Church, continue to

abide in it as his living monument for many a generation.

But we are forgetting that this should be simply a notice of the latest work
published from his pen. Dr. Shedd tersely described the little preliminary

treatise on Apologetics as “a small volume containing a great amount of

thought.” The description may be repeated here. It is also important to note

that the lines of thought in the two volumes are very closely related. Each
book really needs the other as its complement, and both should be read or stud-

ied together. Had the author lived to elaborate his great apologetic argument
for Christianity in the new department which he was creating in Union Semi-
nary', much that is now presented in the Introduction—especially the profound

reasonings concerning God and concerning Revelation—would have become
a part of his general scheme of Apologetics. In the former treatise he discusses

in fact only the first general division—Fundamental Apologetics ; in the latter

he presents, in substance, the second and third divisions—Historical and Phi-

losophical Apologetics. Both volumes may thus be regarded as presenting

together, in outline, the best apologetical discussion anywhere attainable. We
know not where the student would turn to find so large an amount of valuable

thought in this department, in such brief, forcible, practical shape.
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Turning to the Introduction, we would urge the thoughtful reading of the

three preliminary chapters on the claims and spirit and characteristics of a

true Christian Theology. The discussion of the system of theology suited to

our time, while it confirms all that we have said respecting the peculiar quali-

ties of the author as a theologian, is especially full of valuable suggestion, and

equally valuable caution. The Special Introduction discusses, with elaborate

detail, the idea and sources of Christian Theology, and is fitted to lift the stu-

dent into large and inspiring conceptions of what that Theology is as the Sci-

eniia scien/iarum. This is followed through the main portion of the volume by

the two particular discussions of the being of God, and of Revelation, with an

outline view of the Evidences of Christianity
;
the whole concluding with a

definition of the Canonicity, Authority, and Inspiration of the Word of God.

Inspiration is defined as “that divine influence by virtue of which the truths

and facts given by Revelation, as well as other truths and facts pertaining to

God’s Kingdom, are spoken or written in a truthful and authoritative manner.”

This influence, it is said, “gives us a book properly called the Word of God,

inspired in all its parts”; and this inspiration is said to be “plenary in the sense

of extending to all the parts, and of extending also to the words.”

The most interesting portion of the volume is the argument for the being of

God ;
and the most interesting feature in this argument is the place assigned

to what is generally characterized as a priori proof. Ontological reasonings on
this subject furnish us what is aptly described as a rational frame ;

they lead to

a rational conviction of the divine existence as possible, and as also a necessity

in thought—a fundamental basis for all thinking. The author shows, as Prof.

Shedd has so ably done (Hist. Doct., I., 231-38), that this idea of God, ontolog-

ically given, is, in the phrase of Dr. Shedd, “ solitary and unique yet he

admits that to infer an actual existence from the nature or cogency of this idea

is, in the language of Principal Tulloch, “to stealthily translate a mere relation

of thought into a fact of existence, which it does not and cannot contain.” At
the same time, he gives a large and just place to those rational conceptions of

cause, and of first and final cause, on which all cosmological and teleological

reasonings on the subject must rest. The student will find the entire presenta-

tion of the subject both inspiring and deeply impressive.

It is to be hoped that the Theology itself, of which we have here so fine an

Introduction, will be given to the public, though it were only in outline. There
is ground for expecting that this will be shortly done. In that case, we shall

have in the three volumes a monument which, though it be less complete or

extensive than we could wish, will stand long to testify to the abilities, the

learning, and the theological genius of Henry Boynton Smith. With profound

respect for his pure name, E. D. Morris.

The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit : the Ninth Series of the Cunningham
Lectured By George Smeaton, D.D., Professor of Exegetical Theology, New
College, Edinburgh. Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark, 1882. 8vo, pp. 368.

Professor Smeaton is well and very favorably known by his previous works. The
present series of lectures on “ The Person and Work of the Holy Spirit,” probably

surpasses in value all that has proceeded from the same author. The entire work is

Biblical, doctrinal, historical, and eminently sound and learned. In the first divis-

ion the author traces the gradual revelation of the Three Persons of the Trinity in

their mutual relations and operations throughout the Old and the New Testaments.

In the second division he discusses, in successive chapters, The Personality and
Procession of the Holy Spirit ; The Work of the Spirit in the Anointing of Christ ;

The Work of the Spirit in connection with Revelation and Inspiration
;
In the Re-

generating Work on the Individual
;
The Spirit of Holiness, and The Work of the
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Holy Spirit in the Church. In the third division Dr. Smeaton presents a very inter-

esting historical survey of the doctrine of the Holy Ghost, and of His gracious work
as it has been held by different parties in the Christian Church from the Apostolic

age to the present.

In the course of this discussion the entire doctrine of the Holy Spirit, both Bib-

lical and Ecclesiastical, is brought out with considerable fulness and is stated with
great clearness. In all particulars the author maintains catholic orthodoxy as rep-

resented by the “ Confession of Faith ” and other Symbols of the Reformed Churches.

He is sound and urgent even on such points as the denial of “ natural ability ” and
the maintenance of the passivity of the soul in regeneration.

He maintains all the scholastic refinements as to the procession of the Holy
Ghost, and holds that the refusal of the Eastern Church to recognize the fact that

this procession is equally from the Son as from the Father, was a symptom and has

been a cause of general spiritual degeneracy.

The author, however, goes far beyond the bounds of Church doctrine, or of actual

Bible teaching, or of our possible knowledge, when he teaches, in Lecture II., “ on
the work of the Spirit in the anointing of Christ,” that in the constitution of the

Theanthropic person of Christ, “ the communicationfrom the one nature to the other

was by the Spirit, the Executive of all the works of God.” Speculation, much
more dogmatism on such a subject, is unprofitable and unbecoming.

A. A. Hodge.

Corner on the Future State. Being a translation of the section of Chris-
tian Doctrine, comprising the doctrine of the last things. With an Introduction
and Notes. By Newman Smyth. 8vo, pp. 155. Chas. Scribner’s Sons.

1883.

Dr. Isaac A. Dorner, of Berlin, has long been known to American scholars as,

on the whole, the ablest and most evangelical of the German divines of this

century. His great works on the “ History of the Doctrine of the Person of

Christ”; ‘‘The History of Protestant Theology,” and “System of Christian Doc-

trine,” have made him an authority on these subjects, with no superior among
those now living. These works have all been translated into English in Clark’s

Foreign Library, and the last-mentioned has been fully noticed in this Review,
Vols. I., p. 190, II., p. 421, III., p. 782. This would be sufficient for our pur-

poses, were it not for the circumstance that has brought about the publication,

by Dr. Newman Smyth, of the section of his System of Doctrine treating of the

Future State. It is exceedingly unfortunate that Dorner’s honored name should

have been thrown into the arena of theological controversy in New England in

connection with a subject which is a very subordinate part of his System of Doc-

trine, and which his pupils will recognize to be less well wrought out than its other

divisions. The views that Dorner presents as to the possibility of salvation after

death, in the Intermediate state, are those of a large number of the Lutheran

and Reformed theologians of the Continent during the past century. \V^ find them

as fully stated in Van Oosterzee’s Christian Dogmatics, II., 781 ; Kahnis’ Lutherische

Dogmatik, III., 554, sq. ; Martensen’s Christliche Dogmatik, p. 436, and others. There

is no propriety, therefore, in attaching them to the name of Dorner. Dorner’s merits

as a theologian lie in entirely different fields of theological study, namely, in the

Being and Attributes of God, the Doctrine of the Person of Christ, and the ethical

development of man. It is not surprising, however, under the circumstances that

Newman Smyth should have deemed it best to let Dorner speak for himself to the

public on this subject ;
his System of Doctrine being too expensive and extensive

for the majority of those who have become interested in the so-called Andover con-

troversy. As a pupil of Dorner we cannot refrain from expressing our thanks to

Dr. Smyth and the publishers for this little book
;
and yet we feel it also due to Dr.
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Dorner that we should guard our readers against certain misconceptions that they

might form under the circumstances.

(1) It should be borne in mind that Dorner’s section on Eschatology was written

without any reference to the state of opinion in New England, but as a part of his

system of theology from the point of view of German theological opinion. The
reader should be on his guard, therefore, lest he should unconsciously identify the

views of Newman Smyth with those of Dorner. Newman Smyth is one of a large

number of American scholars who have been pupils of Dorner, but we do not un-

derstand that Newman Smyth has committed himself to the views of Dr. Dorner,

or, rather, as we should say, to the views that prevail in Germany as to the Interme-

diate state and redemption after death. We also regard it as important that the

views of Dr. Dorner should not be interpreted through any opinion that may have

been formed as to the views of Newman Smyth. Newman Smyth is an independent

thinker, acknowledging his indebtedness to Dorner, but is not in any sense a slavish

follower of Dorner. We would urge our readers to consider the views of Dorner

and those of Newman Smyth independently on their own merits.

(2) This section on “ The Future State ” is a fragment, a section of a great work,

as incomplete with reference to the system of Christian Doctrine that Dorner gives

us, as a limb torn from a human body. If Dorner had written a book on Eschatol-

ogy he would, no doubt, have given us a massive treatise, well guarded at all points,

full, elaborate, and grand, as are all of his works. This section of Eschatology

printed by itself is out of its connection and exposed on every side to misconstruc-

tion. It presupposes Dorner 's doctrine of the grace of God, the sin and ethical de-

velopment of man, and also the doctrine of Redemption. Dr. Smyth has endeavored

to overcome these difficulties in his careful Introduction, but has only partially suc-

ceeded. He seems conscious of this himself when he urges the reader to make him-

self acquainted with the entire system of Dorner. This wre would emphasize, and

urge those who would understand this great theologian to purchase and carefully

study the four volumes of his system. They are worth in intrinsic excellence and

stimulating thought a whole library of other books.

(3) But a still more serious difficulty is presented to the American reader in the

study of a section of German evangelical theology by such a profound and careful

thinker as Dorner, namely, to make the connection between two alien systems of

doctrine. Dorner’s theology is the resultant of the great revival of theology and the

profound investigations of the History of Doctrine since Schleiermacher by such in-

tellectual giants as Julius Muller, Rothe, Martensen, Neander,andBaur. We may learn

the most important lessons from these movements and discussions and results, and yet

we must ever bear in mind that American theology is rather rooted in British thought,

and especially the Puritan theology of Old England and of New England. American

theology has already suffered by the patching on of alien systems—on the one side of

Swiss scholasticism; on the other side, of the Wesleyan Arminianism. The intro-

duction of the new cloth of German theology into the already patched garment will

only produce still greater rents. American theology can be improved only by a re-

vival of the Puritanism which lies at its roots and by working in the line of its own
origin and early history. Elements may be introduced from other systems, but only

alter they have been assimilated to the Puritan system and transformed by the Puri-

tan spirit. The Andover controversy unfortunately rages about the question of

Probation. Probation after death is antagonized by Joseph Cook with Probation “ in

articulo mortis
”
and Probation in “ the essential Christ of conscience.” With this

question of Probation Dr. Dorner does not concern himself. One looks in vain for

the term in this little book in the words of Dorner. It is found only in the Intro-

duction of Newman Smyth. The term Probation indeed belongs to Arminianism.

It has no proper place in the system of Calvinism, or indeed in Lutheranism,

with reference to individual men since the fall of our race in Adam. According to
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Calvinism redemption is from the free unmerited grace of God toward the elect. Pu-

ritan theology knows of elect infants and other elect persons beyond the range of the

ordinary means of grace, but does not know of any probation to individuals. Dr.

Dorner is not a Puritan or a Calvinist, but he is still less an Arminian. He rejects Ar-

minianism, Synergism, and every form of Pelagianism. No one can be more Augus-

tinian in his doctrine of sin and grace than Dorner. Man comes into the world as a

partaker of the sin and guilt of the race. He can be saved only by the prevenient grace

of God. This he is unable to receive in his native depravity. Ability to receive the

grace of God must be given by the grace of God itself—it is enabling grace. Where
Dorner differs from Calvinism is in his repudiation of particular election. He holds

that God in His infinite mercy will at some time or other give to ever)- man the ability

to accept or reject the highest exhibition of the grace of God in Jesus Christ. This

is the crisis upon which the final judgment depends. All else is but preliminary to it.

If a man has not been brought to this crisis in this life, he will be brought to it in the

intermediate state at some time prior to the last judgment. This is the opportunity

of grace for every man and the rejection of this grace is the sin against the Holy Spirit

which alone is unpardonable. Here is a very different conception from probation in

this life or after this life, a probation in death or in the conscience. The chief merit

of Dorner is in his discrimination of various stages in the development of human
nature: (i) Individuality, (2) Subjectivity, (3) Personality (see this Review, ii.. p.

424). In this last, human nature reaches its culmination and becomes capable of

grace in its highest redemptive form and ofjudgment that involves perdition. There
is a development upwards and downwards in preparation for the final judgment, but

a development in all cases. This theory of ethical development is an important gain

to Anthropology and Eschatology and it can be appropriated by the Calvinistic sys-

tem. Calvinism cannot, however, appropriate the universality of the enabling grace

of God without throwing overboard its doctrine of the election of grace, and this

our Puritan churches are hardly prepared to do. C. A. Briggs.

A brief notice of the following works must suffice :

After Death: An Examination of the Testimony of Primitive Times Respecting

the State of the Faithful Dead, and their Relationship to the Living. By Herbert

Mortimore Luckock, D.D., Canon of Ely, Principal of the Theological College, Ex-

amining Chaplain to the Bishop, and sometime Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge.
ra apxaia iOr/ Kparnru.—Nic. Concil. Can. VI. Fourth Edition. Rivingtons, Wa-
terloo Place, London, 1882. This is a scholarly book of considerable historical in-

terest. The Anglo-Catholic rule of faith as distinct from that of the Roman Catho-

lic and the Protestant is here appealed to. They regard the ecumenical creeds and
the writings of the more eminent teachers of the early Church before its division

into eastern and western, i. e„ tradition ascertained by a strict and impartial appli-

cation of the Vincentian Canon, as an authoritative rule for interpreting the contents

of Holy Scripture. The interest of this book arises from the honest and able investi-

gation of the testimony of the early Church as to its belief touching: the state of

the Christian dead—the benefit of prayers, public or private, offered in their behalf

—

their knowledge and interest and prayers in behalf of the living—and the propriety

of their being invoked and prayers being addressed to them by the living. The en-

tire study exhibits the first germs which ultimately ripened into the superstitions

and idolatries of the Roman Church. At the same time it also shows that the

opinion of the early Church on these topics is moderate, uncertain, tentative, very

ununiform, and hence, that on the Vincentian Canon of valid tradition, it excites

no piesumption whatever for the truth of the Roman form of the doctrines con-

cerned.— The Inspiration of Paul. A Sermon Preached in the East Liberty Pres-

byterian Church, Pittsburgh, Pa., October 8, 1882. By Rev. S. H. Kellogg, D.D., Pro-
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fessor in the Western Theological Seminary, Allegheny, Pa. Published by request.

St. Louis Gospel Book and Tract Depository, 212 North Fifth Street. This is a

clear, able, and effective exhibition of the high strict Church doctrine of Inspiration,

which is fundamental to all spiritual religion and sound theology.

—

Eter7ial Purpose.

A Study of the Scripture Doctrine of Immortality. By William R. Hart. Second

Edition. With a Supplementary Essay on Life, Temporal and Eternal. Phila-

delphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1882. 390 pp. $1.25. This essay in advocacy of

Annihilation, Premillennial Adventism, etc., etc., is eccentric, speculative, and only

in a very secondary sense Biblical.

—

Personality : Human and Divine. Bv the

Rev. Wm. W. Olssen, S.T.D. New York : Thomas Whittaker. 1882. 1 17 pp.

75 cents. An interesting subject discussed by an able scholar. The topics discussed

are the nature of Person, and the different theories of matter. After this we have :

I. Human Personality; II. Personality of God; III. Tri-personality of God. It

designs to present a new and more complete argument for the doctrine of the

Trinity.— The New Man and Eternal Life : Notes on the Reiterated Awens of the

Soil of God. By A7idrew Jukes, author of “The Types of Genesis,” “The Law
of the Offerings,” etc. “ Behold, the Tabernacle of God is with men.”—Rev. xxi. 3.

New York: Thomas Whittaker, 2 and 3 Bible House. 1882. A book obscure and
notionate, yet containing much truth and indicating great familiarity with the text of

the New Testament.— Volu77ie Twelfth. The Swedenborg Library. Edited by

B. F. Barrett. Swedenborg, with a compend of his teachings, from the writings

of Emanuel Swedenborg. Philadelphia : E. Claxton & Co., 930 Market Street.

i2mo, pp. 320. There is no more active propagandism in Christendom than that

maintained by the disciples of the learned and eccentric Swedish Theosophist

—

mixture of scholar„philosopher, Biblical interpreter, inspired prophet, religious en-

thusiast, Emanuel Swedenborg. The preceding volumes of the present series con-

tain each a complete statement, in the words of Swedenborg, of all he has taught

in his different writings on the several subjects to which each volume is devoted.

The present volume is, on the other hand, a Compendium of the author’s teaching

on 320 different subjects, i. e., a condensed statement of the whole body of philo-

sophical and theological doctrines which Swedenborg claims to have been divinely

commissioned to proclaim.— The Theology of Fatherhood, Psychologically, Meta-
physically, and Ethically Co7isidered. A New Theology, in which is developed a

New Theory of Original Sin, Atonement, Justification, etc. By the Rev. J. H.
Kiwiebrew, Gadsden, Ala. Nashville, Tenn. : Southern Methodist Publishing

House. Printed for the author. 1883. i2mo, paper, pp. 120. This is intended to

be a “ new theology, not another gospel.” The author, without books except an

English Bible and a Greek Testament, in utter disregard of all the labors and ex-

periences of all Christian scholars, thinkers, saints, and martyrs in the past, by the

pure unaided study of the Bible for himself, has in his own opinion reached “a fun-

damental knowledge of its psychology, pneumatology, and ethics,” and thus “ laid the

foundation for the complete development of Christian sciences that will afford and

support a true theology.” The published result corresponds to the unparalleled con-

ceit and ignorance of the enterprise. He repudiates Federal Representation and

the imputation of the guilt of Adam or the righteousness of Christ, but holds that

we were in Adam as our natural head and in Christ as one with Him through faith,

so that His death is our death, and His life our life. Here there is certainly nothing

new. He adopts trichotomy and traducianism, wherein there is certainly nothing

new. His errors and his truths are all alike as old as recorded religious thought.

It is the essence of folly to attempt the reconstruction of any science, human or

divine, without preceding it by a thorough examination and criticism of all forego-

ing discovery of facts and attempts at their explanation and systematic correlation

throughout the whole past history of the science. The position that the corrupt

affections which remain in the V'y,t'/ of the regenerate and the evil actions which
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proceed from them, “ are not sins in them,” and however indulged, will only

decrease the measure of their reward in heaven, and never imperil their eternal life

in Christ, which has its seat in the nvevpa, which never sins, is fraught with the most

dangerous consequences. A. A. Hodge.

IV.—PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.
Manual of Forms for Baptism, Admission to the Communion, Administration

of the Lord’s Supper, Marriage and Funerals, Ordination of Elders and Deacons,

etc., Conformed to the Doctrine and Discipline of the Presbyterian Church. By
Archibald Alexander Hodge, D.D. New and rewritten edition. Philadel-

phia : Presbyterian Board of Publication.

The question as to the use of forms in non -liturgical churches is still under dis-

cussion, and much that is of considerable value has been written on both sides. Per-

haps the wisest solution is that which prescribes no rigid uniformity either of liturgy

or of free prayer, but leaves the minister at liberty to do “ as occasion serves,” or as

edification may require. But whatever may be said on the general question, there

are many special occasions on which it is convenient for a pastor to have some form

on which he can lay his hands, either for his absolute adoption, or as a guide which

may direct him how he is to proceed in the ordinary manner followed by his breth-

ren, and expected by his people at such times. The most important of these are the

administration of baptism and the Lord’s Supper; the admission of members to the

church, the ordination and recognition of office-bearers, the dedication of a church,

the solemnization of marriage, and the conduct of funerals. We well remember to

what straits w-e were put when, for the first time, we w'ere required to officiate at a

marriage, and how, being at a distance from all ministerial fellowship, we were com-

pelled to take the Directory of Worship and make a form for ourselves. We had

similar experiences regarding Baptism and the Lord’s Supper, and we should ha\e

welcomed then, with the greatest delight, just such a manual as Dr. Hodge has here

produced. Of the manner in which he has performed his work, it is superfluous to

speak. All who know him will be prepared to find simplicity combined with unction

in the exhortations and prayers, and will be delighted with the appropriateness and

variety of the Scriptural selections. There is, withal, a stately liturgical rhythm in the

style, which is very effective. The directions—we must not call them rubrics, for

they are not printed in red letters—are conformed, in the main, to suggestions in the

Westminster “ Directory for Worship,” and the decisions of the Assembly bearing on
the points referred to, as well as to the general custom followed by Presbyterian

churches, both in America and Great Britain. We notice one or two points of detail

that deserve, for different reasons, however, to have special attention turned to them.

In the form for the administration of the Lord’s Supper, we have the following direc-

tion :
“ If for any reason it is inexpedient to leave the communicants to their own

silent meditations through the whole time occupied by the distribution of the ele-

ments, the minister should read slowly such of the Lord’s words as the following.”

This implies that unless, for exceptional reasons, there should be silence during the

distribution of the elements. That is, undoubtedly, the true idea of the ordinance,

and we wish Dr. Hodge had given to it more earnest emphasis. The Quakers, while

repudiating the elements, and, indeed, the whole sacrament, have kept the silence as

a part of their worship, and we ought not to drop out of our service that which is, to

all worthy communicants, the most precious thing in the ordinance. It is a time for

such a feeling as that which Thomson has expressed in his beautiful line,

“ Come, then ! expressive silence ! muse His praise !
”
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and no address of any sort should be thrust in between the worshipper and his Lord.

After the elements have left the minister’s hands, we would not have even the words

of Scripture repeated to the people ; for if we may judge from our own experience the

highest enjoyment of the ordinance is lost, if the attention be, for any reason, with-

drawn from the things which the elements themselves and the act of partaking of

them suggest to the believing soul.

Another thing we have marked, not, however, with the same satisfaction, is the

use by Dr. Hodge of the phrases “ Holy Baptism ” and “ Holy Supper.” There is no

precedent for either in the Directory for Worship, or in the New Testament, any more

than there is for “ Holy Matrimony,” which is here also employed. And where is the

warrant for this direction in the form for the Baptism of adults? “The candidate

kneeling, the minister shall say, I baptize thee, etc.” Why should the adult recipi-

ent of Baptism kneel, any more than the partaker of the elements in the Lord’s Sup-

per? Again, in regard to the prayer before the distribution of the elements in the

Lord’s Supper, we have the following direction :
“ then the minister shall offer a sol -

emn prayer of invocation, consecration (‘setting the elements apart'), confession,

and supplication for the indwelling and communion of the Father and Son through

the Holy Spirit.” Here, as the quotation marks indicate, there is the warrant of the

Westminster Directory for the setting of the elements apart, but we would like to

raise the question whether there is anything in the New Testament suggestive of such

an act. In the original record of institution it is simply said that “ he took bread and

gave thanks.” We have always felt that the “ consecration prayer ” is a misnomer so

far as the elements are concerned. We observe with satisfaction that Dr. Hodge has

not employed the words as to the water used in Baptism, and we, at least, should have

been the better pleased if they had been omitted also in the case of the bread and

wine of the Lord’s Supper. The true and only consecration is in the heart of the

communicant, which leads him to regard and handle with reverence the appointed

emblems ; and the prayer of no man can make “ holy ” bread or “ holy ” wine, any

more than a priest’s ritual observances can make “ holy ” water. The use of such

terms savors of priestism, and in our humble opinion should be discouraged and dis-

continued. We observe, that in connection with the elements, Dr. Hodge gives only

one prayer or thanksgiving. We do not know what the general practice of Presby-

terian churches in America is in that matter, but in the United Presbyterian Church
of Scotland the minister gives thanks for and in connection with bread, and dis-

tributes it. Then “ after the same manner also ” he gives thanks for and in connec-

tion with the cup, and gives that to the elders, thus following the Saviour’s example
in every particular. Then, after the elements are returned, and the office-bearers have

resumed their seats, he says :
“ After supper they sung a hymn,” and gives out an

appropriate hymn, so that between the reading of the account of the institution taken

from I Corinthians xi. 23, etc., and the singingof the hymn, the Lord’s Supper stands

out by itself in its own simple sublimity. But all this indicates that ultimately each

man will make his own forms, and such differences as we have indicated between

Dr. Hodge and ourselves do not detract, in our eyes, from the merits of his Manual,

which, whether used as a collection of forms and just as they are, or as suggested

models after the method of which one can make forms to suit himself, will be found

immensely serviceable by those who are just beginning the work of the ministry in

guiding them to the proper performance of their duties
;
and, indeed, by all minis-

ters, in keeping them from slovenly and slip-shod utterances on occasions of solem-

nity and importance. Wm. M. Taylor.

The Blind Man’s Creed and other Sermons. By Charles H. Parkhurst,
D.D., Pastor of the Madison Square Church, New York. i2mo, pp. 246. New
York: Anson D. F. Randolph & Co. 1883.

Dr. Parkhurst has succeeded to the pastoral charge of the church founded, and so

long cared for, hy the late William Adams, D.D., LL.D. It is much to say in
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fivor of this young divine that he has succeeded admirably in holding this excep-

t onally intelligent congregation together, notwithstanding the up-town drift of the

population and of fashionable society ; and of attracting to his ministry' a full and

deeply-interested audience, increasingly large from Sabbath to Sabbath.

He has been induced, to gratify a laudable desire on the part of his people, to put

a few of his sermons in print, as specimens of his ordinary pulpit addresses. These

sixteen discourses were evidently prepared, not for the press, nor for an intellectual

repast, but for popular effect in oral delivery—“ for doctrine, for reproof, for correc-

tion, for instruction in righteousness.”

Dr. Parkhurst has a way of his own in the construction of his sermons. He
copies after no school, English, Scotch, or American. Whatever instruction he may
have received, in his theological training, as to the most approved rules for the com-
position of pulpit discourses, it seems to have had but slight weight with him. He
makes but little of conventional methods in setting forth the doctrine or the duty

that he would inculcate and enforce. He has no machinery for the presentation of

his thoughts, no model after which they must be shaped ; or, if he has, it does not

appear. His sermons are not regularly-built structures, with first, second and third

stories, all in proper place and relative proportions. They are, in fact, meditations

rather than sermons, practical meditations, earnest thinkings, legitimately resulting

from a close and careful consideration of his theme, ar.d fearlessly carried out to their

necessary conclusions. He puts himself, or aims to do it, in vital connection with

his text ;
concentrates his thoughts upon it

;
extracts its essence ; draws out its fire ;

becomes warmed, vitalized, animated with his subject
;
puts himself, at the same

time, in living and present connection with his congregation ; talks to them
;
reasons

with them ;
compares views

; seizes upon passing events, familiar scenery, striking

occurrences, by way of illustration, and carries his audience with him to the close

with the happiest effects. Thought is stirred up insensibly, irresistibly, not by lofty

diction, or intricacies of reasoning, or metaphysical analyses, but by a natural, simple,

transparent induction.

These discourses are instinct with vitality. There is a live man behind them and

he makes himself felt. Consequently they are anything but dull reading. The
style is vigorous, direct, perspicuous, animated, often crisp and sententious

;
per-

fectly lucid and intelligible. The author is partial to the vocabulary of the common
people ; makes good use of his native Anglo-Saxon tongue, and does not hesitate to

lay under contribution the current proverbs and colloquial phrases of the day. Here

and there the haste of composition is betrayed by a little slovenliness in style, or a

slight redundancy in language, or imagery, or incompleteness of a sentence. A
little pruning, in some cases, might be judiciously applied.

We need, greatly need, such vitalizing discussions and presentations of Gospel

truth. The book has to do with the very' marrow of the Gospel—has but little to

do with mere speculations. We need more of Christ, less of Plato, in our preaching ;

more dealing with the heart and the conscience and less with mere abstractions.

E. F. Hatfield.

The Manifesto of the King. An Exposition of the Sermon on the Mount,
by J. Oswald Dvkes, M.A., D.D. Robert Carter & Brothers, New York.

Several years ago Dr. Dykes published three volumes with the respective titles

:

“ The Beatitudes of the Kingdom,” “The Laws of the. Kingdom,” and “ The Re-

lations of the Kingdom.’’ These three volumes, with an Historical Introduction, are

here bound together in a single volume. “ As thus completed the work forms in

reality a continuous exposition of our Lord’s great discourse known as the Sermon
on the Mount.” The theme is great, affording ample scope for expository, doctrinal,

and practical treatment, and the author has treated it with earnestness, solemnity,

and eloquence. The book is interesting, instructive, and edifying.

S. J. Wilson.
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Revivals: How and When? By William W. Newell, D.D. With Portrait

of the Author, pp. 322, i2mo. New York: A. C. Armstrong and Son, 714
Broadway.

A very suggestive book ;
sketch)', anecdotal, sprightly, and experimental. Dr.

Newell has had large experience in his long-continued ministry of revival-work in its

best sense, and draws largely upon the incidents and results of his ministry. He
has had a large acquaintance with evangelical men and ministers, and has availed

himself of their testimony as to the best methods of promoting the work of conver-

sion among city and country people, children and adults, the moral and immoral,

and especially young men.

In this way he has discussed, practically rather than theoretically, by the logic of

facts rather than of doctrine, the whole subject of Revivals of Religion ; their Nature
;

their Origin
;
their Desirableness ; their Indispensableness

;
and the best means of

obtaining, conducting, and perpetuating them ; also, the responsibility of pastors,

elders, Sunday-school teachers, and church-members, male and female. Much
instruction is given as to the cultivation of a revival spirit

;
as to the st)le and char-

acter of revival-preaching ; as to evangelistic work in prayer and conference meet-

ings, and in personal efforts for the unconverted.

It is a good book for all Christian workers, and especially for pastors of churches.

Every minister will find himself stirred to higher and holier work for Christ and per-

ishing souls. E. F. Hatfield.

Grosse Missionsharfe. Geistliches Liederbuch u. s. w. Dritte ganz umgear-
beitete und sehr vermehrte Autiage. 8vo, pp. 212. [New York : B. Wester-
mann & Co.] Giitersloh : Bertelsmann. 1882.

Of the earlier editions of this collection of hymnology (with music) we know only

what the brief preface of this edition tells us. The hymns and songs, to the number

of 300, are chosen with reference to their adaptation to domestic and social worship

in general, and not for missionary occasions and gatherings exclusively, as the title

might suggest. They are, in part, of standard association and value
;
from the pens

of Luther, and Gerhardt, and Zinzendorf, and Schmolk
; from Knapp, Novalis, Ter-

steegen, and Spitta; from E. M. Arndt and Von Schenkendorf ; from Brentano, Geibel,

and Ruckert ;
while they are, in part, recent and anonymous, or derived from

foreign lands. The music is no less various. Fourteenth century and Moravian

chorals, national and local airs, are intermingled with compositions of Beethoven,

Mozart, Mendelssohn, Handel, and the Haydns, of Bach, Nageli, Reichardt, Silcher,

and Rink. Our own musical literature is familiar enough with genuine or adapted

works of the masters of German song. We suppose it to be a new departure that

German hymn and tune books should be indebted to Bliss, and Lowry, and Sankey,

and the “ Jubilee Singers.” “Almost persuaded,” and “ More holiness give me,”

lend themselves readily to their new uses. “ Stiehl dich fort, stiehl dich hin zu

Jesu,” cannot become anything more than a h)mnological curiosity to our musically

refined German cousins. “ Didn’t my Lord deliver Daniel,” “ Roll, Jordan, roll,”

and “ Swing low, sweet chariot,” do not appear to have gained lodgment yet within

the favored group of tunes supposed to be helpful to social worship. The variety of

material and style in the collection is ample, and the adaptation of the book to its

design manifest. Charles A. Aiken.

Moravian Missions. Twelve Lectures. By Augustus C. Thompson, D.D,
i2mo, pp. 516. New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1882.

It was reported to our last General Assembly that 498 American missionaries,

clerical and lay, male and female, then represented our Church in the foreign field ;

12,000 would give us a number proportionally equal to that which the Moravians

employ in the same department of their work. About 16,500 communicants were

30
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reported as belonging to the missionary churches
; somewhat over 400,000 would

keep our ratio equal to the Moravian, which is a little more than two in the mis-
sionary churches for every three at home. The presumption is that the Moravian
church-member is ready for the missionary call. Dr. Thompson names a lady who
has recently gone to the Mosquito coast, representing the sixth generation of her

family engaged successively in this foreign work, which may surely well be called

their home-work. We have before us a letter written from Wittenberg in 1718, by
Zinzendorf, then a law student seventeen years of age, to a friend at Halle, where
the young count had previously been for several years a student under August Her-
mann Francke, and where he had, beyond his creditable record as a student, distin-

guished himself as an organizer of praying circles. It was no strange thing that the

young nobleman should say some years later at a Church Conference in Holland :

“ The whole earth is the Lord’s
; men's souls are all His

; I am debtor to all ” (p. 75).

The Moravian Church lives in the spirit of its founder.

Dr. Thompson’s exceedingly instructive and spiritually stimulating volume is dedi-

cated “ To the Church of ihe United Brethren, on the third Jubilee of their first foreign

mission, Aug. 21,-1882, etc.” It consists of a course of lectures delivered within a

few years at Andover and Boston. Twenty pages of titles indicate, in part, the

sources of information on the subjects of the course. Prolonged and exact research

is evinced throughout the lectures, which, however, are far more than a graphic and
skilful exhibition of their historical theme. They are a manual of ripened wisdom
on the true aims, principles, and methods of Christian missions, showing that their

author has not sat in vain for more than thirty years in the council chambers of the

A. B. C. F. M., nor served in vain on some of its most important deputations to the

field.

The very nature of the fields in which the missionary work of the Moravians has

chiefly lain, has made that work a wonderful test of the nature and a wonderful illus-

tration of the power of the Gospel. Apologetically, the testimonies of such a his-

tory- are invaluable. What can the Gospel do in Greenland and Labrador, among
West Indian slaves and the Bush negroes of Guiana ? What among the Hotten-

tots, who, with dogs, had been denied entrance to the Dutch churches ? What
among the Australians, almost the least human of the human race, little prepared,

moreover, to expect “ glad tidings of good things ” from representatives of the white

race, some of whose brutal sportsmen, when they wanted a target to shoot at, had

been wont to catch a native and tie him to a tree for a mark ? (p. 431)

,

What has the Gospel done for such as these ? Then what is beyond its power ?

And what preaching of the Gospel has reached and blessed such as these ? Green-

land and India, the South [Sea Islands and Caffraria, and the home of the Chero-

kee make answer. It is the story of Jesus :
“ Tell me that once more.” “ Tell it

again ” (p. 198). Charles A. Aiken.

Books for Practical Edification :

The Church in the House. By the late William Arnot, D.D. The Interna-

tional Series of Sundayr-school Lessons has been of great service in stimulating

the study of the Bible, and this in turn has called forth a variety of expositions

of the portion of the Word under consideration at the time. Hence this repro-

duction of the excellent volume, issued some years since by Dr. Arnot, giving

a series of lessons on the Acts of the Apostles. These “ Lessons” do not pro-

fess to be critical, but aim at an end next in importance to the clear perception

of the meaning of Scripture, viz., the adaptation of its teachings to our own
times and circumstances. How well fitted Dr. Arnot was to do this is known
to all. (Carters).

—

Heme-Making. By the Rev. Dr. J. R. Miller. This is a very

sensible volume addressed to what lies at the root of all true and permanent

civilization, the right conduct of the family. The author avoids ” gush ” and
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prettiness, and writes with sobriety and earnestness. A wide circulation of his

volume could hardly fail to be extensively useful. Nothing could be more
appropriate as a gift to a newly married pair. (Presbyterian Board of Publica-

tion).

—

Missionary Exercises. A great change has been wrought in the course

of this century in awakening interest in Foreign Missions, but there is still

much land to be possessed. The Church is hardly half awake to the importance

of the missionary enterprise, nor will it be until the youth of both sexes are

taught and trained in the matter, are thoroughly saturated with the spirit which
sees and feels that the field is the world. A great aid in the accomplishment
of this result is found in Responsive Readings, Recitations, and other like pro-

vision for interesting missionary meetings. The paper-covered volume before

us is well stocked with such matter, and may be cordially commended for gen-

eral use. (Same Publishers).— The Claim of Christ on the Young. By A. IV. Tho-

rold, D.D. There is a plenty of books addressed to youth, but most of them
are by no means as good in execution as in intention, being either dull and heavy
or smart by affectation. But Bishop Thorold is a thinker and a scholar, and
his little volume has no platitudes. It is fitted to interest any thoughtful mind
and to instruct while it pleases. Nor could any young person read it without

profit. The very titles of the six chapters (once delivered as sermons). Liberty,

Training, Faith, Decision, Power, and Farewell, indicate the freshness of the

Bishop’s method. (A. D. F. Randolph & Co.)

—

The Outermost Rim and Beyond.

By Charles Van Norden. The character of this book is well expressed in its

sub-title, “ A contribution toward patience, reverence, silence, and spirituality,

in the study of Nature and of God.” It is full of vigorous thought modestly
expressed, and as it aims more at suggestiveness than logical conclusions, is well

adapted to reach its end in strengthening faith and courage in these days when
there is so much to alarm the timid. (Same Publishers).

T. W. Chambers.

V.—GENERAL LITERATURE.

Historie Ancienne de l’Orient Jusqu'aux Guerres Mediques, par
Francois Lenormant. 9ieme edition. Tomes I.—III. Paris, 1881-1883.

Professor Lenormant’s great work on ancient history, first published in 186S,

and crowned by the French Academy, had been for a dozen years falling behind

the rapid march of discovery, when the present edition was begun. It is called

the 9th, by an unfortunate use of figures which is not confined to France,

although since the 3d edition, in 1869, no alterations had been made. At
length the whole work is to be subjected to a thorough revision, and the first

three volumes have already appeared. It is hardly necessary to say that the

fascination which the author’s ready pen knows how to throw about every sub-

ject of which he writes, and the evidences of learning and diligent preparation

which one always expects to find in his pages, are not wanting here. If the re-

maining volumes bear out the promise of these, it will be safe to predict for the

book a new lease of life. The only difficulty is that discovery has not stopped

yet, nor the final conclusion in every case been drawn ;
we accept this revision

with the feeling that it, too, will inevitably need to be revised before long.

The first volume contains introductory matter, including much with which

the “ Beginnings of History” have made us familiar. The author, in his pref-

ace—M. Lenormant’s prefaces are generally worth reading—insists on his scien-

tific right to give the first place to the early narratives of Genesis
;
they are
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treated, with their parallels from other sources, in this volume. They are more
condensed than in the work just referred to, and there is additional matter,

such as a discussion of Man in Geologic Times, and of the Origin of Language
and of Writing. In some details of opinion we are glad to notice a change for

the better

—

e.g., in the apparent abandonment of the androgynous nature of

the first human being in Gen. ii. In the chapter on “ The Cradle of Postdilu-

vian Humanity,” however, he brings forward his view—which has already met
with opposition—that this cradle is the true place to seek Eden, and that the
Hebrew account of Eden is simply the western form of a legend that had
wandered from Central Asia along with the migrations of the peoples. In dis-

cussing the origin of .language the author is inclined too entirely and
exclusively to the theory of Prof. Steinthal, which attributes so much to the

interdependence of soul and body, and to the association of ideas. As to the
relations between different families of languages, he holds that the Shemitic
and Hamitic bear evident marks of a common source, and that any decision as

to a connection of Shemitic and Aryan is wholly premature. The question, he
thinks, ought not yet to be even raised. In regard, also, to the affinities of the

Akkado-Sumerian language he is now at last, and wisely, cautious.

The second and third volumes are concerned with Egypt. A most important

matter is the attention paid to the literature of the subject ; there are three

large and closely-printed pages (II., 28 ff.) of titles. It is, of course, impossible

to follow M. Lenormant closely through these two large volumes, or even to

mention all the points of special interest. The invasion of the Hyksos he con-

nects with a vast movement of peoples of which other, and earlier, currents

were the irruption of Elamites into Babylonia and the migration of Shemites

from Babylonia into Canaan. The Hyksos were a conglomerate mass, whose
ruling elements, however, were closely related to the Kketa, or Hittites, and
had the same chief god, Sutekh. Some space is devoted to the Hittites them-

selves, and the most is made of our sadly scanty knowledge of their affinities

and history. In the first volume the Hittites of the north are connected with

the small people of the same name which the Bible places near Hebron (Gen.

xxiii., etc.), both being regarded as Canaanitish, and related to each other. In

Vol. II. this is abandoned ; the Hittites of the north are here declared to have

affinity with their northern neighbors, Meshech and Tubal, and to be connected,

on the other hand, with Caucasian peoples. So radical a change of view, be-

tween 1881 and 1882, leads us to see how impossible it is, as yet, to assign this

mighty people its true place in the history of Western Asia. But the inter-

course of Egypt with other peoples brings into the scope of this history not

merely Hyksos and Hittites. The presence of Jacob’s family and their Exodus
under Mernephtah, as well as the later complications between Palestine and
Egypt, are also noticed. It is unfortunate that the denial of Shemitic blood to

the ruling Hyksos destroys the value of a page or so in which race-relationship

is made a ground for the favorable reception of Joseph and his father’s family.

Assyria, of course, becomes prominent in the latter part of the volume. Prof.

Lenormant holds to the (probably erroneous) view that there was early con-

tact—at least as early as the Mernephtah of the Exodus, between Egypt and

Graeco-Italic peoples (see, on the other hand, A. Wiedemann, Die Aeltesten

Beziehungen zwischen Algypten u. Griechenland, Leipz., 1883).

Vol. III. treats of the religion and customs of Egypt. It, like the others, is

abundantly illustrated, and full of interest. The succeeding volumes will be

cordially welcomed, especially when the author deals with Babylon and Assyria,

where he is so thoroughly at home. Francis Brown.
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A Concise History of the American People, from the discoveries of the

Continent to the present time. By Jacob Harris Patton, A.M. Illustrated.

2 vols. 8vo. 1,160 pp. New York : Fords, Howard & Hulbert.

Some years ago, when Professor Patton’s “ Concise History of the American Peo-

ple,” in one volume, came into our hands, we were at once impressed and pleased

by its readable character. To make a work covering so large a surface interesting

to a general reader, when condensation and conciseness must be kept prominently

in view, is by no means an easy task, and it is but simple justice to say that Pro-

fessor Patton has accomplished it in this revised and enlarged issue of his history

as in the earlier publication. In these two volumes he brings the history down to

the administration of President Arthur.

Professor Patton possesses some peculiar’qualifications for this task. He is a

successful teacher oflong experience, and he has thorough command of his material,

to the amassing and arranging of which he has devoted great labor and extended

research. He is at home, not only in the successive events of our history, but in the

principles and ideas which have been at the roots of our political development. Be-
sides these, he has been a most careful student of the physical characteristics of the

United States, and published four years ago a valuable little manual on its natural

resources. He writes in a calm, judicial spirit, and has the none too common gift

of saying what he knows in a lucid, simple, and straightforward manner.

The feature of the book which especially distinguishes it, is its high moral and

religious tone. The author is a Christian teacher, and shows his colors frankly,

though not obtrusively or offensively. The religious element is wrought into the

fibre of the work, as it is into the author’s life and thought. He is a firm believer

in God in History, and regards the history of this nation as shaped by a controlling

Providence. “ In the late exciting period,” he observes, “ statesmen groped their

way ; no man saw the end from the beginning. An overruling Hand brought

about the great result, not by the plannings of men, but in spite of them.”

His intent goes beyond furnishing a mere chronicle or compend of facts. He
brings his facts to illustrate principles, and, while aiming to omit nothing which

goes to a complete presentation of facts, he seizes upon and emphasizes those which
have been factors in the making of history, throwing subordinate facts into informal

summaries.

Many illustrations of this might be cited. He lays great stress, for instance, on

the moral and religious features of the early Puritan civilization
;
on the number and

dominant influence of the ministers who emigrated to New England ; on the general

familiarity with the Bible among all classes of the community; on the act of 1647,

which inaugurated the common-school system of New England. “This event,” he

remarks, “ deserves more than a mere record. It was the first instance in Christen-

dom in which a civil government took measures to confer upon its youth the bless-

ings of education Never before was embodied in practice a principle so com-
prehensive in its nature and so fruitful in good results, as that of training a nation

of intelligent people by educating all its youth.” He also brings out the benefits

resulting to the community from the theory of making each citizen a landholder and a

participant in the discussions and proceedings of the town-meetings. “ In conse-

quence of this political schooling, we find that on the great questions which came

up a hundred years later, these ‘ citizens of the common folk ’ were remarkably

well-informed, and the sentiments of the most intelligent patriots of that period

found in their minds a ready response.”

Professor Patton deals with the war from the stand-point of a loyal Northerner,

without passion, but in a vein of warm and patriotic feeling which imparts interest

to his succinct narrative. Toward the close of the work he discusses some ques-

tions of a more general character ; such as, Will there ever be another attempt to

destroy the Union ? “ No doubt,” he observes, “ questions of national policy will arise
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in the future on which will te differences of opinion, but never, probably, of a class

involving principles of morals, of right, and of justice, wounding the conscience of

the people, as was the case in respect to the system of slavery.” We are glad that

Professor Patton is so hopeful as to the results of “ the principles of religious freedom

securing perfect toleration in matters of conscience,” of the common-school system,

etc. ;
but there are some questions affecting the possible future of the country which

it was not within the province of such a work as this to discuss at length, and which
make us feel that perhaps, on the whole, the author is on safer ground as an his-

torian than as a prophet. His words on the “ assassination of character,” the prac-

tice of indiscriminate misrepresentation and abuse of individuals in the interest of

political partisanship, and on the kindred question of the spoils system, are whole-

some and timely. We regard the book as, on the whole, the most valuable

popular manual ot American history now in the market. It is a book to be placed

in the hands of young people, and which will stimulate them to a more extended

and minute study of the history of their own land
;
and students and readers of all

classes will find it an invaluable handbook for reference, which is facilitated by the

excellent topical index at the end. Professor Patton deserves the hearty thanks of

the reading public. Marvin R. Vincent.

The Literary History of England in the end of the Eighteenth and beginning
of the Nineteenth Century. By Mrs. Oliphant. 3 vols. Macmillan & Co.

This work would be more accurately described as a series of short biographies of

the eminent literary persons living within that period. They begin with Cowper
and end with the female novelists Maria Edgeworth, Jane Austen, and Susan Fer-

rier. To these biographical and critical sketches are appended three chapters, en-

titled “ Literature in Ireland,” “Historians and Philosophers,” “Theologians.”

The aim of the work is thus stated in the introductory chapter (p. 1 1) : “Our
present object is to trace the awakening of the new epoch in literature which dawned
in the end of the Eighteenth Century, stretching forward into our own, and not only

creating a new code and new laws, but changing the very atmosphere, the scene, the

firmament, and bringing in a purer moral and a higher soul."

Mrs. Oliphant enters a vigorous protest in the introductory chapter against any-

thing like a theory of Development or Evolution as applied to Literature. To quote

her own words, “ Nothing is more remarkable in the history of humanity, or less ca-

pable of reduction to rule, than are the waves of literary impulse. They neither resem-

ble each other, nor do they move at regular intervals
;
nor has one, so far as we can

perceive, any natural connection in the way of cause and effect with another, or

resemblance to it.” “ In the nineteenth century, it is more philosophical to say that

the movements of literary genius are determined by some force, of which we have

not as yet discovered the conditions.” “ Every singer is a new miracle—created if

nothing else is created—no growth developed out of precedent poets, but something

sprung from an impulse which is not reducible to law ” (Introd. chap., pp. 5 and 6).

We cannot help thinking, however, that a deeper knowledge of History would

have qualified these statements. For nothing is plainer than that literature is most

profoundly affected and shaped by its surroundings or environments, to use the term.

English literature has been very perceptibly shaped by the Italian, French, and Ger-

man literatures in turn—to say nothing of the subtler and more powerful national

forces within. Her main position, however, is not to be easily shaken.

It is in succeeding chapters of the work that her best qualities as a literary historian

appear. First of all is her work to be commended for its readableness. In this

respect it is in striking contrast with most histories of literature—which are generally

as dry as names and dates can make them. She has discussed all her subjects in a

fresh and living way, at times with very clear insight, often with keen wit, and

always with a genuine enthusiasm. The style is diffuse. It could hardly be other-

wise after so long exercise in the field of fiction. We could well spare some of her
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amplifications for some quotations from the author, illustrating her well-taken point

of criticism.

Another and the main excellence of the work is the connected view it gives us of

the writers and of the period discussed. Such a handbook within reach is of great

service to a literary student, and especially for the knowledge it furnishes of the less

known writers. In fact, the work is more valuable for this than for its discussions of

the greater lights of literature. Such notices as those of Henry Mackenzie, The
Cockney School, and Susan Ferrier are excellent, and traverse a region of literary

effort which is an unknown land to many who are thoroughly at home with Scott

and Byron. The reader of this volume as he goes through the successive estimates

of Cowper, Burns, Crabbe, The Lake School, Landor, Lamb, Scott, Shelley, Byron,

Keats, besides those of the class already named, is continually struck with the skill

with which the period as a whole is made to justify her estimate of it in the outset as

a “development of higher genius and purified life.” This indeed suggests what is a

third excellence of the work

—

the spirit of its criticism. Mrs. Oliphant is never

narrow nor pedantic. So far as she goes, her critical estimates are discriminating.

This part of her work errs by defect. There is too little of it in comparison with the

biographical portions. In these Mrs. Oliphant evidently feels most at home, and her

book shows it. Those persons who are in search of anything like full, detailed

criticism must seek it elsewhere. Comparison of the admirable lives of “ Men of

Letters,” edited by Mr. Morley, will show at once the justice of this comment. There

is also an inequality in the thoroughness of these critical estimates. Admirers of

Wordsworth will feel that scant justice has been done this greatest figure in our

modern poetry. But after all these abatements, there is much excellent critical work.

Our limits forbid anything like detailed consideration of her criticisms. Occasionally

too she enters on a field of criticism where her views, if not entirely new, are very far

from being hackneyed
; as when she discusses Cowper’s relation to Newton in its

influence on his poetry’, or as when she defends Burns’ trenchant satires on

Hypocrisy in his Holy Willie’s Prayer. We confess, however, to an unmitigated sur-

prise, when after reading her just and admirably stated estimate of the immoral in

Shelley and Byron—all the more admirable because joined with so hearty an appre-

ciation of the good and great in their poetry—to find these words at the close :
“ By

this time, perhaps—who can tell?— these changed and perfected voices in fullest

harmony and measure are preparing for us the songs to be sung in heaven.”

Mrs. Oliphant has in her various writings shown a remarkable versatility of talent.

This literary history is perhaps her most ambitious attempt in authorship. Like

all her other writings it is essentially popular—but popular in a good sense. It

ought to stimulate the reading of our noble literature. It is well fitted to attract

readers to the authors themselves. In doing this service, she has done well.

James O. Murray.

Development of English Literature and Language. By Alfred H. Welsh, A.M.
Griggs & Co., Chicago.

The author has purposely entitled his work—a development, or, as he expresses it

in the first sentence of his prologue: “A nation’s literature is the outcome of its

whole life.” He refers its growth to four cardinal agencies—Race, Surroundings,

Epoch, and Person, and by presenting these in their combination and interaction,

seeks to avoid the extreme theories as to literature held by Buckle, Taine, and Dra-

per. He rightly insists that the main idea of a history of literature is, that it be a

philosophic history; a record of causes and principles, of great social and ethical

laws. He has aimed to magnify what we may call the inner personality of litera-

ture, to interpret the spirit of the book and of the man. Special pains are taken to

connect the growth of English literature with that of America; to study authorship

through its representative writers ; to bring it, as far as possible, within the area of
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modem thought, and everywhere to exalt that moral sentiment which marks the de-

velopment of the English mind. The plan of the history is suggested by the head-

ings of the several chapters. The subject is discussed in periods, as follows : Forma-
tive, Initiative, Creative, Philosophical, Transitional, Retrogressive, Critical, and
Diffusive. Each chapter gives in addition to the subject proper a brief discussion

of the politics and religion of the period as related to literary growth, and in this

respect happily accords with those civil and ecclesiastical histories which combine a

constant reference to literature with politics and morals. Such is the theory which

our author has stated, and which in two large volumes he aims to explain and apply.

We believe it to be, in the main, a correct and comprehensive theory, and serves so

far to place the volumes before us in that higher plane of literary discussion occu-

pied by Morley, Bascom, and Shairp. As to the success with which the author has

carried out his own theory, there may justly be some difference of opinion. It may
be objected that the subject is too broad ;

that the plan is too elaborate
;
that we had

given us no proper history of the English language, and that the promise of a philo-

sophic treatment has not been fulfilled. As to the first three of these objections,

there is not a little truth. In attempting what purports to be a history of the lan-

guage as well as the literature, the author has made the mistake already made by

Prof. Craik, but carefully avoided by the best modern historians of English letters.

The history of the English language is a theme spacious enough in itself and may
safely be committed to such specialists as Morris, Earle, and Marsh. It is but just to

say, however, that even here the author has not altogether failed, but has given us

quite enough of the historical outline of the language, to enable us to connect it as

it goes on with the literature itself. His failure in purpose is a part of his actual

success. His classification of periods is too elaborate, and may wisely be reduced to

three or four. As to the last of the objections mentioned, we feel bound to defend

the author. The work as a whole is scientific and thoughtful. Despite the fact that

little new remains to be said on the subject in hand, the author has succeeded in

presenting it with a good degree of freshness and original suggestion. This is

especially true of the opening and closing chapters and, also, where there is an

attempt to show the close relations of poetry and prose to the civic and ethical life

of the time. We are free to say that oftentimes the continuity and force of the dis-

cussion are impaired by excessive extracts and by minute subdivision, and that there

are some hasty inferences. Still, the general drift of the book is scholarly and sug-

gestive, and cannot but be helpful to the student of English thought. A glance at

the list of authorities given will evince to the reader the philosophic basis in which

the record rests. The spirit of the history is healthful throughout and intensely

English. Opening with Caedmon and closing with Emerson, we wonder where the

historical unity lies in authors so radically different. It lies in their common English

blood and speech, or as Emerson himself would term it—English Traits.

\ T. W. Hunt.

Library of Anglo-Saxon Poetry. Beowulf. By J. A. Harrison. Ginn, Heath
& Co., Boston.

One of the most urgent needs which the recent revival of interest in English

philology has brought to light, is that of American editions of the best Anglo-Saxon

prose and poetiy. The German and the English editions have been found so diffi-

cult of access and so expensive, that the study of First English has suffered not a

little thereby. Nor is it altogether gratifying to the pride of an ingenuous American

scholar, to feel that he should be thus dependent upon foreign sources for the best

results in this department. As far as the publication of Early and Middle English

text is concerned, the main work has naturally been done, and well done, by native

English scholars, such as Skeat, Earle, Sweet, and Morris, under the auspices of the

Early English Text Society.

As to the work of what has happily been called: The Earliest English Text
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Society, most has been done by continental scholars, the Danes and Germans, such

as Bouterwek, Heyne, Rask, and Grein. In connection with these, however, some
English philologists, such as Kemble, Arnold, Thorpe, and Bosworth, have done

timely and telling work. Up to a comparatively recent date, American scholarship

had made no contributions to this work, and even that which was done, was in the

line of the elementary rather than in that of the more advanced and critical.

To Prof. March, of Easton, is due the awakening of a genuine interest in all that

pertains to English speech, and more especially in its first forms. Since then, more
or less of worthy work has been done at home by Corson, Carpenter, Cook, and Harri-

son. To Prof. Harrison, of Lexington, special meed is due in beginning the editing of

the earliest poets. His recent edition of “ Beowulf” thus marks a new departure in

the critical and satisfactory study of our mother-tongue, and opens the way for a

library of Anglo-Saxon poetry in American forms and at moderate cost. Professors

Garnett and Sharp have been working on “Beowulf” in connection with Prof.

Harrison, and it is the design of the general editor to assign to a few of the more
zealous Saxon scholars of the country the editing of this First English Poetry.

“ Beowulf” and the “ Exodus ” of Caedmon are already in our hands. It is expected

that others will speedily follow, and it is earnestly hoped that this effort to further

the independent study of English on the part of American scholars may meet with

favor at the hands of all lovers of the home-speech. T. W. Hunt.

Socrates. A Translation of the Apology, Crito, and parts of the Phaedo of Plato.

New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons.

This is a good translation, giving the thought and spirit of the original. The
parts of the Phaedo which are not translated are chiefly the argumentative parts of

the dialogue. The Phaedo purports to give the conversation of Socrates on the last

day of his life. It contains five explicit and two implicit arguments for the immor-
tality of the soul, a doctrine of future rewards and punishments, and motives to a

virtuous life, in order to a desirable and certain futurity. The substance of the

explicit arguments is stated, but the passages containing them are the passages

omitted in the translation. The description also of the true heaven or true earth,

and of the future state, is largely omitted. S. S. Orris.

The Russian Empire: Historical and Descriptive. By John Geddie, F.R.G.S.
i2mo, pp. 524. T. Nelson & Sons : London, Edinburgh, and New York. 1882.

Of the Empires that are most imperial in their proportions, the Chinese is first in

population, the Russian in area, the British in the stretch of its territory and the

variety of its populations and resources. The Russian Empire embraces about five-

ninths of the Continent of Europe and (at the last advices) about three-eighths of

Asia. Its growth has been and is one of the marvels of modern and ancient history.

Within the reign of Alexander II., the coronation of whose successor is still in fear-

ful suspense, there was added territory exceeding three times the area of the Empire
as it w'as at the accession of Ivan III., “the real founder of the modern Rus-

sian Empire.” And even the quiet additions of the last ten years exceed, by nearly

one-half, the realm over which Ivan began to reign A.D. 1462.

The mere story of such a development, if well told, could not fail to interest
; and

all the more, if in proper order and measure, the physical characteristics and re-

sources of these wide and various realms were duly exhibited, in themselves and in

their relations to the gigantic historic movements that have swept over them or been

enacted within them. The finest pictorial effects are possible from the hand of a

master dealing with such masses and varieties of natural wealth, and such stretches

and intensities of terror and desolation, as are comprised within this Empire of the

Czars.

The rise and fall of the States and peoples that have come and gone within the
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scene and the course of the Russian development, supply episodes full of instruction

and of pathetic interest. Meanwhile the great resultant people and dominion have

been taking form ; and the processes and the successive partial results and the

present status, challenge and reward the most careful scrutiny. One need not be

reading very far back in the history of modern Europe, to find it a matter of supreme

indifference what the notions, interests, or schemes of Russia might be. Bismarck

and Granville and Kalnoky, with Challemel-Lacour and Safvet Pacha (or their suc-

cessors), in whatever other direction they may be looking, wake and sleep with one

eye open toward St. Petersburg. So essential is it that the world should know all

that is given it to know of the thoughts of the Gortschakoffs and Ignatieffs. Mr.

Geddie therefore has for his theme one of intrinsic and living interest. His arrange-

ment and treatment are very fortunate, and the brightness and vigor of his style

make eager attention easy from the beginning to the end. His book deserves a

warm commendation. Charles A. Aiken.

A New, Easy, and Complete Hebrew Course : Containing a Hebrew Gram-
mar with copious Hebrew and English exercises strictly graduated ; also a
Hebrew-English and an English-Hebrew lexicon, designed for the purpose of
self-instruction as well as for use in Schools and Colleges. By the late Rev. T.
Bowman, M.A. In two parts. Part II., Irregular Verbs, etc. Edinburgh :

T. and T. Clark, 1882. 8vo, pp. 423.

This volume contains, in connection with abundant paradigms of nouns and

irregular verbs, a carefully prepared series of accompanying exercises in translating

Hebrew and of rendering Hebrew into English. The first volume contained a like

series of exercises upon the regular verb. W. H. Green.

Of the recent publications, more miscellaneous in their character, that we must

dismiss more briefly, we notice :

Ri-rnarok

:

the Age of Fire and Gravel. By Ignatius Donnelly, author of At-

lantis. iamo, pp. 452. New York : D. Appleton & Co. 1883. Western states-

men have been known before now to run a muck in the fields of political and eco-

nomic science, despising all theories that do not, by their greenness, suggest a

prairie in spring-time. Our erratic author tilts with the geologists in regard to the

origin of the phenomena of the Drift (which is the main subject of his book), insist-

ing himself on ascribing them to an ancient collision between the earth and a comet
immeasurably more substantial in its structure than Young and Proctor and their

guild conceive possible. Reminiscences of this catastrophe he finds in the myths of

many peoples, and for the first time teaches us, in the light of this discovery, how
to read the books of Job and Genesis. Job embodies the lucubrations of a few sad

survivors of the great catastrophe (not a case of boils), as from a cave where they

had found shelter they gaze on the desolate earth. And Genesis, rearranged and

read anew by the light of the comet’s tail, tells how the earth was not created but

readjusted after the collision, of which Lot and his daughters, hiding in their cave,

were some of the survivors.— The Wisdom of the Brahmin: a didactic Poem.

Translated from the German of Friedrich Riichert. By Charles T. Brooks.

Books i-vi. i2mo, pp. 452. Boston: Roberts Brothers. 1882. To Riickert’s

high poetical gifts, which made him one of the first lyric poets of Germany, there

were added rare attainments as an Orientalist. His Weisheit des Brahmancn,

which was produced while he was Professor at Erlangen, and has passed through

numerous editions in the original, called into exercise his finest natural powers and

his highest scholarly accomplishments. With great fidelity and with great beauty he

sets forth in this poem the best thought and sentiment of Brahmanism. Mr.

Brooks’ reputation as a scholar, translator, and poet, has been too long and too

securely established to leave room for doubt as to the merits of his reproduction of

Riickert. The translation is mature, having been years in hand. Six of the twenty
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books of the original are given here. The little volume is not one for continuous

reading, but one to be taken up for occasional refreshment and delight
;

it sparkles

with gems
;

it is fragrant with Eastern perfumes ; its gnomic sentences start reflec-

tion. It is, moreover, a valuable contribution to the comparative study of religions.

— The Great Epics of Mediaeval Germany. An Outline of their Contents and

History. By George Theodore Dippold, etc. i2mo, pp. 323. Boston : Roberts

Brothers. 1882. Not a little of our modern poetry, music, and illustrative art has

been so drawing upon these mediaeval German poems and legends, that Prof. Dippold

is meeting a want much wider than that of the scholar’s study by his careful and

scholarly volume. He describes, analyzes, and opens the way for a more critical

study of the Nibelungen Lied, Gudrun, Parzival, Tristan and Isold, and Iwein. His

direct studies have been thorough and appreciative
;

his specimens of translation

are very satisfactory ;
while at the same time his studies have been broad and

judicious in the extensive critical literature that has been growing up about his

much-debated subject.

—

Short Studies on Great Subjects. Fourth Series. By
fames Anthony Fronde, nmo, pp. 370. New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons.

1883. What reasons the author may have for announcing this volume as the con-

clusion of the series which has been appearing at intervals since 1867, we do not

know. Whatever his judgment or his fancy, we shall hope to place on our shelves

in years to come, side by side with “ Short Studies,” other collections of Mr. Froude’s

collected essays. In this volume, as in its predecessors, the subjects are not equally

great, nor the studies equally short, nor the discussions and criticisms equally the

exponents of the author’s views or powers. The papers by which the volume will

be chiefly remembered are “ The Life and Times of Thomas Becket,” and “ The
Oxford Counter-Reformation.”

—

The Iliad of Homer done into English Prose. By
Andrew Lang, M.A., Walter Leaf, M.A., and Ernest Myers, M.A. i2mo, pp. 518.

London : Macmillan & Co. 1883. Of its kind, this translation by Fellows of Ox-
ford and Cambridge merits a foremost place. The work, although in the first

instance divided among the three authors, has been in every part canvassed and
approved by all. Poetical versions of Homer, like those of Chapman, Pope, Cowper,
Sotheby, and Lord Derby, just so far forth as they are well done, have an advantage
in their poetic form. A prose translation, being free from the restraint of rhyme
and rhythm, may easily attain a higher precision, and yet be essentially poetic in

conception, in diction, and in general style, as the one before us really is. The son-

nets prefixed by the two Oxford scholars, Messrs. Lang and Myers, show that they

might well have essayed a poetic rendering ; and a poem so well commended as Mr.

Lang’s “ Helen of Troy,” should be full proof that he could have attained no mean
success in such a version. Charles A. Aiken.

The Following Works have been Received:

From THE PRESBYTERIAN BOARD OF PUBLICATION, Philadelphia.

Brighter Days; or, The Story of Catherine Jans. A sequel to “Those Dark

Days.” By Helen C. Chapman, pp. 288.

Henry Moore’s Choice. By Julia Matthews, pp. 379.

Tangles and Corners in Kezzie Driscoll’s Life. By Kate W. Hamilton.

PP- 335 -

Through the Desert. Letting-Down-the-Bar Series, No. 4. By Mrs. A. K.

Dunning, pp. 272. $1.00.

Gathered In. Letting-Down-the-Bar Series, No. 5. By Mrs. A. K. Dunning.

pp. 300. $1.00.
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Dorothy Dorchester. By Helen B. Williams, pp. 396. $1.25.
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Wanderings in South Africa. By Charles Watertos. With 100 illustrations.
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Dayspring. A Story of the Time of William Tyndale, Reformer, Scholar, and

Martyr. By Emma Marshall, pp. 415. $1.50.
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I.

MODERN MIRACLES.

W E have not to argue in this paper the abstract possibility of

miracles, nor to defend the historic verity of the Gospel and

apostolic miracles. Our question lies within the circle of the miracu-

lous. The principal form in which it arises in our day, is the claim

to the power of healing the sick by the prayer of faith. This claim

is preferred upon scriptural, rational, and historical grounds.

The main positions assumed in its defence are the following :

i. There is no evidence that miraculous gifts were ever withdrawn

by God from the Church.

2.

The promises of miraculous power given to the first disciples

and apostles were for the whole Church of every age.

3.

God is clearly revealed by His word as the Healer of the body

no less than as the Saviour of the soul.

4.

The reason why the Church does not now enjoy these miracu-

lous powers in greater measure is her weakness of faith.

5.

The Church everywhere needs to be reshaped to the apostolic

model, and reinvested with her apostolic powers.*

The most thorough consecutive discussion from this point of view

is the book of the Reverend A. J. Gordon, of Boston, entitled “ The
Ministry of Healing,” which is written in an excellent spirit, and is

plausible and ingenious. A large part of this paper will be devoted

to the discussion of the positions of this volume.

* Rev. A. J. Gordon, “ The Ministry of Healing,” pp. 2, 3, 7 ;
Rev. W. E. Board-

man, “The Great Physician,” pp. 28, 117 ;
Theodore Christleib, D.D., “Modern

Doubt and Christian Belief,” p. 336.

31
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We begin with THE ARGUMENT FROM SCRIPTURE. Does Script-

iirc contain any declarations indicating the withdrawal of miraculous

powers from the Church ?

We may frankly answer “No.” Miracles continue after Christ’s

departure from the world under the ministry of the apostles and the

dispensation of the Spirit. The number of miracles wrought in the

Apostolic Church is much greater than appears on a superficial reading

of the book of Acts. Besides the accounts of special miracles, such

as the healing of the cripple at the Temple gate, and the exorcism at

Philippi, there are general statements, as in Acts ii. 43 :
“ Many

wonders and signs were done by the apostles”; Acts v. 16: “The
multitudes came together from the cities round about Jerusalem,

bringing sick folk, and them that were vexed with unclean spirits, and

they were healed every one.” *

It is claimed that in the Scripture doctrine of the atonement there

appears to be a foundation laid for faith in bodily healing.f It is due

to Mr. Gordon to say that bespeaks cautiously on this point. He re-

marks :
“ One would be very careful not to speak dogmatically with re-

gard to it.” The argument is that Isaiah liii. 4, cited in Matthew
viii. 17, teaches that Christ vicariously endured our diseases as well as

our iniquities. “ As God made Him to be sin for us, who knew no

sin, so He made Him to be sick for us, who knew no sickness.”:}:

We reply : The Redeemer’s work did include as its final and com-

plete result the redemption of soul, body, and spirit
;
but to press this

passage into the service of a theory of modern miracles is, to say the

least, a piece of special pleading. The plain meaning of the words

cited by Matthew is our Lord’s taking human woe, the outcome of

sin, upon His own heart and into His own experience as a man. He
was “ touched with the feeling of our infirmities,” and in all human

affliction the Man of Sorrows was afflicted.

But, while the final redemption of the body is admitted, it is

claimed that a vast intermediate work of cleansing takes place between

conversion and final sanctification of the soul, and that therefore wo are

to infer a similar intermediate work for the body. “ The work of

sanctification for the spirit stretches on from the cross to the crown,

progressive and increasing, till it is completed. Does the work of the

body's redemption touch only at these two remote points? Has the

Gospel no office of healing and blessing to proclaim meantime for the

physical part of man’s nature ? ”§

* See also Acts viii. 7 ;
Acts xix. 1 r

,
12.

t Gordon, p. 17.

f Gordon, p. 16.

§ Gordon, p. 19.
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It is farther urged that “ the twofold ministry of remission of

sins and remission of sickness extends through the days of Christ and

of the apostles.” * And hence, as the relation between sin and disease

is conceded, as “
‘ thy sins are forgiven thee,’ and ‘ be whole of thy

plague,’ are parallel announcements of the Saviour’s work, found con-

stantly running side by side,”f it follows that Christ “cannot forgive

and eradicate sin, without at the same time disentangling the roots

which that sin has struck into our mortal bodies.” *

It is therefore asserted that the hesitancy of the modern Church to

ask for physical healing rests on an error as to the relation of the

human body to Christ’s redemption.

Now there is a begging of the question at the root of this logic, in

the identification of this “ intermediate redemption of the body
”

with an economy of miraculous healing; and in the assumption that

the Gospel has no “ intermediate office of healing and blessing to

proclaim for the physical part of man’s nature ” unless that office

assume the form of the miraculous cure of disease. The naked state-

ment that the Gospel involves an “ intermediate ” work of cleansing

for the body as well as for the soul, no one will deny, of course
;
but

Scripture very plainly teaches that this work upon the body is an out-

growth and an accompaniment of sanctification of the spirit. A new

heart makes a man regard his body as the temple of the Holy Spirit,

and thus prompts him to avoid and resist physical sins, to which

paganism was notoriously indifferent. Under this influence he perceives

that physical right and wrong is moral right and wrong. The con-

dition into which the body is brought by obedience to God’s physical

law, is clearly one which touches the man’s relation to disease. He
is less liable to it, and more tractable to medical skill. This is the

point upon which the Gospel lays the emphasis. Throw the average

man off this track of thought upon an economy of miraculous healing,

and the tendency must be to blunt his perception of God’s economy

of redeeming the body through the sanctification of the soul. The

Scriptural method fastens his attention upon the duty of keeping him-

self physically pure
;
of habitually yielding his members as instru-

ments of righteousness, rather than upon means of recovery from the

neglect of God’s physical laws. And one reason, it maybe observed,

why God uses sparingly the miracles of healing is, as it seems to us,

in order that men may learn, through suffering, to study the laws of

their physical nature, and thus get upon a broader, firmer, and more

permanent basis of physical life. Has the Gospel no office of heal-

* Gordon, p. 20. f Gordon, p. 19; \ Gordon, p. 21.
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ing for physical nature? We may throw out every cited case of

prayer-cure ; we may deny that any miracle of healing has been

wrought since the apostolic day, and yet answer a full and emphatic

Yea ! Wherever the pure Gospel has gone, it has always been prolific

in ministries to the body. It may well be questioned whether the

holy charity which has taken shape in hospitals, and infirmaries, and

training-schools for nurses
;
which calls out the gratuitous ministries of

the highest medical skill to the poor
;
which organized the Christian

and Sanitary Commissions, and the order of the Red Cross
;
which pro-

duced a Florence Nightingale and her thousands of ministering

sisters,—whether all these and the conditions of a Christian civilization

which have encouraged and developed the pursuit of physical science

and the microscopic study of the human frame,—do not constitute

a greater miracle than any marvel in the whole catalogue of modern

wonders.

Christ, it is said, is our pain-bearer as well as our sin-bearer.

But this kind of reasoning appears to overlook the disciplinary

office of affliction. That sickness and pain came by sin is true
;
but

it is also true that God works out, by means of these “ light afflic-

tions, a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory.” Mr. Gor-

don argues that sickness is the work of the Devil, and is “ constantly ”

so referred to in Scripture, and adds: “Alas, if the Lord’s people

shall be so deceived by Him that they willingly accept sickness, the

first-fruits of death as their portion, instead of seeking for health

,

the first-fruits of redemption !

” * Where does Mr. Gordon find that

health is “ the first-fruits of redemption”? He seems to feel the

difficulty, and tries to extricate himself by the remark that “ though

God may often allow His servants to be sick for their good, or per-

mit them to fall into sin for their chastening, we shall not admit

that sickness is God's agent any more than sin is." f

But sin is God’s agent in a certain sense: His unwilling, enforced

agent. He makes “ the wrath of man to praise Him.” So is sickness

God’s agent. No one needs to be told that the salutary uses of afflic-

tion are emphasized in the Scriptures. Mr. Gordon’s citation of Job,;}:

as an illustration of his theory that sickness is of the Devil, is singu-

larly unfortunate, and indicates that he has not made himself ac-

quainted with the problem and purpose of the book of Job. The

Devil did, it is true, lay violent hands upon Job’s person ; but he did

it by God’s express permission, and in pursuance of God’s purpose to

vindicate His own declared confidence in Job’s integrity, and to

* Gordon, pp. 195, T96. f Gordon, p. 196. £ Gordon, p. 195.
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chasten Job into higher goodness by the hard lessons of trouble.

Moreover, the statement that sickness is “ constantly ” referred to in

Scripture as the work of the Devil, is, to say the least, inexcusably

loose and careless. Christ did indeed speak of a daughter of Abra-

ham whom Satan had bound
;
but what is to be said of passages like

these :
“ Whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth, and scourgeth every

son whom He receiveth.” * “Though He cause grief, yet will He
have compassion

;
for He doth not afflict willingly nor grieve the

children of men.”f “ I know that Thou in faithfulness hast afflicted

me.” \
“ Let us return unto the Lord, for He hath torn

,
and He will

heal us. He hath smitten, and He will bind us up.” § And this es-

pecially from that same book of Job: “ He (God) keepeth back his

soul from the pit, and his life from perishing by the sword. He
is chastened also with pain upon his bed, and the multitude of his

bones with strong pain, so that his life abhorreth bread and his soul

dainty meat. His flesh is consumed away that it cannot be seen, and

his bones that were not seen stick out. Lo, all these things worketh

God oftentimes with man, to bring back his soul from the pit to be

enlightened with the light of the living.”
|[

We do not deny, then, that in the atonement of Christ lies enfolded

the final threefold redemption of man. We do not deny that the

Gospel miracles and the apostolic miracles, and later miracles (if they

can be proven) are parts and foregleams of that perfect work. We do

deny that the doctrine of the atonement furnishes any ground for

the theory of an economy of miracles at the present time.

Let us now look at some passages of Scripture which are urged

in support of this theory.

A plea is made upon Old Testament ground. Says Mr. Gordon :

“ In the old dispensation, were miracles of healing shut up within

some narrow and special age? Run through the list and see.” Then
he cites Abraham healing Abimelech and his household by his

prayers, Moses’ prayer for Miriam, the Brazen Serpent, Hezekiah,

Naaman, etc. “We know,” he says, “from the history of prophets

and saints, how constantly this promise opened to the key of faith and

poured forth its treasures.” “ These miracles of healing,” he goes on,

“ were not confined to the opening of a dispensation, but belonged to

its entire history"-, and he cites Solomon’s prayer at the dedication of

the temple in support of the statement that “ intercession for healing

was a part of the very ritual of Jewish worship, and its answer a part

of God’s explicit covenant with His people.”

* Heb. xii. 6. f Lam. iii. 32. . f Ps. cxix. 75.

§ Hosea vi. 1.
||
Job xxxiii. 18, sqq. Gordon, pp. 35. 36.
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Now, as a fact, “ we do not find miracles,” as Archbishop Trench

justly observes, “sown broadcast over the whole Old Testament his-

tory, but they all cluster round a very few eminent persons, and have

reference to certain great epochs and crises of the kingdom of God.

Abraham, the father of the faithful
;
David, the great theocratic king;

Daniel, the man greatly beloved, are alike entirely without them
;

that is, they do no miracles.” * “ Miracles,” says Professor Christlieb,

“ like revelation in general, belong to those crises in which the king-

dom of God is to make an important advance. They are connected

with certain periods and persons, namely, with the chief promoters of

God’s kingdom. The time of the foundation and re-establishment

of the law by Moses and Elijah, the time of the founding and first

promulgation of the Gospel by Christ and His apostles, were decisive

epochs of this kind. In the intermediate ages miracles fell into the

background.” f Creation is necessarily miraculous
;
the Deluge, and

the destruction of the cities of the plain, were brought about by

secondary causes
;
but we have no quarrel with those who call them

miracles, since the operation of secondary causes does not necessarily

deprive an event of miraculous character. Enoch’s translation was a

miracle; but in the first twenty-five centuries of the space covered

by the Bible, what others can be found ? The first great cycle of

miracles came in with the call of Moses : with the establishment in

the Holy Land, the display of miraculous power begins to decline:

for six centuries there is only one here and there : in the era of the

Judges there are but few, and in the era of the earlier and nobler

kings they are entirely wanting. Then they break out again with

Elijah and Elisha, a time of utmost need, when the issue was be-

tween the court religion of the apostate kings of Israel and the true

worship of Jehovah. Then, four centuries more of quiescent miracu-

lous energy, until it revives in Babylon, to assure the captive people

that God had not forgotten them, and to constrain the Persian con-

querors to loose their chains. “ Most of us,” says the author of an

admirable article in The Expositor
,

“ have assumed that miracles

were pretty evenly distributed through the pages of the Old Testa-

ment
;
and thus we have missed the obvious intention which goes far

to vindicate and explain them. When we see that its miracles group

themselves in three periods far removed from each other, and cluster

round three events of prime importance— the inception of the

national life, the advent of the prophetic power, and the redemption

from the Babylonian Captivity—we begin to get glimpses of a cer-

* Trench, “ Miracles,” p. 43. f Christlieb, “Modern Doubt,” etc., p. 321.
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tain purpose, a certain divine order and propriety in them At
the very lowest, we see that there was a certain economy, such as

characterizes all divine works, in this selection of one race to receive

the supernatural disclosure which was intended for the benefit of all

races
;
while in the fact that miracles group themselves round the

three critical points in the history of that elect race, we recognize a

new illustration in that same economy of divine power. Supernatural

interventions are not lavished in unnecessary and wasteful profusion.

They come only at the call of need. There is a certain unity in

them. They conspire together for one great and worthy end. They
are meant to reveal God as the Father, Saviour and Teacher of man-

kind. Even with this end in view, the laws of nature are not unnec-

essarily and perpetually modified. Only at long intervals, only to

usher in some great birth of time, does the creative spirit look

through the veil of secondary causes; only at sundry times, and to

meet some pressing necessity, does the light shine through the cloud

in which it is ordinarily involved.” *

We do not think we are doing Mr. Gordon injustice in saying that

he seeks to create the impression that miracles are generally diffused

over the Old Testament dispensation. If such is not his intention,

his language is adapted to convey the contrary, and is sufficiently

unguarded.

We pass to the New Testament. It is claimed that Christ’s words

imply a reinforcement of miraculous energy instead of an abatement

in the dispensation succeeding His own; and John xiv. 12 is cited in

support of this position. “ He that believeth on me, the works that

I do shall he do also, and greater works than these shall he do.” “ As
the works of Christ are among the things which He began to do,

miracles of healing sto'od side by side with miracles of regeneration,

and therefore the theory of the gradual cessation of miracles contra-

dicts all analogy.” f Again, we are referred to Mark xvi. 17, 18.

“ And these signs shall follow them that believe. In my name shall

they cast out devils
;
they shall speak with new tongues

;
they shall

take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing it shall not

hurt them : they shall lay hands on the sick and they shall recover.”

This promise, it is said, is given to all believers, “ in every generation

and period of the Church’s history : to both the Lord’s disciples, and

the disciples of the Lord’s disciples.” + This promise, it is farther

stated, emerges in performance in the Acts of the Apostles
;
and

* Almoni Peloni, Miracles. The Problem Stated.
“ Expositor ” for Oct., 1882.

f Gordon, pp. 41, 42. t Gordon, p. 23.
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there miraculous gifts are not confined to the apostles. Finally, we
have the great passage, the piece de resistance

,
James v. 14, 15. “Is

any among you sick, let him call for the elders of the church, and

let them pray over him, anointing him with oil in the name of the

Lord ; and the prayer of faith shall save him that is sick, and the

Lord shall raise him up, and if he have committed sins they shall be

forgiven him."

Mr. Gordon says, the “ presumption ” is “ that this passage refers

to an established, perpetual usage in the Church,”* and goes on to

argue that this “ perpetual usage ” stands on the same basis with the

sacraments and with the work of salvation ! We give one quotation

out of several. “ If miracles should cease in our own time, they

would form quite a distinct exception to everything else which the

Lord introduced by His ministry. The doctrines which He promul-

gated and which His apostles preached, atonement, justification,

sanctification, and redemption, have not been abrogated nor modified.

The ordinances, Baptism and the Lord’s Supper, have never been re-

pealed. Th*e divine operations in the soul, which He ordained for

man’s recovery from the fall, the washing of regeneration and the

renewing of the Holy Ghost, have never been suspended. These be-

long to the dispensation of grace which Jesus Christ introduced, and

which is to span the whole period between His first and second ad-

vents.” There was to be a development of these doctrines and opera-

tions of Christianity under the dispensation of the Spirit : therefore
,

there was to be a development of miraculous energy,f Once more,

the use of miracles of healing as signs is an argument for their per-

manency. “ If the substance remains unchanged, why should the

sign originally chosen to exhibit it be suspended ? ” £

We have grouped these statements because they all really enter

into a false theory which enables us to deal with them cn masse : but

we will first, nevertheless, take up some of them in detail.

It is insisted that all believers may claim the literal fulfilment of

the promise, “ The works that I do shall he do also, and greater

works than these shall he do.”

There is a sense in which that promise was fulfilled, and is still

being fulfilled. The results of the apostles’ ministry, the immediate,

visible results, were greater than those of Christ’s personal ministry.

More souls were probably converted on the day of Pentecost than

during Christ’s whole life on earth. Greater transformations of char-

* Gordon, p. 29.

f Gordon, pp. 40, 41. Vid. also pp. 32, 37, and the quotation from StieF, p. 26.

^ Gordon, p. 46.
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acter developed themselves. The characters of the apostles them-

selves were wonderfully deepened and matured under the baptism of

the Holy Spirit, and the truth was more widely spread abroad by the

diffusion of the Spirit than it could possibly have been by the per-

sonal ministry of Christ. The history of the Christian Church to

the present day, with its wonderful power over men’s hearts and

lives, with its multiplied organizations to teach the truth and to re-

lieve suffering, with its magnificent missionary work, with its trans-

lations of the Scriptures into all the tongues of earth,—is the expres-

sive, permanent, growing comment on the words, “ Greater works than

these shall he do.” But still it is insisted that this promise must in-

clude the continuance and expansion of miraculous gifts. As to con-

tinuance, we do not absolutely assert the contrary. We are not pre-

pared to say that no miraculous gifts, like those of early days,

have been conferred in later times
;
but as to development,

as to

the widening of the stream of miraculous energy in those par-

ticular forms,—that is another question. That we do not admit

nor believe, for reasons to be given later
;
nor do we believe that

these words referred primarily or specially to the miracles of healing,

exorcising, etc. The miracles of Gospel growth in society, of spiritual

influence over men, of transformed character, of civilization recast

by the Gospel, have been going on in an ever-widening stream.

The miracles of healing have not developed in the same way. If it

be said, as it is, the reason is the Church’s imperfect faith, we may
reply that the same reason would apply to one class of miracles no

less than to the other; and, if valid, ought to have operated to make

the growth of the Church, and the power of Christian character, and

the whole work of Christ through the Spirit as small and feeble as

the development of miraculous energy. It is indeed claimed that

times of revived faith have been marked by a revival of miraculous

gifts. “ Wherever we find a revival of faith and of apostolic simplic-

ity, there we find a profession of the chaste and evangelical miracles

which characterized the apostolic age. These attend the cradle of

every spiritual reformation as they did the birth of the Church her-

self.” He cites illustrations from the Moravians, the Huguenots, the

Covenanters, the Friends, Baptists, and Methodists. “The Walden-

sian Confession of 1431 embodies the healing of the sick by

anointing and prayer as an article of faith. Zinzendorf declares that

apostolic powers are manifested among the Moravians in the healing

of maladies in themselves incurable, such as cancers, consumptions,

and when the patient was in the agonies of death,—all by means of

prayer or a single word.” *

* Gordon, p. 65, sqq.
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To this it may be said that some of the cases cited do not vindi-

cate their claim to be called miraculous,* and the presumption is that

a close scrutiny would very largely reduce the number of cases for

which no natural explanation could be given. In the second place,

the great revivals which have taken place in this country do not con-

firm Mr. Gordon’s sweeping statement that miracles “ everywhere ”

attend “a revival of faith.” In the third place, granting the instances

cited, these manifestations, viewed in relation to the great drift of

Christian history, are exceptional. The whole mass of them does not

allow us to infer a law. Granting that they spring up round the

cradle of new-born faith, they follow the great general law of retroces-

sion which marks the display of miraculous energy along the line of

Christian development
;
and the retrocession is, moreover, altogether

out of proportion to that lapse of faith and of spiritual power
which too often succeeds to periods of great spiritual quickening.

They fall into the background behind larger manifestations which,

strictly speaking, are no less miraculous, but which are not popularly

so regarded, because they have become familiar facts. Fuller knowl-

edge, closer scrutiny, and careful classification of so-called miraculous

demonstrations since the apostolic days, would, we cannot doubt, set

this fact beyond dispute. As Dr. Bushnell observes, “ What is wanted

is a full, consecutive inventory of the supernatural events or phenom-

ena of the world.” f

But farther, if, as Mr. Gordon claims, the promise of John xiv. 12 is

to be taken literally, then, by every principle of sound logic, its ap-

plication must extend far beyond miracles of healing. Sickness is the

outgrowth of sin, but so is death. Christ took our sickness, but He
also bore death for our sake. He is the healer of the body, but He is

also the Resurrection and the Life. He says :
“ He that believethf not

an apostle merely, but the believer as such, shall do the same and

greater works than I do. Why, then, should not a due degree of faith

in the modern Church be followed by the raising of the dead as well

as by the healing of the sick?

Mr. Gordon, of course, perceives this, but it presents no difficulty

to him. He says: “ It requires only a casual glance to see that heal-

ing through the prayer of faith stands on an entirely different basis

from any of these other miracles. Raising the dead is nowhere

promised as a privilege or possibility for believers of to-day. There

is indeed in one instance, Matthew x. 8
,
a command to raise the dead ;

but this was given specifically to the twelve, and in a temporary com-

* Gordon, pp. 64-73. I
“ Nature and the Supernatural,” p. 459.
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mission. It therefore differs very materially from the promise in

Mark xvi., which was to all believers, and is contained in a commis-

sion which was for the entire dispensation of the Spirit. That the

Lord did this miracle, and that His apostles did it in one or two in-

stances, is not enough. Unless we can show some specific promise

given to the Church as a whole, we are bound to concede that such

works are not for us or for our age. Healing the sick, on the contrary,

rests on a distinct and specific promise to believers.” *

Now, first as to the general assumption that the promise in Mark
xvi. 1 7, 1 8, is to all believers. The passage is as follows : “And these

signs shall follow them that believe
;

in my name shall they cast out

devils. They shall speak with new tongues ; they shall take up ser-

pents
;
and if they drink any deadly thing it shall in no wise hurt

them : they shall lay hands on the sick and they shall recover.” It

is distinctly claimed that this promise should be fulfilled in all ages

of the Church to the latest times
;
that all believers have the right to

claim its fulfilment, and to expect the power of healing the sick to

follow the exercise of their faith.

The power of healing is thus made a test and evidence of faith.

This conclusion is inevitable from the stand-point of Mr. Gordon and

his sympathizers. If their positions are correct, there is no just

measure of faith in the Church where there are no miracles. But

such a conclusion is contradicted by patent facts. It is easy to point

out multitudes of cases where every evidence testifies to a high de-

gree of living faith, but where these signs do not follow and never

have followed them which believe
;
and these cases are in the vast

majority over those in which miraculous energy is developed or

claimed.

Moreover, the conclusion is quite gratuitous that this and similar

passages imply the continuance of miracle through all ages as a law

of spiritual manifestation in the Church. They are not to be taken

by themselves, but are rather to be interpreted by the whole historic

drift of the Gospel. Certain providential intents are no less clear

because they are not distinctly predicted. Slavery was a fact in the

society of Christ’s and of Paul’s times
;
but Christ never alluded to the

subject, and Paul’s preaching recognized the fact, and provided for

its regulation. Nowhere in the New Testament is its abrogation pre-

dicted or commanded
;
and we know that this very fact has been

used within our own time to justify the continuance of slavery in

the United States. None the less, the course of Christian history

• * Gordon, p. 53.
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and the whole tendency of Christian doctrine set unmistakably

toward its destruction. In like manner it is not necessary that Christ

should predict the decline of miraculous gifts in the Church in order

to warrant the inference that He intended them to give way to other

and greater manifestations. Taken in connection with the whole his-

toric development of the Gospel, in which other, broader, more

permanent evidences of divine power have been gradually supersed-

ing the signs and wonders of the earlier days, these words furnish no

warrant for expecting the continuance and multiplication of miracu-

lous cures and similar demonstrations through the later stages of the

Church’s life. The promise was fulfilled. These signs did follow

them which believed
;
but continuance and increase of miraculous

gifts are not necessary to its fulfilment.

Mr. Gordon says that the commission in Matthew x. 8, which

includes the power to raise the dead, was temporary. “ This was given

specifically to the twelve, and in a temporary commission.”

Now, since he insists that the power to raise the dead depends

upon a “ specific promise,” will he be good enough to tell us

where that power is accorded to the apostles
,
after the temporary

commission in Matthew x. ? The formal, solemn apostolic commission

given by our Lord before His ascension, is confined, according to all

the synoptists, to making disciples, preaching the Gospel, and baptizing ;

to which is added by Luke a general promise of “ power from on high.”

It is significant that, in such a commission, at such a time, to the

men who were to be the main instruments in diffusing the Gospel,

nothing should be said, not only about raising the dead, but about

any miraculous gifts. The only possible answer would be that, so far

as miraculous gifts were concerned, the apostles were included in the

general promise of Mark xvi. :
“ These signs shall follow them which

believe.” But from this general promise raising the dead is omitted.

How then, on the temporary-commission and specific-promise theory,

are we to account for the raising of Dorcas by Peter after Christ’s

ascension ? If the absence of a specific promise is a reason why the

whole Church is to concede that raising the dead is not permitted to

her, why was not a similar absence of a specific promise a reason for

Peter’s refusing to interfere in the case of Dorcas?

Let us follow this logic a little farther. “ Healing through the

prayer of faith,” says Mr. Gordon, “ stands on an entirely different

basis from such miracles as raising the dead, turning the water into

wine, and speaking with unknown tongues.” But in Mark xvi. the

promise, “ they shall speak with new tongues,” is given, on Mr. Gordon s

own expressed admission, to them that believe, as an inheritance for all
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time. That is to say, this miracle of speaking with tongues, which

cannot be included in the same category with miracles of healing,

which “ stands on an entirely different basis,” is nevertheless included

in the promise to all believers.

So too, “ miracles of nature,” such as multiplying the loaves and

changing the water into wine, stand on the same basis, according to

Mr. Gordon, with raising the dead and speaking with tongues.

“ Miracles on external nature, like the turning of water into wine,

and the multiplying of the loaves, belong exclusively to the Lord ;

we do not find them perpetuated beyond His own ministry either in

fact or in promise.” * Therefore these are “ not for us or our age

and yet the promise “ to them which believe,” to all believers (?) is

that they shall take up serpents, and if they drink any deadly thing

it shall in no wise hurt them. Are not these “ miracles on external

nature ” ?

We have followed this far enough. We are, it needs hardly to be

said, quite at one with Mr. Gordon in the conclusion that miracles like

raising the dead and multiplying the loaves are not for us or our age

;

but we should never reach that conclusion, but more probably the oppo-

site one, by the road of his logic. He has not certainly succeeded in

showing why, on his own premises, the modern believer should not

raise the dead, or multiply loaves, or change water into wine by
the. prayer of faith. Since he insists on a literal construction of these

passages, we simply ask him to be literal all through. This is Christ’s

plain, unqualified declaration, “ He that believeth on me (a phrase iden-

tical with that in Mark xvi.), the works that I do shall he do also, and
greater works than these shall he do.” That promise is inclusive of

all the more specific promises. If that promise is literally applicable

to the healing of the sick in the Church of all ages, it is equally ap-

plicable to the other works performed by Christ, and true believers

in the modern Church ought to do greater works than any of these

and more of them.

Furthermore, we should much like to have it shown why miracles

of cure are any more “ on the direct line of the Lord’s redemptive

work,” to use Mr. Gordon’s phrase, than the miracles of raising the

dead and of feeding the five thousand
;
especially as he has been all

along laboring to show that, in Christ’s redemptive economy, bodily

and spiritual healing go hand in hand, and are both implied in the

great redemptive act of the atonement. Why is the miracle of a

man’s remaining unhurt after swallowing prussic acid, or being bitten

< * Gordon, p. 53.
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by a rattlesnake, any less on the line of Christ’s redemptive work
than the restoration of a palsied limb or the breaking of a fever by

the prayer of faith? The miracle at Cana, where Jesus manifested

forth His glory; the feeding of the five thousand; the raising of

Lazarus, coupled with the announcement of that cardinal truth of

redemption, “ I am the resurrection and the life
”—were all these not

in the direct line of Christ’s redemptive economy?

We pass now to notice the statements as to the relation of Christ’s

personal ministry to the apostolic age. “ The promise in Mark xvi.,”

says Mr. Gordon, “emerges in performance in the Acts of the

Apostles,” and miraculous gifts are not found exclusively in their

hands.* Now, let it be remembered that this is an argument for the

diffusion of miraculous gifts to believers as distinguished from specially

ordained and commissioned men ; and we may therefore be pardoned

for some astonishment when we find cited as illustrations of the

extension of these gifts beyond the apostolic circle, Barnabas
,
Philip

,

and Stephen
,
every one of them a specially commissioned teacher or

officer of the Church and a prominent figure in the apostolic history.

We are not shown any instances of the general diffusion of miraculous

gifts among the laity of the infant Church. We do not see these signs

following “ them which believe ” in the broader sense in which Mr.

Gordon takes it, but only some specially commissioned men. After

Pentecost, with its special baptism of the Holy Spirit and of fire,

amid freshness of faith, general fidelity, teaching and Christian fellow-

ship, breaking of bread and prayers—-just that state of things which
,

it is urged
,
is the peculiar need of the Church of the present

,
and the

condition of an outbreak of miraculous energy—we read, “ Many signs

and wonders were wrought

—

by the apostles ! ”

Surely we shall not be expected to discuss seriously the attempt to

put these miraculous gifts and manifestations upon the same basis

with conversion and with the sacraments.
>
This is only another illus-

tration of the extremes to which special pleading will carry one.

We do not care to characterize as it seems to us to deserve this con-

founding of fundamental institutions with evidential functions in

the economy of salvation. It surely requires no argument to show

that the Lord’s Supper, prefigured in the formal institution of the

Passover, and solemnly enjoined on the Church as a perpetual observ-

ance, stands “ on a different basis ” from the healing of the sick.

The following statement of Mr. Gordon is simply monstrous : “In

St. James’ Epistle we find healing recognized as an ordinance just as

* Gordon, p. 28.
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in PauFs Epistles to the Romans and Corinthians we find Baptism and
the Lord's Supper recognised as ordinances. Assigns they could never

lose thgir significance till the Lord conies again.”*

We come to a larger question which is begged in this whole line of

reasoning, and which is thus stated by Mr. Gordon: “We all insist

that the Church of the apostles was the model for all time. The
ministry of the apostles under the guidance of the Comforter is the

exact facsimile of the Master’s.” f

On the contrary, the apostolic ministry was not the exact fac-

simile of the Master’s. How could it be? How could the methods

of a personal and of a spiritual dispensation, not to go any farther,

be exactly or even remotely alike ? Some of the same works were

wrought, but not all. Miracles of nature, Mr. Gordon himself says,

were conspicuously wanting. The Church was a new feature, and the

visible results of the apostles’ ministry were greater than those of

Christ’s personal ministry, as Christ himself foretold that they

should be.

But we are mainly concerned with the broader position that the

Church of all ages is to be a fac-simile of the Apostolic Church. It

goes without saying that the Church of all ages is to preach, like the

Apostolic Church, Jesus and the Resurrection ; is to hold by the

norm of the Apostolic Church in all fundamental principles of truth

and godliness
;
but that the Church of the later centuries should be

a fac-simile of the Apostolic Church, is neither possible nor desirable,

nor to be inferred from anything in the New Testament. The
Church falls under that law of development which marks the whole

history of redemption, and which involves temporary provisions no

less than permanent institutions ; scaffoldings no less than buildings

;

husks as well as kernels. God gave men symbols to prepare them for

spiritual worship; a law to prepare them for the Gospel
;
miracles of

healing and of transformation to prepare them for the standing mira-

cles of the Spirit and the preached word, and the renewed life. Sign

recedes before substance
;
figure gives way to fact

;
legal tutelage is

supplanted by the freedom of the truth. Mr. Gordon is betrayed

into this extraordinary utterance: “If the substance remains un-

changed, why should the sign which was originally chosen to exhibit it

be superseded

?

” % That is to say, if the Lamb slain from the founda-

tion of the world remains the perpetual, “ unchanged ” atonement for

the sin of the world, why “ supersede ” the brazen serpent, the ark,

and the altars of burnt-offering and incense? Comment upon such a

* Gordon, p. 48. t Gordon, p. 20. J Gordon, p. 46.
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statement is superfluous. A whole economy of signs and symbols

went by the board with the incoming of the Gospel
;
but the com-

ing of Christ was not the culmination of this process of development.

His own words assure us that the economy of the Spirit must be

broader and deeper than the economy of His personal ministry, and

consequently different in many ways, as we plainly see that it was.

Now we may expect miracles to cluster thickly about the fountain-

head of revelation. As Canon Mozley observes : “A revelation is

such, properly speaking, only by virtue of telling us something which

we could not know without it Our reason cannot prove the

truth of it, for it is, by the very supposition, beyond our reason.

There must be, then, some note or sign to certify to it, and distinguish

it as a true communication from God, which note can be nothing else

than a miracle.” * But it is as clear as anything can be that the

whole drift of Christian history is away from these special, evidential

demonstrations, toward those more steadily working, permanent,

spiritual facts and forces which they were designed to introduce. The
final triumph of the Gospel is to be a triumph of the principles,

ideas, sentiments which found their perfect illustration in the charac-

ter of our Lord, and not a thaumaturgic triumph over the outward

and visible consequences of sin. The Saviour himself deliberately

renounced the victory of the latter kind in His repulse of the temp-

tation offered in the gift of the kingdoms of this world. His king-

dom was not of this world. He would not mount the throne and

extinguish the consequences of sin by a direct exercise of power and

by external pressure. He aimed at the consequences through the

principle of evil; and therefore He would let His own spirit and life

work their way by the long, weary road of which humanity has not

yet seen the end,—through ages of blood and sorrow and tears, to

the perfect dominion of Christ-like love. The early Christian mira-

cles were to the later Christian economy what the symbolism of the

Jewish religion was to Christianity at large. They were as the pict-

ure-book to the child, assisting morally untutored minds to associate

visible facts with divine truths
;
human misery with divine compas-

sion
;
human sin with divine clemency

;
death with the resurrection

and the life. The signs of divine power in the healing of the sick

are preparations for other signs of the same power exerted through

personal character; through the Church by the Spirit
;
through the

awakening of the spiritually dead
;
through the grand impulses and

sacrifices of Christian devotion
;
through organized Christian benefi-

Mozley “On Miracles,” p. 5.
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cence. Thus the object of those earlier miraculous displays was two-

fold : to prepare the way for a new and higher kind of testimony,

and for a new and quickened discernment to recognize it. The words

of Trench on this point are worth quoting: “It must always be re-

membered that these receding gifts were ever helping to form that

which should be their own substitute If those wonders of a

first creation have left us, yet this was not so till they could be-

queath in their stead the standing wonder of a Church, itself a won-

der, and embracing manifold wonders in its bosom. For are not the

laws of the spiritual world, as they are ever working in the midst of

us, a continual wonder? What is the life of God in the soul, and

the kingdom of Heaven in the world, what are these but every one

of them wonders? .... How meanly do we esteem of a church, of

its marvellous gifts, of the powers of the coming world which are

working within it
;
of its word, of its sacraments,—when it seems a

small thing that in it men are new-born, raised from the death of sin

to the life of righteousness, the eyes of their understanding en-

lightened and their ears opened, unless we can also tell of more

visible and sensuous wonders ! It is as though the heavens should

not declare to us the glory of God, nor the firmament show us His

handiwork, except at some single moment, such as that when the sun

was standing still upon Gibeon and the moon in Ajalon.” *

Christ employs miracles to call attention to Himself. “ Only when
viewed as inseparably connected with a personality like that which

they saw in Christ, could those miracles prove anything to the dis-

ciples It is not the miracle that accredits the person, but the

person who sanctifies the miracle.” f The tendency to exalt miracu-

lous gifts without reference to the person dispensing them was clearly

marked during Christ’s ministry. “Much people of the Jews” came

to Bethany, “ not for Jesus’ sake only, but that they might see

Lazarus whom He had raised from the dead.” J Whereas Christ

aimed to have His miracles hidden behind Him, not to be hidden

behind His miracles. “ Believe Me for the very works’ sake” were

His words. § “These powers are not the gift, for Christ himself is

the gift. The holy life was, in the sight of God, of higher price than

the wonderful works
;
love is the greatest miracle of all

; to over-

come the world, this is the greatest manifestation of the power of

Christ in His servants.”
||

The Gospel lays emphasis on the power of the truth through the

* Trench, On the Miracles, p. 50. . f Ullmann, Sinlessness of Christ, p. 8.

f John xii. 9. § John xiv. ir.
||
Trench, Miracles, p. 48.

32
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Spirit of God above the display of miraculous energy’. The four-

teenth chapter of First Corinthians will repay study on this point.

Paul does not disparage miraculous gifts, such as speaking with

tongues; but he puts highest that divine power which speaks through

its ministers “edification and comfort and consolation ” to men. If

an ignorant or an unbelieving man enter a Christian assembly, he may
receive a very unfavorable impression from the display of miraculous

gifts, and say that the speakers with tongues are mad (v. 24), but if

the Word is preached to his conscience in demonstration of the

Spirit, “ the secrets of his heart are made manifest, and so he will

fall down on his face and worship God, declaring that God is among
you indeed ” (v. 25). Says Coleridge: “An evidence of the most

cogent clearness, unknown to primitive Christians, may compensate

for the evanescence of some evidence which they enjoyed. Evidences

comparatively dim have w’axed into noonday splendor, and the com-

parative wane of others, once more effulgent, is more than indemni-

fied by the synopsis rov tuxvtoz which we enjoy, and by the standing

miracle of a Christendom commensurate and almost synonymous with

the civilized world.” *

It is a fact that the course of history has been on the line of this

progress from miracles of power to miracles of grace; from the

works of Christ to the spirit of Christ. Upon the difficult question

of the particular period at which miracles of power departed from

the Church, we shall not enter at length. The conclusion is at best

a matter of opinion. The reader will find a collection of various

opinions in the notes to Canon Mozley’s book on miracles. The tes-

timony of the Fathers is by no means as decisive as the advocates of

modern miracles would have us believe. Indications are not wanting

that they regarded miraculous demonstrations in their own times, as

of an inferior character to those of the apostolic age. Says Mozley

:

“ When we come to the current miracles of the early Church, we

meet with the same admission and confession of the broad distinc-

tion between them and the Gospel miracles, not only extracted un-

wittingly from Christian writers, but volunteered with full knowledge.

The Fathers, while they refer to extraordinary divine agency going

on in their day, also, with one consent, represent miracles as having

ceased since the apostolic era. But what was this but to confess that,

though events which pointed to the special hand of God, and so ap-

proximated to the nature of the miraculous, were still of frequent

occurrence in the Church, miracles of that decisive and positive

* See also Christlieb, Modem Doubt, etc., p. 319.
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character that they declared themselves certainly to be miracles, no

longer took place.” * To the same effect is the high authority of

John Henry Newman. “The Fathers speak of miracles as having,

in one sense, ceased with the apostolic period
;
that is (considering

they elsewhere speak of miracles as existing in their own time), they

say that apostolic miracles, or miracles like the apostles’, whether in

their object, cogency, impressiveness, or character, were no longer of

occurrence in the Church—an interpretation which they themselves,

in some passages, give to their own words. ‘ Argue not,’ says Chrys-

ostom, ‘ that because miracles do not happen now, they did not hap-

pen then. In those times they were profitable. Now they are

not.’ ” f

We have thus far been occupied with the process by which the

claims of modern miracles are defended. If our conclusions are cor-

rect, they relieve us of the necessity of critically discussing such texts

as James v. 14, 15. That that passage alludes to a familiar usage of

the Church in an age when miraculous healing was a permitted and

recognized feature of Christian economy, we need not hesitate to ad-

mit
;
but if this passage was intended to furnish a law for the Church

of all time, if, in James’ Epistle, “healing is recognized as an ordi-

nance, just as in Paul’s Epistles to the Romans and Corinthians, Bap-

tism and the Lord’s Supper are recognized as ordinances,” ^ and if

the “ordinances” are equally binding, then indeed the Church has

been sadly derelict. But it is for the advocates of this position to

explain why the post-apostolic Church, which surely has not been

utterly faithless or spiritually powerless, has suffered the “ ordinance
”

of healing to fall into comparative disuse, while it has held steadfastly

by the two sacraments. To account for this fact on the ground of

lapse of faith is simply begging a very large question, and perpetrat-

ing a huge impertinence. Mr. Gordon says that “ cases of recovery

through the prayer of faith are so rare, probably, because the prayer

of faith is so rare, and especially because, when found, it receives al-

most no support in the Church as a whole. Prayer for such matters

should be the outcome of the faith and intercession of the whole

body of believers.” § This wholesale charge of unbelief is, we re-

peat, ungracious, to say the least. A man ought to know his ground

very thoroughly before venturing on the sweeping assertion that “ the

prayer of faith is rare and charging the Church with lack of faith

because it does not accept the prayer-cure as a working rule. More-

* Miracles, p. 165.

+ Cit. by Mozley, Miracles, p. 295. See also. Augustine, cit. on the same page.

f Gordon, p. 48. § Gordon, p. 197.
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over, we cannot help thinking that Mr. Gordon unduly disparages the

power of individual faith. He says :
“ It is not easy for an individual

prayer to make headway against the adverse sentiment of the great

body of Christians. For example, let an earnest soul pray for a re-

vival in a church where the prevailing view is that of indifferent un-

belief or positive disbelief in revivals, and would he be likely to ob-

tain the coveted blessing? ” We answer, Yes : and has obtained it in

many instances. Many a pastor can testify how the persistent prayer

of a single believer has borne fruit in the reviving of a cold and
worldly Church. Be that as it may, we ask where the passage in

James v. says or implies anything about the concurrence of the whole

Church in the faith and prayer which save the sick? The elders are

to come, to pray, to anoint ; and their prayer of faith is to be effect-

ual. Mr. Gordon might do well to read on a little farther, and ponder

the words, “ The supplication of a righteous ina?i availeth much in its

working
1' *

But we must now pass to the consideration of the question of fact.

Our limits will not, of course, allow us to go into a detailed examina-

tion of the mass of testimony adduced in favor of miraculous cures ;

and we must, therefore, confine ourselves to the discussion of a few

broader facts and principles which bear upon the whole body of evi-

dence.

1 st. Results precisely identical with many of those ascribed to be-

lieving prayer, are of frequent occurrence in the annals of medical

practice, where no supernatural agency is sought or pretended. There

is scarcely a physician of average experience who has not been baffled

by recoveries which contradicted his best verified diagnosis, and for

which no existing medical knowledge could account.

2d. Similar results are wrought by faith exercised in the objects of

Romish superstition. So far as testimony goes, the curative mira-

cles, so called, of the Romish Church, are, many of them, as fully and

as respectably attested as those of Protestantism. Take, for instance,

the well-known marvel of the Holy Thorn in the monastery of Port

Royal, where a fearful aegilops, or lachrymal fistula, on the left eye of

Marguerite Perier, a niece of Blaise Pascal, at once disappeared on the

application of a thorn from the Saviour’s crown, to which the sisters

were paying homage. The attending physician, M. d’Alengai, de-

clared that the cure could only be miraculous, and five physicians and

two surgeons, who had more or less knowledge of the case, signed

and published a certificate stating their belief that such a cure was

James v. 16.
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beyond the ordinary power of nature, and could not have taken place

without a miracle. Pascal was so convinced of this that he caused

to be engraved on his seal an eye, surrounded by a crown of thorns,

with the motto, Sczo cni credidi

;

and it is to this event that the world

owes his “ Thoughts.” *

The question, it needs hardly be said, is not whether this was a real

miracle or not. The Protestant will say “No,” at once, and will,

rightly enough, regard the relic with something more positive than

scepticism, besides throwing overboard summarily the Romish super-

stition of the wonder-working virtue of relics in general. The cure

is not without its plausible explanation on natural grounds. But the

question is one of testimony. Did the cure as related occur? There

is no reason to doubt it. “ To accuse Angdlique and Agnes Arnauld,

Blaise and Jacqueline Pascal of complicity in a gross imposture, by
which the advancing wave of persecution was successfully turned

aside, would be to betray a wilful misapprehension of the noble truth-

fulness which characterized them all.” f

So of the wonders of Lourdes, wrought through the mediation of

the Virgin,:}: in recognition of the immaculate conception, and by the

agency, real or supposed, of the water of the sacred spring. A more

transparent scheme of priestly ingenuity for swelling the prestige and

the revenues of the Church it is hardly possible to conceive. The ap-

pearance of the vision rests solely upon the story of an ignorant and

diseased peasant-child of fourteen years. No one else ever pretended to

have seen it. The claim that the spring is of miraculous origin can call

forth only a laugh from any one who knows that region of the Pyrenees.

Surely no miracle is necessary to account for even the sudden appear-

ance of a spring in a district which is full of mineral springs. As for

the agency of the water, it is somewhat of a surprise, after visiting

Lourdes, to read from the pen of the Reverend Stephen H. Tyng,

* See the whole story, with most judicious comments, in Charles Beard’s Port Royal,

vol. i., p. 304, sqq. The assent of the Arnaulds and Pascals to this explanation is the

more significant from the cautious and almost reluctant attitude which they held toward

it. Angelique Arnauld, in a letter dated April 23d, 1656, a month after the cure, writes :

“ I wonder that the world talks so much about the miracle that has happened, and still

more, that it expects the continuance of such. I have no belief that it will be so ; and
if it were for me to hope and ask for miracles from God, they should not be worked
upon the body, but upon all the wretched souls which languish under miseries a hun-

dred times worse than all bodily ills Do not desire, my dear sister, that God
should deliver His truth by visible miracles, but by those invisible marvels of the con-

version of hearts, which are done without rumor and noise.”

+ Beard, Port Royal, vol. i
, p. 313.

\ Richard F. Clarke, S.J., in an article in The Nineteenth Centuiy for November, 1882,

written from the Romish stand-point, says : “God it is who, by His miraculous power
exerted through our Lady s intercession, heals the sick, etc.”
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Jr., the statement that “ nothing is promised in connection with the

use of the water. All emphasis is laid upon believing prayer, and this

alone.”* If the hundreds of thousands of visitors to the spring, the

crowds pressing into the grotto to drink, the thronged bath-houses,

the enormous trade in flasks, and the hogsheads of water transported

to different parts of Europe and America, do not imply considerable

emphasis upon the water, we have mistaken the meaning of emphasis.

Be this as it may, whatever falsehoods or perversions of Scripture

attach to the objects of devotion or faith, the fact remains. Cures

are wrought in connection with the use of the water, and with prayer

for the intercession of the “ Lady of Lourdes,” under whose image

at the entrance of the grotto is written, Jc suis FIvimaculF Conccptioti :

and the testimony to the cures is as abundant and as respectable as

that which attests the work of Dorothea Trudel or of Dr. Cullis.

Mr. Clarke, the Romanist writer alluded to above, is perfectly right

in saying :
“ We have a right to ask them (non-Catholics) to believe

in facts attested by a number of intelligent and honest witnesses,

whatever explanation they may give of them.”

3d. The operation of ordinary physical laws will explain and elim-

inate from the catalogue of modern miracles, both Protestant and

Romish, a goodly number of cases; and subtler and less familiar in-

teractions of body and spirit another considerable number. Imagi-

nation has a wonderful power over the physical system. The annals

of quackery abound in cases where the word of a skilful charlatan, act-

ing upon awakened expectation and hope and excited nerves, has pro-

duced temporary relief, at least, of an extraordinary character. A
late distinguished physician observes that one of the principal ele-

ments or causes of medical delusion is the too ready disposition to

consider whatever follows a cause as being the result of that cause.

“There is in the system,” he says, “a tendency to spontaneous res-

toration in case of injury or disease, which is the chief agency, in

most cases, of curing disease. Sometimes it is the only one
;
and

very often it affects a man in spite of the mistaken and officious in-

terference of art. And yet quacks, and even physicians, and the pub-

lic generally, are very prone to leave this agency out of view and to

attribute cures, as a matter of course, entirely to some favorite remedy

which has been used. This disposition is the chief source of the

popular medical errors of all classes of men of all ages and coun-

tries.” f

* The Mountain Movers
,
or So-called Modern Miracles, by Stephen H. Tyng, Jr., D.D.,

p. 19.

f Lessons from the History of Medical Delusions, Fiske Fund Prize Dissertation of the

Rhode Island Medical Society : by Worthington Hooker, M.D., 1850.
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An illustration is found in the remarkable history of Perkins’

Tractors. Perkins was a physician of Connecticut, and in 1796 pro-

mulgated the discovery of the curative powers of two pieces of metal
’— steel and brass—about three inches in length and tapering to a

point, and owing their efficacy, as was supposed, to the develop-

ment of a galvanic fluid. The spread of this humbug was most sur-

prising. In two years the tractors were introduced into England: in

eight years a Perkinsian Institution was founded in London, to dispense

to the sick poor the expensive blessings of the tractors, which sold for

five guineas the pair. This institution numbered among its members
many persons of learning, piety, and high rank. The cures, as early

as 1802, were stated at five thousand, and volumes of certificates

were published, many of them from the most respectable sources and

of the most decisive and enthusiastic character.* But, to quote Dr.

Hooker, “ There were unbelievers in the days of Perkins, and they

were wicked enough to try experiments on their patients with tractors

made of wood, and painted so as to resemble the five-guinea tractors.

They very impudently pretended to produce the same effects, and

five of the patients of these mischievous doctors returned public

thanks in church for their cures.”

The reader may also recall Bishop Berkeley’s craze over the virtues

of tar-water, on which he wrote two essays, and which he regarded

almost as a panacea. He declared that twenty-five fevers in his own
family were cured in a single year by this medicine

;
a statement

which, however convincing as to the virtues of tar-water, awakens

melancholy reflections on the sanitary condition of the Bishop’s house-

hold.f

* One of the poets, thrown to the surface by this tidal-wave, relieves himself as fol-

lows :

“ See pointed metals, blest with power to appease

The ruthless rage of merciless disease,

O’er the frail part a subtle fluid pour,

Drenched with invisible galvanic shower,

Till the arthritic staff and crutch forego

And leap exulting like the bounding roe.”

A divine, a professor in one of our New England colleges, thus wrote :
“ I have used

the tractors with success in several other cases in my own family, and although, like

Naaman, the Syrian, I cannot tell why the waters of Jordan should be better than

Abana and Pharpar, rivers of Damascus
;
yet since experience has proved them to be

so, no reasoning can change my opinion.”

\ Some developments in cases of hysteria are very remarkable. I was told of a case

at St. Luke's Hospital, in this city : A woman with a swelling which was pronounced

by the physicians to be an ovarian tumor, but which disappeared on the administration

of ether, and was discovered to be merely the result of hysteria.

A still more remarkable case was that of the daughter of a distinguished clergyman,

who related the circumstance to me. Her right side appeared to be paralyzed, and was
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We cannot multiply illustrations. The point to be observed is that

these and many of the cases which are ascribed to the miraculous

power of faith and prayer, are alike due to the vis mcdicatrix natures,

stimulated into curative efficiency by external influences, either

another’s exertion of will, a plausible delusion, or causes awakening

faith and hope in divine power.

Still, after all that is due to such forces has been eliminated, there

is a residuum of startling and unaccountable facts attending the

exercise of believing prayer, and that not within the sphere

of Protestantism only. What then ? Granting, for argument’s

sake, that these cases are all miraculous, that fact neither disturbs

us, nor establishes the view we have been controverting. For, as

we observed at the beginning, we are not arguing against the

possibility of miracles in modern times. We have distinctly said

that we find no temporal limit set by Scripture to the exercise of

miraculous powers
;
no declaration that miracles shall cease. The

supernatural has never been withdrawn from the economy of this

world
;

its presence and activity go with the fact of providence. So

long as God exists and governs the world, so long we may expect the

supernatural under some manifestation. “ Of course,” as Dr. Bush-

nell remarks, “ it is not implied, if we assert the continuance of these

supernatural demonstrations in all ages, that they will, in our time,

be mere repetitions or formal continuations of those which distin-

guished the apostolic age
;

it must be enough that such works appear

in forms adapted to our particular time and stage of advancement.

Many persons demand that Christianity shall do precisely the same

things which it did or claims to have done in the first times ; not ob-

serving that the doing of a given thing is commonly a good reason

why it should not be done again, and that the great law of adaptation,

which is a first law of reason, will always require that there should

be a change of administration correspondent with our changes of

state or condition.” *

so insensible that a needle could be thrust into the skin without pain. She lay help-

lessly in bed, unable to rise, and the parents were fast losing hope. A strange physi-

cian, whose reputation had reached them, was called in, and after a very careful exam-
ination, he suddenly and sharply said to her, “ E , sit up in bed !

” She obeyed.
“ Put your feet to the floor !

” She did so. “ Now walk !
” She rose and walked out

of the room to an adjoining apartment, where her father was, to whom her appearance

was like the entrance of a ghost. “ Now,” said the Doctor, “ dress yourself and walk

with your mother to the corner of the street, and to-morrow go out and walk again."

The cure was complete. The disease never returned. The Doctor said that he recog-

nized the case as an obstinate case of hysteria, resulting in abeyance of the will, and

only to be overcome by the exertion of another and stronger will.

* Bushnell, Nature and the Supernatural, pp. 449-50.
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If, then, the supernatural breaks out in miracles of healing, or

miracles of any other kind in our day, we shall not challenge the fact.

If it can be satisfactorily shown in any instance that a sick man

has been healed by the prayer of faith, we will join in giving honor

and thanks to God.

Our real quarrel arises on the claim that the miraculous energy

which accompanied the personal ministry of Christ and attached to

the Apostolic Church, must be a standingfeature of the Church of the

present day
;
that miraculous gifts should have the same prominence

which they had in those days
;

that the Church is false to

Christ’s ideal and shorn of the highest privileges of faith, unless

it exists under an economy of special miracles. We deny that the

normal economy of the Church of the present is an economy of special

miracles. We insist that miracles of any kind, if they can be proven to

take place in the modern Church, are properly, and by virtue of a

divine arrangement, exceptional

;

that each case must stand upon its

own merits and be judged in the light of its own circumstances; and

that no attempt to combine these several cases into a law for Church

life and work and prayer, is legitimate or can be successful.

As we have endeavored to show, the whole drift of Christian his-

tory is away from the special miracles demanded by the inauguration

of a new faith, to the great, permanent demonstrations of God’s

power in the Church through the preached word, the sacraments, the

power of personal character, the body of believers, the developments

of Christian civilization
;
and not from special miracles to more special

miracles. The law of retrocession from these earlier exhibitions of

miraculous power has been as uniform in its operation as the law of

their appearance at critical points in the history of the kingdom of

God on earth. The plain course of the Gospel is toward a victory of

the spiritual forces which embody themselves in holy character, and

not toward a thaumaturgic triumph over the physical consequences of

sin. The physical, no less than the spiritual welfare of the race is

thrown, not upon an economy of miraculous interposition, but upon

an economy of spiritual life, informed by Christ, and embodied in the

Church and in her various forms of Christian helpfulness
;
upon

Gospel transformations of character, and upon the Christian law of

ministry
;
and in order that these may assert themselves more and

more, the economy of miracle which stands to the spiritual economy

in a prefatory, and, in some sense, symbolical relation, retires into the

background. The miracles of Christ and of the apostles were a kind

of object-teaching for a rudimentary stage of faith
;
and the plea for

a miraculous economy for the Church of the present, is a plea for a
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return to the conditions of spiritual childhood. Its outlook is back-

ward and not forward. The whole case is so well summed up by

Canon Mozley, that we shall be doing our readers a service by
quoting at length :

“ When it is said that society neutralizes its

belief in past miracles by a practical disbelief in the possibility of

present, we reply that society does not reject the idea of the hodier-

nal supernatural, but expresses its judgment on that subject with a

reserve. But we next observe that if the mind of Christian society

at the present day is adverse to the notion of hodiernal miracles, and

scrutinizes with great rigor all pretensions of that kind, there is a

sound and sufficient reason which may be assigned for this fact,

namely : that the great end for which miracles were designed is now
accomplished

;
and that we are now living under that later providen-

tial era, and amidst those "results to which miracles were the first

step and introduction. If we do not expect miracles now, there is a

natural reason for it, namely: that the great purpose of them is past.

. . . . We are living amid mighty and deep influences which were

originally set agoing by that agency, but which, having been set going,

no longer want it
;
and at such a stage it is natural to us to look

upon the irregular and extraordinary expedients employed in laying

the foundation, as superseded; just as we remove the scaffolding

when the edifice is raised, and take away the support of the arch

when the keystone has been inserted Ours is not a state of

expectancy, and a day of forecastings and foreshadowings. We feel

no void throwing us on the future. On the contrary, we repose in

Christian doctrine as the final stay of the human soul ; and we are

conscious that in this doctrine is contained all that can develop man ;

we know that it has developed man, and that Christianity has made

a moral change in the state of the world To cease to expect

miracles when their chief end is gained, is only to do justice to the

greatness of that end, to appreciate the truth and power of the Chris-

tian dispensation, and to observe what Christian doctrine has done

for man.” *

Our issue then is direct with the party represented by Mr. Gordon.

Against their claim that miracles are to be expected and prayed for

with faith as a divinely ordained and permanent feature of the Church,

we hold that miracles are ordained for a temporary purpose, that they

were not intended to be a standing feature of the Church, and that

they are not to be expected now. Without denying their possibility

at any time
;
with full willingness to acknowledge and adore the

wonder-working hand of God whenever and wherever it may reveal

Mozley On Miracles

,

pp. 158-60.
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itself, we claim that miraculous developments are to be regarded as

exceptions, and that fidelity to the spirit of the Gospel, to the truth

of Christian history, and to a wholesome theory of Christian and

Church life, require us to challenge and scrutinize with the utmost

severity every cure or other work which lays claim to a miraculous

character.*

In examining the records of faith-cures we have been struck with a

tendency to cast contempt on natural agencies, and even to assume

that the employment of these implies a sinful lack of faith. For

example, Dr. Boardman says: “Nothing can so well express the

gentleness of the Lord’s dealings with me in the matter, as His own
words to Israel at the Mount of God : Long-suffering, slow to anger,

keeping mercy, forgiving. He has shown mercy, and kept on show-

ing mercy under what I now see to have been great provocation,

through long years of persistence, in keeping the veil of ignorance

close drawn over my heart in regard to this precious office of His.

To myself, I seem like one who has flung away, time after time, the

oft-relighted candle of the Lord, with which I ought to have searched

His word.”f From the life of Pastor Rein, cited by Mr. Gordon, we
quote these words :

“ Rein never employed a doctor, believing the

words :
‘ I am the Lord that healeth thee.’ When he was sick, the

elders of his church or his friends laid hands on him and prayed

over him, and he was always better than if he had taken medicine
;
he

was kept in a greater calm, and his communion with God was not in-

terrupted by the doctor’s visits and by the continual occupation of

punctually following their directions.” \ Still another from Dr.

Bushnell. He cites the case of an English gentleman who had been

healed by the exercise of faith. His child fell sick with scarlet fever.

He sent for a doctor. He says :

“ Before the doctor arrived, my mind

was filled with revelation on the subject. I saw that I had fallen into

a snare, by turning away from the Lord’s healing hand to lean on

medical skill.” He then fell on his knees, confessed his sin, and

* We shall do well to use as much caution in our test of modern faith-cures and

modern miracle-workers as, according to Mr. Clarke, is applied to the candidates for

canonization in the college of cardinals. He relates that a Protestant lawyer while at

Rome, not long since, was introduced to one of the cardinals who was examining into

the miracles attributed to the saint whom it was proposed to canonize. He ventured

to express his scepticism as to the critical nature of the inquiry
;
on which the cardinal,

handing him a set of papers containing some of the evidence, asked him to read them
carefully, and give him his candid opinion as a lawyer on their value. In a few days

the papers were returned with the remark that if any evidence could prove a miracle,

that contained in the documents he had read was sufficient. “All that evidence,”

was the cardinal’s reply, “ we have rejected as inconclusive .”—Nineteenth Century ,

November, 1882.

j;
Rev. W. E. Boardman, The Great Physician, pp. 1-3. | Gordon, p. 168.
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prayed God to show that he was forgiven by causing the fever to be

rebuked. Whereupon the child almost immediately recovered.*

These sayings may indicate a mighty faith, but we cannot help

feeling that they reveal a radical misconception of faith. Let us

simply remark that our Lord, even in the working of miracles, never

despised natural agencies, but used them freely. He alone could

change the water into wine, but tl*e servants could fill the jars and

were bidden to do so. He alone could bring into the net the miracu-

lous draught of fishes, but the disciples could cast the net and could

drag it to shore. To us, the deliberate rejection of that human
science and skill which it has been one of Christianity’s noblest func-

tions to develop, savors vastly more of presumption than of faith.

Again, we observe, though it is but fair to say that it is expressly

disclaimed in some cases, an assumption that the will of God must lie

in healing. Mr. Gordon quotes Otto Stockmayer as saying: “Once
understanding that it is not the will of God that His children should be

sick (Jas. v. 14, 18), and that Christ has redeemed us from our sick-

ness as from our sins (Matt. viii. 16, 17), we can no longer look upon

healing as a right which it would be lawful for us to renounce. It is

no longer a question whether we wish to be healed. God's will must

be fulfilled in our bodies as well as in our souls." f

A clergyman, whose testimony is given by Dr. Cullis, as having

been cured of a terrible disease of the leg, says :
“ I knew that God

was able to heal me, but not that He was willing, for I was not sure

that it would be for my good or His glory to have it done.” Dr.

Cullis replied :

“ Why not ? If the Lord should restore it, and you

should give Him the praise of it, and then use it in His service, zvhy

would it not be both for your good and His own glory? Think of it

;

and when you think you can trust the Lord to heal you
;
come in,

and we will pray for it.”:}: We ask if this is not a claim on the part

of Dr. Cullis to know the mind of the Lord ? How did he know

that the Lord’s will would not be better served by that man’s con-

tinued lameness, even as it was better served by Paul’s thorn in the

flesh remaining? Dr. Boardman relates that, being at the house of a

lady who was detained from her guests by an attack of sick head-

ache, he sent up word to her that, if she would only accept literally

the words of the one hundred and third Psalm, “ who healeth all thy

diseases,” she might be cured.§ We find ourselves saying, “ Who
hath known the mind of the Lord that he may instruct Him?” and

farther, asking whether, in the millennium of miracle which these

writers are laboring to bring in, miracles, which throughout the his-

* Bushnell, Feature and the Supernatural

,

p. 481. f Gordon, p. 164.

J Faith Cures, p. 21. § Boardman, Great Physician, p. 21.
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tory of the Church have never been prodigally and indiscriminately

employed, are to be cheapened into ordinary remedies for sick head-

ache or colic ?

Sometimes, it is true, one is tempted by the rampant materialism

of the age, to fall in with the idea so vigorously urged that a revival

of the Gospel and apostolic miracles is needed for a revival of faith
;

that some special display of miraculous energy is indispensable to

bring men back to a belief in the supernatural. And yet, are we
prepared to accept such statements as this: “Nothing awakens men
like God’s supernatural power in this physical kingdom.” * Are we
prepared to put the whirlwind and the fire before the still, small

voice, and to disparage the mighty, mysterious power of the Holy

Spirit upon the human soul in comparison with the awakening power

of physical miracles ? Are we ready to admit that, to quote again,

such faith “ is alone that by which now, as of old, the world is to be

turned upside down?”f We pause at the words of our Lord :
“ If

they hear not Moses and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded

though one rose from the dead.”

These views naturally link themselves with that doctrine which

has been so persistently thrusting itself upon the attention of the

Church—the doctrine that the final regeneration of society is bound up

with Christ’s second personal coming and ministry in the world
;
a

doctrine which directly tends to weaken in the mind of the Church the

sense of the position and efficacy of the work of the Holy Spirit
;
nay

more, to depreciate the office of the Comforter who, on Christ’s explicit

promise, is to guide His Church into all the truth.:}: Such teachings

tend to confine the Christian perception to the lower ground of sensu-

ous appeal, where it can be reached only by visible prodigies, and to

check the education of that higher discernment which is pre-eminently

the gift of the Holy Spirit, and which recognizes far greater wonders

than physical miracles in the establishment and influence of the

Church, the social power of Christian ideas, and the growth and fruits

of Christian institutions. Such teachers, in the face of Christ’s own
declarations, insist that the kingdom of God must “ come with obser-

vation.’^ If, indeed, society, after the lapse of these Christian cent-

uries, can be redeemed only by a second manifestation of God in the

flesh, then it may be frankly conceded that it needs physical miracles

to attest and effectuate the work of redemption. Then the work of

the Holy Spirit is branded with failure, and He is proved impotent

to fulfil His promise to convict the world of sin, of righteousness, and

of judgment.! Such conclusions point, unmistakably, to the past

* Boardman, p. 119.

| John xvi. 13. § Luke xvii. 20.

f Boardman, p. 122.

|
John xvi. 8-1 r.
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neglect of the Church to define and enforce the truth of the office

and work of the Holy Spirit. It is largely owing to this, as we think,

that that truth still lies vaguely in the thought and faith of the

Church, and that the call for the evidence of miracle meets with

such a response. A sharper view of the supreme place which be-

longs to that Spirit of Truth in the Gospel economy, and which He is

to hold till the end of time; a more pronounced teaching as to His

office of enlightening, convincing, edifying, and renewing; a deeper

and more generally diffused sense of the need of His baptism, will

go farther than anything else to counteract the mischief which must

inevitably result from the ascendency of the modern-miracle school.

Let us then hold firmly by, and strongly emphasize, the great ac-

credited forces in Gospel work, keeping prominently in view that

greatest and most prolific of miracles—the transformation of character

by the power of the Divine Spirit into the likeness of Christ—that

great end to which all God’s manifestations in the world have been

shaped. If we come upon unfamiliar and exceptional manifestations

of Divine energy, let us rigorously “ try the spirits whether they be

of God,” and give hearty thanks for whatever can present Christ’s

credentials, whether we can account for it or not
;
but let us none

the less keep to our well-defined lines of Gospel method and agency,

and not turn aside from these to grasp at miracles as our familiar

tools, and to plead for an economy which it has plainly been God’s

intent to supersede. Such is the tendency of human nature, such

its innate love of the marvellous, such its desire to be filled with the

multiplied loaves without regard to the Multiplier of the loaves,

that
#
if these views of the miraculous shall ever find general ac-

ceptance in the Church, she will be flooded with thaumaturgic

neophytes and aspirants, and her annals will be studded with as

many prodigies as now figure in the biographies of the Romish

saints. Truthfully says Dr. Bushnell :
“ The propagation of miracles

is no principal interest of Christianity
;
and the living power of Chris-

tianity is never to be tested by their frequency or the impressiveness

of their operation. There may evidently be too many of them as well

as too few Where the world, that ought to be repenting
,
is

taken up with staring
,
the sobriety of faith is lost in the gossip of

credulity.”* The “sign of the Prophet Jonah,” f Jesus and the Res-

urrection, as it is to be the great permanent theme of Christian preach-

ing, and the eternal inspiration of Christian work, is likewise the

standing answer to the demands of the sign-seekers of every age.

This sign suffices; in this the Church shall conquer.

Marvin R. Vincent.

f Matt xii. 39.Nature and the Supernatural
, p. 451.



II.

THE DOCTRINES OF THE BUDDHA AND THE
DOCTRINES OF THE CHRIST.

I
T is a familiar fact of our times that a large and increasing class

of writers on religious topics deny, ignore, or seek to minify to

the utmost the differences between the religion of Christ and other

religions. Of this the necessary and already manifest effect has been

to weaken and break the force, for many, of those high and exclusive

claims which the Gospel makes to the faith and obedience of all man-

kind. Hence it is that the comparative study of the various religions

of men has come to hold a place of very high importance in modern

apologetics. As a contribution to this subject it is proposed in the

present article to compare, in particular, the teachings of Buddhism

with those of the Christian religion, as regards the fundamental topics

of the being of God, the nature and character of man, the doctrine

of salvation and of the. future, both of the individual and of the

world.

As regards this matter, there are many who seem to have persuaded

themselves, and would fain persuade others, that the difference be-

tween the Christian and the Buddhist religions concerns not funda-

mental doctrines, but merely questions of unimportant detail. This

is assumed or argued by different partjes upon different grounds. In

the first place, there are those who—whether on atheistic, pantheistic,

or deistic assumptions—deny the possibility of any supernatural rev-

elation from God to man. This being granted, evolution is called

upon to explain the origin and the relations of all religions. All

alike are merely products of the human mind, working under various

environments. Christianity and Buddhism thus appear to be—like

all other religions—systems purely human. Of these, indeed, one

maybe more perfect than the other; one may have more, the other

less of error
;
but in neither have we absolute divine truth. Both

are made up of reasonings and speculations purely human, wherein

there is much, no doubt, that is true, but no less certainly much that

is erroneous and is to be rejected.
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Others profess to occupy a different position. They adopt the

language of orthodox Christianity and speak of the Christian religion

as a revelation from God. But they insist that for us to regard Chris-

tianity as the only religion which may be truly so described is alto-

gether wrong, and can only serve to evince a narrow and unscientific

spirit. Christianity, we are told, is no doubt from God, and—more than

that—the clearest and fullest revelation of His will that has yet been

given. But so also, and none the less, are the other religions of the

world, each in their measure, revelations from Him. We are forbidden

to contrast non-Christian religions with the Christian as the false with

the true, or the natural and human with the superhuman and divine.

That may have done for a former and less enlightened age, but not

for these days of education and progressive thought. Rather are we
to think of Buddhism, for example, as standing to Christianity in

a relation analogous to that of Judaism. Both are from God; both

are, or have been, in their time and place, as lights to the world.

Only, in both and in all cases, the truth which other religions set

forth imperfectly and incompletely, Christianity reveals in its fulness,

or at least in greater fulness than any religion yet made known to man.

Thus, Prof. Max Muller* complains that “we have ignored or wil-

fully narrowed the sundry times and divers manners in which God
spake in time past unto our fathers by the prophets and again tells

us that “ if we believe that there is a God, and that He created heaven

and earth, and that He ruleth the world by His unceasing providence,

we cannot believe that millions of human beings, all created like our-

selves in the image of God, were in their time of ignorance so aban-

doned by God that their religion was a falsehood, their whole worship

a farce, their whole life a mockery. An honest and impartial study

of the religions of the world will teach us that it was not so, ... .

that there is no religion which.does not contain some grains of truth.

. ... It will teach us to see in the study of the ancient religions

more clearly than anywhere else, the divine education of the human
race.” f

In this we shall all admit that there is much that is true. No Chris-

tian apologist will feel called upon to dispute his assertion that “there

is no religion which does not contain some grains of truth.” No less

true is it that we are to regard all the religions of the nations, accord-

ing to the very teaching of the Christian Scriptures themselves, as

serving a divinely ordained purpose in the education of the race. But

surely it is not involved in either of these facts that all religions alike

* Science of Religion, p. 103. f lb.
, pp. 105, 106.
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must be revelations from God, so that no one of them can be called

false. That individual truths are wrought into a system either of

scientific or religious truth, surely does not prove that such a system

is true as a whole. We may admit, what is true, that Buddhism

recognizes and insists upon many indubitable truths and unquestion-

able duties, in full accord with the teachings of the religion of Christ,

and yet it may be none the less just that speaking of it as a system

—we should call it, as contrasted with Christianity, a false religion.

Nor does the presence of such truths and the injunction of undoubted

duties in the Buddhist or any other religion prove that in those in-

stances, at least, there must have been a supernatural revelation.

Revelation is not the only way by which men may come to know
moral and spiritual truth. “ The heavens declare the glory of God,

and the firmament showeth forth his handiwork.” * So, also, accord-

ing to the teaching of the New Testament, in full accord with what

we may learn by our own observation, those who have not the law,

“ are a law unto themselves, which show the work of the law written

in their hearts.” f But this argues no revelation in any supernatural

way from God. No more does the admitted fact that God uses all

religions alike for the education of the race, warrant any one in con-

cluding that therefore they must all have God in some true sense as

their author. A parent may, and often does, teach a child no less

truly and effectually by withholding direct instruction than by

imparting it. In this way very often the child will learn better than

was possible in any other way, from the consequences of his own
errors, the extent of his ignorance, and his great need of that instruc-

tion which perhaps he had before despised. Yet, while this should

all be quite plain to any ordinary mind, it is evident that these false

and anti-Christian conceptions concerning the non-Christian religions

and the religion of Christ—supported as they are by the influence of

not a few great names—powerfully influence very many of those who
write in our days on the subject of comparative religion.

The general confusion of thought on the subject is the more in-

creased by the constant use of English terms expressing various

Christian conceptions, to express ideas peculiar to one or another

false religion. In this way it comes to pass that the doctrines char-

acteristic of these erroneous systems are made to appear to the or-

dinary reader, uninstructed in the technicalities of Oriental theology,

as only slightly variant renditions of the most fundamental and es-

sential truths of the Gospel of Christ. Especially is this true with re-

Ps. xix. i.

33
f Rom. ii. 14, 15.
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gard to the religion of the Buddha. English terms which in the Christian

religion have come to have a very precise and definite meaning, are

employed by such word-mongers to translate Buddhist terms, with

the actual historical sense of which they have little or nothing in

common, while often not a hint is given of the foreign meaning which

has been attached to the words. Hence arise in the minds of very

many the most woful and mischievous misapprehensions as to what

the Buddhist religion really is. From such misconceptions, again, such

persons commonly draw one of two equally erroneous and anti-Chris-

tian conclusions. Either, holding on to the old faith in the Gospel

as a divinely-given revelation, men conclude that it is not, after all,

as once had been supposed, the only supernatural revelation of the

will of God to man
;

or, on the other hand, assuming that Buddhism

is not a revelation from God, it is inferred that if so many of the dis-

tinctive truths of the Gospel are to be found also in the Buddhist

scriptures, where undeniably they must be regarded as a product of

mere human thought, then there is no reason any more to attribute a

supernatural origin to anything that we find in the New Testament.

Practically, Christianity, in either case, is taken to be simply a Jewish

form—as Buddhism is an Indian form—of the one universal religion.

It needs no argument to make clear the immense importance of the

comparison of doctrine to which we are thus challenged. Is there

then between Christianity and Buddhism such a degree of doctrinal

agreement as to compel us to infer that they must have had a similar

origin ? Is it such as to force upon us—as some insist—the alternative

either of a supernatural origin for both, or, a supernatural origin for

neither? This is the question before us. Buddhism has been lately

held forth to the admiration of the English reading public as “ The

Light of Asia.” If Christianity is the light of the West, in Buddhism

we are asked to behold the light of the East ! But if Christianity is

the light of the West, it is so only because it is a revelation of the

truth of God. Falsehood is not light, but darkness. In like manner

if Buddhism be the light of Asia, it must be so because it also is a

revelation of the truth of God. Furthermore, since truth is one,

whether in the East or in the West, it follows that if Christianity be

the light of the West and Buddhism be justly called the light of the

East, then the fundamental teachings of the two religions must be

identical. It is indeed true that the same doctrines might quite con-

ceivably be expressed in the two religions in widely different forms
;

it is also true that it is quite possible, on this assumption, that of two

religions, both true, like ancient Judaism and Christianity, the one

may be a much fuller revelation of the truth than the other. But,
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for all this, they cannot in any matter contradict each other. If con-

tradiction be proven, then it is utterly irrational to speak of both of

them as being revelations, in any sense, from God.

Should this prove to be the case as regards the religion of the

Buddha and that of Christ, then if any one will still hold Buddhism to

be “ the Light of Asia,” he must make up his mind to let Christ go.

While, on the other hand, if we admit that the Gospel of Christ is

the Light, because it is the truth, then in such case of proven con-

tradiction, it will follow that Buddhism, so far from being the Light

of Asia, is, instead, very darkness and death.

Now we affirm and expect to prove that precisely this is the real

state of the case. We affirm that the fundamental doctrines of Bud-

dhism, when rightly understood, are not in agreement with those

of Christ, but in direct contradiction to them. We affirm that the

difference between the two religions does not lie in a more or less

full and clear enunciation of truth, but in the difference of affirmation

and denial, of point-blank contradiction. We affirm, moreover, that

these contradictions have to do, not with unessential details, but with

the most fundamental matters conceivable,—matters which must be

considered in any and every religion, if it is to be called a religion at

all. These are strong affirmations, but it will not be hard to make

them good. Indeed, so clear and unmistakable are the facts, that

it is matter for ever-growing astonishment that any who have had any

opportunity to acquaint themselves with the facts, should have ever

been able to persuade themselves that Buddhism, like Christianity,

might be rightly set forth as a “ light ” for erring men, divinely given

for human salvation.

i. First of all, we have to do with the question whether there be a

God or not ? Assuredly no question can be of more fundamental

consequence. If there be a God and I fail of knowing this, I must

therefore fail of serving Him. If there be a God and He has revealed

Himself, even in ways of nature, so that I might know Him, then

not to recognize Him and my relation to Him must be nothing less

than fatal. Failure to know and recognize God, if there be a God,

must inevitably vitiate all doctrine and all practical ethics as well.

For if there be a God, then all truth must exist in relation to Him
;

and—since His will must be law—all right action must be to Him and

for Him. What Jesus taught on this question we all know. Hesaid:
“ God is a Spirit, and they that worship him must worship him in

spirit and in truth.” * And so had taught the Old Testament proph-

* John iv. 24.
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ets before Him. They spoke of a God who formed the earth and

made it
;
who “ measured the waters in the hollow of his hand, and

meted out heaven with the span, and comprehended the dust of the

earth in a measure, and weighed the mountains in scales, and the hills

in a balance.”* So also according to the apostles of the New Testa-

ment, it is God who created all things and upholds all things, and

will at last judge the secrets of all men, and reward every man
according to his works, f

Now Buddha, we are told, was “ the Light of Asia.” What then

does he teach on this vital question ? The answer does not seem to

be even a matter of dispute with competent authorities. “ There is

no God ” is the initial assumption of Buddhism. To this effect is the

testimony of all the Buddhist books, and in this respect it is gener-

ally agreed that the authorities, however late, do not materially mis-

represent the opinions of the Buddha himself. The Light of Asia has

thus no light at all to give on this most momentous of all questions !

It is true that some have questioned whether the Buddha himself

went so far as to deny in so many words the existence of a God, and

have thought that his actual position might better be described by

the term “ agnostic” than “atheist.” Some representations that we
find in the Buddhist books seem to favor this, as some also the other

opinion.:}: Thus the Rev. Mr. Hardy tells us in his Manual of Bud-

dhism that “ When Malunka asked the Buddha whether the existence

of the world is eternal or not eternal, he made him no reply
;
but the

reason of this was that it was considered by the teacher as an inquiry

that tended to no profit.” § Still further, in his chapter on the Bud-

dhist Ontology in the same work, Mr. Hardy translates a yet more ex-

plicit statement from a Buddhist authority, thus :
“ All being exists

from some cause ;
but the cause of being cannot be discovered.”

|[

Other Buddhist authorities, however, go further, and formally deny

and argue against the possibility of the being of a God. But whether

we call the doctrine of Buddhism atheism or agnosticism, it makes

little difference. Agnosticism — whether it be that imputed by

some to the Buddha, or that of Mr. Herbert Spencer—is virtual

* Is. xl. 12. f New Testament, passim.

$ Compare words attributed to the Buddha, translated by Oldenberg from the

Samyutta Nikaya : “Ye disciples, think not thoughts, as the world thinks them :
‘ The

world is eternal or the world is not eternal. The world is finite or the world is infinite.’

. ... If ye (so) think, ye disciples, ye might thus think : ‘This is the sorrow’; ye

might think :
‘ This is the origin of sorrow ’; ye might think :

‘ This is the removal of

sorrow’; ye might think: ‘This is the way to the removal of sorrow.’”

—

Buddha,

sein Leben, seine Lehre, seine Gemeinde, S. 258.

§ Manual of Buddhism, 2d ed., p. 389. |
lb., p. 414.
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atheism. All agree, moreover, that, in any case, the Buddha con

structed his whole system without once introducing in any way the

idea of God. We read much of “ the law” which he preached, but

he did not regard it as the law of God. What he called sin was not

conceived or represented as having anything to do with a God or our

relation to Him. We read, indeed, in the Buddhist books, much of

“ the gods,” but never once of God. As for these imaginary beings

which Buddhism calls gods, none of them are held, either singly or

jointly, to be creators or rulers of the world. They are only beings

of a higher order than man, but like man, subject to impermanence

and death, as also to sin and moral infirmity. Of any Being, even in

the most general way corresponding to the ordinary theistic concep-

tion of God, Buddhism knows nothing. To the correctness of this

assertion the most abundant and unimpeachable testimony may be

adduced. Prof. Monier Williams tells us: “ The Buddha recognized

no supreme deity. The only God is what man himself may become.” *

Prof. Max Muller assures us :
“ Difficult as it seems to us to conceive

it, Buddha admits of no real cause of this unreal world. He denies

the existence not only of a creator, but of any absolute being.”

Archdeacon Hardwick says :
“ Of Buddhism .... we need not hesi-

tate to affirm that no single trace survives in it of a supreme being.” f

Koppen is no less decided. He assures us that Buddhism recognizes

“ no God, no spirit, no eternal matter as to be supposed antecedent

to the world. Only .... the act of movement and change is with-

out beginning,—is eternal
;
but matter .... is not eternal,—has a

beginning. In other words, there is only an eternal Becoming
,
no

eternal Being.

Among the very latest investigators of Buddhism is Prof. Olden-

berg. Scholars will generally agree that no one can be held higher

authority as to the real teaching of Buddha than he. He has ex-

pressed himself in terms of the same purport as the foregoing.

Contrasting Buddhism with Brahmanism, he says: “The speculation

of the Brahmans laid hold of the Being in all Becoming; that of the

Buddhists, the Becoming in all apparent Being. There we have sub-

stance without causality
;
here

,
causality without substance. Where

the sources lie from which this causality derives its law and its power,

this Buddhism does not inquire Where there is no being, but

all is a coming to pass, there can be recognized as the First and the

Last,—not a substance, but only a law.” § To the same effect as this

* Indian Wisdom, p. 57. •)• Christ and other Masters, p. 163.

f Koppen : Die Religion des Buddha, S. 230."

§ Buddha
,
seiit Leben, seine Lehre, seine Gemeinde, S. 257, 258.
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testimony of eminent scholars in Europe, is that of mirsionaries in Bud-

dhist lands. Thus the Rev. Mr. Hardy, long a missionary to the Bud-

dhists of Ceylon, tells us that “ by Buddha all thought of dependence on

any other power outward to man .... was discarded.” He writes

that although there are some among the Buddhists of Ceylon, “ more

especially among those who are conversant with the truth of the Bible,

who belieye in the existence of one Almighty God ; while others

confer upon the devas the attributes of God,” yet “ the missionaries

are frequently told that our religion would be an excellent one, if we
could leave out of it all that is said about a creator.” * To the same

effect is the testimony of Dr. Edkins, missionary to China. He
says :

“ Atheism is one point in the faith of the southern Buddhists.

By the Chinese Buddhists each world is held to be presided over by

an individual Buddha, but they do not hold that one supreme Spirit

rules over the whole collection of worlds.” f But it is needless to

multiply witnesses. Such beyond doubt is the teaching of Bud-

dhism as to the existence of a Supreme Being. X Christianity tells us of

an almighty, most wise and most holy personal God, who is the Creator

of the world and the Father of our spirits. Buddhism, on the authority

of its founder, denies that there is any such being. It declares that

there is no God. The world had no maker; the idea of a Father in

heaven is a delusion and a dream. And we are asked to recognize

this as “ the Light of Asia,” and are even called upon by some to

admire the marvellous agreement between the teachings of the

Buddha and the doctrine of the Christ! Truly, in the presence of

this momentous contradiction, all agreements upon other points, if

such there be, seem little worthy to be mentioned.

2. But the contradictions between the two religions by no means

end here. It were indeed impossible that they should. For if ac-

cording to Buddhism there is no God, it follows by necessary conse-

quence that there can be, according to the Buddhist doctrine, no such

thing as revelation or inspiration. To speak of the inspiration of the

Buddhist scriptures, as many do, were according to those scriptures

themselves, to use words without meaning. Without a God inspira-

tion and revelation are alike impossible and inconceivable. Hence

all the Buddhist authorities with strict consistency represent the

doctrine they contain, 7lot as having been revealed to Buddha by any

* Legends and Theories of the Buddhists
, p. 221. f Chinese Buddhism

,

p. 191.

t In the light of the facts it is truly incomprehensible how Mr. de Bunsen, in his

Angel-Messiah of Buddhists, Essenes and Christians, could assert as he does, that

“ The doctrine of Gautama Buddha centered in the belief in a personal God.” See

The Angel-Messiah, etc., p. 48.
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superior power, but as having been thought out by the Buddha

himself. Thus—to illustrate—we are told in the Nidhna Katha, that

the Buddha spent a week seated in a house of gems, thinking out the

Abhidhamma Pitaka, both generally and in respect of the origin of

all things as therein explained.* So also in the Abhinishkramana

Siitra
,
the Buddha is declared to be “the supreme teacher of gods

and men In him alone can be found the source of the true

faith.” f

So again in the Abhinishkramana Siitra we are told that the

Buddha, after his victory over the evil one under the Bo-tree, remained

there seven days and nights. “ On the first night he considered in

their right order the twelve Nidanas, and then in a reverse order.

He identified these as one and the same; he traced them from

the first cause and followed them through every concurrent cir-

cumstance.” % All this he did, we are expressly told again and again,

not as a god or as a superhuman being, or as a man under some special

influence unattainable by other men. On the contrary, what the

Buddha became, all may become
;
what he attained is attainable by

all, and that through the mere persevering exercise of our native

powers. Thus we are told that when the Rdjd Bimbasara asked Gau-

tama who he was, he “ answered plainly and truthfully, ‘ Maharaja!

I am no god or spirit, but a plain man, seeking for rest.’ ”§ To the

same effect, in the same work, the Buddha is represented as saying in

reference to his own attainment of supreme wisdom :

“ Let a man but persevere with unflinching resolution.

“ And seek supreme wisdom, it will not be hard to attain it.”
fl

Such words, it is clear, entirely exclude everything like revelation

or inspiration from any superhuman source whatever. How marked

the contrast here again, with the Lord Jesus, with the apostles and

prophets, scarcely needs to be illustrated. Whatever any may think as

to the fact of a revelation in the Christian Scriptures, there can be no

doubt that they profess to contain a revelation from God to man
;

that the writers profess to be speaking, not by their own unaided

powers, but by the Holy Ghost. We read of Scripture which is

“given by inspiration of God,” lit., “God-breathed.” Buddha ex-

pressly professed to come in his own name
;
Jesus as expressly claimed

to have come in the name of God the Father. ** The former is said

* Fausboll’s Buddhist Birth Stories, p. 106.

f The Romantic Legend of Sakya Buddha, from the Chinese Sanscrit. Prof. S.

Beal, p. 246.

\ lb., p. 236. § lb., p. 182.
H
lb., p 225. 2 Tim. iii. 16.

** John v. 43.
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to have proudly claimed that his doctrine was his own
;
the latter as

explicitly claimed that He spoke not of Himself, and that His doctrine

was not His own, but the Father’s which had sent Him.* Here
then again is a full and explicit contradiction between the word of

the Buddha and the word of Christ. The one declares that not only is

there a God, but that He has spoken to man. The other, as it denies

the former, denies of necessity the latter also. No wisdom higher

than the wisdom of man has ever found a voice in this world.

3. Again, it is agreed by the highest authorities on the subject, al-

most without exception, that Buddhism, according to the teaching of

the Buddha himself, does not admit the existence of the soul. There

are indeed a very few who doubt or deny this. Thus, e. g., Prof. Beal

refers disparagingly to “ numerous writers on Buddhism who, in their

lectures and articles, tell us that it teaches .... atheism, annihilation,

and the non-existence of the soul.’’ He says on this subject that such

statements “ are more easily made than proved,” “ and that it were well

if they were not so frequently repeated in the face of contradictory

statements made by those well able to judge.” f Proof of the opin-

ion thus suggested, he does not, however, offer. Prof. Max Muller

admits that certain of the Buddhist scriptures do undoubtedly teach

the non-existence of the soul, but does not think that this could have

been the teaching of the Buddha himself, but a later corruption

His argument is briefly as follows: He admits that the orthodox

metaphysics, as contained in the third Pitaka denies any substantial

reality to the soul. He urges, however, that passages occur in the

other two Pitakas, which are not to be reconciled with this utter

nihilism, and also refers to the asserted fact that the doctrine in ques-

tion does not appear in its crude form in the first and second Pitakas,

and refers to the opinion of some ancient authorities that the third

Pitaka was “ not pronounced by the Buddha.” He also urges that

not only is this true, but that certain passages occur in the first

and second Pitakas which are in open contradiction to this metaphys-

ical nihilism. According to him, therefore, the Buddhist scriptures

contradict themselves on this most weighty question of the existence

of the soul. The Buddha himself, he thinks, could not have taught

the doctrine of the non-existence of the soul
;
he argues, that if the

sayings which teach the other doctrine have maintained themselves,

in spite of their contradiction to orthodox metaphysics, the only ex-

* John viii. 28. f Romantic Legend : Introduction, p. x.

f The Buddhist canonical writings are known as the three Pitakas, called respectively

Vinaya, Sntta, and Ashidhamma.
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planation, in his opinion, is, “ that they were too firmly rooted in the

tradition which went back to Buddha and his disciples.”*

To our mind, the Professor, however, does not prove his point. As
to the alleged absence of the doctrine in question, from the first and

second Pitakas, he appears to have been mistaken
;
for Mr. Davids

has given two lengthy extracts from two different portions of the

second Pitaka which formally teach that man has no soul.f And
even if we admit that the Buddhist scriptures in this matter

contradict themselves, instead of arguing—for the reason given by

the Professor—that the doctrine of the existence of the soul must

needs be the original teaching of the Buddha, we should rather argue

that such a preposterous doctrine as the contrary, flatly denying—as

it does—the testimony of our own consciousness, was not likely to

have gained currency at so early a date, except it were under the in-

fluence and personal authority of the Buddha
;
and that the intima-

tions of the being of the soul, which are supposed by a few to be

scattered through the Buddhist books, are most naturally to be ex-

plained as simply the protest of the human consciousness against the

nihilism with which the religion began. The unanswerable testimony

of the consciousness was too much even for the authority of the

Buddha himself.

The direct and positive testimony to the fact, however, that

Buddhism, according to its own highest authorities, does deny that

there is a soul, seems unanswerable. Mr. Davids sums it up as fol-

lows :

“ In the first place, the Pitakas teach the doctrine directly and

categorically. Thus we are tojd in the Suita Pitaka :—From sensa-

tion .... the sensual, unlearned man derives the notions ‘ I am,’

‘ this I exists,’ ‘ I shall be,’ etc., etc. But the learned disciple of the

converted .... has got rid of ignorance and acquired wisdom
;
and

therefore, .... the ideas ‘ I am,’ etc., do not occur to him.” So,

also, he refers to another passage in this first Pitaka
,
wherein the

Buddha is said to have enumerated sixteen heresies teaching a con-

scious existence of the soul after death
;
then eight heresies teaching

that it has an unconscious existence after death
;
and, finally, eight

more which teach that the soul exists after death in a state neither

conscious nor unconscious. It is truly difficult to see how the doc-

trine of the non-existence of the soul could be more explicitly set

forth than by these two passages. But in the second place, Mr.

Davids argues that this understanding of the teaching of the Buddhist

* Lecture on Buddhist Nihilism in Science of Religion : pp. 140-143.

f Buddhism : p. 94, et seq.
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scriptures is confirmed by what they indirectly teach as bearing on

the same subject. In particular, he calls attention to the fact that the

Buddhists have two words in their religious vocabulary expressly de-

noting as a heresy
,
the doctrine that man has a soul. These words

are sakkdyaditthi, “ the heresy of individuality and attavada, lit.,

“ saying self," i. e., the doctrine of soul or self. Another proof that

Buddhism denies the existence of soul is found in the fact that their

opponents, the Brahmans, so understood them to teach. Finally, the

parables and illustrations used by the Buddhists themselves to set

forth and explain their meaning, show that they themselves so under-

stood the doctrine of their sacred books. For example, it is argued

that just as a chariot is made up of various parts, no one of which is

the chariot, but which by their union form the chariot, while yet

there is no separate existence, separate and distinct from these, which

constitutes them jointly a chariot ; so also is man made up of various

parts, and when these are united, we say, “ This is a man while yet

it does not at all follow there is any essence separate from these which

we should call the soul or man.* So Prof. Oldenberg, in the recently

published work already cited, expresses himself to the same effect.

He says that “ while we are wont to regard our interior life as only

comprehensible, if we are allowed to regard its changing content,

every individual feeling, every individual act of will as in relation to

one and the same abiding ego, to think in this manner is in total op-

position to Buddhism A seeing, a hearing, a becoming self-

conscious, above all, a suffering takes place
;
but an essence which is

that which sees, hears, suffers,—this the Buddhistic doctrine does not

recognize.” He gives several illustrations out of the Buddhist texts,

of which we may instance the following

:

“ Mira, the tempter, who strives to confuse men with error and heresy, appeared to

a nun, and said to her :

‘ Thou art the one by whom personality is created, the creator

of the person : the person which comes into being, thou art that : thou art the person

which ceases to be.’ She replies :
‘ How meanest thou, that there is a person, Mira?

False is thy doctrine. This (which thou callest a person) is only a mass of changing

forms :f there is no person here. As where the parts of a wagon are combined, the

word “wagon” is used, so where the five groups f are, there (we apply the word)

“ person.” That is the catholic doctrine. Suffering alone it is, that comes into being :

suffering, that which exists and ceases to be : nothing else than suffering comes into

being: nothing else disappears again.’ ”§

* The argument in full will be found in Mr. Rhys Davids’ Buddhism : pp. 94-ioc.

f Pd.li, sankhtn a, is a term very difficult to translate
;
Mr. Rhys Davids renders it,

“tendencies,” “potentialities”; Oldenberg, “ Gestaltungen.”

! Pali, Skandha, including Riipa, Vedana, Sahhd, Sankhtlrh, Vinnhna ,
rendered by

Rhys Davids, ‘ material qualities,’ ‘ sensations ,’ ‘ abstract ideas,' ‘ tendencies of mind, and
‘ mental powers.' Man is regarded as the sum total of these. See Rhys Davids Bud-

dhism, p. 90, et seq.

§ Buddha, sein Leben, seine Lehre, seine Gcmeinde, S. 259, ff.
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Yet other testimony might be added, no less weighty, as, e. g., that

of Oldenberg,* and St. Hilaire,f but this should abundantly suffice to

show how baseless, in the judgment of the highest authorities, is the

opinion of a few, as Mr. James Freeman Clarke,^ Mr. De Bunsen,

§

and a few others, that Buddhism teaches the existence of the soul.

If any still doubt such testimony as the above, surely special reliance

is to be placed upon the statements of missionaries who have lived

their whole life in intimate association with Buddhists, in daily con-

versation with them on these very matters. And while they tell us

that many Buddhists, constrained by the testimony of their own con-

sciousness, believe in the existence of the soul, they also agree that

those who thus believe, believe, not according to their scriptures, but

in opposition to them. Just in the same way is it also true that while,

as all admit, Buddhism, as such, knows nothing of a God, yet men,

urged on by the inextinguishable instincts of the soul, have made
Buddha himself into a god, and have even—as in Thibet—imagined

a Supreme Buddha out of which, as they fancy, all the human Buddhas,

by a kind of emanation process, have proceeded. But this no one

would take to prove that the doctrine of a God properly belonged to

Buddhism as a system.

Of missionary testimonies may be instanced the following :

—

The Rev. Mr. Hardy tells us that “the belief in a soul is perhaps

general among the Singhalese, though so contrary to the teaching of

Buddha."
||

What Buddhism, by its highest authorities, teaches its

votaries on this subject he very clearly tells us. He says: “To prove

the impossibility of the existence of a soul, many a long and weary

conversation is recorded in the Abhidhamma. All thought is regarded

as a material result. The operation of the mind is no different in

# Buddha
,
sein Leben

,
seine Lchre

,
seine Gemeinde

,

S. 258-269.

\ Le Buddha et sa Religion ; p. vi. Mr. J. F. Clarke—if we understand him—seems

to regard St. Hilaire as admitting the existence of the soul as a doctrine of Buddhism,

because he emphasizes the doctrine of transmigration as one of the principia of Bud-

dhism. For, he says, if there be no soul, there can be no transmigration ( Ten Great Re-

ligions, p. 167). But Mr. Clarke omits to note the fact that St. Hilaire, while emphasizing

the place of transmigration in the Buddhist system, was nevertheless convinced that

Buddhism did not teach the existence of soul, and asserts this in the most explicit

terms. St. Hilaire's words are : Le textes H la main, je soutiens que le Bouddha n’ ad-

met pas plus Fame de l'homme qu’ il n’ admet Dieu. Je ne crois pas qu’ ilsoit possible

de citer un seul texte bouddhique oil la distinction la plus simple et la plus vulgaire de

1
’ ame et du corps soit 6tablie, ni paraisse meme soupjonnee. Le Bouddha et sa Religion

,

Paris, 1866, p. vi.

X The Ten Great Religions
, p. 167.

§ The Angel-Afessiah of Buddhists, Essenes and. Christians, p. 48.

J
Legends and Theories of the Buddhists : p. 220 (italics ours).
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mode to that of the eye, or ear.” * The teaching of the Chinese

Buddhists Dr. Edkins gives us, in the following citation from the

Lcng-yen-king, one of their chief authorities. Buddha, we are therein

told, taught as follows :

'

“ The mind .... is without substance and cannot be at any place
;

. . . . that the mind is unsubstantial can easily be shown, etc.” f And
Bishop Bigandet, of Burmah, tells us that the same is the teaching of

the Burmese Buddhists. In the end of his volumes on the Lcgc?id of
Gaudama

,
he gives us an abridged translation of a Burmese work,

entitled The Seven Ways to Neibbaji, which he tells us may be looked

upon as a faithful exposition of the tenets of Buddhism as they are

held both in Siam and in Burmah. Therein we read that “ in the

five aggregates constituting man .... there is nothing else to be

found but form and name. We are thus brought to the materialist

conclusion, that in man we can discover no other element but that of

form and name."]: Here, then, we have explicit testimony, not from

scholars at a distance and acquainted with Buddhism only at second

hand, but from missionaries who have had everywhere the advantage

of ascertaining from the Buddhists themselves what they understand

their scriptures really to teach. The testimony cited comes from

each of the three great Buddhist countries—China, Farther India, and

Ceylon, and from men whose names are of high authority. They
all agree that the teaching of Buddhism is understood by the people,

alike in China, Siam, Burmah, and Ceylon, to deny the existence of

a soul.

It is indeed true that, as Prof. Max Muller asserts, much may be

produced from the Buddhist authorities which— if understood as we
in the West naturally understand it—appears to teach, or at least

imply, the existence of the soul. This is especially true as regards

what is written in the Jatakas and elsewhere touching the transmi-

grations and previous existences of the Buddha and others. The
Rev. Mr. Hardy notices this difficulty, and in the Appendix to his

Legends and Theories of the Buddhists, gives at length an extract

from the writings of another learned missionary, his predecessor, the

Rev. M. R. Gogerly, with the remark that among the Buddhist priests

of Ceylon “ there are none of authority who now dispute his conclu-

sions.” Not to give the whole of his argument, we are told that the

King Milinda inquired “ if a living soul is received upon transmigra-

tion
;
and the priest replied, ‘ In the higher or proper sense of the

* Legends, etc., p. 2ii. See also Appendix
,
note Z. f Chinese Buddhism

,

p. 299.

t The Legend of Gaudama, vol. ii., p. 213.
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word, there is not.’ .... The king inquired further, ‘ Is there any body

or being

—

satto—which goes from this body to another body?’ ‘ No,

great king, .... by this namarupa

*

actions are performed, good or

bad, and by these actions another namarupa commences existence.’
”

From these and other like explicit statements of the Buddhist author-

ities, Mr. Hardy concludes—in full accord with the eminent European

savants above cited—that “ Buddhism denies the existence of a soul,

—

of any thing of which a man may rightly say, ‘ This is I myself.’ ” The
unanimity of the testimony of missionaries upon this subject surely

ought to be decisive. What, in fact, is to be understood by the Bud-

dhist doctrine of transmigration, if the existence of an abiding soul

is denied, Mr. Davids, in the Preface to his translation of the book

of Jatakas, or Tales of the experiences of Buddha in what we should

call his previous births, has clearly explained. He says:

“ The reader must of course avoid the mistake of importing Christian ideas into the

conclusions (of these several birth-stories), by supposing that the identity of the persons

in the two stories is owing to the passage of a ‘ soul ’ from the on'e to the other. Bud-

dhism does not teach the transmigration of souls. Its doctrine .... would be better

summarized as the transmigration of character, for it is entirely independent of the

early and widely prevalent notion of the existence with each human body of a distinct

soul, or ghost, or spirit. The Bodisat,\ for example, is not supposed to have a soul,

which on the death of one body is transferred to another, but to be the inheritor of the

characters acquired by the previous Bodisats The only thing which continues

to exist when a man dies is his karma
,
the result of his words and thoughts and deeds,

lit.,
'

his doing’
;
and the curious theory that this result is concentrated in some new

individual is due to the older theory of soul.’T

And in the Preface to his translation of the Sabbdsava Sutta he

sums up the case as regards the Buddhist position on this question

as follows

:

“ Buddhism is not only independent of the theory of soul, but regards the considera-

tion of that theory as worse than profitless, as the source of manifold delusions and
superstitions. Practically this comes, however, to much the same thing as the denial

of the existence of the soul
;
just as agnosticism is, at best, but an earnest and modest

sort of atheism. And we have seen above that atiattam—the absence of a soul or self

as abiding principle— is one of the three parts of Buddhist wisdom and of Buddhist

perception. ”§

We have been thus full in the discussion of this subject, because

on nothing, as it seems to us, is Buddhism more commonly misunder-

stood than on this point. Those who are anxious to reduce to a min-

imum the contrasts between Christianity and other religions, or

ignore them altogether, seem especially loth to admit the clear teach-

* Lit., ‘ name (and) form ’—that which is the sum total of the man.

\ I. e., Buddha, that-is-to-be.

X Fausboll’s Buddhist Birth-Stories : Translator’s Introduction, pp. lxxv., lxxvi.

§ Sacred Books of the East, edited by Max Muller, vol. xi., p. 294.
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ings of the authorities on this subject—teachings utterly fatal to their

pet theories. To sum up the case, so far is it from being true that

“the soul’s immortality is a radical doctrine in Buddhism,” and this

doctrine “ one of its points of contact with Christianity,” as has been

asserted,* that even the existence of the soul is not admitted, and

the affirmation of its being is specially stigmatized as a heresy. There

is nothing but name and form,—that is all. No God ! No revelation !

No soul! And we are told that Buddhism is the Light of Asia!

Truly the words, to one who has learned from Him who is the Light

of the world, seem to have a ring of irony

!

4. But, obviously, having gone so far, the Buddhist cannot stop

here. \Ye have next to compare the teaching of Buddhism concern-

ing sin. We hear much of the high morality of Buddhism, and, by
consequence, it seems to be commonly imagined that however the*

Buddhist and the Christian religions may differ in other respects, they

must at least be very much at one in their teachings as to sin. What,

for example, could sound more like Christian teaching than the fol-

lowing words from the Dhammapada:

“ Rise up ! and loiter not !

“ Follow after a holy life !

“ Who folio ivs virtue rests in bliss,

“ Both in this world and the next !

“ Follow after a holy life !

“ Follow not after sin ! ” f

Such words as these, however, greatly mislead those who will read

into the essential terms their Christian sense. The Buddhist idea of

sin is as far as possible from the conception which Christianity holds

forth. What the Bible teaches on this subject is sufficiently clear.

We may define sin, with the Divines of the Westminster Assembly,

as “ any want of conformity to, or transgression of, the law of God,”

or, with others, as “ the voluntary transgression of known law or in

any other way that any Christian theologian has adopted : as regards

the present point, it will make no difference. For all these various

definitions agree in this, that they affirm sin to be a disorder in the

normal relation of the soul to God. As John the Apostle puts it, all

“sin is the transgression of law,” and that law is the law of God. Even

where the sin, as to its outer form, is a sin against one’s neighbor, it is

none the less, in its innermost essence, sin against God. Thus, while

as to its outer form, the sin of David, which he laments in the 51st

Psalm, was adultery' and murder, yet in his confession the thought

* Ten Great Religions
, p. 167.

+ Dhammapada , 168, 169. We follow Mr. Davids’ translation in his Buddhism
,
p. 65.
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which above all others burdens him is this
—“Against thee

,
thee only,

have I sinned, and done this evil in thy sight.”* Although this con-

ception of the nature of sin finds its fullest expression in the Chris-

tian Scriptures, it is by no means peculiar to them. On the contrary,

it is found among all those who—whatever of error they may hold

on other subjects—have at least held fast their faith in a personal

God. Granted the existence of such a Being as the Creator and

moral Ruler of the world, this idea of sin follows by necessary con-

sequence.

But it is no less plain, that, in the very nature of the case, such a

conception of the nature of sin can have no place in Buddhism. It

presupposes a personal God, who is at once the giver and the exe-

cutor of law
;
whereas Buddhism knows nothing of any such Being.

It follows from this of necessity that if there be no Being above man
whose will, imposed as law, is the standard of action for man^then

law, i.e., the ultimate standard of moral action, must be found in the

will of man, and sin can only be defined as an evil having a certain

relation to the will of man. Now, in fact, this is the highest concep-

tion of sin which is to be found in any Buddhist book. Nowhere

do we meet with the slightest intimation that sin has to do with

any but man. That which Christianity regards as the essence of

all sin is the revolt of the will against the authority of God.

That which Buddhism regards as the essence of sin is as different

as possible from this. The one element, which is present in all

sin, is always represented as tanha or trishnh, lit., “ thirst.
”

The word, in English translations of Buddhist works, is often

rendered “ lust,” and thus, again, is the teaching of Buddha

made to seem very like that of the New Testament; for has not the

Apostle James said: “When lust hath conceived, it bringeth forth

sin.”f But “lust,” in the mouth of a Buddhist, has no such meaning

as epithumia in the mouth of James or of Paul. In the New Testa-

ment, it is hardly necessary to say—it is not desire, as desire, which

is declared to be sin and the parent of sin, but desire, as desire of that

which God has forbidden. In Buddhist books, however, the tanha,

“ lust,” or “ desire,” which is stigmatized as sin

,

and the source of

all evil, is not merely the desire of anything supposed to be by any

power or law forbidden, but desire, simply as desire. The desire may
be of that which is good, or it may be of that which man regards as

evil
;

in either case the desire is evil, because it is desire, and to be rid

of it—rid of all desire—is to be rid of sin. Everywhere in the Bud-

dhist books we meet with this teaching. Thus, we read

:

* Ps. li. 4. f James i. 15.
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“ He who fosters no desires for this world or for the next, has no inclinations and is

unshackled, him I call a Brahman.”
“ He who, having no desires, travels about without a home, in whom all concupiscence

is extinct, him I call %Brahman.”*

To the same effect is the interpretation which Prof. Max Muller

gives of the Buddhist terms asrava, rendered in the Lalita Vistdra

and elsewhere, “ vices.” He defines the essential idea of the word to

be a “ running toward or attending to external objects,” and quotes

with approval the explanation of Colebrooke, that “ asrava
,

‘ vice,’

is that which directs the embodied spirit toward external objects.” f

How wide asunder is this conception from the New Testament idea

of sin needs not to be pointed out. Thus the man who, wherever

he meets in Buddhist writings the word “ sin ” or its equivalents,

understands by it what in Christendom is meant by sin, reads into

the text an idea which has no place there whatever. What the

Buddhist really does understand in such cases is well put by the Rev.

Mr. Hardy, from whom again we quote :

“ The proper idea of sin cannot enter into the mind of the Buddhist. His system

knows nothing of a Supreme Ruler of the universe There is no law because

there is no law-giver,—no authority from which law can proceed. Buddha is superior

in honor and wisdom to all other beings
;
but he claims no right to impose restrictions

on other beings. He points out the course to be taken if merit is to be gained ; but

he who refuses to heed his words does the Tathdgato no wrong. Religion is a mere
code of proprieties, a mental opiate, a plan for being free from discomfort, a system of

personal profit As there is no infinite and all-worthy being to whose glory we
are called upon to live, when we commit evil the wrong is done to ourselves and not to

another.^ .... Hence the impossibility of making the Buddhist feel that he is a

sinner, when the commandment is brought home upon his conscience. A native has

been heard to say that he never committed sin since he was born, unless it were in

catching fish ! ” §

And this is what the “ Light of Asia ” has taught men as to the

nature of sin !

5. It follows, both logically and actually, from all the above, that

the Buddhist doctrine of salvation stands in no less open contradic-

tion with that which was taught by Christ. This is true as regards

every point involved in the Scriptural doctrine of salvation—as to

its nature, its ground, the means thereto, and the author of the

salvation. In each and every one of these points the teaching of

the Buddha stands in the most unqualified antagonism to that of the

Christ. The teaching of the Scripture is so clear as scarcely to need

a statement here.

* Dhammapada, vv. 410, 416.

f Buddhaghosha’s Parables
,
by Capt. Rogers and Prof. Max Muller, p. lxviii.

t One is reminded of Feuerbach's definition of religion as “ the relation of a man to

himself.”

§ Legends and Theories of the Buddhists, pp. 213, 214.
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As to the nature of the Salvation, all agree that the salvation which

is offered by Christ is a salvation, not, primarily, from suffering, but

from sin, and from suffering only in that it is the penal consequence

of sin. In other words, Christ in His salvation proposes to deliver

man from sin and death, and give him everlasting life in holiness.

The formation of an eternally holy character is the objective point

of Christ’s work as regards the individual man.* As regards the

ground on which any man receives this immeasurable blessing,

Christ uniformly taught that His death was the ground. He gave

His life “ a ransom for many.” f His blood, He declared, was “ shed

for many for the remission of sins.” X So also His apostles taught

that this salvation, being wholly on the ground—not of what the

sinner had done, or could do, or become,—but wholly and exclusively

on the ground of what Christ had done for us, was all of grace and

not of works.§ As regards the means of salvation, we are every-

where told that it is received by faith, and maintained by the believ-

ing use of all the ordinances appointed by the Lord for this end.
||

As regards the author, it is everywhere taught in the Christian

Scriptures that whether we regard salvation as objectively wrought

out for us on the cross, or as originated and carried on for us subject-

ively in regeneration and sanctification— in every point of view the

author of our salvation is Christ. ([ Salvation is not of man in any

way
;
he neither saves himself, nor helps to save himself

;

“ salvation
”

—wholly and absolutely—“ is of the Lord.”

Now this doctrine of salvation taught by Christ, so far from having

any similarity or analogy with that set forth by the Buddha, as some
would persuade us, stands contrasted with it in every particular.

As to the nature of salvation, whereas Christ makes it to consist es-

sentially in salvation from sin, Buddhism makes it to consist, not in

deliverance from sin,—not even from that which the Buddha calls sin,

—but in salvation from sorrozv, and that, ultimately, through salvation

from existence. It is quite true that the Buddhist books are full of

exhortations against sin, and many of these, according to the letter,

are, as all will agree, most excellent. But none the less is even the

highest and purest morality represented, not as an end in itself, but

only as a means to an end, which end is, to bring to a final termination

that line of personal existence of which the life I now live is the present

manifestation. Thus, even if the Buddhist conception of sin were
identical with that of the Christian—as it is not—still there would

* Rom. v. 9 ;
Eph. v. 25-27. f Matt. xx. 28. % Matt. xxvi. 28.

§ Rom. xi. 6 ;
Eph. ii. 8. |

Rom. iii. 28 ;
John xv. 1-10. Tf Tit. iii. 4-6.

34
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be a vital difference as regards the nature of salvation, in that charac-

ter is made

—

not the end of salvation—but merely a means to an end.

For, according to the Lord Jesus, the supreme evil is sin
;
according

to the Buddha, the supreme evil is not sin, but existence

,

as necessarily

involving pain. Hence their respective teachings as to the nature of

salvation differ utterly. The whole doctrine of the Buddha as to

salvation is summed up in what are called the four words of truth,

namely : Duhkha
,

‘ pain,’ Samudaya, ‘
origin,’ Nirodha, ‘ destruction,’

and Mdrga, ‘ road.’ The signification of these four words, which

expanded, form what are known as “ the four noble truths,” is set

forth in the following verses from the Dhainmapada :

“ He who with clear understanding sees the four holy truths
;

“ Pain
;
the origin of pain

;
the destruction of pain, and the eightfold holy way that

leads to the quieting of pain :

• “That is the safe refuge, that is the best refuge.

“ Having gone to that refuge, a man is delivered from all pain.” *

Prof. Max Muller correctly expounds these verses as follows :
“ The

four holy truths are the four statements that there is pain in this

world, that the source of pain is desire, that desire can be annihi-

lated, that there is away shown by Buddha, by which the annihilation

of all desires can be achieved, and freedom be obtained.” f

Thus we have the highest authority for affirming that not the

removal of silt, but the removal of pam is the objective point of the

whole Buddhist system of salvation. And it is also of the greatest

importance to observe that even pain is misunderstood. For pain is not

in Buddhism regarded as merely the necessary effect of sin, but as the

necessary condition of all existence, alike in earth and hell and heaven,

in bird, beast, worm, or man or god. For pain, argues the Buddhist,

is because of tanka, trishna, ‘ desire.’ By this, as already noted, is

intended, not desire after that which is morally evil, but desire as

desire. It denotes that state of mind which is usually enkindled by

the contact of the mind or the senses with the external world.

Wherever this state of mind exists, continued existence is made

necessary. For desire is the cause of ‘action,’ or in Buddhist phrase-

ology, karma. I die and pass away, but my karma lives on, and renders

necessary the production of another being after me to reap the fruit

of my action. And so long as this chain of existence is continued,

so long is there with existence the continued liability to new desire

and therefore to new pain. I see, I hear, I feel, I taste, I remember,

and because of this arises desire
;
and because so much that I per-

* Dhainmapada, vs. 190-192. f Buddhaghosha's Parables, p. cxiii.
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ceive seems good, I desire to live and I love the world. And this

desire—whether it be of that which is evil or of that which is good

—even desire to live in heaven, as well as the desire to live on earth-^-

is the root and source of pain and sorrow. It is so because desire

implies the non-possession of that which is desired
;
and not to have

what we desire of necessity means pain and sorrow. The desire may
be of that which is good, but except it be at once completely satisfied,

it must become a cause of pain. This is by no means saying that all

desires are equally reprehensible. Gautama clearly saw that certain

things were evil in a sense in which other things were not. Con-

science, despite the power of a false philosophy, never becomes

extinct. Hence the Buddha freely admitted that certain desires

having an intrinsic evil character, brought more pain than others, and

therefore were to be the more carefully avoided. Hence lying,

hatred, and anger are denounced as being in an especial sense occasions

of pain and sorrow. Thus we read :

“ The fields are damaged by weeds, mankind is damaged by hatred.
“ The fields are damaged by weeds, mankind is damaged by vanity.”

All this is true, but then we also read in the next verse :

“ The fields are damaged by weeds, mankind is damaged by wishing.
“ Therefore a gift bestowed on those who are free from wishes brings great reward.”*

“ Wishing” is the root of all evil, and hence is inferred the third of

the noble truths, namely : that since desire is the cause of all pain,

the extinction of all pain will follow the extinction of all desire. And
thus we are brought to the fourth and last of the four noblfe

truths that this end—the extinction of desire—can only be at-

tained by walking in what is called “the eightfold way.” What
that way is we need not consider just here. At present we are

to note the contrast between the Christian and the Buddhist doctrine

as to the1 nature of salvation. Salvation, as regards the individual

man, consists in the extinction of sorrow by means of the extinction

of desire. Its relation to what we call sin is merely casual and inci-

dental.

Here we do well to observe that the Buddhist salvation in this

sense does not consist in the cessation of existence. This is plain,

to go no further, from the Buddhist doctrine as to the nature of man.

For, according to the Buddhist authorities, when a man dies, his body

having perished, there remains no other part of him which can con-

tinue to exist. This is as true of the worldly as of the religious man.

* Dhammapada, vs. 357-359.
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It is plain from this alone that when the Buddhists speak of Nirvana

as the object of salvation, they cannot mean the extinction of the

individual personality. This befalls every one, whereas Nirvana is

the attainment of comparatively few. That ATirvana is not to be

understood as meaning ‘ annihilation,’ is further manifest from the

use of the term in the Buddhist scriptures. Prof. Max Muller, in his

Lecture on Buddhist Nihilism,- cites various passages where Nirvana

is described as something which is attained and enjoyed before death,

and in this world. Thus we read

:

11 When a man can bear everything without uttering a sound, he has attained

Nirvana.
“ Desire is the worst ailment, the body the greatest of all evils. Where this is properly

known, there is Nirvana, the highest bliss”

The truth is, the Buddhist authorities seem to represent the salva-

tion, to the attainment of which the religion of the Buddha professes

to direct men, as of a twofold sort. In the first place, Nirvana
,
as

Prof. Max Muller has clearly shown, sometimes denotes a mental and

spiritual state, attainable in this present life. It denotes the condi-

tion of the man who has succeeded in overcoming desire, and thus is

victor over “ the ten sins.” In this sense of the word, Nirvhna or sal-

vation refers to the attainment of a certain state of mind, which being

reached, the man is in this life freed from pain. But to use the term
1 holiness,’ as some have done, to express this state of mind, is ut-

terly misleading. Such a use of the word cannot be too severely

condemned. It naturally produces an impression of agreement be-

tween Buddhism and Christianity, where, in fact, no agreement exists

at all; for the Biblical idea of holiness—like that of sin—never loses

sight of a person. It is not mere morality, which is rightness toward

men
;

it is more than this : it is rightness toward God, which indeed

implies morality, but is yet much more. Shall we then say that the

Buddhist idea of salvation is the attainment of an ideal morality ?

This neither can we do, though he who has attained Nirvana will be

a moral man. To reach the Buddhist idea of salvation, we must recur

tc the Buddhist doctrine concerning sin. Not only does the Buddhist

idea of sin have nothing at all to do with a man’s relation to God,

but, also,—along with many acts which are sins—either against our-

selves or against our fellow-men, it includes many other acts and states

of mind which in fact have nothing sinful in them, and in yet other

instances, even stigmatizes as evil that which is good. A sufficient

proof of this we have in the common enumeration of “ the ten sins.”

See his Lectures on the Science of Religion, p. 142.
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While among these are counted “ hatred,” “ pride,” “ selfishness,” we
also find enumerated with these, “ belief in the existence of the soul,”

“ desire of life on earth,” and “ desire of life in heaven.” * Since the

saved man, the Nibutta, is a man “ who has overcome the ten sins,”

he will, therefore, without doubt, be conceived of as a man who has

been freed from hatred, pride, and selfishness and all unlawful lusts,

and thus will be, according to the theory, what we call a moral man

:

and yet that is not a full account of him. To be kind, humble, chaste,

this alone is not Nirvana. Not until a man has also extinguished the

delusion of the existence of a self, the desire of life on earth and even

the desire of life in heaven, has he attained Nirvana. The truth is

that even taken in the best sense possible, that of deliverance from

what the Buddhist holds as sin, Nirvhna or ‘ salvation ’ is something

utterly diverse from the Christian idea of deliverance from sin. To
use, therefore, such Christian terms as ‘salvation,’ ‘holiness,’ ‘saved,’

and ‘ holy,’ in describing the nature and result of the Buddhist salva-

tion—except the reader be put on his guard—is only to lead the com-

mon reader, unfamiliar with the technicalities of Buddhist theology,

utterly astray. Buddhism, indeed, makes salvation to involve deliv-

erance from what it calls sin, though always as a means to an end ;

but as its idea of sin differs almost in toto from that of the Christian

Scriptures, its salvation, in the best construction, is a very different

thing from that which is offered us by Christ.

But is this all that Buddhism presents as involved in salvation ?

We think not. While this is a true account of the Buddhist salva-

tion as far as it goes, and explains all those passages which speak of

Nirvtma as a present possible attainment of the living man, it is not

all that the word involves. It does not bring before us the absolute

ultimatum of the Buddhist system. For while it is true that, accord-

ing to the Buddhist scriptures, there is after death no surviving soul

of any man, yet though my soul does not survive me, my karma, or

my works do survive me. And if I die, with the craving after life

still unextinguished, then the power of this, my karma, will necessi-

tate the birth, in heaven, earth, or hell, of a being,

—

another being,

according to Western metaphysics, the same
,
according to the Bud-

dhist,— in which this unextinguished trishna or ‘ desire ’ will burn on,

and so continue all its possibility of woe. But it is the blessed issue

of the state of mind described as Nirvana, that—desire being now
at an end—nothing now remains in the man, which could entail any

moral necessity for the production at his death of a being who should

See Rhys Davids’ Buddhism, pp. 109, no.
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reap the fruit of his karma. In other words, that particular continu-

ous chain of personal existence in which I, for example, as now exist-

ing, am a single link, is thereby brought to an end. And this, accord-

ing to Mr. Davids, is what the Buddhists call—by way of distinction

—Parinibbana

*

the supreme Nirvana. While then the extinction

of the individual as such is not the essence of salvation, seeing that

the individual perishes at death in any case, yet Buddhism does hold

up as the ultimatum of salvation an annihilation of existence far

more sweeping and comprehensive, namely, the eternal extinction of

that particular line of sentient being which I represent. And that is

brought about by the annihilation of the generating power of my
works, through the extinction in me of all desire for existence.

And this is the highest ideal of salvation that Buddhism has to

offer. This was the salvation which we are told the Buddha found

—

for himself first of all—under the bo-tree. This was the gospel the

discovery of which, according to Mr. Arnold, made that morning

after the great temptation, “ break gloriously,” “ radiant with rising

hopes for man ”
! This is the nature of that great salvation over the

discovery of which Mr. Arnold waxes so enthusiastic, when he tells

us in language as far from the descriptions of the Buddhist books

themselves as it closely approaches blasphemy, that even in nature

—

.... “ The spirit of our Lord

Lay potent upon man and beast.” f

This is what he calls
*

i

.... “ That life which knows no age,

That blessed last of deaths when death itself is dead.” f

Bliss indeed it may be, but the bliss of extinction and absolute un-

consciousness, better described by Mr. Arnold himself elsewhere as

“
lifeless

,
timeless bliss,”—a bliss which has its final and uttermost ex-

pression in eternal lifelessness, absolute and everlasting cessation of

existence. Even this most beggarly salvation, we are told, can be at-

tained by scarcely any, and by none except those who give up the

world, put on the yellow robe, and enter a Buddhist monastery.

Only two laymen are said ever to have attained this salvation, and

even among the monks, only one or two since Buddha. And all the

morality, the conquest over the ten sins, and the renunciation of all

the best of what men naturally hold dear, comes to this in the end !

And yet Mr. Arnold has the assurance to tell us, not in the enthusi-

* Nibbana is the Phli form of Nirvana.

f lb., book viii.

| The Light of Asia, book vi.
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asm of the poet, but in the plain language of the prose of the Pref-

ace to his Light of Asia, that Buddhism has in it “ the eternity of

a boundless hope,” and “ an indestructible element of faith in final

good !
” Could words be chosen which should be further from de-

scribing the actual state of the case? Could there well be a contrast

more profound than between the salvation which the Buddha pro-

claims, and that which is offered to us in the Gospel of Jesus Christ ?

It is indeed true that there are a few who refuse to admit that this

is the doctrine of Buddhism. Thus we must do Mr. Arnold the jus-

tice to say that he will not admit that nothingness is the final goal set

before the Buddhist. While claiming in the Preface to The Light of

Asia
,
that the views of the Buddha, set forth in his poem, “ are at

least the fruit of considerable study,” he adds, frankly enough, that

they are not derived from the study of the authorities alone, but

“also of a firm conviction that a third of mankind would never have

been brought to believe .... in nothingness as the issue and crown

of being.” We venture, however, to suggest that a correct judgment

as to the actual teachings of a religion cannot be easily attained by

either the exclusive or the partial use of the a priori method.

Whether or not nothingness seem to Mr. Arnold a desirable, issue

of life, it is absolutely certain that to a very considerable proportion

of our fellow-men the case appears quite otherwise. The proven in-

crease of suicide in modern Christendom, concurrently with the

growth of atheism and disbelief in a hereafter, is an ascertained fact

which must not be lost sight of, and which may be set over against

Mr. Arnold’s a priori assumption. But even if we should grant

what some urge, even against the highest authorities, that Buddhism

does teach the existence of a soul, and its survival after death, therein

agreeing with the Brahmanical doctrine which preceded and in India

has outlived it, yet, practically, the case is not altered. Practically, it is

still true that death ends all. For no one, either among the Brahmans

or Buddhists, maintains that in the transmigration of the soul,

memory and the consciousness of personal identity go over into the

life after death. For, as in the present life, I have no memory of the

life before the present, so it is freely admitted that there is no reason

to believe that in the life after this I will have any memory of the

present, or any recognition of myself as the same person. So far

from teaching that the sense of personal identity commonly survives

death, the Buddhist scriptures clearly teach the contrary. They teach

that the power of thus looking backward through the series of bygone

lives—whatever the phrase may mean—was one of the special attain-

ments of the Buddha. In this respect it was, among others, that he,
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as “ the enlightened one,” was distinguished from other men. But if

it is believed that personal consciousness ends with death, then it is

plain that this must have the same practical effect as a belief in the

most absolute annihilation. To me, as a sclf-coJiscious person
,
exist-

ence will come to an end. And that this cessation of personal exist-

ence seems to multitudes of our fellow-men a blessing to be su-

premely desired, of this—Mr. Arnold and others to the contrary not-

withstanding—we have no doubt. It may indeed be hard for us,

under so different and more tolerable conditions of existence, to un-

derstand how the principle that existence is per se an evil can be

assumed as fundamental in so many Oriental religions and phi-

losophies. But under conditions such as prevail in India and China,

the case is very different. Through the overcrowding of population

the phrase “ struggle for existence ” comes to have an intensity of

meaning which it has not in America, or even in Europe. Moreover,

the various public philanthropies which do so much to mitigate the

evils of poverty in Christian lands are wanting there. Finally, the

conception of a kind and good God, a Saviour, and a hope of a

blessed immortality beyond death, which lightens for millions among
us the burden of life, is absent from the mind of the Hindoo and the

Buddhist. And if even in Christian lands, at this late day, the ques-

tion has been soberly raised, and has been earnestly discussed in our

leading reviews, whether, even at the best, life be worth living, how
is it inconceivable that to millions living as the great mass of the

population have lived for ages in India, the assurance that “ nothing-

ness is the crown of being,” should come as a kind of gospel? If it

bring nothing better, it at least brings the faith that suffering is not

—or at least may not be—everlasting; and to millions there is a sad

comfort even in that. And howsoever our Western litterateurs and

professors, writing in their comfortable studies,—surrounded from

their earliest recollection with all the external blessings that Christi-

anity brings with it, even to those who reject it,—may think it incon-

ceivable that life should not seem sweet to all, yet it is the stubborn

fact, that annihilation,—if not of the essence, yet at least of self-con-

sciousness and personality,—has been the summutn bonum offered in

all the great Indian religions and philosophies.* The form in which

*Prof. Oldenberg’s remarks (referring to Prof. Max Muller's opinions on this same

subject) are quite to the point. He says :
‘ We do not follow the renowned investiga-

tor. when he seeks for the limit between the possible and the impossible in the devel-

opment of religion. In the sultry, dreamy stillness of India thoughts arise and grow,

—every anticipation and speculation grows in another way than in the cool air of the

West.”

—

Buddha
, sein Leben

,
seine Lehre, seine Gemeinde, p. 274.
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it is taught may vary
;

it may be pantheistic, as among the modern
populations of India; or atheistic, agnostic, or materialistic, as in

other Indian philosophies, and especially in the religion of the Buddha
;

but the essential idea is ever the same. The eternal extinction of per-

sonal self-consciousness is the best that any of them has to offer as

the end of life, and to attain this is the supreme object of religion.

In this the gospel according to the Vedantist, and the gospel accord-

ing to the Buddha are at one, and thus in the very nature of the sal-

vation which they promise, they alike stand in direct contradiction to

the Gospel of Christ. Where Christ promises “ eternal -life,” they

agree in promising eternal extinction of life as the highest end of

being and of all religion. Call it what they will, parinibbana, mukti
,

nistara, it all comes to this. The long, long chain of births and

deaths shall end, and in one way or another man may help to speed

the issue. And that is the gospel alike of Buddhism and of Brahman-

ism. Existence is per se an evil
;
for so long as there is existence,

there is no security from pain. Hence salvation must have cessation

of personal existence as its ultimatum. To be is to suffer. The thought

finds an expression singularly sad and touching in the following words
of a Canarese song :

—

“ A weary and broken-down man,
“ With sorrow I come to thy feet

:

“ Subdued by the fate and the ban
“ That hides the long future I meet.

“ I suffer, without ceasing, the pain
“ Of sorrowful, infinite life.”*

Does it appear as if the extinction of existence which Mr. Arnold

finds so inconceivable as an object of desire, seemed wholly unde-

sirable to the man who wrote those words ?

But higher authorities than Mr. Arnold have sought to convince

their readers that the Buddhist ultimatum of salvation could not be

imagined to lie in this final extinction of existence. Thus, while

Prof. Max Muller admits that “ no person who reads with attention

the metaphysical speculations on the Nirvana contained in the Bud-

dhist canon can arrive at any other conviction than that expressed by

Burnouf, namely, that Nirvana
,
the suminum bonum of Buddhism,

is absolute nothing,” f he yet pleads, in part on grounds which have

•been already reviewed, that this could not have been the teaching of

the Buddha himself. To the arguments previously criticised, how-

ever, he adds another consideration which shows us that his judgment

* Folk-Songs of Southern India, p. 39.

f Lecture on Buddhist Nihilism, in Science of Religion, p. 140.
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also was determined in part by considerations purely a priori. He says :

“ If the soul becomes quite extinct, then religion is not any more
what it ought to be—a bridge from the finite to the infinite, but a

trap-bridge hurling man into the abyss, at the very moment when he

thought he had arrived at the stronghold of the eternal.” * But this

argument plainly rests on the assumption that every religion must
be “ what it ought to be,” namely, a means of salvation to those

who hold it, or in the language of the Oxford professor’s theology,

“ a bridge from the finite to the infinite.” f But what warrant has

any one for this assumption? It will certainly not be accepted by

any who hold the teachings of Christ to be the unerring standard of

faith. And yet as regards the special point of the present argument,

it will not be weakened even if we should assume the views of the

Buddhist salvation which are held by Mr. Arnold and Prof. Muller to

be correct. For, even in that case also, it were still true that the sal-

vation which was preached by the Buddha, was not, as to its nature,

the salvation which Christ preached, but something totally different.

There is no evidence that the Buddha ever so much as had an idea

of such a salvation as that which the Lord Jesus proclaimed and

which He claimed to have secured for men.

But, assuredly,—as so often remarked before,—the conclusions of

missionaries who, through years, have had daily converse with the

votaries of Buddha, whose very object it must needs be, in order to

their work, to find out if possible what the people for whom they

labor really believe, are above all others deserving of consideration.

And their testimony is unanimous and unmistakable. Thus, the mis-

sionary Bishop Bigandet, of the Romish mission to Burmah, says :

“ The role of Buddha, from beginning to end, is that of a deliverer, who preaches a

law designed to secure to man deliverance from all the miseries under which he is

laboring. But by an inexplicable and deplorable eccentricity, the pretended saviour,

after having taught man the way to deliver himself from the tyranny of his passions,

only leads him, after all, into the bottomless gulf of total annihilation. The bishop

tells us that his information “ has been derived from the perusal of the religious books

of the Burmans, and from frequent conversations on religion during several years, with

the best-informed among the laity whom he has had the chance of meeting.” §

Who in this matter is more likely to be right—the missionary bishop,

or the Oxford professor who quotes this testimony and goes on to

show that the Bishop must be mistaken? If we turn to Ceylon we

have the same testimony as to the belief of the Ceylonese Buddhists,

* Lecture , etc., p. 140.

f See Prof. Oldenberg’s criticism on this argument of Prof. Milller, quoted in foot-

note, p. 528.

i The Legend of Gaudama ,
preface, p. x. § lb., p. xiii.
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from the late venerable missionary Hardy, of the English Wesleyans,

already cited, one for more than a quarter century in daily converse

with that people. He quotes from the Suttanta called Sdmanya
Phala, the paragraphs which end with these words :

“ He knows I

have overcome the repetition of existence, all that I have to do is

done.” He thereupon makes the following pertinent comment:

“ Here I pause
;
and I ask myself, in bitterness of soul, is this all ? With all his re-

puted wisdom, can Buddha lead his followers to nothing higher, nothing superior?

. . . . For what is the next stage in the supposed uprising of this privileged priest ?

He has done all that he has to do * The goal, the long anticipated reward, the

final consummation of the whole series of births and deaths is now attained. But

what is it? Nothingness. In the whole story of humanity, .... in all the conclusions

to which disappointed man has come in his far wanderings from God, there is nothing

more cheerless, more depressing, or more afflictive, than the revelations of the Suttanta,

in which Buddha tries to set forth the highest privilege of the highest order of sentient

beings.” *

To the same effect Dr. Edkins, of China, enumerating “ some of

the most prominent doctrines of Buddhism, names first, the happiness

of the Nirvana or state of unconsciousness which frees him who
attains it from the miseries of existence.” We repeat then the con-

clusion which is inevitable, that as in the former particulars, so, again,

as regards the nature of the salvation which man needs, Buddhism

not only differs from the doctrine of the New Testament, but differs

from it in the way of direct contradiction. If the one is true, the

other must be false. Christianity affirms that salvation consists in

eternal salvation
_
from sin

;

Buddhism, that it consists in eternal sal-

vation from existence. While the former offers us eternal life ,
the

latter holds forth, as its summum bonum, everlasting death. And we

are asked to recognize in “this venerable religion,” “the eternity of a

universal hope,” “and an indestructible element of faith in final

good and because of “ this gospel of the Buddha ” to revere the

Buddha as “ the Light of Asia ”
! !

But the contrasts between the two religions as regards this vital

matter of salvation do not end with this, though that were indeed

enough. For even if all the above argument be set aside, and the

fatal difference as to the nature of salvation be ignored, yet no less

momentous contradictions still remain, as regards th& ground and the

means of salvation. As to the ground of our salvation, the Gospel

declares first, negatively, that “ by the deeds of the law shall no flesh

be justified.” f “ Not by works of righteousness which we have

done, but according to his mercy he saved us.” % Positively, the

* Legends and Theories of the Buddhists, pp. 183, 185. f Rom. iii. 20.

f Tit. iii. 5.
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Gospel everywhere asserts that we are saved by the works of another,

even Jesus the Christ, who has by His death made atonement and
“ propitiation for our sins.” * “ Christ hath once suffered for sins, the

just for the unjust.” f “ Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of

the law, being made a curse for us.” ^ Nor is this the teaching of Paul

or the other apostles only, as it is the fashion of some to assert.

For according to the Gospel of Matthew, the Lord Jesus himself

said expressly that He came “ to give his life a ransom for many,” §

and all the synoptists testify that when He instituted the Holy
Supper, He declared that His blood was shed for us sinners “ for the

remission of sins.”
f

This then, according to the Gospel, is the sole

meritorious ground of our salvation. All reliance on any works of

our own, however excellent they may seem, is everywhere denounced

in the most unsparing terms, as sure to end in utter ruin. “ As many
as are of the works of the law are under the curse.” But what

does the Buddha say ? All who have ever given the least attention

to the subject know that the Buddhist scriptures as constantly insist

on the exact reverse of all this. The idea of salvation by the merits

of another does not more emphatically distinguish Christianity, than

salvation by one’s own merits distinguishes Buddhism. The following

passages from the Dhavimapada will illustrate Buddhist teaching on

this question :

“ By one’s self the evil is done
;
by one’s self one suffers

;
by one’s self evil is left

undone
; by one’s self one is purified. Lo, no one can purify another.” **

“ O Bhikshu ! empty this boat ! if emptied, it will go quickly
;
Ijavingcut off passion

and hatred, thou wilt go to Nirvana.” \\

The Parables of Buddhaghosha were composed in exposition of the

meaning of the Dhainmapada. In them the doctrine is expounded,

for example, as follows :
“ Whoever shall do nothing but good works

will receive nothing but future excellent rewards.” XX Again we read

of twenty-one kinds of evil actions, concerning which it is said that

among those who commit them “ there are nineteen who, if they see

to their ways, perform good works, listen to the law,§§ steadfastly ob-

serve Saranagamana and the five commandments, and keep good

watch over their bodies, shall be released from their sins.”
||||

Personal

merit is then, according to the Buddhist teaching, the sole and exclusive

* I John ii. 2. t i Peter iii. 18. f Gal. iii. 13.

§ Matt. xx. 28. |
Matt. xxvi. 28. 1 Gal. iii. 10.

** Dhananapada, v. 165. ft lb., v. 369.

ft Buddhaghosha's Parables
, p. 123.

§§ The repetition of the formula, 1 ‘
I take refuge in the law, the Buddha and the brother-

hood.”

y ib., pp. 183, 184.
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ground of our salvation. But this merit is not made to consist

merely in the practice of moral duties. Great emphasis is laid on

the performance or non-performance of actions which have no moral

quality whatever. Thus he who seeks the destruction of all desire

and thereby his salvation, is exhorted to practice “ the duty of eating

alone and sleeping alone.”* He is told that “ if a man has ceased to

think of good or evil, then there is no fear for him while watching,” and

that he will be saved who is “ without thirst or desire that meditation

on the formula called Saranagamana has the “ power to destroy all evil

emotion.” Of atonement for sin by any manner of vicarious suffer-

ing or sacrifice, Buddhism knows absolutely nothing. Yet Mr. Arnold

could write as follows of the Buddha, making him to say on his

renunciation of his home :

“ This will I do who have a realm to lose,

Because I love ....

1

. . . . these that are mine and those

Which shall be mine, a thousand million more,

Saved by this sacrifice I offer now.” f

The parallel with the work and even the words of Christ which

these words are plainly intended to suggest, has absolutely no

existence save in the imagination of the poet. Such writing is worse

than fatally misleading. Even Mr. Arnold himself elsewhere puts in

the mouth of the Buddha words which contradict the Christian sense

of the above citation. No language could more explicitly deny the

possibility of a vicarious atonement than the following :

“ Nor, spake he, shall one wash his spirit clean

By blood
;
nor gladden gods, being good, with blood

;

Nor bribe them, being evil.

.... Arswer all must give

For all things done amiss or wrongfully,

Alone, each for himself, reckoning with that

The fixed arithmic of the universe

Which meteth good for good, and ill for ill,

Measure for measure, unto deeds, words, thoughts.” %

Language such as this, however inconsistent with what we find

elsewhere in the poem, is in full accord with what we find in the

Abhinishkramana SUtra, w’herein the Buddha is made to argue with

the sacrificing sages of Vaisali, thus :
“ I will ask you, then, if a man in

worshipping the gods sacrifices a sheep, and so does well, why should

he not kill his child, his relative or dear friend, in worshipping the

gods, and so do better? Surely then there can be no merit in killing

* Dhammapada, v. 305.

% lb.
,
book v.

\ The Light of Asia, book iv.
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a sheep ! It is but a confused and illogical system, this.” * On this

point of the impossibility of atonement by another, Buddhism is so

explicit that there is no dispute among authorities upon this subject.

Even Mr. de Bunsen, who has so boldly endeavored to connect the

doctrines of the Gospel with Buddhism through Jewish Essenism, is

constrained to admit, with regard to this most essential and charac-

teristic feature of the teaching of Christ, that “Buddhism knows

absolutely nothing of the idea of an offended God who requires

reconciliation by vicarious suffering,” f and that the doctrine of

atonement by vicarious suffering is “ absolutely excluded by Bud-

dhism.” £ As to the ground, then, of our salvation—no less than as

to its nature—the doctrine of the Buddha directly contradicts that

of the Gospel. The latter affirms vicarious atonement as that ground ;

the former declares that vicarious atonement is impossible.

It follows that there must be no less total contradiction between

the two religions as to the author of salvation. According to the

Gospel the author and efficient cause of our salvation is the Lord

Jesus; according to Buddhism the author and efficient cause of sal-

vation is the man himself. Buddha, therefore, stands in no such

relation to his followers as Christ to His. To speak of him as a

saviour, a deliverer—if it be understood that these terms mean what

they do when applied to Christ—-is wholly to misrepresent the case.

As for Christ—however a certain class of writers may ignore the fact

—He certainly claimed to be much more than a mere preacher; He
claimed to be Himself a Saviour. He said that He came “to seek

and to save that which was lost,” § and that, by laying down His

life.
|

He promised further to send the Holy Spirit of God to renew

the inner nature of man.f He therefore did not come as so many

seem to imagine, to show men how to save themselves, but in His

divine power, to save them Himself alone. And this and nothing

less is what Christ meant when He called Himself a Saviour, a

Redeemer. But we open translations of the Buddhist books and often

find these terms applied, without note or explanation, to the Buddha.

Naturally those who are uninstructed as to the facts of the case

hastily infer that the claims of the Buddha were identical with those

of Christ, whereas in point of fact they have nothing in common.

So far from professing to have power to save others, the Buddha

professed to have been a seeker for salvation—as he understood it

—

* Romantic Legend
, p. 159.

f
“ The Angel-Messiak of Buddhists, Essenes and Christians,” p. 49.

J I b.
, p 50. § Luke xix. 10.

||
John x. 11. Tf John xiv. 16, 17, et passim.
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for himself. Thus, for example, we read in the Abhinishkramana

Sutra
,
that the Rcijd Bimbasara asked the Buddha, while he was yet

living as an ascetic seeking for enlightenment :
“ Who or what are

you ? Are you a god or a Naga, or Brahma, or Sakra, or a man, or a

spirit ? Then Bodhisatwa, having entirely got rid of all crooked

ways, answered plainly and truthfully: ‘ Maharaja! I am no god or

spirit, but a plain man, seeking for rest, and so am practising the rules

of an ascetic life.’”* Nor does Buddhism teach that the Buddha,

after he had himself attained enlightenment, then gained the power

to save others, or ever claimed it. On the contrary, the Dhammapada
says plainly

:

“You yourself must make an effort. The Tathagatas (Buddhas) are only preach-

ers.” f

To the same effect we are told in the Parables of Buddliaghosha of

certain disciples of the Buddha who, on account of a sin formerly com-

mitted, although they had reached the state of holy men, fought among
themselves, and all killed each other, and Para Taken (the Buddha)

had no power to prevent their suffering this punishment of their sin.;}:

To the same purport the writer gives still other examples to show the

absolute powerlessness of the Buddha to save men who have com-

mitted sin.

This naturally leads us to a consideration of the doctrine of ortho-

dox Buddhism as to the person of the Buddha. Even Prof. Beal has re-

ferred to the Buddhist doctrine of the pre-existence of the Buddha as

having an analogy with the Christian doctrine of the pre-existence of

Christ. In point of fact, it is certain that there is no such significant

similarity as has been suggested. There is, indeed, no difficulty in

believing, in view of the early and extensive prevalence of a belief

in transmigration in India, that the Buddha probably believed in

some sort of transmigration, and by necessary consequence in his

own pre-existence. It is quite certain that the Buddhists themselves,

on the authority of their scriptures, believe that the Buddha existed

before he appeared in this world. But as to how the Buddha pre-

existed or any other man has pre-existed, as to that we have seen that

there are two opinions. Whichever view of the Buddhist doctrine

of transmigration we adopt, in neither case is there any real analogy

between the alleged pre-existence of the Buddha and the pre-existence

of Christ as taught in the Scriptures. For, first, if we accept the

view argued by Mr. Davids and so many of the most eminent special-

* Romantic Legend

,

p. 182.

f Buddhaghosha's Parables, p. 154.

•)• Dhammapada, v. 276.
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ists in Buddhist studies, that Buddhism does not admit the existence

of the soul as separate from the body, then plainly enough there

was no pre-existence of the soul of the Buddha in the Christian

sense of the word at all, for there was no soul to pre-exist. As thus

understood, the many stories ascribed to the Buddha in which he

tells what he was and what he did in former lives, cannot refer to a

pre-existence of his personality, but to the various manifestations

of that pre-existent harm, or line of moral activity, which in due time

necessitated the existence of Gautama Muni. But it needs very little

knowledge of the Bible to see that this theory has nothing in common
with the Scripture doctrine of the pre-existence of Christ. Neither

if we reject this interpretation and understand the Buddhist script-

ures to teach what no doubt multitudes of Buddhists, unskilled in meta-

physics, believe,—that the soul of the Buddha existed before his ap-

pearance in this world,—is this a doctrine such as the Scriptures teach

concerning Christ. What. Christ taught is, according to the Gospel,

plain enough. He taught, without doubt, that He had existed

before He came into this world. He said, for example, that He had

come from the Father and come into the world, even as again He left

the world and went unto the Father.* He declared of Himself,

“Before Abraham was, I am.”f In the second place, He no less

clearly taught that in this respect His case was among men alone and

peculiar. For He said again in so many words ;
“ No man hath

ascended to heaven but he that came down from heaven, even the

Son of man which is in heaven.” £ In contrast with this the Buddhist

books teach us that whatever was the nature of the pre-existence of

the Buddha, in this he had no peculiar pre-eminence above others,

but simply shared the common lot of all men, and indeed of all organic

beings. Moreover, Christ taught that until the time of His incarna-

tion, He had lived a life of changeless glory in the fellowship of the

eternal Godhead. The Buddha, on the contrary, is represented as

teaching that, previous to the last occasion, he had existed, not only

in heaven, but also on earth, and that again and again. Neither had

he on these previous occasions always existed as a Buddha or in any

condition of either earthly or heavenly glory. For although the

Buddha when he appeared in the world the last time is represented

as having descended from heaven, yet the same books represent him

as having lived previously in no less than 530 different forms, on

earth and in heaven. Eighty-three times he had been an ascetic, fifty-

eight times a king, twenty-four times a Brahman, twenty times the god

* John viii. 42 ;
xiv. 28, etpassim. f John viii. 58. f John iii. 13.
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Sakka, forty-three times a tree-god, five times a slave, once a devil

dancer, twice a rat, and twice a pig!* And Prof. Beal, and others

with him, think that they can discover an analogy between the doc-

trine of the pre-existence of the Buddha and the pre-existence of the

Christ
! f

It is indeed true that the Thibetan Buddhists have a doctrine of

the pre-existence of the Buddha which in its external form at first

sight seems much more like the Christian doctrine. They tell us of

an Adi-Buddha, or Primal Buddha, infinite, self-existent, and omnis-

cient. From this Primal Buddha all things that are, have in order

come forth. Hence it is true that in him the Buddha Gautama Muni

pre-existed, and from him came forth. And yet even this corrupt

form of the Buddhist teaching has only the most superficial resem-

blance to the doctrine of the pre-existence of our Lord. The true

analogy of this theory is not with anything that the Church has ever

understood the Gospels to teach, but with the ancient gnostic doc-

trine of the “ emanations,” of which Christ was supposed to be one.

And it is of significance to note that this doctrine,—with whatever of

superficial likeness it may have or seem to have to the Christian

doctrine,—does not appear in any of the old Buddhist authorities,

nor seems to have existed until about the tenth century of our era,

—

some fifteen hundred years after the days of the Buddha !

6. Last of all we have to note the Buddhist eschatology. We
shall find that in its doctrine as to the future, the teachings of Bud-

dhism are no less in direct antagonism to Christianity than in all the

foregoing. Two fundamental questions come up in eschatology.

First, What is to be the future of the individual? and second, What
is to be the future history of the world ?

As regards the first of these questions, the Holy Scriptures, as un-

derstood by the great body of Christians in all ages, answer that men
after death are consciously happy or miserable, according to their

works. It is further agreed that they will continue after death in a

disembodied state until Christ shall come the second time: and that

when Christ comes, He will come to judge all who have ever lived
;

that He will raise the dead, and change the living into bodily forms,

adapted to an unending state of being. Finally, it has been the gen-

eral understanding of Christ’s teaching that from that time the ulti-

mate destiny of all individuals thus raised or changed and judged

* Hardy : Manual of Buddhism, 2d ed., p. 102. The list is given vvith some varia-

tions in the numbers in Fausbdll’s Buddhist Birth-Stories, p. ci.

f Romantic Legend, Introduction, p. viii.
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shall be eternally fixed
;
that the wicked shall go into everlasting pun-

ishment, and the righteous into life eternal.

But what is the teaching of Buddhism on this subject ? The answer

has been already anticipated, and we need to add but little. That an-

swer is twofold, according as we take one or the other interpretation

of the Buddhist scriptures. If we take the view which is maintained

by Burnouf, St. Hilaire, Rhys Davids, and others, then we must an-

swer that Buddhism teaches that death is the end of man. Since

there is nothing to man but ndmariipa, ‘ name and form,’ there is

nothing substantial remaining when we die which shall continue after

death. Nothing survives us but our works. My works indeed will

necessitate the immediate production of another being, god, man, or

beast, to reap the fruit of my doings in reward or retribution
;
but

that new being is not, according to our common use of language, I

myself, but another and distinct being. Its connection with me is

not by identity of essence, but is only moral and ideal. There is,

therefore, if we rightly understand the Buddhist scriptures, no ex-

istence of the human personality after death. Death ends all.

But the instinct of immortality and the consciousness of a spiritual

and invisible personality are very strong in all men. And so we can

easily believe what we are told, that whatsoever may be the teachings

of Buddhist metaphysics, very many Buddhists of to-day look for-

ward to a continuance of life after death. Yet even thus they are

still in hopeless contradiction with the teaching of Christ. In the

first place, the Christian doctrine as to the future life of every man
in heaven or hell, is not the doctrine of Buddha, even as thus repre-

sented. Buddhism has indeed its heavens many, and also its hells

many. And it is also true that after death, according to the view we
have at present before us, I may find myself in one or the other of

these diverse places. But this is very far from certain. The Bud-

dhist teaching is thus given :

‘
‘ Some people are born again

;
evil people go to hell

;
righteous people go to heaven;

those who are free from all worldly desires, enter Nirvana."*

“ Some people are born again.” That is, instead of going either to

heaven or to hell, I may be born again on earth, and go through, no

one knows how many stages of existence, before I arrive at the final

rest of Nirvana. And even if I go to hell or heaven when I die,

what then ? If I go to hell, I may indeed come out again after that,

incalculable ages hence, I shall have exhausted the retribution due

* Dhammapada, vs. 126.
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my sin
;
there is some consolation in that. But, unfortunately, the

same is true as to life in heaven also. There I may remain ages, but

it is nevertheless certain that, sooner or later, I leave heaven either to

sink into the annihilation of parinibbana, or more probably to return

to the world and begin again the weary round of birth and death.

Of a deathless life, a life of eternal incorruption, Buddhism knows

nothing. It tells us indeed, as Mr. Arnold puts it, of “means to live

and die no more.” * But these words mean, in Buddhist parlance, an

end of living, as well as of dying, to be attained at last, if ever, through

the parinibbana. Of immortal and unending life, anywhere, we re-

peat that Buddhism knows absolutely nothing. The idea is utterly

foreign to Buddhist thinking. On nothing do the Buddhist books

insist more than on the alleged fact that there is nowhere, in heaven,

or earth, or hell, any permanence in anything. And inasmuch as, ac-

cording to Buddha, existence anywhere or in any place involves pain

sooner or later, existence, therefore, is per se an evil, and eternal ex-

istence would be eternal evil. So far, therefore, from existence in

heaven being regarded as desirable, desire of life even in the highest

and most pure and spiritual of the Buddhist heavens is named-—under

the name of ariipardga—as the seventh of “ the ten sins,” which

must be overcome before a man can attain Nirvana. Herein again

we have reason to complain that Mr. Arnold uses language sinfully

misleading. He tells us that the Buddha anticipated that as the re-

sult of all his self-sacrifice

—

“ That should be won for which he lost the world.

And death should find him conqueror of death. ”f

The analogy with the teaching of Christ which is suggested in this

phraseology is without the least foundation. Death, according to

Buddhism, is destroyed indeed
;
but only because that existence is

eternally destroyed which is the condition of death. Plainly when
nothing is left to die, then death is impossible

;
but is then to conquer

death, the same thing as to be conquered by death ! No less mis-

leading—if we have rightly understood the teaching of the Buddha

—

is the translation which Prof. Max Muller gives of the Dhammapada,
vs. 21 :

“ Reflection is the path of immortality.” Surely not even the

Professor will claim that the Christian doctrine of immortality is taught

in the Buddhist scriptures! In fact, if we may trust so eminent a

Pdli scholar as Mr. Rhys Davids—Prof. Muller has been misled by an

etymology. Commenting on the same Pali word amata, which is

used here, as translated by Prof. Beal' in his Romantic Legend, Mr.

* The Light of Asia, book vii. f lb., book iv.
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Davids uses the following language :
“ The expression, * to open the

gate of immortality to me,’ being quite unbuddhistic, has probably

arisen from a misunderstanding of the word ainata, ‘ ambrosia,’ or

‘ nectar.’ This word, derived from the Sanskrit amrita (from amri),

is applied to Nirvhna as being the heavenly drink of the wise, who
are above the gods

;
it never means ‘ immortality,’ and could not gram-

matically have that sense. So that the striking parallel between the

Chinese verses (in the Romantic Legend) and 2 Tim. i. io, falls to the

groud.” Of an unending life after death, then, Buddhism knows

nothing.* And if it does not even admit the immortality of the

soul, much less has it any place for the Christian doctrine of a resur-

rection.

All this being so, it follows that the Buddhist doctrine of future

rewards and retributions has little in common with the doctrine of

Christ, except the indissoluble nexus between sin and suffering and

virtue and happiness. That Buddhism should hold fast to this doc-

trine and so daringly attempt to reconcile it with its nihilistic meta-

physics, is a most impressive and suggestive illustration of the hold

which “the fearful looking for of judgment” has upon a sinful man.

But even if any insist—as it seems to us, in the face of the clearest

evidence— that Buddhism does admit the continuance of the indi-

vidual after death, to suffer in hell, or enjoy in heaven the reward of

his works on earth, yet were this not the Christian doctrine. It were

not even equivalent to the teachings of Christian restorationists. For

if the retributions of the Buddhist hells might seem to be at least

less dreadful, that sooner or later the unhappy victim, having ex-

hausted the demerit of his works, will be released from his torments

:

yet even this is not, as restorationists teach, in order that the man
may enter then upon unending blessedness in heaven. Again he must

begin the almost interminable round of birth and life and death with

all their possibilities of woe. Or, if, perchance, from hell the sinner

mount to one of the Buddhist heavens, neither is there permanency

there. For the doctrine of future reward with the Buddhist is not a

* Prof. Oldenberg maintains that the position of the Buddhist authorities as regards

a hereafter, is simply non-committal. He cites many passages wherein the Buddha is

said to have been asked this precise question, whether there w'ere a life after death or

not, and to have declined to answer. Granting this, the Buddhist position wrould rather

seem to be described as agnostic regarding this matter. But even in that point of view,

it is still essentially true that Buddhism has no doctrine of a life after death. And
when vve recall the undisputed teachings already noted, as to the non-existence of the

soul, and remember that, according to Prof. Oldenberg, the Buddha, when pressed with

the obvious conclusion as regards a future state, declined to disavow the inference, the

statements in our article do not appear to be too strong. See Oldenberg : Buddha,
sein Leben, seine Lehre, seine Gcmeinde, S., 273, ff.
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doctrine of eternal reward. No one in the highest of the formless

heavens shall stay there forever. Nowhere is there anything that

abides, is the continual and most sad refrain of all Buddhist teaching.

The only hope in this life the Buddhist can have, if he do believe in

existence for himself hereafter, is that, if he must be born again, it

maybe in a condition more tolerable than this; one in which he may
possibly be able by high resolution and endeavor to break the chain

which binds him to the wheel of life and death, and end all conscious

being. We may well sum up the case as regards this part of the

Buddhist eschatology in the eloquent words of the Rev. Mr. Hardy:

“The system of Buddha is humiliating, cheerless, man-marring, soul-crushing. It

tells me that I am not a reality
;

I have no soul. It tells me that there is no unalloyed

happiness, no plenitude of enjoyment, no perfect unbroken peace, in the possession

of any being whatever, from the highest to the lowest, in any world. It tells me that

I may live myriads of millions of ages, and that not in any of these ages, nor in any
portion of an age, can I be free from apprehension as to the future until I attain to a

state of unconsciousness
;
and that in order to arrive at this consummation I must

turn away from all that is pleasant, or lovely, or instructive, or elevating, or sublime.

It tells me by voices ever repeated, like the ceaseless sound of the sea-wave on the

shore, that I shall be subject to sorrow, impermanence, and unreality, so long as I

exist, and yet that I cannot now cease to exist, nor for countless ages to come, as I

can only attain Nirvh.ua in the time of a supreme Buddha. In my distress, I ask for

the sympathy of an all-wise and all-powerful friend But I am mocked, instead,

by the semblance of relief; and am told to look to Buddha, who has ceased to exist
;

to the Dharmma,* that never was an existence; and to the Sangha,f the members of

which are real existences, but, like myself, partakers of sorrow and sin.”j:

When the Christian dies, or when we lay a Christian friend in the

grave, we sorrow indeed, but not as without hope. When the Chris-

tian mother lays her beloved child in the grave, we comfort her with

the reminder that the child is not lost, but only gone before, and that

though the child shall not return to her, she shall go to the child.

But what does Buddhism tell such a stricken parent? We have it in

a discourse which is said to have been spoken by the Buddha himself-

—the parable of Kiscigotami

:

Kisagotami was a young mother who had given birth to her first-born, but “ when the

boy was able to walk by himself he died,” and the story goes on thus :
“ The young

girl in her love for it carried the dead child clasped to her bosom, and went about from

house to house asking if any one would give her medicine for it. When the neighbors

saw this, they said, Is the young girl mad that she carries about on her breast the dead
body of her son? But a wise man,—thinking to himself,—‘Alas! this Kisagotami

does not understand the law of death, I must comfort her,’—said to her, ‘ My good
girl, I cannot myself give medicine for it, but I know of a doctor who can attend to

it.’ The young girl said, ‘ If so, tell me who it is.’ The wise man continued, ‘ Buddha
can give medicine

;
you must go to him.’ Kisagotami went to Buddha, and doing

homage to him, said, ‘Lord and master, do you know any medicine that will be good

* Law (of the Buddha). j- The. brotherhood of Buddhist monks.

J Legends and Theories of the Buddhists
, pp. 217, 218.
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for my boy?’ Buddha answered, ‘I know of some.’ She asked, ‘What medicine do
you require ? ’ He said, ‘ I want a handful of mustard seed.’ The girl promised to

procure it for him. But Buddha continued,— ‘ I require some mustard seed taken from

a house where no son, husband, parent, or slave has ever died.’ The girl said,* Very
good,’ and went to ask for some at the different houses, carrying the dead body of her

son The people said, ‘ Here is some mustard seed, take it.’ Then she asked,

‘In my friend’s house has there died a son, a husband, a parent, or a slave?’ They
replied, ‘ Lady! what is this that you say? The living are few, but the dead are many’
Then she went to other houses, but one said, ‘ I have lost a son ’; another, ‘ I have lost

my parents’; another. ‘ I have lost my slave.’ At last, not being able to find a single

house where no one had died from which to procure the mustard seed, she began to

think “This is a heavy task that I am engaged in. I am not the only one whose son

is dead. In the whole of the Sdvatthi country, everywhere, children are dying, parents

are dying.’ Thinking thus, she acquired the law of fear, and putting away affection

for her child, she summoned up resolution, and left the dead body' in a forest; then she

went to Buddha and paid him homage. He said to her, ‘ Have you procured the hand-
ful of mustard seed?’ ‘ I have not,’ she replied ;

‘ the people of the village told me,
The living are few, the dead are many.' Buddha said to her, ‘ You thought that you
alone had lost a son. The law of death is that among all living creatures there is no

permanence.’
” *

And that was all the comfort that he had to give. Could anything

be more sad ? Could anything more touchingly illustrate the utter

helplessness of Buddhism to comfort in the presence of death ? How
impressive the contrast with the words of Him who once stood near

an open grave, and said unto the mourners, “ I am the resurrection

arid the life, he that believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall

he live.” And yet Mr. Arnold, in the sober prose of the preface to

The Light of Asia, extols Buddhism as having in it “ the eternity of

a universal hope ”
! ! And even Prof. Max Muller thinks that he sees

in this inexpressibly sad story, with its gospel of helplessness and

universal doom, ‘ a specimen of the true Buddhism,’—wherein no doubt

he is right,
—

“ language, intelligible to the poor and the suffering,

which has endeared Buddhism to the hearts of millions .... the

beautiful, the tender, the humanly true, which, like pure gold, lies

buried in all religions, even in the sand of the Buddhist canon !
” f

One could wish to place here, for the benefit of any who may have

been unable to see any material difference between the hope of the

Buddhist and the hope of the Christian believer, the inspired words

of the Apostle Paul to the Thessalonians

:

“We would not have you ignorant, brethren, concerning them that fall asleep; that

ye sorrow not, even as the rest, which have no hope. For if we believe that Jesus

died and rose again, even so them also that are fallen asleep in Jesus will God
bring with him. For this we say unto you by' the word of the Lord, that we that are

alive, that are left unto the coming of the Lord, shall in no wise precede them that are

fallen asleep. For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the

* Lectures on the Science of Religion
,
by Prof. Max Muller, pp. 145, 146.

t lb., p. 147.
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voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise

first
;
then we that are alive that are left, shall together with them be caught up in the

clouds, to meet the Lord in the air; and so shall we ever be with the Lord. Where-
fore comfort one another with these words.”

No brighter prospect does Buddhism hold forth to the world and

to the race, than to the individual man. What the Bible promises

in this matter we all know. Not only does it hold forth to the in-

dividual man the promise of salvation from the guilt and power of

sin, and everlasting life in resurrection glory, but also what we might

call a social and governmental redemption of the human race on

earth. Christ bade us to pray, that the will of God might be done

on earth even as it is done in heaven
;
and so no doubt it will be.

All nations, we are assured, shall serve and obey the Christ of God,

and over all the earth “ there shall be one Lord and his name one.”*

Holiness shall so universally prevail that it is said, in the glowing

language of the prophet, that even “ upon the bells of the horses

shall be Holiness unto the Lord.”f The law of love shall be the law

of the world. And although it is true that the Scriptures do point

us forward to a coming judgment and vi^tation of the world that

now is by fire, yet those final judgments are said to be only that the

Son of Man may purge out of His kingdom “all them that do in-

iquity.”^; And the consuming fires, which, according to the Word
of God, shall yet enwrap the world, shall not be for the annihilation

of the earth, but that as after the flood, so again life may bloom on

earth anew, but not as now in sin, but in redemption. For “we look,

according to his promise, for a new heaven and a new earth wherein

dwrelleth righteousness.” Thus in the closing chapters of the Apoc-

alypse, dark though they be with excess of brightness, yet so much
as this is clear. As in the far distance we lose sight of the history

of this planet, it disappears in the full glory of a finished and com-

plete redemption, wherein even the very earth itself has been made
to share. And among the last words which are borne to our ears are

these, “ There shall be no more death, neither sorrow nor crying

;

neither shall there be any more pain.” §

Truly these are wondrous words, and full of hope for those whose

hearts are heavy now with the burdens and woes of humanity. The
Gospel is as full of hope for the world as for the individual man.

But what says the Buddha? No such prospect opened to him.

He who guessed at so much did not once guess this. He came, we
are told, to preach deliverance to the world. At the best, as we

* Zech. xiv. 9.

| Matt. xiii. 41.

f Zech. xiv. 20.

§ Rev. xxi. 4.
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have seen, it was but a sorry deliverance. And yet, worse still, such

as it was, it was not to last. On the contrary, we are everywhere

assured, that however general the moral reform which may be

.effected by a Buddha, sooner or later the tide of evil will roll back as

before, and the whole human race will sink back into the mire of

sensuality, from which the Buddha came to free them. Not only

morals, but, we are told, at last even civilization and intelligence will

also disappear. This will bye and bye necessitate the appearing of

another Buddha to do the work of his predecessor over again. Yet

he will achieve no more permanent success than Gautama Muni.

Again will ensue the inevitable moral retrogression, till another

Buddha shall appear. And so the dreary history is to go on and on

repeating itself, forever and forever, till one cannot but feel that if

this were indeed the truth, then Buddha was right after all, and not

to be is better than to be, and to exist is verily the sum and source

of all evil. All this can be abundantly proved, did space permit,

from the Buddhist authorities themselves. The Rev. Mr. Hardy

quotes from Mr. Tumour’s translation of the Buddhist Mahctva?iso,

the statement that in the .interval between one Buddha and another,

“ not only does the religion of the preceding Buddhas become ex-

tinct, but the recollection and record of all preceding events are also

lost.” *

With reference to the future of the earth itself, the Christian

Scriptures plainly teach—as already remarked—that when the Lord

Jesus shall return, the earth shall be visited with a general conflagra-

tion, issuing in the final destruction of the wicked from off the face

of the earth. But this fiery visitation is not to result in the destruc-

tion of the planet as such, but is to be followed by the appearance

of a new earth which shall be the abode of righteousness.f Nothing

could be plainer than these words of the Apostle Peter

:

“ The heavens that now are and the earth, by the same word ”—which brought about

the former destruction of the world by the waters of the deluge—“have been stored

up for fire, being reserved against the day of judgment and destruction of ungodly

men The day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night ;
in the which the

heavens shall pass away with a great noise, and the elements shall be dissolved with

fervent heat, and the earth and the works that are therein, shall be burned up

But, according to his promise, we look for a new heaven and a new earth wherein

dwelleth righteousness.” f

And so also Buddhism teaches a future destruction of the world

by fire, and the appearance of a new earth after this present earth

shall thus have passed away, wherein many have imagined that they

* Legends and Theories of the Buddhists, p. 199.

f 2 Pet. iii. 13 ;
Rev. xxi. 1 et seq.
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have seen another point of coincidence, if not a genetic connexion

with the Christian doctrine. But like about all the fancied coinci-

dences between the doctrines of the Christian Scriptures and the

teachings of Buddhism, the supposed agreement disappears upon

examination.

In the first place, while the Scriptures reveal only one such catas-

trophe in the future, the Buddhist scriptures predict an innumerable

series of catastrophes of world-destruction followed by world-renova-

tion. Of these it so happens that the Buddhists say that the next

will be by fire
;
but others will be by water

;
others, again, by wind.

The Rev. Mr. Hardy sums up the Buddhist teaching on this subject

as follows

:

“The earth inhabited by men, with the various continents, Lokas and Sahzvctlas

connected with it, is subject alternately to destruction and renovation, in a series of

revolutions to which no beginning, no end, can be discovered. Thus it ever was
;
thus

it will be ever. There are three modes of destruction. The Sakwalas are destroyed

seven times by water, and the eighth time by water. Every sixty-fourth destruction is

by wind.”

*

Thus, while the Scriptures teach a single destruction of the earth

in the future, to be followed by a new earth which shall abide forever,

Buddhism teaches the very different doctrine of an unending series

of destructions and renovations. Moreover, the Scriptures hold forth

the prophecy of the new earth as full of hope and glory. As contrasted

with the present earth, the new earth will be one wherein dwelleth

righteousness. In it “ there shall be no more curse.” f “The creation

itself, also,” as well as redeemed humanity, “ shall be delivered from

the bondage of corruption into the liberty of the glory of the chil-

dren of God.” X As opposed to all this, Buddhism teaches that both

morally and physically, each of the new earths which shall after these

great catastrophes succeed to one another will be like unto the earth

which now is. As the next destruction of the world shall be produced

by the wickedness of men as a moral cause, so shall it always be. In

the next earth, men will again be produced and again go through a

process of physical and moral degradation, only checked for a season,

but not permanently arrested, by the appearance of another Buddha,

till again the world shall be destroyed by reason of the wickedness of

the men who inhabit it. “ As the world is at first produced by the

power of the united merit of all the various orders of beings in ex-

istence, so its destruction is caused by the power of their demerit.” §

“ Previous to the destruction by water, cruelty or violence prevails in

* Manual of Buddhism, 2d ed., p. 5. f Rev. xxii. 3.

| Rom. viii. 21. § Hardy: Manualof Buddhism, 2d ed., p. 36.
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the world
;
previous to that by fire, licentiousness

;
and previous to

that by wind, ignorance.” *

So far from any agreement here, we thus find, as in everything pre-

viously noted, the most complete and total contrast. The Bible

teaches us to look for a social regeneration of man upon the earth,

and finally, the redemption of the earth itself from sin and the curse.

Buddha saw no such bright prospect. As regards the race, his mis-

sion of redemption, so extolled by Buddhists and the apologists of

Buddhism in Christian lands, according to the uniform teaching of the

Buddhist authorities, was, from the first, certain to end in failure.

The decay of morals would only be at the best checked for a little,

but not stopped. And when at last, because of the wickedness of

men, the world and all upon it would be destroyed by fire, then in-

deed, we are told that a new earth will appear, but not a new earth

“wherein dwelleth righteousness.” It will be another earth just like

this present, an earth wherein dwelleth sin, violence, and uncleanness.

Again a new race of men shall go through the same long course of

drear}-' and inevitable decline, which no Buddha ever to appear shall

be able to prevent
;
and again shall come the awful world-catastrophe,

wherein all shall perish. So shall it be, not once or twice, but in un-

ending cycles of sin and retribution, forever and forever. Where, in

all this, is any analogy with the teaching of the Scriptures? And
this is all the light which the Buddha had to shed upon the future,

either for the individual or the race. The facts are indisputable, and

may be verified by any one who will take the trouble to look up the

authorities. The truth is, that so far from having in it, as Mr. Arnold

ventures to assure us, “the eternity of a universal hope .... and

an indestructible element of faith in final good,” these words express

the most complete contradiction possible of the actual facts of the

case. So far is this from being true, that, to us, it quite passes com-

prehension, how Mr. Arnold, or any man professing the familiarity

that he does with accredited sources of knowledge on the subject,

could have so amazingly overlooked or misunderstood the plainest

and most matter-of-fact statements. The truth is that Buddhism,

judged—not by the words of foreign expositors, intent, at all hazards,

on making out an essential agreement between Buddhism and Chris-

tianity—but by the repeated and most explicit statements of its own

recognized authorities, is one of the most uncompromising and un-

mitigated systems of pessimism that human intellect, in the deep

* Manual of Buddhism, p. 34. See also Pallegoix I., 430 and 475, and A. R/musal,

hi
;
cited by Koppen : Die Religion des Buddha, p. 287.
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gloom of its ignorance of Him who is the Light and the Life of men,

has ever elaborated. What shall we say then of the many who, in

our day, call upon us to recognize Buddhism as the light of Asia,

and thereby challenge a comparison of the doctrine of the Buddha

with that of the Christ of God, of Him who is, in truth, the Light,

not of Asia only, but of the whole world? To what have we come
that in the full blaze of our boasted nineteenth century enlighten-

ment, learned professors in Christian universities, poets and editors,

men supposed to represent the intelligence of the age, can find it in

them to extol and glorify a heathenism which is stamped with the

confession of its own impotence, and condemned still more by an un-

varying record of two thousand years of spiritual failure to regener-

ate a single tribe or people, and subdue the inborn evil of the human
heart ! Buddhism, “ the light of Asia !

” Can the Christian help re-

calling to mind those ancient words of the Holy Spirit of God by

the prophet : “Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil:

that put darkness for light and light for darkness ” ?

S. H. Kellogg.



III.

INFANT SALVATION AND ITS THEOLOGICAL
BEARINGS.*

GREAT change of sentiment has taken place in recent times

respecting infant salvation. For many centuries it was a dogma
of orthodoxy that young children passing out of the world without

baptism, were lost. This dogma is found in the earliest Protestant

Confession,f and it long continued to prevail, more or less widely,

among the churches of the Reformation. In the same churches it is

now a common belief that all who die in infancy, whether baptized or

not, inherit eternal life. What is signified by this change of opinion ?

What theological consequences are involved in the belief that all

who die in infancy are saved? In order to answer these questions

more clearly, I will first note a few salient points in the history of

opinion concerning the salvation of young children.

A GLANCE AT THE HISTORY OF OPINION ABOUT INFANT

SALVATION.

{a) Teaching of Scripture and of the Fathers.

The New Testament contains but little directly touching the sub-

ject. There is, indeed, a marked reticence with regard to it. At the

same time, the whole tone and spirit of the New Testament in refer-

ence to little children is full of sweetness and benignity. By far the

* The substance of this article was prepared—the part relating to probation more
than a year ago— to be read before a circle of clerical friends. The doctrine of

Infant Salvation has deep roots and involves grave theological problems. My aim in

the following paper is chiefly to furnish hints and points of view, that may possibly aid

in finding these roots and in solving these problems. It is only a brief study on what

has long seemed to me a very great subject.—G. L. P.

f De Baptismo docent, quod sit necessarius ad salutem, quodque per Baptismum
offeratur gratia Dei : et quod pueri sint baptizandi, qui per Baptismum oblati Deo
necipiantur in gratiam Dei.

Damnant Anabaptistas, qui improbant Baptismum puerorum el affirmant pueros sine

Baptismo salvos peri. Confess. August., Part I., Art. IX.

I.
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most important passage bearing upon the question of their salvation

is Mark x. 13-16: And they brought young children to Him
,
that He

should touch them ; and His disciples rebuked those that brought them.

But when Jesus saw it He was MUCH DISPLEASED, andsaid unto them,

Suffer the little children to come unto Me, andforbid them not ; for of

such is the kingdom of God. Verily, I say unto you, whosoever shall

not receive the kingdom of God as a little child, he shall not enter

therein. A nd He took them up in His arms, put His hands upon them,

and blessed them. These words of the Lord Jesus—so unlike any

other words ever spoken on earth before or since—might well be

called the Gospel of the little children. Interpreted by the accom-

panying action of the Saviour, and by the example of His own

infancy, they furnish most substantial Scriptural ground for believing

in the salvation of babes and sucklings.

The writings of the apostles touch the problem before us chiefly

in the way of general statements respecting the nature and work-

ing of the redemption through Christ. Some of these statements

—as, e. g., Romans v. 15-19, and 1 Cor. xv. 22—are very wide

in their scope, and have been regarded by eminent theologians as

fully warranting the conclusion that dying infants are all saved. The
apostolic Fathers, so far as I have been able to examine them, con-

tain almost nothing about the relation of children to the Gospel. On
this point, as on so many other points of interest, they shed no light.

What first made the salvation of infants a subject of special reflection

and brought it into the arena of theological debate, seems to have

been the question of their baptism. When baptism came to be re-

garded as the necessary instrument of regeneration, the fate of chil-

dren dying unbaptized naturally aroused inquiry; and it was at

length decided that they were lost. The influence of Augustine was

all-powerful in making this opinion an article of the Church’s creed.

Hence he was called durus infantum pater. But, inexorable as was

the logic of this greatest of the Fathers, his heart relented at its con-

sequences
;
and while he taught that infants dying without baptism

were lost, he taught, at the same time, that their punishment was of

the mildest sort—poena damni
,
not poena sensus, as it was afterward

defined—the loss of heaven rather than the torment of hell. Still,

the Augustinian dogma of infant perdition continued for more than

a thousand years to cast a baleful shadow over the face of childhood.

(l>) Protestant doctrine in the 16th and 17th centuries.

Only by a severe struggle was Protestant Christianity able to throw

off this incubus. The earliest symbol of the Reformation, the Con-

fession of Augsburg, as we have seen, asserted the old view. But
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Zwingle rejected it, and even avowed his belief in the salvation of all

dying in infancy. Calvin, also, in harmony with his doctrine of elec-

tion, refused to tie the salvation of infants to an outward rite.

The necessity of baptism, however, as the ordinary channel of re-

newing grace, appears to have been a general belief in the Reformed

churches throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Near

the close of the sixteenth, Hooker indicates the dominant opinion by
arguing in favor of a milder view :

Touching infants which die unbaptized, sith they neither have the sacrament itself,

nor any sense or conceit thereof, the judgement of many hath gone hard against them.

But yet, seeing grace is not absolutely tied unto sacraments, and, besides, such is the

lenity of God that unto things altogether impossible he bindeth no man, but when we
cannot do what is enjoined us accepteth our will to do instead of the deed itself

;
again,

forasmuch as there is in their Christian parents and in the Church of God a presumed
desire that the sacrament of baptism might be given them, yea, a purpose also that it

should be given
;
remorse of equity hath moved divers of the school divines in these

considerations ingenuously to grant that God, all merciful to such as are not in them-

selves able to desire baptism, imputeth the secret desire that others have in their behalf,

and accepteth the same as theirs rather than casteth away their souls for that which no

man is able to help.*

During the period from the death of Hooker to the meeting of the

Westminster Assembly in 1643, the subject was discussed earnestly

and in various aspects, especially by the Puritan divines. The rela-

tion of children to the Church and the Gospel formed one of the

leading questions of that age. Many books were written upon it

;

some of them catechisms, some of them theological treatises. In

order to fully understand the teaching of the Westminster symbols

on the point before us, one should by all means acquaint himself with

this literature. Much of it was composed by men afterward promi-

nent in the Assembly. Here is the title of one of the books re-

ferred to

:

Baptismal Regeneration of Elect Infants. Professed by the Church of

England, according to the Scriptures, the Primitive Church, the present Reformed

Churches, and many particular divines apart.

By Cor. Burges, Dr. of D., and one of his Majestie’s chaplaines in ordinary.

Titus III: 5. According to his mercy he saved us with the laver of regeneration

and renewing of the Holy Ghost,

Sacramento in soil's electis ejficiunt quodfigurant (Aug.)

At Oxford. 1629.

Dr. Burgess was one of the assessors, or vice-presidents, and owing

to the ill-health of Dr. Twisse, often acted as prolocutor, of the West-

minster Assembly. He was chairman of the first of its three grand

committees, and an active member of the committees that drew up the

* Of the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity, Book V., chap. LX., 6.
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Confession of Faith and revised the Larger Catechism. The argument

of his treatise is that, while not all baptized infants will be saved, yet

all elect infants, who are baptized, ordinarily receive the Spirit in that

sacrament. His views were sharply assailed, and many charged him,

as he says, with being “ guilty, not only of Arminianism
,
but even of

direct Popery
,
and of teaching a doctrine of dcvills." They wittily,

and not without some reason, compared him to “ a famous general

that levies a strong army, draws them out into the field, sets them in

order or battaile, and raises great expectation of some honorable

exploit, which in conclusion proves to be no other than the breaking

of an Egg shell.” This book, with one or two others of a similar

character, helped to make many converts to the Anabaptist ranks,

and tempted even Richard Baxter to abandon infant baptism. Two
extracts will suffice to show its aim and animus:

If this be Arminianism, or Popery, to say, all right receivers do, ordinarily, receive

the Spirit in baptism—so long as I restrain it only to right receivers and declare, that

by right receivers I mean only those that belong truly and indeed to the election of

Grace
;

I must be content to bear this brand, as many do the name of Puritane, without

desert (p. 56). If Anabaptists might as freely show themselves here among us as they

do in other countries, this doctrine of Baptismal grace would be better entertained by

such as now impugn it without consideration of this sequel. This, therefore, to me is

without all controversy, that what the Scriptures do attribute to Baptism as the prin-

cipal part and as it were the soul of Baptism, is, ordinarily, communicated from Christ

unto the elect, although infants (because in them actual faith is not required), in baptism.

Where the Scripture makes no difference, why should we ? (p. 25).*

The following is an extract from a sermon by Stephen Marshall,

called the most eloquent preacher of his time, and one of the strong-

est, as well as most popular, members of the Assembly of Divines.

In this sermon he undertakes to refute the opinion of John Tombes,

the Anabaptist, in his “ Exercitation about Infant Baptism”; and

having considered it under several points of view, thus proceeds:

This opinion puts all Infants of all Believers into the self-same condition with the

Infants of Turks and hidians, which they will readily acknowledge
;
and from thence,

unavoidably, one of three things must follow— 1. Either all of them are damned who
die in their Infancy, being without the Covenant of Grace, having no part in Christ.

Or, 2. All of them saved, as having no originall sinne, and consequently needing no

* Dr. Burgess was an able and learned theologian and one of the master spirits of

the Assembly. By its order he furnished a title to the Confession of Faith, and pre-

pared the official copy which was presented to the two Houses of Parliament by the

whole Assembly. Special thanks were given to him “ for his great pains in transcrib-

ing the' Confession and it was, probably, by him that the phrase “elect of infants
”

in the original draught of Chapter X., sect. III., was changed to “ elect infants.” This

is of some importance as bearing upon the true meaning of that expression. I am in-

debted for these facts respecting Dr. Burgess to Prof. Briggs’ invaluable article on
“ The Documentary History of the Westminster Assembly ” in the first number of this

Review.
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Saviour
;
which most of the Anabaptists in the world doe own, and therefore bring in

all Pelagianism, Universal Grace
,
Free-will

,

etc. Or, 3. That although they be tainted

with Originall corruption, and so need a Saviour, Christ doth pro beneplacito, save some

of the Infants of Indians and Turks
,
dying in their Infancy, as well as some of the

Infants of Christians, and so carry salvation by Christ out of the Church, beyond the

Covenant of Grace, where God never made any promise. That God hath made a

promise to be the God of Believers, and of their Seed, we all know
;
but where the

promise is to be found, that he will be the God of the seed of such parents who live

and die his enemies, and their seed, not so much as called by the preaching of the

Gospel, I know not. These men say the Covenant of Grace made to the Jews, differs

from the Covenant of Grace made with us
;
but I desire to know whether in the one, or

in the other, they find any promise of Salvation by Christ to any Infants dying in their

Infancy, whose parents no way belonged to the Family of God, or Covenant of Grace

(P- 7)-

The sermon was preached in Westminster Abbey, in 1645, at the

morning Lecture appointed by the House of Commons. Tombes,

who was as indefatigable, as he was able, in advocating the Baptist

doctrine, immediately published a treatise in reply to it. Mr. Mar-

shall responded in
“ A Defence of Infant Baptism,” dedicated to the

Assembly of Divines and the Scottish Commissioners. It appeared

in 1646. In this work, as previously in his sermon, he was under-

stood to reflect the sentiments of the Assembly, then busily engaged

in preparing the Confession of Faith and the Larger Catechism. I

will give a single extract. In his sermon Mr. Marshall had said that

if infants of pagans were saved, “Salvation was carried out of the

Church, whereof God hath made no promise.” Tombes replied that

“ Salvation is not carried out of the invisible Church, though some

Infants of Pagans should be saved by Christ.” Mr. Marshall re-

joined :

It’s true
;
and I adde, that if any man shall say, the Devils should be saved by Christ

;

even that opinion would not carry salvation out of the invisible Church. But, Sir, we
are enquiring after the salvation of them to whom promise of salvation is made. Now,
when you can prove that God hath made a promise, that he will gather a number, or

hath a number whose names are written in the Lamb’s book, although their parents

never knew Jesus Christ, nor themselves ever live to be instructed, you may thus per-

suade your Readers to believe that even some of the Infants of Pagans dying in their

Infancy belong to the invisible Church
;
and till then you must give him leave to be-

lieve that this answer is brought in as a shift, only to serve your present need

(pp. 87-88).

The following is an extract from a sermon by another leader in the

Assembly, Dr. Anthony Tuckney, Master of St. John’s College,

Cambridge. Dr. Tuckney was chairman of the Committee on the

Larger and Shorter Catechisms, and appears to have taken as influen-

tial a part as any member of the Assembly in framing them. His

sermon is entitled “ None BUT CHRIST,” and was preached at St.

Mary’s, Cambridge, in 1652. In it he discusses the question, what
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hope there may be of the salvation of such as die infants—the chil-

dren of believing Christians—and comes to this conclusion :

Whether God may not work and act faith in them then [i.e., when dying] (as he made
John the Baptist leap in the womb), which Beza and other of our divines deny, and

others are not unwilling to grant, I dare not peremptorily determine
;
yet this I may

say, that he acteth in the souls of believers in articulo mortis
,
when some of them are as

little liable to put forth an act of reason, as they are in articulo nativitatis. But the

Scripture (for anything that I know) speaks not of this, and therefore I forbear to speak

anything of it. Only (as I said) it giveth us ground to believe, that they being in the

Covenant may be so wrapt up in it, as also to be wrapt up in the bundle of life.

Of the salvation of those dying in infancy beyond the Christian

pale he intimates no hope whatever. This sermon is especially sig-

nificant because Anthony Tuckney was one of the authors of the

Westminster standards, and also because it was preached some time

after the adjournment of the Assembly.

The following is the title of one of the numerous catechisms, which

prepared the way, and served, more or less, as a basis for those of

Westminster

:

Guide unto true Blessedness
;
or, the Body of the Doctrine of the Scripture directing

one to the Saving Knowledge of God. By Sami. Crooke. 2d Ed., 1614.

Crooke was an eminent theologian and one of the Puritan Fathers.

I will give a single question and answer from this book :

Q. How doth God deal with reprobates, dying infants ? A. Being once conceived,

they are in the state of death by reason of the sin of Adam imputed and of original

corruption, wherein also dying, they perish
;
as (for instance) the children of heathen

parents
;
touching the children of Christians, we are taught to account them holy.

The effect of such discussions as these is plainly visible in the care-

fully guarded statements of the Westminster divines. I will cite

three bearing directly upon our subject. The first is found in the Con-

fession of Faith, chap. X., III.

:

Elect infants, dying in infancy, are regenerated and saved by Christ through the

Spirit, who worketh when, and where, and how he pleaseth.

The others are found in the Conf. of Faith, chapter XXVIII.,

sects. V., VI.

:

Although it be*a great sin to neglect this ordinance [2. e., baptism], yet grace and

salvation are not so inseparably annexed unto it, as that no person can be regenerated

or saved without it, or that all that are baptized are undoubtedly regenerated.

The efficacy of baptism is not tied to that moment of time when it is administered
;

yet, notwithstanding, by the right use of this ordinance the grace promised is not only

offered, but really exhibited and conferred by the Holy Ghost, to such (whether of age

or infants) as that grace belongeth unto, according to the counsel of God's own will, in

his appointed time.

36
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These and corresponding statements of the Westminster standards

moulded opinion in the Presbyterian and Congregational churches,

both of Great Britain and this country, for the next 150 years. In

the Established Church of England—at least in the case of the so-

called “ high-church ” members—among the Lutherans at home and
in the German dispersion, and wherever the symbols of the Synod of

Dort bore sway, baptism continued to be widely regarded as, ordi-

narily, a necessary condition of salvation. It is still so regarded by
those who adhere firmly to the old churchly doctrine of baptismal

regeneration.

(c) Growth of the modern eroangelical view.

We have seen that from the time of Augustine until Luther infants

dying without baptism were generally supposed to be lost
;
and that

while the old dogma long continued to rule in some portions of the

Protestant Church, in other branches it was so modified by the doc-

trine of election and the gradual abandonment of baptismal regen-

eration as to rob it of its sting. We have also seen that, while

ceasing to regard baptism as an absolute condition of saving grace,

most Reformed theologians still held that infants dying out of the

Christian pale and covenant, were lost. If, for example, a single one

of the Westminster divines believed that all who die in infancy are

elect and consequently saved, he never, so far as is known, avowed
such belief. There were, no doubt, differences of opinion in the

Assembly as to the precise terms and means of infant salvation
;
but

I find no record of any difference of opinion as to its being limited.

Several causes, however, were already at work to modify and in the

end revolutionize current doctrine on the subject. Among the most

potent of these may be reckoned the growth of Baptist sentiments,

the influence of Quakerism, and the Arminian controversy.

The Baptist movement in England during the second half of the

seventeenth century was very determined and full of spiritual force.

One of its popular leaders was a man of extraordinary genius, as well

as piety
;
whose writings, scattered broadcast, found their way into

thousands of Pedobaptist families, and must have contributed not a

little to mitigate the bitter prejudice against “ Anabaptists,” which

had prevailed during the earlier part of the century'. This move-

ment was in effect an emphatic protest against the old theory of in-

fant salvation as in any wise dependent upon baptism. What impres-

sion it made upon the theological opinion of the age may be seen in

Bishop Jeremy Taylor’s famous “ Discourse of the Liberty of Prophe-

sying.” * It is also seen very clearly in the following extract from

'"See Sect. XVIII., entitled, A particular Consideration of the Opinions of the Ana-

baptists.
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Richard Baxter’s “Animadversions on a Treatise of Baptismal Re-

generation,” by Thomas Bedford :

I conceive the doctrine as likely a means to make men Anabaptists, as most know,

if it go unresisted. When men see wrong ends put upon baptism, and too much given

to it, they are ready to suspect our doctrine concerning the right ends, and to give as

much too little to it. It is hard resisting an Error
;
without being driven into the con-

trary extreem, especially to vulgar spirits. And I speak not this upon an uncertain

conjecture, but upon much sad experience. I have known too many of my special

friends that have either turned Anabaptists, or been much staggered, by occasion of this

doctrine of Baptismal Regeneration
;
when they had discovered once the error of that,

they presently began to suspect all the rest, thinking that we might as well mistake in

the rest as in that. And indeed, I was once in doubt of Infant Baptism myself ;
and

the reading (and discovering the error) of Dr. Burgess and Mr. Bedford'

s

Books of Bap-

tismal Regeneration was one part of my temptation.*

The influence of George Fox and his followers in loosening the

bands of traditional belief respecting infant salvation, although more

indirect and subtle than that of the Baptists, was yet by no means

slight. It touched the very roots of the whole matter. Quakerism

propounded a theory of the Gospel and of the operations of Divine

grace utterly antagonistic to the old ecclesiastical formulas
;
and there

was much in the Christian heart of England that at once responded

to this theory. Before the death of George Fox and John Bunyan

thousands of good men, who had been trained up to regard water-

baptism as, ordinarily at least, necessary for the eternal safety of those

dying in infancy, were, doubtless, saying to themselves: “ Does the

New Testament really oblige us to hold a doctrine which leads straight

to the conclusion that the children of all these godly Baptists and

Friends, dying in infancy, are probably lost ?”

The effect of the controversy between Arminianism and Calvinism

in modifying opinion on the subject, early appeared. But it is

best seen, perhaps, in the last century, when Arminian doctrine be-

came embodied in the great Wesleyan revival and set out upon its

career of world-wide evangelism. Much of the Anglican Arminian-

ism of the seventeenth century, that, e. g., of Laud and Jeremy Tay-

lor, was extremely high-church and very unevangelical
;
and it readily

accepted the old baptismal dogma. Nor was the great Methodist

* Plain Scripture Proof of Infants' Church-membership and Baptism. 4th ed. Lon-

don, 1656, p. 293.

Baxter, as is well known, was regarded with no little suspicion and dislike on account

of his moderate, mediating position in reference to the theological and ecclesiastical

questions of the day
;
and infant baptism was one of them. Some of his writings were

said to be “stuffed with gross Arminianism.” A collection of the passages, in which

such men as Richard Baxter and John Bunyan were called hard names, and denounced

as unfaithful to Christ’s truth, by some of the most eminent contemporary divines,

would form a very suggestive little volume.
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founder himself able at once to throw off the influence of this dogma ;

but he seems to have done so in the end. It is certain that the genius

j f Methodism, unembarrassed by the doctrine of infant election, or

the Augustinian theory' about baptism and the church, has contrib-

uted effectively' to the modern evangelical view respecting infant sal-

vation.

Another cause that has wrought with power in the same direction,

is the wonderful development of the Christian idea of man, of human
brotherhood, and the solidarity of the race, which has marked the

last hundred years beyond any period since the New Testament times.

All these causes—not to mention others—have tended, directly’ or

indirectly, not only to undermine belief in the old dogma of in-

fant salvation as connected with water-baptism, but also to introduce

a wholly new way' of looking at the subject
;

I might almost say, a new
religious consciousness fn reference to it. The change from the posi-

tion generally' held by’ Calvinistic divines at the beginning, or in the

middle, of the seventeenth century’, to the ground taken by' Dr.

Charles Hodge in 1871, in his “Systematic Theology,” is simply’ im-

mense. It amounts to a sort of revolution in theological opinion ;

a revolution all the more noteworthy from the quiet, decisive way in

which it was at last accomplished, the general acquiescence in it, and

also the apparent unconsciousness of its logical consequences. With-

out attempting to trace here all the different stages or indications of

this change, I will refer to a few' that are especially’ connected with

Presbyterian and Congregational opinion on the subject. One of the

most striking is found in Dr. Isaac Watts’ treatise entitled, “ The
Ruin and Recovery of Mankind,” first published in 1740. The w’ork

bears throughout the marks of Dr. Watts’ acuteness, candor, and

piety. The discussion is carried on in the form of question and an-

swer. Question XVI. is this :
“ What will be the state and condi-

tion of that Part of Mankind who die in Infancy, under any of the

dispensations of the Covenant of Grace?” The answer is deeply in-

teresting and show's that Dr. Watts, in his quiet retreat at Theobalds,

had pondered this part of the problem of human destiny with the sen-

sibility' of a most loving heart, and yet in the calm, fearless spirit of a

Christian philosopher. Pressed by its difficulties, he sees no other

solution than the annihilation of a large portion of those who die in

infancy. Even in the case of the children of the righteous, he feels

more or less perplexed, but, on the whole, believes they’ are saved.

It is therefore only the children of wicked parents concerning whom I suppose the

wisdom, justice, and mercy of God will join to destroy them entirely by death, or to

resume the forfeited life of soul and body. It seems evident to me, that though there
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are some hints and reasonable hopes of the happy resurrection of the offspring of good
men to be derived from Scripture, yet all other children in this world are also brought
down to death for the sin of Adam by the word of God, and they are left in death.

But neither reason or Scripture, so far as I can find, provides any happiness or unhap-
piness, any reward or punishment for them in the world to come

;
and how can we go

further than reason or Scripture will lead us? And if I may frankly speak my own
sentiments here, 1 would say, since neither reason nor Scripture certainly and plainly

teach us anything concerning the souls of the infants of wicked men after death ;
and

if I must not leave them in a state of non-existence, I would much rather choose to

suppose them at the death of the body entered into a new and personal state of trial

than I would condemn them to a wretched resurrection and eternal misery for nothing
else, but because they were born of Adam, the original transgressor. This is only a

comparative thought by the way. But to pursue and support my present scheme of

their annihilation at death, I must answer two or three objections.*

Having answered a number of objections, he sets forth the advan-

tages of his “ scheme.” One is that it will vindicate the conduct

of Divine Providence with regard to the millions of infant creatures

in all the numerous nations of the earth, from the severe censures

which have been cast upon it by men in accusing the doctrine of

original sin. For if they suffer nothing but temporal death
,
as being

fallen in Adam their head, all these terrors of pretended cruelty and

severity will vanish, while it appears that eternal damnation belongs

only to those who have been guilty of actual transgression in their

own persons
;
for there is not one word, he adds, in all the Scriptures

concerning eternal misery inflicted upon any person merely for the

sin of Adam.
Toward the end of the third quarter of the last century Augustus

Montague Toplady, author of “ Rock of Ages, cleft for me,” a man
of genius and a vehement Calvinist, avowed strongly his belief in

* The Works ofIsaac Watts, D.D. Vol. III. (Leeds’ ed.), pp. 499-500. In the latter

part of the century Dr. Watts’ view respecting infant annihilation was adopted condi-

tionally by Dr. Nathaniel Emmons, the sage of Franklin. His language is as follows :

“ It appears from what has been said concerning native depravity, that if children die

before they become moral agents, it is most rational to conclude that they are annihi-

lated It is certainly supposable that children may exist in this world some space

of time, before they become moral agents
;
but how long that space may be, whether

an hour, a day, a month, or a year, or several years, as many suppose, we do not pre-

sume to determine. But during the space, whether longer or shorter, they are not moral

agents, nor consequently accountable creatures in the sight of God or man. It is ra-

tional to conclude, therefore, that God will not treat them as accountable creatures, nor

reward or punish them. Of course, we must conclude that they will be annihilated.
’

Emmons’ Works, Vol. IV., p. 510.

Dr. E. himself, however, believed that infants become moral agents—“men in min-

iature,” to use his own words—as soon as they become natural agents. As to their

salvation he seems doubtful. God, he says, “has not been pleased to inform us ex-

pressly whether He does renew the hearts of .the whole, or a part, or none, of those

little children who die soon after they become moral agents From all the light

we can find in Scripture on this subject, it seems to be the most probable opinion that He
renews only some of those who die soon after 'they become morally depraved and

guilty.” Vol. IV., pp. 510-11.
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universal infant salvation. I give two passages from his writings

relating to the subject :
*

No objection can hence arise [*. e., because Christ died only for them that believe]

against such as die in infancy (all of whom are undoubtedly saved)
;
nor yet against the

salvation of God’s elect among the heathens, Mahomedans, and others. The Holy Ghost
is able to inspire the grace of virtual faith into those hearts (especially at the moment
of dissolution) which are incapable of exerting the explict act of faith.—pp. 142-143.

You observe that with regard to infants, the rubrick declares it is certain by God’s

Word that children which are baptized, dying before they commit actual sin, are un-

doubtedly saved. I firmly believe it. Nay
;

I believe more. I am convinced that the

souls of all departed infants whatever, whether baptized or unbaptized, are with God in

glory. And I think my belief warranted by an authority which cannot err, Matt, xviii.

14.—pp. 645-646.

A little more than half a century later, in 1828, Dr. Lyman
Beecher, then in the midst of his memorable career in Boston and

of the sharp contest with Unitarianism, repudiated, with characteristic

energy and boldness of speech, the doctrine of infant damnation.

The controversy excited general interest, and Dr. Beecher’s part in it

contributed materially to establish the modern view.f And this

brings us again to Dr. Hodge. His language is as follows:

* See Toplady’s “ Complete Works” in one volume, published in London, 1849.

Toplady was a minister of the Established Church, but his matchless Hymn, and also

his staunch Calvinism, endeared his name to Presbyterians and Congregationalists

throughout the Engish-speaking world.

f See The Spirit of the Pilgrims, Vol. I., pp. 42, 78, 162.

I have not space for a detailed notice of the growth of opinion on this subject in

the American churches
;
but the views of two Calvinistic divines, contemporaries of

Dr. Beecher, and eminent for their theological learning and weight of character,

deserve mention. The first is Dr. James P. Wilson, of Philadelphia. In his “ Essay

on the Probation of Fallen Men,” published in 1827, he says :

“Since indisposition to holiness is a universal character of our nature, and infants

inherit disease and death, the wages of sin
;

there must exist some connection

between us and our first parent, whereby we are justly introduced into the world in

his image and lapsed state, without our choice. This doctrine is plainly asserted in

the fifth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans and elsewhere
;
nevertheless it does not

follow that any dying in infancy are lost; since their salvation by Christ is more than

possible.”—pp 15, 16.

The other is Dr. John H. Livingston, of the Dutch Reformed Church. In the

“ Analysis of a System of Theology,” published in 1832, some years after his death,

he says :

“ It has frequently been objected against the system of divine truth as explained in

this volume, that on the principles it advances the salvation of infants is not possible.

In answer to this we observe : adults are not saved for their faith, and although faith is

represented as that act by which the believer is united to his Saviour—and thereby a

basis is constituted for the imputation of the Saviour’s righteousness—yet this union

and all the subsequent progress in sanctification are effected by the direct operation of

the Spirit of God on the heart of the believer. The Spirit of God is therefore in the

strictest and fullest sense the bond of union. Faith is the first act of the renewed soul

assenting and responding to and manifesting the work of the Spirit We do

not know that the Spirit of God cannot be the bond of uniting to the Saviour those who

are not capable of exercising or manifesting that they exercise faith on Him. Infants
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The common doctrine of Evangelical Protestants is that all who die in infancy are

saved. This is inferred from what the Bible teaches of the analogy between Adam
and Christ (Rom. v. 18, 19). We have no right to put any limit on these general

terms except what the Bible itself places upon them. The Scriptures nowhere exclude

any class of infants, baptized or unbaptized, born in Christian or in heathen lands, of

believing or unbelieving parents, from the benefits of the redemption of Christ. ....
Not only, however, does the comparison which the apostle makes between Adam and
Christ, lead to the conclusion that as all are condemned for the sins of the one, so all

are saved by the righteousness of the other, those only excepted whom the Scriptures

except
;
but the principle assumed throughout the whole discussion teaches the same

doctrine. That principle is that it is more congenial with the nature of God to bless

than to curse, to save than to destroy. If the race fell in Adam, much more shall it be

restored in Christ. If death reigned by one, much more shall grace reign by one. This
“ much more ” is repeated over and over. The Bible everywhere teaches that God delight-

eth not in the death of the wicked
;
that judgment is His strange work. It is, therefore,

contrary to the whole spirit of the passage (Roman v. 12-21) to exclude infants from
“ the all ” who are made alive in Christ.

The conduct and language of our Lord in reference to children are not to be regarded

as matters of sentiment, or simply expressive of kindly feeling. He evidently looked

upon them as the lambs of the flock for which, as the Good Shepherd, He laid down
His life, and of whom He said they shall never perish, and no man could pluck them
out of His hands. Of such, He tells us, is the kingdom of heaven, as though heaven
was, in great measure, composed of the souls of redeemed infants. It is, therefore,

the general belief of Protestants, contrary to the doctrine of Romanists and Roman-
izers, that all who die in infancy are saved. *

This is certainly strong language, and if Dr. Hodge was justified

in declaring it to express the common view of evangelical Protestants,

the change of opinion on this subject must have been very rapid

since the opening of the century. For at that time it cannot be

denied, I think, that Dr. Hodge’s doctrine, as he states it in the

passages just quoted, would have met with decided opposition. And
my own impression is that, had it been taught so unequivocally in

the Presbyterian Church, even a third of a century ago, by a theolo-

gian less eminent than Dr. Hodge for orthodoxy, piety, and weight

of character, it would have called forth an immediate protest from

some of the more conservative, old-fashioned Calvinists. They

certainly are (humanly speaking) as suitable subjects for the operations of divine grace

as adults. It is therefore evident that we have advanced no principles which render it im-

possible to believe in the salvation of infants. The feelings of our nature prompt us to

hope on this subject more than we dare assert. God has imposed silence on our tongues.”

—pp. 328-9.

* Systematic Theology
,
vol. i., pp. 26-7. Having repelled in a note (vol. iii., p. 605)

the late Dr. Krauth’s charge that the Westminster Confession teaches that only a certain

part of those who die in infancy, are saved, Dr. Hodge adds :
“ We can only say that

we never saw a Calvinistic theologian who held that doctrine.”

To this Dr. Krauth replied by saying that he had seen “more than one Calvinistic

theologian ” who held that doctrine
;
reiterating his charge against the Westminster

Confession, and then citing copiously from the opinions of leading Calvinistic divines of

the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries on Infant Baptism and Infant Salvation. His citations

seem to leave no room for doubt that the most, of them believed in a limited election

of those dying in infancy.
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would have been afraid of it on account ol its theological consequences.
We have an illustration of this state of mind in the hostility which
the doctrine met with in Scotland in the earlier half of this century.

The introductory essay to an excellent little book for bereaved
parents, edited by William Logan and published in 1861, contains

some striking statements on the subject.*

* Words of Comfortfor Parents Bereaved of Little Children. London
: James Nisbet

& Co.

The essay was written by the Rev. William Anderson, LL.D., of Glasgow. I will

quote from it somewhat freely, because it draws so vivid a picture of the doubt and
misgiving with which thousands of good men, trained up in the old belief, not in Scot-
land only, but in England, Germany, and our own country, regarded the open avowal
of belief in universal infant salvation

;
and because it recognizes so distinctly the fact

that their opposition indicated no special lack of Christian tenderness and charity, but
grew out of what loyalty to revealed truth, as they understood it, seemed to them to

require. In the course of his essay Dr. Anderson refers to the Limbo, where, accord-
ing to the doctrine of Rome, unbaptized infants suffer the loss of heaven, and then
goes on to depict a poor widowed mother whose child had died at birth, resorting to a

priest, and saying to him :

“ My neighbor expends all she can save on the Masses for her profligate son, in the

hope of delivering him from Purgatory and raising him to heavenly blessedness. May
not / do the same for delivering my infant who never did any sin, from the Limbo in

which he is imprisoned, so that we three shall be a happy family in the kingdom of

God? Tell me, priest.”

Getting no relief from him, she goes away to see if she can find her unbaptized

child among the Protestants. Here are some passages that follow :

"It was well for the fore-described mother that it was recently she came forth from
Popedom on her pilgrimage in quest of her infant among Protestants. I speak especi-

ally of the Protestants of Scotland. Even so lately as sixty years ago [1800], unless

she had chanced to enter at some singular corner, she would have found it better for

her heart to return to Rome, and quiet her anxieties as best she could with the reflec-

tion that the Popish Limbo was not so woeful as the Protestant hell. Our Protest-

antism, commencing with the Sovereign decree of election, equitably assigned to

those who died in infancy their proportional share of the mercy
,
but not less equitably

their proportional share of the judgment—the judgment of reprobation or preterition
;

so that calculating the infant’s share by that of the adult’s, as manifested in faith and a

holy life, there was left a vast multitude who perished eternally. Parental affection

early demanded, and easily attained, the modification, that the whole of such children

of pious parents as died in infancy should be included in the decree of salvation. With

this the heart of Scotch Protestantism for a long time remained satisfied. With the

exception of those born of pious parents, and the proportion saved by the general

decree
;

all the rest, in millions upon millions, were doomed to everlasting woe. For

two centuries and a half after the Reformation this was the prevailing dogma, and

when fifty years ago [1810] Common-Sense, warming into life out of the dreadful tor-

pidity, began to vindicate the character of God, the rights of Christ, and the feelings

of humanity, it was with hesitancy and bated breath, and amid suspicions of their

soundness in the faith, that a few voices were heard suggesting the possibility that all

who die in infancy are saved.

“ The question was agitated in this form for a considerable time, and Common-Sense
gained ground. About forty years ago [1820], when he who sketches this review

entered on the public ministration of the Gospel, there were found a few lifting up

their voices in protest and advocacy, that it was not only possible but probable that all

who died in infancy, having been guilty of no actual sin—no rejection of Him who
was appointed the world's Redeemer, were saved.
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If on this side of the Atlantic the doctrine of the salvation of all,

who die in infancy, earlier and with less of a struggle, “enjoyed a

very wide proclamation throughout our land,” it was largely due to

the theological courage, great-heartedness, and commanding influence

of those two eminent servants of Christ, Lyman Beecher and Charles

Hodge.

Before passing from this part of the subject it will not be out of

place to say a word on the temper of mind in which we ought to

judge the men of former times, whose opinions about infant salva-

tion seem to us so alien from the true design and spirit of the

Gospel. Nothing is easier than to judge them wrongfully. It is not

to be presumed that we are really better or more tender-hearted than

they were
;
nor is it at all unlikely that if we had lived in their day,

and been educated as they were, we should have equalled, if not sur-

passed, them in the harshness and inhumanity of our opinions.

Some of them were among the best and holiest men of their genera-

“ I must now speak in the first person. As having been from the beginning (ab ovo,

as they say) of anti-slavery tendencies, I ‘ cast in my lot ’ with the pleaders forproba-

bility, to share the odium of being suspected—suspected ! denounced, as being unsound,

and licentiously squandering the salvation of Christ. But Common-Sense was with us

and we prospered. Nay
;
that is not the accurate account. It protested against our

pottering limitations. Mere probability of all being saved implied, it said, the possibility

of some or many of infant spirits, who have neither done, nor spoken, nor thought an

evil thing, being consigned to the fires of hell. Civilization, not to speak of piety,

will not endure it. You must progress, reverend sirs. So we of the anti-slavery

school ascended the platform to proclaim the certainty of the salvation of all dying in

infancy—when the pro-slavery Conservatism of Dogma was now in its turn reduced to

a feeble protestation that we were wise above what is written—as if it were not written

that God is just, which He would not be were He to consign to hell fire any infant

spirit. All Common-Sense says Amen. You need not try by sophistication to reduce

the judgment Simply, it is most dreadful to think with what thoughts of God the

mind of Scotland was impregnated, and that not long since.

“ Not long since ! There remain at this moment not a few of the old Conservative

party, who hold by the antique doctrine of the possible damnation, at least of an incalcu-

lable multitude of infant spirits. I know some of tketn, and they are every whit as

kind-hearted as myself. It is dogma which, like a Cerberus, stands in their way, pre-

venting their entertainment of the blessed hope, that Christ’s reward, otherwise so

meagre, shall be magnified by His receiving into His kingdom every human soul which

was rescued in infancy from the corrupting influences of this world. But even this

dogmatic difficulty is in process of being overcome. One, confessed by all to be the

most acute and eloquent of living pleaders for the theory of a limited Atonement, has

recently published a treatise in which he declares his conviction that the stroke of death

is never appointed to fall on any infant who was not included in the Elective decree.

The principle will be eagerly laid hold of, I am persuaded, by many besides the

brethren of that eminent divine and preacher
;
so that we shall soon enjoy a very wide

proclamation throughout our land, made without hesitancy or any disheartening potter-

ings with mere possibilities or probabilities, that all children dying in infancy are saved
;

so that the dark imagination of any one of them being doomed to everlasting woe

shall be excluded from our theology and pulpits
;
no more to torment the minds of the

people with its horrors.”—pp. xx.-xxiv.
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tion
;
and nothing, we may rest assured, but fidelity to what they

sincerely believed to be the imperative claims of truth led them to

such terrible conclusions. Augustine was a great theologian and a

saint in spite of his hard doctrine respecting the fate of children

dying without the grace of baptism. Dr. Watts was one of the

gentlest, purest, and most useful servants of Christ in the last cent-

ury; his name is dear to the Church of God, and especially dear to

pious mothers, because of his sweet hymns for children
;
and yet he

broached the fearful theory of infant annihilation. The lesson taught

us by such strange facts in the history of religious belief is not self-

complacency, but charity and self-distrust. Very likely some of our

own opinions, which we identify with Revealed truth, will be justly

regarded a hundred years hence as wholly contrary alike to reason

and Scripture.

Assuming, then, for the present, that the salvation of all who die

in infancy is the common doctrine of evangelical Protestants, I pro-

ceed to consider some of its theological bearings.

II.

THEOLOGICAL BEARINGS OF THE DOCTRINE OF UNIVERSAL

INFANT SALVATION.

(a) Its bearing upon doctrine respecting originalsin and the subjective

conditions ofpardon and eternal life.

Original sin, according to the doctrine as embodied in the West-

minster symbols, involves the guilt of Adam’s first transgression, a

total corruption of nature, the wrath of God, and eternal death

;

actual sin differing from it not in essence, but only as the branch

from its root, or the effect from its proper cause. Potentially the

one pre-exists in the other. Infants, therefore, although not actual

transgressors of the Divine law, are yet exposed to its penalty in

such sense as that they need to be renewed and justified in order to be

saved. Augustine taught, and the Latin church followed him in teach-

ing, that this renewing and justifying grace comes to them through bap-

tism. Such, too, as we have seen, was the general belief of the early

Protestantism. In a very mild and cautious way the Westminster

divines held the same position. The doctrine, that all who die in

infancy are saved, abandons this theory, and puts in its place the

simple good-will and sovereign mercy of God in Jesus Christ. Dying

infants are saved—not because of their innocence of actual sin
;
not

because of the faith of their parents, or of a special divine covenant
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with their parents; not because of their baptism, but—solely because

God gave His only begotten Son for their redemption. They are

saved through Christ, in Christ, and for His sake alone. This does

not contravene the teaching of Scripture respecting the privileges of

Christian birth
;

it only shows that far deeper and wider than even

these gracious privileges is the saving pity and love of the Father

Almighty. And few things in the whole compass of thought seem

to me so impressive as this homage of the Gospel to infant person-

ality, whether as participating in the spiritual ruin of the race, or in

its capacity to be renewed and to inherit eternal life through Christ.

I have referred to the bearing of infant salvation upon the doc-

trine of original sin as taught in Calvinistic symbols. But, practi-

cally, there is here no essential difference between Calvinism and

evangelical Arminianism. The vital point is not in any particular

theory, or statement, of the connection between Adam and his pos-

terity in the matter of sin
;
the vital point lies in a simple recognition

of the fact that infants belong to a fallen race and need a Redeemer

in order to inherit eternal life. This is implied in the very expres-

sion, infant salvation ; and in this Richard Watson is as emphatic as

Dr. Hodge. Both agree in teaching that in consequence of that

great spiritual catastrophe called the fall, human nature in its very

roots became so alienated from the life of God, and so infected with

evil, that only by renewing grace can even the babes and sucklings of

the race be made meet for the kingdom of heaven.* This involves no

* The evangelical Arminianism, represented by such theologians as Richard Watson,

cannot be too carefully discriminated from the Pelagian type of Arminianism with

which the writings of that great master of sacred eloquence and theological erudition

in the 17th century, Bishop Jeremy Taylor, are so deeply charged, and which was rep-

resented in the early half of the last century by Dr. John Taylor, of Norwich, whose
ablest opponents were John Wesley and Jonathan Edwards.
The evangelical Arminianism of Methodism has very close and vital affinities with

the Puritan evangelical type of Calvinism
;
and it is for the interest of the Christian

cause to emphasize this fact. So, at least, thought one of the ablest and most sagacious

Calvinistic theologians our country has produced. I refer to the late Henry Boynton
Smith. In a letter, written in January, 1871, and addressed to a distinguished Meth-
odist clergyman, he says :

“ What is it that keeps Methodists and Presbyterians apart ? Is it anything essential

—to the Church, or even to its w//-being ? For one, I do not think that it is. Your
so-called ‘ Arminianism,’ being of grace ,

and not of nature
, is in harmony with our

symbols. It is a wide outlook, which looks to an ecclesiastical union of Methodists
and Presbyterians

;
but I am convinced that it is vital for both, and for Protestantism

and for Christianity vs. Romanism in this country
;
and that it is desirable/rr se.

“ I am also persuaded that our differences are merely intellectual (metaphysical), and
not moral or spiritual

;
in short, formal and not material. As to polity

,
too, so far

as the Scriptures go, there is no essential difference between us. Your ‘ bishops ’ I do
not object to, but rather like

;
and our ' elders ’ I think you would like, on due acquaint-

ance. As to Christian work, where you are' strong we are weak
;

but your local

preachers and class-leaders, are they really anything more than our ‘ elders ’—lay

elders—under another name?
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denial of their artless innocency and loveliness, and of their latent spir-

itual capabilities as the offspring of God
;

it is simply a recognition of

the fact that in their yet unconscious, infantile being there is latent also

an evil principle so radical, so potential, and so contrary to all good,

that nothing but the new-creating power of infinite Love can conquer

and destroy it. The fact is, indeed, a dark mystery that passeth

understanding; but, for all that, it is none the less a fact, attested by

the universal conscience and experience of the race, as well as by the

plain teaching of Scripture.

Infant salvation has an important bearing also upon doctrine re-

specting the subjective conditions of being saved. In the case of

adults, to whom Christ has been made known, these conditions are

repentance, and faith, and obedience. But the salvation of infants

would seem to prove that such conditions are not always necessary.

Neither singly, or united, are faith, repentance, and obedience the

meritorious ground of any man’s salvation. The doctrine of justifi-

cation by faith is, indeed, most precious
;
by it the Church of God

stands. But this is not because there is any saving virtue in our

faith ; in itself faith is no better than love or hope
;
what clothes faith

with such wondrous power is, that by it we lay hold of and appro-

priate Christ, who of God is made unto us wisdom, and righteousness,

and sanctification, and redemption. But infants cannot so embrace

Christ; and, therefore, taking them up in His everlasting arms and

laying His once-pierced hands upon them, He, by the Spirit, impreg-

nates their unconscious souls with the virtues of His death and unites

them to Himself, without condition. And this shows, as perhaps

nothing else could show, that our salvation is all and altogether of

grace— a sweet pure gift of Divine Love.

(b) The bearmg of Infant Salvation upon the doctrine of man s spir-

itual nature and immortality.

For myself I never tried to speak a word in season to a young mother

weeping over the lifeless form of her child, without feeling that the

death of infants subjects the truth, as well as the consoling power,

of the Gospel to the sharpest possible test. It requires no little faith

to look into the face of a new-born babe and say

:

“ We have got to face in this country the organized power of Romanism, as well as

the now unorganized power of Rationalism. In my judgment, the co-operation, if not

union, of the Methodists and Presbyterians, especially in the Middle and Western

States, is essential.”

This letter is a testimony to the catholic and statesmanlike spirit in which Dr.

Smith considered all questions bearing upon the progress of the kingdom of Christ.

He had spent the previous year abroad—it was the year of the Vatican Council—and

had returned home profoundly impressed with the perils that threatened evangelical

Protestantism from the side both of Romanism and Rationalism.
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Sweet baby, little as thou art,

Thou art a human whole ;

Thou hast a little human heart,

Thou hast a deathless soul.'"

But to stand by the bier of this same sweet babe and feel sure that

it is still “ a human whole,” and, unharmed by the stroke of death,

lives on, and will live on forever, in the kingdom of heaven, requires

faith of a supernatural quality. No such faith ever existed beyond

the light of revelation ; I doubt if such faith often exists, even amidst

the light of revelation, outside of souls specially illumined and up-

lifted by the Spirit of God. Its vital conditions are wanting. What
true light or comfort, what immortal hope, can the wisdom of this

world, in its noblest exercise, extract from an infant’s grave ? f

To the materialistic science and thought of our age, especially, the

doctrine of infant salvation, if less offensive, is not at all less incred-

ible than would be the old dogma of infant damnation. But nobody

can deny that it is infinitely precious to bereaved parents and appeals

with resistless force to some of the deepest and most sacred instincts

of humanity. Nor can anybody deny that it is a doctrine in harmony

with the very genius of Christianity. So long as we believe that the

Eternal Word, in becoming flesh, passed through the virgin’s womb
and the straits of unconscious infancy, we must also believe that in

the infant of a day—yea, in the child yet unborn, there is the “ po-

tency and promise ” of complete spiritual manhood. The Incarna-

tion itself is the divine witness and embodiment, as it is also the

impregnable rampart, of this amazing verity. The infant of a day is

yet an immortal person ; that is the Christian doctrine. And among
all the new truths that came into the world with the Babe of Bethlehem

* Hartley Coleridge.

f The more deeply we reflect upon the subject, the more, I think, shall we be led to

seek the tap-root and ultimate ground of the immortality of infants in their vital rela-

tion to the creative and upholding Logos. All things were created by Him, andfor Him.
And He is before all things, and by Him (ev avrcj) all things consist. This would help us

the better to understand their vital union to Christ as the redemptive Logos
;
for that is

the condition and essential form of their salvation. It is my belief that in the great

doctrine of the Incarnation, especially in its bearing upon the whole domain of child-

hood, both before and after birth, whether living or dying, there are still hidden price-

less treasures of wisdom and knowledge. To learn how to solve the puzzling ques-

tions connected with infant destiny, we must gaze long and steadily upon the Babe in

the manger, and then, like the wise men from the East, when they saw the young child

with Mary His mother, fall down and worship Him. Neither Christian life or Christian

thought can dispense with the story of the Holy Child Jesus, any more than they can
dispense with the story of the Crucified or Risen Jesus. Each is essential to the in-

tegrity and saving power of His blessed Gospel. “ By the mystery of Thy holy In-

carnation
;
by Thy holy Nativity and Circumcision

;
Good Lord, deliver us," is fitly placed

among the petitions of the old Litany.
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few have wrought with greater or more benignant power than this.

It was by asserting the doctrine of infant personality that the early

Church branded as crime and sin against God abortion, the exposure

of new-born babes, and other horrible practices of the pagan world.

It is by asserting the same doctrine that the herald of the cross, in

our day, brands as crime and sin against God similar cruelties and

abominations of modern heathenism. And if the conscience of pro-

fessedly Christian society is ever aroused to the murderous guilt of

tampering with human life in its origin and birth, it must be in the

light of the same truth.

(c) Bearing of universal Infant Salvation upon doctrine respecting the

visible church and the means of grace.

The old orthodox view taught that God’s saving grace moves
and operates through certain prescribed channels and institutions,

among the most important of which are the church, the sacra-

ments, the written and preached Word, the Sabbath, worship, and

religious nurture. The Shorter Catechism, in its answer to the 88th

question, expresses substantially the sense of all the earlier Protest-

ant symbols

:

The outward and ordinary means whereby Christ communicates to us the benefits of

redemption are His ordinances, especially the word, sacraments, and prayer
;

all

which are made effectual to the elect for salvation.

See also the Confession of Faith, Chap. XXVI., Sect. 2 :

The visible church .... consists of all those throughout the world that profess the

true religion, together with their children ; and is the kingdom of the Lord Jesus

Christ, the house and family of God, out of -which there is no ordinary possibility of sal-

vation.

But if all those dying in infancy are saved, then a large portion of

the human race become partakers of the benefits of Christ’s redemp-

tion quite independently of His ordinances
;
they are saved without the

church, without the sacraments, without the written or preached word
;

without any outward means whatever, except simply their birth and

death in a redeemed world. This is the negative side of the doctrine.

Its positive side is the presence and activity of Divine grace—that is,

of the whole saving power of the Gospel—not merely outside [the

pale of faith in Christian lands, but throughout the darkest regions of

heathendom. Not in Europe and America only, but in Asia and

Africa and the Islands of the sea, myriads of infant souls are every

year passing through the gates of death into life eternal. It is

hard to adjust our ordinary religious formulas and beliefs to such a

statement
;

still harder to grasp its full significance and its logical
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consequences. And hence, as I have said, the doctrine of universal

infant salvation seems to me to be essentially a revolution in theolog-

ical opinion. One may, indeed, assert the doctrine and there let it

rest, without attempting to adjust to it old beliefs. But a thought-

ful mind, searching for truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth, will not easily be content to take this course. The intense

earnestness with which the question of infant salvation was discussed

in the time of Augustine, and by some of the ablest divines of later

times, indicates its vital connection with the general doctrines of

grace. It does not strike me, therefore, as likely that the new view

will become firmly established and receive the stamp of orthodoxy,

without exciting, sooner or later, a great deal of discussion as to its

ultimate grounds and consequences. •

And this suggests still another aspect of our subject

:

(d) Bearing of Infant Salvation upon the conception of this life as a

probation
,
and upon doctrine respecting the life beyond the grave.

Here we come to one of the most interesting and momentous
problems of religious thought. I will indicate a few points that

appear to me specially worthy of note. The conception of our pres-

ent existence as a probation is not less familiar, or less generally ac-

cepted, than that of the next life as a state of retribution. Is there

any reason for doubting the correctness, or at least the adequacy, of

this view? So far as I have been able to trace it, the term “proba-

tion” came first into common use in the latter part of the 17th or

early part of the 18th century; I mean, in its strictly technical, the-

ological sense, as the moral equivalent of this life. I do not find it

in Hooker, or in the Puritan divines, or in Jeremy Taylor, nor in the

Confession and Catechisms of the Westminster Assembly; neither

do I find it, to my surprise, in .Barrow or South. It is not to be

found even in Crabb’s “ Synonymes.” My impression is that it grew

in part out of the great Deistic and Arminian controversies, and

partly, perhaps, out of the special devotion to natural theology which

marked the last century. One of the first instances of its use

which I have found, occurs in Dr. Daniel Whitby’s noted book on

the “Five Points,” published in 1710. In the 4th Part of that able

work he discusses “The Liberty or Freedom of the will of Man in a

state of Trial or Probation." A little more than a quarter of a cent-

ury later appeared Bishop Butler’s “Analogy,” in which the term

often recurs. Butler employs it as a key to the moral govern-

ment of God in this world. The 4th and 5th chapters of Part

I. are devoted to an exposition of what is involved in “ a state of

probation ”; and they are two of the most suggestive chapters of his
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great work. The influence of Bishop Butler has impressed itself upon

the whole subsequent course of English thought in the department

of Natural Religion. To him, then, more than to any other man,

we are, probably, indebted for the peculiar meaning and general use

of the term “ probation,” as expressing the distinctive character of

this life. And here, if I may digress for a moment, the question

arises, Why the conception of this life as a probation is not more

emphasized in the Presbyterian standards? I say “the Presbyterian

standards but, I might say, in the standards and also in the theology

of the Reformed churches.

Two answers may be given to the question— I. The conception

of this life as a probation belongs to natural rather than Revealed

religion. Bishop Butler, as I have said, treats of it as belonging to

natural religion. The main object of Revealed religion is not to show

that we are on trial for eternity, but to acquaint us with a Saviour,

and enable us to embrace Him unto everlasting life. It assumes that

we are lost already. It teaches that our race had its one great pro-

bation at the beginning and failed utterly
;
and that now its only

hope is in the redemption through Christ. By the deeds of the lazv

no flesh living shall be justified.

2. But again, the conception of this life as a probation is, per-

haps, not more emphasized in our Presbyterian standards, because

their ruling, overmastering idea is that of God’s free, sovereign, elect-

ing grace in Christ. According as He hath chosen us in Him before

the foundation of the world, that we should be holy and without blame

before Him in love! This idea, in one form or another, dominates

and shapes the whole Calvinistic system
;
and while I do not here

say that it is inconsistent or irreconcilable with the conception of this

life as a probation, it is certainly far removed from such a concep-

tion
; the two views belong, as it seems to me, to quite different

spheres or planes of religious thought. And had Bishop Butler been

an evangelical Calvinist in his theology, I doubt if his two chapters

on “A State of Probation ” would have been what they are. By this

I mean that on the Calvinistic theory of man as a fallen being, the

main question relates to his salvation, not to his probation
;
he is

condemned already, dead in trespasses and sins

;

and no course of con-

duct on his part, without the special intervention of Divine grace,

can secure for him everlasting life. There is in him no proper germ

of that life; nor can he initiate it by a mere act of his own will.

Not by works of righteousness which we have done, but accordi?ig to His

mercy He saved us, by the washing of regeneration and renewing of the

Holy Ghost. We love Him because He first loved us.
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The probationary conception of this life, at all events, is wholly

inapplicable to that large portion of the human race who die in in-

fancy. They are confessedly incapable of a probation in any proper

sense of that term. . We cannot think of them as here passing

through a moral trial, on the result of which depends their weal or

woe in the next world. They do neither good or evil here, nor will

they be rewarded or punished there. But a religious theory of this

life, which fails to meet the case of so large a portion of the human
race, must needs be, to say the least, a partial, inadequate theory.

If we compare this conception of the present existence with that

based upon God’s redeeming love and mercy in Jesus Christ, the

contrast is very striking. Take the most ‘high-toned’ Calvinistic

theory of the Gospel : whatever else may be said of it—however stern

and forbidding it may appear in some of its aspects—nobody can

well deny that it meets the case of dying infants, without difficulty

or inconsistency. It can say: “They are saved; saved, not by

works of righteousness which they ever did—not as a fair reward of

their virtuous conduct—not as the result of a probation—but simply

by the new-creating power of the Holy Ghost, out of God’s infinite

love and mercy in Jesus Christ.” And this is, in truth, just what it

does say. On no other ground could a Calvinistic theologian, so

thorough and conservative as Dr. Hodge, have affirmed his belief

in the universal salvation of those who die in infancy.

‘ But if this life is not in some true and important sense a probation,

how will you explain the immense stress which the Bible lays upon
conduct, or what it says about the trial of faith, a day of judgment,

and the retributions of eternity ?
’

A complete answer to this question would lead too far away from

my present design. But I will venture to suggest a brief answer.

This life, then, in the case of the righteous, is a training-school, in

which they are educated for eternity
;
a spiritual discipline, by which

they are purified and rendered meet for the inheritance of the saints

in light
;
a divine service, in which they are to glorify their Father

in heaven and bless the world by their good works. And here, no
doubt, probation comes in, but comes in—not as the ruling principle,

but as or.e element in the process. It is a trial for gaining the quick-

est, most complete victory over the world, the flesh, and the devil

;

for growing -as fast as possible into the image of the Master
;
for

learning in the best manner to do and suffer the holy will of God;
for abounding to the utmost in all the fruits of righteousness. To
the good man, this life, I repeat, is a holy discipline, a spiritual

service, and a training-school for immortality. The lessons in this

37
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divine school are often very hard to learn; the service is not easy to flesh

and blood
;
the discipline is frequently severe and tedious—for whom

the Lord lovcth He chasteneth, and scourgcth every son whom He
receiveth. But all this can scarcely be called a probation. The prime

mover and also the finisher of the process is Divine grace, and not

the human will. Strictly speaking, there is no real uncertainty as to

the final issue. My sheep hear my voice and I know them
,
and they

follow me, and I give unto them eternal life ; and they shall never

perish, neither shall any pluck them out of my hands. Adam stood or

fell, according to his free choice
;
the result was self-determined

;
it

all depended upon his own will. But those who are vitally united

to Christ in the new birth, come under a different order; while they

also are free to choose and do choose, yet that is not the ground of

certainty that they will never be cut off from Him, and so finally

perish. The doctrine of the perseverance of the saints rests ulti-

mately upon God’s love and immutable purpose in Christ, not upon

their own choice. By grace are ye saved through faith, and that not of

yourselves ; it is the gift of God. In this whole sphere of Christian

thought we find ourselves in contact primarily with the spiritual and

personal rather than the ethical. The aboriginal and last ground of

any man’s salvation, according to the Scriptures, is not that he has

been under moral government and has proved faithful to its require-

ments, but that the Father Almighty, out of His infinite love and

compassion, chose, called, and redeemed him. The ethical element

comes in, just as it comes into the daily Christian life, but as subor-

dinate to the spiritual and personal.

And here again we see how much more full of light and comfort

in reference to the death of infants is this view than that based upon

a ‘ probation ’ theory. Regarded from the mere ethical stand-point,

it is hard to dispose of the souls of those dying in infancy; hard to

see in what way God, conceived of solely as a moral governor, can dis-

pose of them. Infants belong to a fallen race, and therefore need to

be saved
;
but in accordance with the principles or by the agencies of

simple moral government how, without any development or trial of

character, without ever knowing good or evil, are they going to be

saved? It is easy enough to see how they can be saved by God’s

fatherly love, pity, and new-creating grace in Jesus Christ; but how

they can be saved in any other way, without violating-, logically or

theologically at least, some principle of a system of pure moral law

and order, it is difficult to imagine.

The conception of this life as a probation has, perhaps, never been

unfolded with more acuteness and force than by Bishop Butler in the
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chapters of “The Analogy,” already referred to. But in vain do we

look through these chapters for a solitary ray of light on the fate of

those dying in infancy. One of his chief arguments from analogy in

favor of a future state of rewards and punishments is drawn from

the case of childhood and youth as a preparation for manhood. He
says

:

Take in God’s moral government over the world, and consequently that the character

of virtue and piety is a necessary qualification for the future state
;
and then we may

distinctly see how and in what respects the present life may be a preparation for it
;

since we want, and are capable of, improvement in that character, by moral and
religious habits

;
and the present life is fit to be a state of discipline for such improve-

ment
;
in like manner as we have already observed, how, and in what respects, infancy,

childhood, and youth are a necessary preparation and a natural state of discipline for

mature age. And who knows (he says later) whether the security of creatures in the

highest and most settled state of perfection may not in part arise from their having

had such a sense of things as this [that is, the frailty of our nature
;
of the boundless

extravagance of ungoverned passion
;
of the power which an infinite Being has over

us, etc., etc.,] formed, and habitually fixed within them, in some state of probation.*

On the ground of either of these views of the essential character

of this life in relation to the next, what shadow of chance or hope is

there in God’s moral government of the world for dying infants?

Look for a moment at the argument : infancy, childhood, and youth

are a necessary discipline for mature age—that is, for the virtues,

enjoyment, and duties of mature age; so the present life, by the

discipline of its trials, experiences, virtuous actions, etc., is
“ a neces-

sary preparation ” for the eternal state.

But suppose infancy, earliest infancy, is never followed by child-

hood and youth
;
that so far as mature age is concerned, it is a pure

waste and blank : what is then the force of the analogy ? Why, that those

who die in infancy, before and without any probation, are mere with-

ered germs of humanity
;
an early grave robs them of all chance for

the next life
;
renders utterly unattainable “ a necessary qualification

for the future state”; in a word, puts them in reference to the next

life just where an early grave puts one in reference to mature age in

this life. I confess I should not like to read these chapters of Bishop

Butler in the hearing of a mother just bereft of her child. What
they say about the discipline of life might impress her with the pos-

sible good effect of affliction upon her own character; but as to the

eternal future of her child they contain not only no word of cheer,

but are full of despairing suggestion. Nor do I see how it is possi-

ble, on any merely ethical view of human life and destiny, to speak

* Part I., Chap. V .—Of a State of Probation
,
as uitended for Moral Discipline and

Improvement.
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words of real comfort and hope to a sorrow-stricken mother. Com-
pare with such a theory the simple teaching of the New Testament

:

Suffer the little children to come unto Me, andforbid them not ; for of
such is the kingdom of heaven ; and we see the vast difference be-

tween logic and faith
;
between a mere moral system, on the one

hand, and, on the other, the personal assurance and grace of the

Lord Jesus Christ ! For myself I believe that one of the best

and surest rules for testing the evangelical character of any theory

of this life in relation to the next—whether an ethical or theological

theory—is its power to meet the case of that large portion of the

human race who die in childhood.

So far, then, as those dying in infancy—and I may add all other

classes of irresponsible human beings—are concerned, this life, I re-

peat, is certainly no probation. So far, too, as the true followers of

Christ are concerned, this life cannot be said to be a probation in

the full, strict sense of that term. But what is it in the case of those

who are at once responsible and out of Christ ?

This question hardly falls within the scope of our discussion
;
but,

to avoid misapprehension, I will say a word in reply to it. To the

natural, unregenerate man, then, this life is a grand spiritual oppor-

tunity—a dispensation of Divine love and mercy—for the wilful neg-

lect or loss of which he must reap the consequences in the next

world. We may, indeed, call this opportunity a probation
;
but does

it not lack some of the vital elements of a real, complete probation ?

That would seem to involve a certain freedom, an autonomy of will,

scarcely consistent with the spiritual bondage and alienation from

God, which is a distinctive mark of our natural state. So long as a

man is unconverted and out of Christ, what is the moral trial he is

undergoing? Is it a trial that can issue in eternal life in virtue of

any power of his own, unaided by special grace ? Is he not, as was

said before, “ condemned already,” “ lost ” beyond all hope, except

through the intervention of the infinite mercy of God in Jesus Christ ?

Unless he seize his spiritual opportunity and, renouncing all other

ground of confidence, humbly accept the salvation freely offered in

the Gospel, what would a thousand years of such probation as belongs

to his natural state avail him ?

Now just here, as it seems to me, is the knot to be untied. Some
endeavor to untie it by ascribing to the natural man such freedom of

will and power of attaining to true virtue, as may enable him of him-

self to secure the rewards of eternity. The evangelical view main-

tains that the natural man, while endowed with reason and conscience

and strictly responsible for his own character, is yet utterly unable of
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himself to secure eternal life
;
that he needs, therefore, first of all, to

be saved, not proved; and that he can be saved only by God’s free

grace in Christ.

In his work on the “ Five Points,” to which I have before al-

luded, Dr. Whitby discusses the whole subject from the Arminian

stand-point of his day, and aims to show that the Calvinistic doctrines

respecting Predestination, the Extent of the Atonement, Grace, Free-

dom of the Will, and final Perseverance, are irreconcilable with the

conception of this life as a probation. His arguments are very acute

and plausible
;
and if his understanding of the Calvinistic doctrines

were correct, would, perhaps, be conclusive.

The subject is, unquestionably, beset with formidable difficulties

on any theory; especially as it bears upon the great majority of the

human race, living and dying beyond the Christian pale. Around it

gather some of the darkest mysteries of the Providential system.

But for all that, the Calvinistic theory, interpreted in an evangelical

spirit, comes nearer, I hold, than any other to untying the terrible

knot. It may look very harsh, and even cruel, yet not be so at heart.

Not long before his death, Coleridge, referring to the “ Pilgrim’s Prog-

ress,” said :
“ I could not have believed beforehand that Calvinism

could be painted in such exquisitely delightful colors.” And com-

menting on Bishop Jeremy Taylor’s “ Unum Necessarium; or, The
Doctrine and Practice of Repentance,” bespeaks of it as confirming

his “ opinion that Calvinism (Archbishop Leighton’s, for example),

compared with Taylor’s Arminianism, is as the lamb in the wolf’s

skin to the wolf in the lamb’s skin : the one is cruel in the phrases,

the other in the doctrine.” *

However this may be, we may feel quite certain that the system of

theology which shall successfully bear the brunt of the atheistic

thought and science of our time, and also prove best fitted to meet

its intellectual and spiritual wants, will be the one that rests most

firmly upon the creative will and eternal purpose of God, the Father

Almighty, while it embodies most fully the divine ideas of grace and

truth, revealed in Christ and realized in the everlasting Gospel.

In answer, then, to the question, ‘ Is this life a probation ? ’ I reply

both yes and no. Yes; probation enters into it, on its ethical side,

as a subordinate element
;
there is in this life more or less of moral

trial. No; probation is not its most essential, universal character,

and fails utterly to meet some of the principal facts in the case. Re-

demption, not probation
;
no mere ethical system nor any doctrine

* Literary Remains, Vol. III., pp. 303-4.
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of natural religion, but Jesus Christ, the Only-begotten of the Father,

full of grace and truth, is the real key both to the meaning and the

perplexing mysteries of this life.

This digression has carried me further than I intended, and yet it

will help, I trust, to a better understanding of our subject. Much of

the difficulty connected with the recent discussion of a “ second proba-

tion ” appears to me to grow out of a wrong use of this word. A future,

or second probation, in the case of those who die iu infancy, at least, is

a misnomer
;
and whether viewed from the theological stand-point,

or from that of Christian feeling, seems open to the strongest ob-

jections. Is there not something inexpressibly painful in the thought

that little children, on passing from the prayers and loving arms of

saintly mothers through the gate of death, go—not to a state of

endless safety in the bosom of their Redeemer, but—to the dread

alternative of being saved, or lost forever, by an exercise of their

own infantile choice? For if the fact that they have no trial here,

requires that they should have one there, then all who die in infancy

must endure such trial : whether they go from the sanctities of a

Christian home, or from the savage wilds of heathenism.

And then, if we look at the subject theologically, nothing, surely,

could be more antagonistic to what may be called the Calvinistic idea.

Whether only a portion of those who die in infancy are elect, as the

framers of the Westminster and other Reformed symbols held, or all

who die in infancy are elect, as Dr. Hodge held, in either case

their salvation must be supposed to be certain ; and it would seem a

very strange way to render their election sure by conditioning it upon

an act of their own choice in the next world.

But while a future ‘ probation,’ in the case of those dying in infancy,

seems to me to be founded neither in reason or Scripture, it cannot

be denied that the doctrine of universal infant salvation involves

some very difficult, as well as very interesting, questions in eschatology.

The thoughtful Christian mind, musing reverently on things to come
and following eagerly every clew furnished by Revelation to the myste-

rious existence beyond the grave, will be satisfied with nothing short

of the utmost attainable knowledge and understanding of the subject.

Few will be bold enough to assert that this limit has already been

reached. Much of the traditional eschatology was formulated more

than a thousand years ago, and grew out of conditions of religious

life and thought very different from those of the modern Christian

world. Some of its articles were shaped largely by the anthropology

and natural science and mental philosophy of the times. Its

method of Biblical study and interpretation, as well as its conception
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of the universe, varied a good deal from our own. It is not, therefore,

desirable, even if it were possible, that our thoughts about the unseen

world and its vast realities should all square exactly with the defi-

nitions or move strictly in the grooves of the ancient systems of

theology
;
provided only they square with the revelations and move

within the sphere of the Word of God. How different is the modern

evangelical view of infant salvation from that of the old church

eschatology ! And if we heartily adopt it, we cannot help trying to

adjust it, as far as possible, to the other parts of our belief. The
modern view agrees with the ancient view in ascribing the salvation

of infants solely to renewing grace. But the question, when and

how this grace operates, acquires a special interest and significance,

the moment we assert that all who die in infancy, the world over,

whether born of Christian or of heathen parents, are its subjects.

Is this grace imparted before death, in the very article of death, or

immediately after death ? In either case how is the new, sinless life,

which is freely given them in Christ, developed unto the measure of

the stature of His fulness ? for we surely cannot dream that they will

remain always in the blank ignorance and helplessness of their earthly

condition. What is the intermediate state—that unseen spiritual

economy—in which, from being unconscious infants of an hour or a

day, for example, they grow up into full-orbed Christian manhood?
Do they become like “ the spirits of just men made perfect ” by pure

miracle, by a single stroke of Omnipotence? or do they go into

eternity, as to a great training-school—elect charity scholars, so to

say, of the omnipresent Divine Master, who having purchased them

here by His own blood, educates them there in the life everlasting?

And what is their peculiar relation to the other and elder members

of His mystical body in its triumphant, glorified state?* These may

* The imagination of Christian poets, touched by grief, or inspired by hope, has

often striven to picture the state of redeemed children in the other life
;
sometimes

with exquisite tenderness and beauty. Here, for example, are some lines from a hymn
on “ The Death of Boys,” by Ephraim, the Syrian, translated by my friend, Mr.

George H. Gilbert, of Dorset, Vt.

:

Our God, to Thee sweet praises rise

From youthful lips in Paradise
;

From boys fair robed in spotless white,

And nourished in the courts of light.

In arbors they, where soft and low

The blessed streams of life do flow ;

And Gabriel, a shepherd strong.

Doth gently guide their flocks along.

Their honors higher and more fair

Than these of saints and virgins are
;

God’s sons are they on that far coast,

And nurselings of the Holy Ghost .
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serve as samples of questions in eschatology, naturally suggested by
the doctrine of universal infant salvation. The number of redeemed

children, according to this doctrine, is countless
;

it embraces more

than a third of the whole human race from the beginning until now.

And how can any one believe in a doctrine so vitally affecting the

eternal destiny of mankind, full of such weighty instruction con-

cerning the scope and pov/er of the Gospel, and so unspeakably con-

soling, without pondering, over and over again, its pregnant lessons?

Luther once said :
“ I have often need, in my tribulations, to talk

even with a child, in order to expel such thoughts as the devil

possesses me with. I need one at times to help me, who, in his whole

body, has not so much divinity as I have in one finger.” I cannot

help feeling that if, when sorely pressed by the awful problems of

human sinfulness and eternal punishment, we would oftener turn to

the Gospel of the little children and meditate upon what it teaches

about their relation to Christ and His vital relation to them, both

here and within the veil, we should be refreshed in spirit and many a

dismal, many a tempting thought be expelled. Perhaps our theology,

too, would be brought into fuller harmony with the truth as it is

in Jesus, and gain something in light and sweetness, if now and then

it followed the same method. It might learn here, as nowhere else,

that the grace of God is not tied to even His own appointed means,

still less to any mere human schemes and formulas ; and that there

is a wide realm of His providential system, both in time and in

eternity, of which it has pleased Him to give us almost no account
;

but which yet we know to be filled with special wonders of His

creative and redeeming love.

(e) Bearing of universal Infant Salvation upon the question of the

solvability of the heathen.

The general view of the Augustinian and mediaeval orthodoxy

was, as we have seen, that those beyond the Christian pale, infants

and adults alike, were lost. This view passed over into the early

Protestantism. No essential difference was made between the two

classes. Believing parents and their baptized children were regarded

as bound together in “the bundle of life”; and so heathen parents

and their children were conceived of as bound together in the sol-

idarity and massa perdita of spiritual death. Zwingle, among the

first Reformers, with an extraordinary theological boldness and

stretch of charity, dissented from the traditional view
;
but he was

severely censured for his rashness. At a later period, the possibility

and even probability, that some heathen, both infants and adults,

belonged to the election of grace, was admitted by Calvinistic
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divines
;
and, still later, it came to be a common opinion of evangel-

ical Protestants that all who die in infancy are saved. The new

view, however, as I have said already, was revolutionary in principle.

While a sharp distinction was taken between infant and adult heathen

with respect to the degree or severity of their punishment in the

next world, yet the belief that they were alike lost, was in keeping

with the accepted theories respecting original sin, the organic unity

of the family and the race, the efficacy of baptism, the nature of the

church, and the subjective conditions of salvation.

The question now is, whether we can believe in the salvation of all

heathen infants and logically stop there? Is this belief based upon

a principle of Revealed truth so certain and so sharply defined as

plainly to exclude all but infants from its gracious operation ? Let

us look at some of the grounds upon which the doctrine of universal

infant salvation has been defended. Dr. Hodge assigns three

:

(i) The analogy between Adam and Christ, as taught in Romans y
v. 1 8

, 19. (2) The principle involved in Paul’s whole discussion,

namely, that it is more congenial with the nature of God to bless

than to curse, to save than to destroy. (3) The conduct and lan-

guage of our Lord in reference to children.

The first and second of these grounds can hardly be limited to

infants. If valid in their case, why not also in the case of others who
die after personal consciousness has distinctly dawned, and the sense

of right and wrong begun to act? Indeed, some of the children

brought to Jesus were, probably, of this description, otherwise He
would scarcely have “ called them,” when His disciples tried to pre-

vent their approach, or have said :
“ Suffer the little children to come

unto me.” But even new-born babes are not saved because they are

innocent of actual sin, but because of their redemption through

Christ, and because it is “ more congenial with the nature of God ^

to bless than to curse, to save than to destroy.” Precisely the same

reasoning might be applied to other classes. To draw an impassable

dividing line between infants and all little boys and girls, for example,

in whom original sin has just begun to act, seems most unwarrant-

ably to limit the grace of God.
“ Remorse of equity,” which, Hooker says, moved sundry of the

school divines to devise a way by which infants within the Christian

pale, dying unbaptized, might be saved, would move an evangelical

divine to protest strongly against such a limitation. At all events,

it is a limitation which no theologian who accepts the Westminster

definition of original sin, and, at the same time, believes sincerely in

universal infant salvation, could consistently adopt. Even Dr. Em-
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mons admitted—though, to be sure, in obedience to the requirements

of his theory of moral agency—that if any infants are saved, it must

be after having been guilty of more or less actual “ sinning.”

Dr. Hodge, in the passages cited from him, makes no reference to

election
;
but from the Calvinistic point of view, this must be con-

sidered a vital element in the solution of the problem. The lan-

guage of the Westminster Confession in reference to Effectual Call-

ing is in part as follows :

“ Elect infants, dying in infancy, are regenerated and saved by

Christ through the Spirit, who worketh when, and where, and how He
pleaseth. So also are all other elect persons, who are incapable of being

outwardly called by the ministry of the word."

These are truly comfortable words and full of the deepest meaning.
“ Regenerated and saved by Christ through the Spirit, who worketh

when, and where, and how He pleaseth that is the ultimate ground

of our belief that all who die in infancy will at last inherit the ful-

ness of eternal life. It would seem also to justify the strongest and

most cheering hope that a great number of “ other elect persons,”

gathered out of heathendom, shall come from the east, and from the

west, and from the north, and from the south, and shall sit down with

patriarchs, prophets, apostles, evangelists, and all saints in the kingdom

of God.

Universal infant salvation, then, does not and cannot stand alone
;

it has a most important bearing upon the whole soteriological doc-

trine. It shows how inconceivably wide and deep is God’s mercy in

Jesus Christ. It shows that, speaking after the manner of men, He
is doing all He can do for the actual redemption of the world ;

noth-

ing keeps any soul from the gracious operation of His infinite love

and pity but its own wilful choice of evil and refusal of the good.

“ Nihil ardet in inferno nisi propria voluntas.” As I live, saitli the Lord

God, I have no pleasure in the death of the ivickcd ; but that the zvickcd

turn from his way and live.

(/ )
Bearing of universal Infant Salvation upon our co7iccption of

the Providential system.

I have already touched upon this point in referring to Bishop But-

ler’s chapters on the present existence as “ a state of probation.”

In unfolding the nature and design of such a state he takes no ac-

count of the case of nearly one-half of the human race. Had he

adopted the “ scheme ” propounded by Dr. Watts four years after

the publication of “ The Analogy ”; namely, that a large majority at

least of those dying in infancy are annihilated—his argument would

have required no modification. Indeed, it would rather gain force
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on the assumption that there is no future existence to those who die

before passing through the trials and discipline of this earthly life.

Whether we consider the death of infants, or the question of their

future destiny, it is plain that our theory, whatever it be, must stand

vitally related to our conception of the Providential system. We
cannot sever the two. The Christian idea of God’s agency in the

world includes the new-born babe as truly as the full-grown man
;

the one is as much the creature of His power, wisdom, and benevo-

lence as the other; both alike live and move and have their being in

Him.

Nor is it, perhaps, a harder task to frame a theory of the Providen-

tial system that will account satisfactorily for the sufferings and death

of little children, than to frame one that will account satisfactorily for

the strange phenomena of the life and death of adults. The difficul-

ties in the two cases materially differ
;
but there is much in both con-

cerning which we can only say : It is the glory of God to conceal a thing.

There is a night side to all the great truths and facts of His gov-

ernment, especially those which pertain to the eternal destiny of

man
;

if it were not so, where would be the motive or the place for

intellectual modesty, humility, reverence, patience, and hope? But

there is also a side more or less illumined by the light of reason and

revelation
;
and this we are privileged to study and in part to under-

stand.

I do not see, then, how we can rest content with any conception of

the system of Providence which does not take in the case of young

children
;
or how we can believe intelligently in the immortality and

salvation of all those who die in infancy, without a very comprehen-

sive and far-reaching conception of that system. In a matter of such

great spiritual significance, and coming home so to our business and

bosom as Christians, we ought surely to seek the utmost attainable

light. And yet one searches in vain through many an elaborate

treatise on both the temporal and spiritual government of God for a

single chapter—yea, a single page—in elucidation of this moment-

ous subject. The children—that is, an immense minority of the

human race—are virtually left out of account, as if they were not in-

cluded in the Divine plan. The philosophers, for the most part,

simply ignore their existence; while too many of the theologians

seem to be strangely unconscious that, if really immortal, the prob-

lem of their spiritual being, here and hereafter, must needs involve

fundamental principles of the Divine system. A theodicy that shall

meet the claims of Christian thought -and satisfy the cravings of the

Christian heart, or charm to silence its doubts and fears, must vindi-
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cate the ways of Providence toward the little children, as well as to-

ward the full-grown men and women. Let us hope that as the kingdom

of God comes nearer and nearer, and its heavenly light, whether

shining through the ever-living Word, in the inspired Scriptures, or in

believing souls, is more fully comprehended, such a theodicy may yet

bless the world. Certainly, a great step toward it will have been

taken when the doctrine, that the countless myriads of the race who
die in infancy, instead of being annihilated or lost, are forever with

the Lord, shall become the common faith of the Church, and, at the

same time, all the theological consequences of the doctrine shall be rec-

ognized and assigned their rightful place in the system of Christian

truth.

George L. Prentiss.



IV.

SPENCER’S PHILOSOPHY AND THEISM.

HE “New System of Philosophy,” by Herbert Spencer, joins

issue with Theism by a denial, which, i.f compared with legal

pleadings, resembles a demurrer. It is not a denial of the creation of

the universe as a fact, or of the Creator as the “ Eternal Fact,” or of

the Personality of the Power behind phenomena, or of any other pos-

tulate relating to the Noumenon or Reality : but it is a denial of the

validity or even possibility of any of these postulates within the lim-

its or laws of thought
;
a denial that the origin or the nature of the

universe, or any attribute of the Being underlying appearances, is

knowable or properly conceivable or thinkable in legitimate terms or

Although this demurrer is interposed in “ First Principles,” and

with the agnostic argument supporting it, confined chiefly to the first

part, under the denomination of “ The Unknowable,” yet it is ad-

vanced with agnostic assumptions and avowals and varying formulas,

in the second part, under the designation of “ The Knowable,” and

in the several treatises already issued on the “ Principles of Biology,”

of “ Psychology,” of “ Sociology,” and of “Morality,” which when

published in full will comprise ten volumes, composing the series of

the new system under the comprehensive title of “Synthetic Philos-

ophy.”

Mr. Youmans’ apology is unjust where, referring to the first part of

“ First Principles,” he says, “That preliminary essay was in no proper

sense a part of Spencer’s System.”* For it is such in form and sub-

stance and by the declared intention of the author as well as by des-

ignation of division and title.(a)

It must be conceded, however, that the new system of Philosophy is

chiefly characterized neither by its lines drawn for the limitation of

knowledge, nor even by its lines drawn for the generalization of

* North Am. Rev ., Oct., 1879.

(a) First Prin., §§ 6-8, 374 et al., and Prin. of Psy
, §§ 272, 475, et al.

symbols.
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knowledge; but by the interference of its lines of limitation with its

lines of generalization
;

in many places the one running at cross pur-

poses with or counter to the other.

This concession prepares the ground for the contention, that the

“ Synthetic Philosophy,” under the title of “ The Knowable,” pre-

sents for our acceptance definitions and data of “knowledge of high-

est degree of generality”
(
b
)
which do not coincide with or fall within its

assigned limits under the title of “The Unknowable.” The demur-

rer interposed in the first part of “ First Principles,” and the decision

there entered invalidating all conceptions or ideas of the First Cause,

are, although expressly pleaded as conclusive, yet substantially over-

ruled in the second part of the “ general philosophy ” and in its sev-

eral departments of “ special philosophy,” by certain fundamental as-

sumptions which are no more nor less than simple truths of Theism.

The business of the present paper is not to compare this “ new sys-

tem ” and its “ theory of things ” with other systems of thought, or

other explanations of the Universe; but it is simply to prove two

propositions, showing that the agnostic assumptions of the new phi-

losophy are

—

(1) Unsustained by its Sceptical Argument.

(
2
) Overruled by its Evolution Hypothesis.

FIRST PROPOSITION.

Mr. Spencer’s agnostic argument is inconclusive and inconsistent
;

and is altogether insufficient to exclude the hypothesis of the Crea-

tion of the Universe or conceptions of specified attributes of the First

Cause, beyond the limits or the laws of thought.

A .—A preliminary objection to this agnostic argument is that it is

purely metaphysical. That the argument proceeds on “ metaphysics
”

alone, employing “ indirect processes ” against “ direct processes ” of

thought, appears in either a careful survey or a cursory review of the

chapters entitled respectively, “ Ultimate Religious Ideas,” “ Ulti-

mate Scientific Ideas,” and the “ Relativity of all Knowledge.” More-

over, the argumentation is introduced with these significant words

:

“ The next three chapters, setting out from different points and converging to the

same conclusion, will be comparatively unattractive. Students of philosophy will

find in them much that is more or less familiar
;
and to most of those who are unac-

quainted with the literature of modern metaphysics, they may prove somewhat difficult

to follow, "(c)

(i) First Prin., § 37. M lb., § 8.
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Now the simple statement of the nature of this threefold argument

is, on the testimony of its author, its own impeachment. We cite the

chapters on “ The Assumption,” “The Words,” and “The Reason-

ings of Metaphysicians,” and “The Argument” from “Priority”

and “Simplicity,” and “The Universal Postulate. ”(//) We quote

simply a few sentences as fair examples of the conclusive character

of the citations.

“Through Reasoning multitudes of marvellous results have been reached, and Rea-

soning has come to excite an amount of faith greatly in excess of that which is its due.

. ... In thus describing the worship of that which puts down superstitions as in itself

the final superstition, we come, indee'd, much nearer to literal truth than at first ap-

pears. For this worship implies the assumption that by shaping consciousness into a

particular form, there is given to it some power independent of the power which be-

longs intrinsically to its substance Deliverances of consciousness are of two
kinds,—the one given through a process comparatively direct, the other given through

a process comparatively indirect. The mass of men take for granted that when the re-

sults of the two processes are at variance, those reached by the direct process must be

accepted ; and men of science, who use both processes to most purpose, agree with the

mass of men in unhesitatingly assuming this supremacy of the direct process. The few

metaphysicians, however, assume that the indirect process is supreme. Here, as a first

step in the criticism of their conclusions, comes the question—Why is the indirect proc-

ess supreme? If they can give a satisfactory answer, they establish a claim to proceed

with their case. If not, the illusion is as likely to be with them as with their opponents.
“ As likely I have said — I should have said more likely. For here we have only to

ask how their assumption is to be justified, to find that there is no possible way of

justifying it. In the trial of Reason versus Perception, Reason claims superior trust-

worthiness. If this claim is challenged, Reason can do no more than employ some proc-

ess of Reason to justify the claim. But such process of Reason itself needs to be

proved valid if Reason in general needs to be proved valid. The validity of Reason is

already taken for granted in any argument by which the superior trustworthiness of

Reason is to be shown. There can be nothing but a disguised petitio principii.” (e)

Although our citations relate directly and primarily to the errors of

the “ Idealists” and “Sceptics” in their issue with the “ Realists

yet their terms necessarily apply with the force of estoppels against

the sceptical argument in its issue with “Theism.”

B .—Another general objection to the agnostic argument is, that it

not only rests upon “complex intellectual processes,’’ but rejects a di-

rect and logical process of thought leading to opposite unavoidable

conclusions.

On this point also we have Mr. Spencer’s concessions in the follow-

ing excerpts

:

“We cannot think at all about the impressions which the external world produces on

us, without thinking of them as caused
;
and we cannot carry out an inquiry concern-

ing their causation, without inevitably committing ourselves to the hypothesis of a First

(d) Prin. of Psy., Vol. II., Part VII., Ch. II.-XII., et al.

Or) lb., §§ 389, 390, 391.
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Cause Thus it is impossible to consider the First Cause as finite. And if it can-

not be finite it must be infinite. Another inference concerning the First Cause is equal-

ly unavoidable. It must be independent Thus the First Cause must be in every

sense perfect, complete, total : including within itself all power, and transcending all

law. Or to use the established word, it must be absolute.
“ Here then respecting the nature of the Universe, we seem committed to certain

unavoidable conclusions. The objects and actions surrounding us, not less than the

phenomena of our own consciousness, compel us to ask a cause ; in our search for a
cause, we discover no resting-place until we arrive at the hypothesis of a First Cause

;

and we have no alternative but to regard this First Cause as Infinite and Absolute.

These are inferences forced upon us by arguments from which there appears no escape.

It is hardly needful, however, to show those who have followed thus far, how illusive

are these reasonings and their results.”!/)

And inasmuch as the First Cause, if independent of the laws,

forces, and secondary causes of the cosmos, cannot be subject to

necessity, Mr. Spencer further approves as logical and conclusive,

while he rejects as illusive, the following excerpt from Mansel

:

“ ‘Supposing the Absolute to become a cause, it will follow that it operates by means
of free will and consciousness. For a necessary cause cannot be conceived as abso-

lute and infinite.’ ” (g)

C.—Thus are the truths of Theism established in accordance with

the laws of thought. They are the “ First Principles.”

Mr. Spencer, with “ the mass of men,” concedes that we are

obliged to suppose “some cause”; and that from this assumption,

by “direct processes” confined mostly within the limits of one sec-

tion, “we seem committed to certain unavoidable conclusions” re-

specting the “First Cause” as “Infinite,” “Independent,” and “Ab-
solute,” “ including within itself all power and transcending all law,”

and therefore above and before all laws and things, “ operating by

means of free will and consciousness.” Notwithstanding the asser-

tion “that the Power which the Universe manifests to us is utterly

inscrutable,” we have here the express concession of the elements of

Personality among the “attributes” of this Power; subject only to

the criticism of the metaphysical argument, which is itself impeached

and set aside, leaving the concession to stand without question. Mr.

Spencer pronounces the logical argument “conclusive” in itself, and

at the same time “illusive” in the light of metaphysics, which he

afterward pronounces “illusive” and “untrustworthy.” This truly

is one of his supposed examples of “petitio principii”

;

but it is not

“disguised” beyond detection.

But assuming that Mr. Spencer’s threefold agnostic argument en-

joys some singular exemption from the laws of thought, as well as

(/) First Pr., § 12. (s )
lb., § 13.
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immunity from his own impeachment of metaphysics, we will con-

tinue, as if there were no indisputable presumptions against it, on his

own admissions of the limitations of reason
;
and we will consider its

complex and sceptical processes of thought in their order.

I.— The Agnostic Argument from the Formation of Symbolic Con-

ceptions.

“This formation of symbolic conceptions, which inevitably arises as we pass from
small and concrete objects to large and to discrete ones, is mostly a very useful, and

indeed necessary, process. When, instead of things whose attributes can be tolerably

well united in a single state of consciousness, we have to deal with things whose attri-

butes are too vast or numerous to be so united, we must either drop in thought part of

their attributes, or else 'not think of them at all—either form a more or less symbolic

conception, or no conception.

. . . . “To sum up, we must say of conceptions in general, that they are complete

only when the attributes of the object conceived are of such number and kind that they

can be represented in consciousness so nearly at the same time as to seem all present

together
;
that as the objects conceived become larger and more complex, some of the

attributes first thought of fade from consciousness before the rest have been repre-

sented, and the conception thus becomes imperfect
;
that when the size, complexity,

or discreteness of the object conceived becomes very great, only a small portion of its

attributes can be thought of at once, and the conception thus formed of it becomes so

inadequate as to be a mere symbol
;
that nevertheless such symbolic conceptions,

which are indispensable in general thinking, are legitimate, provided that by some
cumulative or indirect process of thought, or by the fulfilment of predictions based on

them, we can assure ourselves that they stand for actualities
;
but that when our sym-

bolic conceptions are such that no cumulative or indirect processes of thought can

enable us to ascertain that there are corresponding actualities, nor any predictions be

made whose fulfilment can prove this, then they are altogether vicious and illusive,

and in no way distinguishable from pure ficrtons.

“ And now to consider the bearings of this general truth on our immediate topic

—

Ultimate Religious Ideas Respecting the origin of the Universe, three verbally

intelligible suppositions may be made. We may assert that it is self-existent
;
or that

it is self-created ;
or that it is created by an external agency. Which of these suppo-

sitions is most credible, it is not needful here to inquire. The deeper question into

which this finally merges, is, whether any one of them is even conceivable in the true

sense of the word. Let us successively test them.

. . . .
“ In the first place, it is clear that by self-existence we especially mean, an

existence independent of any other—not produced by any other
;
the assertion of self-

existence is simply an indirect denial of creation. In thus excluding the idea of any
antecedent cause, we necessarily exclude the idea of a beginning

;
for to admit the

idea of a beginning—to admit there was a time when the existence had not commenced
—is to admit that its commencement was determined by something, or was caused

;

which is a contradiction. Self-existence, therefore, necessarily means existence with-

out a beginning
;
and to form a conception of self-existence is to form a conception of

existence without a beginning. Now by no mental effort can we do this.

. . . .
“ The hypothesis of self-creation, which practically amounts to what is called

Pantheism, is similarly incapable of being represented in thought Really to con-

ceive self-creation, is to conceive potential existence passing into actual existence by
some inherent necessity

;
which we cannot do. We cannot form any idea of a potential

existence of the universe, as distinguished from its actual existence The self-

existence of a potential universe is no more conceivable than we have found the self-

existence of the actual universe to be There remains to be examined the com-
monly received or theistic hypothesis—creation by external agency Those who

38
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cannot conceive a self-existent universe ; and who therefore assume a creator as the

source of the universe
;
take for granted that they can conceive a self-existent creator.

. . . . But they delude themselves. As was proved at the outset of the argument,

self-existence is rigorously inconceivable
;
and this holds true whatever be the nature

of the object of which it is predicated. Whoever agrees that the atheistic hypothesis

is untenable because it involves the impossible idea of self-existence, must perforce

admit that the theistic hypothesis is untenable if it contains the same impossible idea.

“Thus these three different suppositions respecting the origin of things, verbally

intelligible though they are, and severally seeming to their respective adherents quite

rational, turn out, when critically examined, to be literally unthinkable. It is not a

question of probability, or credibility, but of conceivability. Experiment proves that

the elements of these hypotheses cannot even be put together in consciousness
;
and

we can entertain them only as we entertain such pseud-ideas as a square fluid and a

moral substance—only by abstaining from the endeavor to render them into actual

thoughts. Or, reverting to our original mode of statement, we may say that they

severally involve symbolic conceptions of the illegitimate and illusive kind. Differing

so widely as they seem to do, the atheistic, the pantheistic, and the theistic hypotheses
contain the same ultimate element.” (/i)

The foregoing excerpts refer directly to the question of “ the ori-

gin of the universe”; the following respects the problem of its “'nat-

ure ” and the personal attributes of its “Cause” :

“ But that it would tax the reader’s patience to no purpose, it might easily be proved,

that the materials of which the argument is built, equally with the conclusions based

on them, are merely symbolic conceptions of the illegitimate order.” (z)

Now we confidently assert, that the lines of the definitions above

cited from the text, describing the two orders of symbolic concep-

tions, will be found, on examination, to include all these “ conclu-

sions” and “materials” of the “direct” argument concerning the

“nature of the universe,” postulating personal “attributes” of the

First Cause, on the one hand; and the “Theistic Hypothesis” of

“the origin of the universe,” by “ creation ” with its “ ultimate ele-

ment ” of “ self-existence,” or “ existence without a beginning,” on the

other hand—alike within the “legitimate order” of the symbolic

class of conceptions.

We will examine first the suppositions in the inquiry respecting

“the origin of the universe.” At the outset, we are embarrassed as

to the exact meaning of the terms, “ unthinkable,” “ inconceivable,”

“ literally unthinkable,” “ rigorously inconceivable,” and “ impossible

idea.” The sense in which the supposition of “ self-existence,” or

“existence without a beginning,” is called an “impossible idea,” an-

swering to that which is “ rigorously inconceivable,” or in which the

several hypotheses containing it as a common factor, are said to be

“ literally unthinkable,” does not appear quite clear on the face of

these expressions.

(A) lb., §§ 9, io, n. (i) lb., § 12.
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If the meaning is simply that we are unable to form any “ complete

conception ” or “ idea,” any “ real ” or “ actual conception ” or

“ thought,” of the several objects which these respective hypotheses

and their common ultimate supposition, represent
;
though this mean-

ing is true in the terms of the philosophy, it is by these very terms en-

tirely immaterial. In precisely the same sense, Mr. Spencer declares

that “it is impossible to form any idea of Force.” And in the same

sense also in which the ideas of “ creation ” and “ self-existence ” and

“ Force ” are declared to be “ impossible,” Mr. Spencer says :

“We cannot conceive in its real form and magnitude even that small segment of

our globe which extends a hundred miles on every side of us
;
much less the globe as a

whole And thus we form of the earth, not a conception properly so called, but

only a symbolic conception. A large proportion of our conceptions, including all those

of much generality, are of this order. Great magnitudes, great durations, great num-
bers, are none of them actually conceived, but are all of them conceived more or less

symbolically
;
and so, too, are all those classes of objects of which we predicate some

common fact.” (j)

Now, unless Mr. Spencer would banish from philosophy all con-

ceptions, of “those classes of objects of which we predicate some

common fact,” and of “great magnitudes,” “ great durations,” “great

numbers,” and all conceptions “ of much generality,” and even any

idea of the world which we inhabit
;
then he should not exclude the

“ Theistic Hypothesis ” of “Creation,” or its supposition of a Creator

“ without a beginning,” for no other reason than that it cannot be

represented by an “ actual ” or “ complete conception ” or “ idea.”

We are thus forced to conclude concerning the phrases “literally

unthinkable,”" rigorously inconceivable,” and “ impossible idea,” that

although the qualifying words would at first lead us to suppose that

they were intended as terms to represent actual or complete concep-

tions or ideas
;
yet that such cannot be the intention, because then

the propositions involving those terms would be not false indeed, but

clearly frivolous on their face. With our construction of the ambig-

uous terms in question, let us consider the force of the propositions

embracing them, in the meaning thus by exclusion rendered definite

and certain.

Premising in accordance with the definitions cited, that in respect

of all “conceptions,” “thoughts,” or “ideas,” the limiting word “act-

ual,” “real,” or “complete,” relates to those limited “things whose

attributes can be tolerably well united in a single state of conscious-

ness,” or, in other words, “put together in consciousness”; while

the qualifying word “incomplete” or “symbolic” corresponds with

all “large and discrete objects,” “whose attributes are too vast or

O') lb.,§ 9 .
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numerous to be thus united,” “or represented in consciousness so

nearly at the same time as to seem all present together”; and pre-

mising further, that such “symbolic” or “incomplete” “concep-

tions ” or “ ideas ” or “ thoughts,” “ which are indispensable in general

thinking,” are “legitimate,” if verified by “some cumulative or indi-

rect process of thought, or by the fulfilment of predictions based on

them, we can assure ourselves they stand for actualities”; and

when thus verified are as “useful” and “necessary” and as valid,

as are the actual or “ complete ” or “ real
” “ conceptions ” or “ ideas

”

or “thoughts”; with these premises given in Mr. Spencer’s own
terms, we are prepared to detect the subtle sophistry, the “disguised

pctitio principii," which lurks in the following propositions already

quoted :

“ Experiment proves that the elements of these hypotheses cannot even be put to-

gether in consciousness
;
and we can entertain them only as we entertain such pseud-

ideas as a square fluid and a moral substance—only by abstaining from the endeavor

to render them into actual thoughts. Or, reverting to our original mode of statement,

we may say that they severally involve symbolic conceptions of the illegitimate and
illusive kind.”

In this excerpt we note the introduction of the term “ pseud-ideas.”

But we observe that between this term and the “ three verbally intel-

ligible suppositions ” in question, only one point of comparison is

made, to wit : that we can entertain them “ only by abstaining from

the endeavor to render them into actual thoughts.” Now, this point

of comparison is irrelevant, as we have seen from the definitions,

showing that “ actual thoughts ” or “ conceptions ” are not alone

“ useful,” or “ necessary,” or “ legitimate.”

We remark, further, that this immaterial point of comparison is

the only one that can be made to show any supposed resemblance

between the terms. For the supposed “ pseud-ideas ” are not sym-

bolic conceptions of any kind, verified or unverified. They are sim-

ply contradictions in terms. The different parts cannot be repre-

sented by even a complex state or successive acts of consciousness,

so as to represent even parts of an entirety. They do not stand for

an entity, or a possibility, or a supposition even, “ verbally intelli-

gible.” But the hypotheses in question are conceded to be “ three

verbally intelligible suppositions,” and the only propositions sup-

posable. This concession implies that they are at least “ symbolic

conceptions ” of some sort, even if unverified by other processes of

thought. And they are so classed by express terms in the sentence

last quoted, as is also their “ ultimate element ” of “ self-existence
”

in the following passage, which we take from the same section :
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“ But when we speak of self-existence, and, helped by the above analogies [of self-

development], form some vague symbolic conception of it, we delude ourselves in sup-

posing that this symbolic conception is of the same [legitimate] order as the others,” (£)

The terms of classification, both in respect of the three several

hypotheses and of their “ ultimate element,” are two, viz. :
“ Sym-

bolic ” and “ illegitimate.” The classification of these conceptions

as Symbolic is true, but immaterial, as we have seen. In this respect

they are in the same category precisely with the assumed hypothesis

of evolution, and with its ultimate element, Force, by which the

unification, instead of the limitation of knowledge, is sought as the

business of philosophy. So far, then, the proposition is frivolous,

though the classification in which it is set forth is true.

But the further classification of these conceptions of creation and

the Creator as “ illegitimate ” is false, by the definitions under which

it is made, if these symbolic conceptions “ are indispensable in gen-

eral thinking,” and verified by “ some cumulative or indirect process

of thought.” Now, in the whole course of Mr. Spencer’s threefold

argument in aid of these agnostic assumptions, there is not one

serious inquiry as to whether the Theistic Hypothesis of the origin

of the Universe or the Theistic conceptions of its Cause, are not

“ indispensable in general thinking,” and are not verified by “ some

cumulative or indirect process of thought nor is there one such
“ experiment ” made in respect of the conception of “ existence with-

out a beginning,” the “ ultimate element ” in the ideas of “ creation
”

and Creator.

Our point here is, that the assumption by which the conceptions

of creation and Creator and their “ ultimate element,” “
self-exist-

ence,” and its “specified attributes” above mentioned, are classified

as “ illegitimate,” without reference to whether they are “ indispensa-

ble in general thinking, or verified by one cumulative or indirect

process of thought,” and without inquiry or “ experiment,” is a
“ disguised petitio principii “ We ask the warrant for this assump-

tion.” “ We demand proof that the postulate has a greater certainty

than the counter-postulate.” “ An assumption it is at the outset

;

an assumption it must remain to the last.”

Such “ experiment ” and investigation of the proofs of Theism

are demanded by the terms of the new system in three ways :
(i) By

the definitions of the two kinds of symbolic conceptions which we
have considered. (2) By the dictum that we can neither affirm nor

deny personality or any attribute of the First Cause a priori ; mak-

ing such personality or other attribute a possibility
;
leaving the

(i) lb., § n.
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question, therefore, open, and calling for proofs a posteriori, even on

the law of the “ excluded middle ” or “ the alternative necessity,”

as set forth in the chapter on “ The Universal Postulate.” (3) By
the scope and business of the new Philosophy, which, in order to

its “ widest generalization ” and “ complete unification of knowl-

edge,” surely calls for an honest examination of every department

of generally accredited thought.

We submit that Mr. Spencer, in ignoring, must be held to concede

rather than contest the argument from design in Nature
;
and all the

inductive processes and objective proofs, as well as the intuitions and

subjective tests by which the ablest thinkers have confirmed the

“ commonly received ” or “ Theistic hypothesis ” of “ creation by ex-

ternal agency,” and the “firm belief” of “ the mass of men ” in the

being of the Creator
;
and the historical proofs of Monotheism as

the religion of the race in its earliest annals ; and the external and

internal evidences of Christianity, not to speak of the testimony of

its believers, to the witness of the Divine Spirit in the human con-

science.

The plan of our paper will not permit an examination of the suf-

ficiency of these proofs ignored by Mr. Spencer, though each is com-

petent, by his own rule of evidence, for proving the validity of con-

ceptions by “a cumulative or indirect process of thought.”

But our limits do not exclude all verifying processes
;
for the new

system contains proofs that do assure us these ideas of Theism stand

for “ actualities,” and are “ indispensable in general thinking.” (1) Al-

though in the inquiry “ respecting the origin of the universe,” each

of “ the three verbally intelligible suppositions ” is a “ symbolic con-

ception,” yet the “ Theistic Hypothesis ” of “ creation ” is alone

“ legitimate,” for it, and none other, is verified by the cumulative,

logical, and conclusive process of thought, in the corresponding

but distinct and independent inquiry concerning “ the nature of

the universe.” The “ unavoidable conclusions ” drawn from assump-

tions which we are “ obliged to make,” and without which “ we can-

not think at all about the impressions which the external world

produces on us,” show that the conceptions of creation, and of its

Cause as Ultimate, Infinite, Independent, and Absolute, “ are indis-

pensable in general thinking.” The logical argument connecting

these conceptions is also a “ cumulative process ” of thought, by which

“we can assure ourselves they stand for actualities.” (2) The chap-

ter on “The Relativity of all Knowledge,” as we shall see, furnishes

further proofs. (3) The “ data ” and deductions by which, in the
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second part of “ First Principles,” knowledge is said to be “ com-

pletely unified ” through “ the hypothesis of evolution and dissolu-

tion,” are not only verifications, but express affirmations of every

one of the “ unavoidable conclusions ” respecting the “ First Cause,”

and also of “ the Ultimate element ” of the hypothesis of creation,

viz.: “existence without a beginning,” or “ self-existence.”

II.— The Agnostic Argument from Apparent Contradictions among

Ultimate Religious Ideas.

Assuming, for argument’s sake, that there are apparent contradic-

tions, as well as insoluble problems, respecting all religious ideas, the

same admission must be made concerning all other ultimate ideas
;

and the argument goes for nothing. If accepted at all, the objection

has equal force, whether applied to “ the hypothesis of evolution and

dissolution,” or to “ the commonly received hypothesis ” of “ creation
”

and the Creator. “ Science ” as well as “ Religion,” and “ the Syn-

thetic Philosophy ” as well as Theism, stand or fall on this argument.

Mr. Spencer does not contend that there is any general scientific

principle or truth which is free from these metaphysical conceits and

speculations.

This is apparent on every page of the third chapter of “ First

Principles,” entitled “ Ultimate Scientific Ideas,” where admissions

are made as follows:

“ It results, therefore, that Space and Time are wholly incomprehensible. The im-

mediate knowledge which we seem to have of them proves, when examined, to be

total ignorance. While our belief in their objective reality is insurmountable, we are

unable to give any rational account of it.” .... “ Matter, then, in its ultimate nature,

is as absolutely incomprehensible as space and time. Frame what suppositions we
may, we find, on tracing out their implications, that they leave us nothing but a choice

between opposite absurdities.” . . . .
“ Thus neither, when considered in connection

with Space, nor when considered in connection with Matter, nor when considered in

connection with Rest, do we find that Motion is truly cognizable. All efforts to un-

derstand its essential nature do but bring us to alternative impossibilities of thought. ’

. . . . “While, then, it is impossible to form any idea of Force in itself, it is equally

impossible to comprehend its mode of exercise.” . . . .
“ Ultimate Scientific Ideas,

then, are all representative of realities that cannot be comprehended.” (/)

Reverting to the “ unavoidable conclusions ” of Theism already

considered, we see that this second “method” of “showing the

fallacy of these conclusions by disclosing their mutual contradic-

tions,”* affects alike “ Ultimate Scientific Ideas ” and these Theistic

conceptions which we accept as “ Ultimate Religious Ideas,” making

both “ unthinkable ” only for the same reason and in the same nar-

row sense. The philosophy which declares that “ it is impossible to

(0 IE. §§ I 5. 16. 17. 18, 21. *
12, 13.
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form any idea of Force in itself,” and that “absolute motion ” is

“ incomprehensible,” is informed by these very ideas of Absolute

Motion and Absolute Force, and its several departments of Science

and Special Philosophy are built upon conceptions of relative force

and relative motion, which are also asserted to be impossible, as

committing us to alternative contradictions and absurdities of

thought, (m)

And we must see also that the “ new system ” is one of arbitrary

eclecticism, instead of “ completely unified knowledge,” if, while adopt-

ing all “Ultimate Scientific Ideas” as “representative of realities

that cannot be comprehended,” it rejects as “ illusive ” all the “ un-

avoidable conclusions” in the Theistic argument, for no other rea-

son than that these conclusions, considered as “ Ultimate Religious

Ideas,” are also “ representative of realities that cannot be compre-

hended.”

Again : such partial eclecticism is not only inconsistent with, but

is destructive of, the philosophy in its entirety. Science in its last

generalizations and analyses, as set forth in this system, is resolved

into “ general ” and “ Ultimate Scientific Ideas,” which disclose such

speculative “ contradictions,” “ absurdities,” and “ impossibilities
”

of thought. The “ Synthetic Philosophy” includes these very “ Sci-

entific Ideas ” among its “ P'irst Principles ” in “ the complete unifi-

cation of knowledge.” If, therefore, the Theistic conclusions in

question are “ illusive,” because they “ disclose mutual contradic-

tions,” then, also, the “ new system of Philosophy,” with all its

special departments and sciences, is also “ illusive,” and utterly un-

trustworthy as the exponent of “ widely generalized ” or “ completely

unified knowledge.”

III.— The Agnostic Argument from the doctrine of the Relativity of

all Knowledge.

It must be conceded that the new philosophy nowhere purports

to be, and expressly protests that it is not, a system of materialism

or positivism. But to abandon the position of the positivists is to

surrender every point to Theism. In postulating the existence of

Reality, the new system postulates certain characteristics or attri-

butes of the Reality. The following are results of the last of the

“ three chapters,”* viz.

:

i. Consciousness reveals existence beyond the finite, the condi-

tioned, the relative, viz. : the Infinite, the Unconditioned, the Ab-

solute.

(m) §§ 17, 18, et al. * Chap. IV. See § 8.
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2. Consciousness also discloses the Infinite, the Unconditioned,

the Absolute, to be one and the same Being distinguished from

appearance— the Noumenon distinguished from phenomena, the

First Cause distinguished from all effects.

3. Consciousness thus presenting these truths, though said to be

“ nascent,” “ residuary,” and “ indefinite,” is “ immediate,” and of

the highest possible authority.

“ Besides complete thoughts, and besides the thoughts which though incomplete admit

of completion, there are thoughts which it is impossible to complete
;
and yet which are

still real, in the sense that they are normal affections of the intellect.” . . . .
“ Clearly,

then, the very demonstration that a definite consciousness of the Absolute is impossi-

ble to us, unavoidably presupposes an indefinite consciousness of it.” .... “ Impossible

though it is to give to this consciousness any qualitative or quantitative expression

whatever, it is not the less certain that it remains with us as a positive and indestructi-

ble element of thought.” . . . .“The momentum of thought inevitably carries us beyond
conditioned existence to unconditioned existence

;
and this ever persists in us as the

body of a thought to which we can give no shape.” . . . .
“ And since the only possible

measure of relative validity among our beliefs, is the degree of their persistence in

opposition to the efforts made to change them, it follows that this which persists at

all times, under all circumstances, and cannot cease until consciousness ceases, has

the highest validity of any.” («)

4. Consciousness, therefore, in its immediate deliverances verifies

the “symbolic conceptions”* of the logical argument, viz. : that the

“First Cause” is “Infinite,” is “Independent” and is “Absolute.”

These confirmations or equivalents cannot be avoided, except by

showing that the same terms have not the same meaning in the two

connections. But this way of escape is barred by closed gates, as

follows

:

First Bar : Connection of the terms. Throughout the chapter on

“The Relativity of all Knowledge,” the terms, “The First Cause,”

“The Infinite,” “The Absolute,” are used to denote the one “Real-

ity.”

Second Bar: Parallelisms. These terms, “ First Cause,” “Infinite,”

and “ Absolute,” relate to the same Being in both processes of

thought. The word “ Independent ” is the only one in the first

series, or logical argument, which does not occur in the second series

or the simple deliverances of consciousness. But its full and exact

meaning is given in both processes by equivalent terms and clauses

which we quote, designating them respectively as voices of logic and

of consciousness. Logic says :

“Another inference concerning the First Cause is equally unavoidable. It must be

independent. If it is dependent, it cannot be the First Cause
;
for that must be the

First Cause on which it depends.” (/)

(«) lb., § 26. (/) lb. § 12.
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Consciousness says :

“ But the persistence of this element under successive conditions, necessitates a sense

of it as distinguished from the conditions, and independent of them As we can

in successive mental acts get rid of all particular conditions and replace them by oth-

ers, but cannot get rid of that undifferentiated substance of consciousness, which is

conditioned anew in every thought ;
there ever remains with us a sense of that which

exists persistently and independently of conditions.” (y)

Third Bar: Estoppel. “An argument, the very construction of

which assigns to a certain term a certain meaning, but which ends in

showing that this term has no such meaning, is simply an elaborate

suicide.” (r) We plead this estoppel in respect of the common use

of the terms, “First Cause,” “Infinite,” and “Absolute,” by con-

sciousness and reason, as conclusive; without pressing it to “a cer-

tain meaning” of the word “conceive,” as carried by “ the momen-
tum of thought” into the following passage: “It is rigorously

impossible to ‘conceive’ that our knowledge is a knowledge of Ap-
pearances only, without at the same time ‘conceiving’ a Reality of

which they are appearances
;
for appearance without reality is un-

thinkable.” (s

)

5. Consciousness gives these “unavoidable conclusions” of The-

ism the highest degree of certainty. For*the “incomplete thoughts”

of “immediate consciousness” with the “highest authority” certify

“these conclusions” in the same terms used by the more “complete

thoughts” of consciousness in its “ reco-ordination ” as “formulated

by the laws of logic ”: the former “direct,” though not so “definite”;

and the latter “definite,” though not so “direct”: but together com-

plementary and conclusive.

Finally, in closing our review of the “three chapters,” we may say

of their “modern metaphysics”: “Need we wonder, then, at the

strangeness of these metaphysical systems, as contemplated by those

who have not cultivated ‘the art of puzzling one’s self method-

ically ’?”(/) Monotheism is the secret of the riddle of agnosticism.

The “strangeness” of the sceptical argument is, that it proves truths

it was designed to disprove. But the strangest part of all is, that

these truths of creation and Creator are verified by the theory of

Evolution in the new system, which we now come to consider

under our
SECOND PROPOSITION.

Mr. Spencer’s demurrer to the postulates of Theism, under the

title of “The Unknowable,” is, under the title of “The Knowable,”

converted into the declaration of the same postulates as “ funda-

(q

)

lb., § 26. to lb. to lb. to Pr. of Psy., § 413-
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mental truths,” and as the “First Principles” and “The Data of

Philosophy.”

“The Reconciliation” of Science and Religion is one avowed aim

of the new system;* another assumed aim being “the Complete

Unification of Knowledge.” f It might be supposed that the two

aims, each from its separate standing-point, are intended to attain

the same end, or opposite sides of the same object. But this cannot

be, for the two aims are at cross purposes. “The Reconciliation”

seeks, not the unification, but the elimination of all knowledge.

Thus is the “new system” dual in its methods and “business.”

In speaking of his proposed reconciliation of religion and science,

Mr. Spencer says :
“ Now it is manifest, that only in some highly

abstract proposition, can Religion and Science find a common ground.

. . . . No generalization of the phenomena of space, of time, of mat-

ter, or of force, can become a Religious conception.” (<z)

But after these scientific truths have been sacrificed for the sake of

“the Reconciliation,” Science restores them for its own sake. Why,
then, may not the religious truths sacrificed for “ the Reconciliation,”

be also restored to Religion? Here, again, Theism and the Synthetic

Philosophy stand or fall together.

The theory of “the Reconciliation” rests on nothing more defi-

nite or substantial than “ mystery”—“transcendent mystery”—“not

a relative, but an absolute mystery.”:}:

The duplicity of the dual system which seeks both “the Reconcili-

ation of Religion and Science,” and “the Unification of Knowledge,”

is evident in that the elements eliminated from the problem of “ the

Reconciliation,” are straightway restored and reasserted in the “proc-

esses” and “products of thought ” unifying knowledge through the

hypothesis of evolution and dissolution. And these truths of the

restoration are the religious as well as the scientific ideas and

thoughts lost in the so-called reconciliation. This is the wonder or

miracle of the new system.

“ Having repudiated as impossible the Philosophy which professes

to formulate Being as distinguished from Appearance,” (£) Mr. Spen-

cer forthwith proceeds to formulate Being by distinguishing it from

Appearance. The very postulates which he had asserted were “in-

conceivable ” and “unthinkable” and “impossible ideas,” viz. : that

this Being as the “First Cause” is “Infinite,” “ Independent,” and

“Absolute,” and “without a beginning,” he proceeds now under the

* First Pr., Part I., Chapters I. and V.
. f lb., Part II., Chap. I. and § 40.

(a) First Prin., § 7. t lb., § 14. (b) lb., § 35.
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title of “the Knowable” to affirm as “the data of philosophy.”*

These data are resolvable into a “datum” or “ ultimate principle”

which has a deeper foundation than reason. “Hence philosophy, if

it does not avowedly stand on some datum underlying reason, must

acknowledge that it has nothing on which to stand—must confess

itself to be baseless.” (r)

This “datum” gives us as its components “The Data of Philoso-

phy,” which “must be assumed as true provisionally." “The funda-

mental intuitions that are essential to the process of thinking, must

be temporarily accepted as unquestionable : leaving the assumption

of their unquestionableness to be justified by the results.” (d)

“ By Reality we mean persistence in consciousness Reality, then, as we think

it, being nothing more than persistence in consciousness, the result must be the same
to us whether that which we perceive be the Unknowable itself, or an effect invariably

wrought in us by the Unknowable.” .... “Thus then we may resume, with entire

confidence, those realistic conceptions which philosophy at first sight seems to dissi-

pate. Though reality under the forms of our consciousness, is but a conditioned effect

of the absolute reality, yet this conditioned effect standing in indissoluble relation with

its unconditioned cause, and being equally persistent with it so long as the conditions

persist, is, to the consciousness supplying those conditions, equally real. The persist-

ent impressions being the persistent results of a persistent cause, are for practical pur-

poses the same to us as the cause itself
;
and may be habitually dealt with as its

equivalents.” (f)

Here observe, first, that “consciousness” is “formulated,” and its

terms are plural in each mode of expression, viz.: “realistic concep-

tions,” “forms of our consciousness,” and “persistent impressions,”

as the results of the “unconditioned cause.” Second, that these

results are taken as the equivalents of, and for all practical purposes

the same as, Reality. This common certainty regarding these equiva-

lents and effects of the Reality which is revealed to us with the high-

est degree of certainty, if sufficient for Science and secular life, must

be competent to be received and entitled to be considered in Relig-

ion and Spiritual life. Reality thus regarded as the “ persistent cause
”

as well as the “equivalent” of our “persistent impressions,” must be

revealed with “attributes” corresponding to these “impressions.”

“Conceptions” of these “attributes” of “Being as distinguished

from Appearance” are thus formulated in the following quotations,

by which this “Being” or “Reality” or “ Unconditioned Cause ” is

presented, not only as “the Power by which we are acted upon” pro-

ducing within us the ideas of Space and Time, but as the “ Ultimate

Cause ” of the facts of Motion, Matter, and Relative Force.

* lb., Part II., Ch. II.

(</) First Pr., § 39.

(r) Pr. of Psy., § 418.

(e) First Pr., § 46.
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“Our conception of Space is produced by some mode of the Unknowable
;
and the

complete unchangeableness of our conception of it simply implies a complete uniform-

ity in the effects wrought by this mode of the Unknowable upon us. But therefore to

call it a necessary mode of the Unknowable, is illegitimate.” .... “Concerning

Time, relative and absolute, a parallel argument leads to parallel conclusions.” (/)
“Such being our cognition of the relative reality [of matter], what are we to say of

the absolute reality? We can only say that it is some mode of the Unknowable, re-

lated to the Matter we know, as cause to effect.” (g).
“ The conception of Motion as presented or represented in the developed conscious-

ness, involves the conceptions of Space, of Time, and of Matter What has been
said above, respecting the Unknown Cause which produces in us the effects called

Matter, Space, and Time, will apply, on simply changing the terms, to Motion.” (A)

. . . . “We come down then finally to Force, as the ultimate of ultimates

Thus all other modes of consciousness are derivable from experiences of Force
;
but

experiences of Force are not derivable from anything else Force, as we know
it, can be regarded only as a certain conditioned effect of the Unconditioned Cause

—

as the relative reality indicating to us an Absolute Reality by which it is immediately

produced Noumenon and phenomenon are here presented in their primordial

relation as two sides of the same change, of which we are obliged to regard the last as

no less real than the first.” (i)

The premises quoted establish the following propositions : First,

the “Absolute Reality” is as real to us, as is “Matter,” “Motion,”

or “Relative Force,” or any form of “Relative Reality.” Indeed,

the text reverses the terms of the comparison, stating that “we are

obliged to regard the last as no less real than the first.” Second, we
can “formulate Being as distinguished from Appearance,” in every

sense in which we can formulate the “Relative Realities” of “ Mat-

ter,” “ Motion,” and “ Force,” as distinguished from their correspond-

ing subjective manifestations in our consciousness. Third, this Being,

as the Cause of Matter, Motion, and Force, is presented to us by

formulas most conclusive, but perhaps unnecessary, to the commonly

received or Theistic Hypothesis of the origin of the universe by cre-

ation, implying as it does that not only the fashioning of the cosmos,

but its material, is due to the Supreme Power. Religion revealed

as well as natural, has been by some construed to justify the concep-

tion of the Creator as bringing life and order out of chaos in creation,

independent of the question of the eternity of Matter. But the new

system may be justly regarded as making the Absolute Being the

cause of matter. It is true “the Indestructibility of Matter” and

“the Continuity of Motion” are with “the Persistence of Force”

assumed as “ primary truths”; but only with the qualifications that

“the last is ultimate and the others derivative,” and that by such

terms “we really mean, the indestructibility of the force with which

Matter affects us,” and “ that which defies suppression in thought, is

really the force which the motion indicates.” (j ) “Matter and Mo-

te)Ib., §48. (h) lb., § 49.

(J) R>., §§ 54 and 59 and 1S5.

(/) lb- § 47-

«Ib„ §50.
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tion as we know them are differently conditioned manifestations of

Force.” (k) Fourth, the Being thus distinguished from appearance,

as the cause of all Relative Realities, is also presented to us, as One
and “Ultimate”—and thus is revealed the Theistic Truth of the

Unity of the “Power by which we are acted upon”(/) and “which

the universe manifests to us”; “one and the same Ultimate Reality

which is manifested to us subjectively and objectively.” (in) Fifth,

the Ultimate Cause thus revealed to us in our fundamental intuitions

as “Absolute”; “Unconditioned Reality”; “the Absolute Being”;

“the Absolute Cause.” («)

The Absolute Cause is “Omnipresent.” The attributes of “Om-
nipresence” and Immanence by which even “force as we know it

is immediately produced,” are not specifically denied, but are sub-

stantially admitted in the sceptical argument, as well as in the con-

structive parts of the general philosophy, (o)

The Absolute Cause is Unchangeable. “Relative Force” mani-

fested as the “ worker of change,” “ alike in the movements of masses

and in the movements of molecules,” and known as “extrinsic force”

or “energy,” maybe considered as changeable or “dependent” upon

“ relations.” (p) But the other “kind of force,” which “ has no spe-

cific name,” but is “the space-occupying kind of force,” although a

“relative reality,” is yet unchangeable and “independent” of the

“relations of things.” (/) The Absolute Force is therefore Unchange-

able. This necessary inference is supported by the express admission

in the text as follows: “The recognition of a persistent Force, ever

changing its manifestations, but unchanged in quantity throughout

all past time and all future time, is that which we find alone makes

possible each concrete interpretation, and at last unifies all concrete

interpretations.”
(q)

This unchangeable “Cause of changes”* is Supernatural. The

“Cause of all things” is Supreme. “The Ultimate Cause of things”

is superior to “the constitution of the Universe,” or the “cosmos,”

using this word in the accepted sense of the text, to denote “the

totality of the manifestations” of this “Ultimate Cause.” (r) The
word nature maybe substituted for the word “ cosmos,” signifying

that which is born, or manifested, that which becomes or comes into

existence, as distinguished from “Existence without a beginning” or

“Self-existence,” which is superior to Nature, that is to say, “ Super-

(6) lb., § 50. (/) lb., § 27. (»/) lb., § 14, and Pr. Psy., § 273.

(n

)

lb., g§ 46, 47, 50, 62, 74, et al. (o) lb., §§ 14, 27, and 50.

(/) lb
, § 60. (y) First Pr., § 191. * lb., § 74. (r) lb.

, § 90.

#
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natural.” This conclusion of Theism is not a matter of inference

only, but is supported in the express terms, as well as in the general

definitions, of the text, as shown in the following quotation :

“Though as Knowledge approaches its culmination, every unaccountable and seem-

ingly supernatural fact, is brought into the category of facts that are accountable or

natural
;
yet, at the same time, all accountable or natural facts are proved to be in

their ultimate genesis unaccountable and supernatural.” (s)

“The Absolute Cause” is therefore “Infinite” and “Independ-

ent.” “We saw that the belief in a Power of which no limit in

Time or Space can be conceived, is that fundamental element in Re-

ligion which survives all its changes of form.”(/)

But as is hereinafter shown, the claim for “Science” goes further,

than the concession to Religion, in the second part of the General

Philosophy ; for as we shall see in respect of this Supreme Power, it

is held not only as the “fundamental element” in “Religion,” that

we cannot predicate a limit, but also as the “Ultimate truth” of

“Science,” that we must predicate affirmatively and absolutely, there

is no limit in time. Thus the First Cause appears to be Infinite as

well as Absolute.

The “Cause of all things” must be Independent of all things. In

the note to the chapter on “The Persistence of Force” Mr. Spencer

gives among his reasons for using the word “Persistence” instead of

the word “Conservation,” that the letter suggests the tacit assump-

tion that “without some act of conservation,” force would disappear.

But if Force would not disappear without some act of conservation,

it is Independent.

The Absolute Force is necessary to all relative forces and realities.

But the relative is not necessary to the Absolute. («) For the Abso-

lute Force is the “ Unconditioned Cause,” of which each kind of rela-

tive force is a “conditioned effect.” (v) Even one kind of relative

force, the “intrinsic,” or “space-occupying kind of force” before

referred to, is independent of the relations of matter, as is the second

kind of relative force, the “extrinsic force,” called “energy” or

“the worker of change,” independent of the motion caused by it,

though not of the relations of the matter on which it works. This

is shown by the following excerpt :

“ But the antithesis here particularly hidden, is clearly seen on reducing the data to

their lowest terms—a unit of matter, or atom, and its motion. The force by which it

exists is passive, but independent ; while the force by which it moves is active, but de-

pendent on its past and present relations to other atoms. These two cannot be identi-

fied in our thoughts.” (zv)

(s) lb., § 30.

(*) It)-, § 50.

(0 lb., § 191- («) lb., § 62.

(w) lb., § 60.
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The relative force is thus “independent” of the “relative reality

which is produced, be it “matter” which “exists” by “intrinsic

force,” or “motion” which is caused by “extrinsic force.” The
“ Absolute Force,” which is the “Unconditioned Cause” of these

two kinds of relative force, is likewise independent of them, and thus

independent of all changes, things, and secondary causes.

The “Unconditioned Cause” is necessarily independent of these

conditioned effects, but the effects are dependent on, and in no sense

independent of, the Cause. Here, again, we have Mr. Spencer’s ex-

press admission, that our consciousness of Force as “Persistent” and

as “ Unconditioned Cause,” is our “consciousness of an absolute real-

ity transcending relations, which is produced by the absolute persist-

ence in us of something which survives all changes of relation.” (*)

But this assertion is the assertion that the First Cause is Independ-

ent. For we have his express authority for saying also, that “to

think of the First Cause as totally independent, is to think of it as

that which exists in the absence of all other existence,” or that

“which has no necessary relation to any other form of being.” (y)

Now we have recovered certain thoughts of the “specified attri-

butes” of the “Ultimate Cause,” viz. : that the First Cause is “Infi-

nite,” “Independent,” and “Absolute.” These are not all the attri-

butes of the Supreme Being affirmed by Theism
;
but they are the

“specified attributes” against which the agnostic argument is particu-

larly addressed
;
and they are the essential elements of Personality.

Here we might rest our case, as proved beyond a reasonable doubt.

But we have held in reserve one conclusive proof directly meeting

the unwarrantable assumption of “modern metaphysics” concerning

the “Origin of the Universe,.” and indirectly overturning the whole

sceptical argument respecting the “Theistic Hypothesis—Creation

by external agency.”

The Eternity of the Absolute Cause disputed under the title of

“The Unknowable,” as the “ultimate element ’ of the “Theistic

Hypothesis,” is under the title of “the Knowable ” declared to be

the “ultimate truth ” of the “ Evolution Hypothesis.”

In the chapter entitled “The Persistence of Force,” Mr. Spencer’s

first foot-note is in the following language :

“Some explanation of this title seems needful. In the text itself are given the rea-

sons for using the word ‘force’ instead of the word ‘energy’; and here I must say

why I think ‘persistence’ preferable to ‘ conservation.’ Some two years ago (this was

written in 1861) I expressed to my friend Prof. Huxley, my dissatisfaction with the

(then) current expression— ‘ Conservation of Force ’: assigning as reasons, first, that

the word ‘ conservation ’ implies a conserver and an act of conserving
;
and, second,

to lb., § 46- (y) lb., § 12.
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that it does not imply the existence of the force before the particular manifestation of

it which is contemplated. And I may now add, as a further fault, the tacit assump-
tion that, without some act of conservation, force would disappear. All these implica-

tions are at variance with the conception to be conveyed. In place of ‘conservation,’

Prof. Huxley suggested persistence. This meets most of the objections
;
and though it

may be urged against it that it does not directly imply pre-existence of the force at

any time manifested, yet no other word less faulty in this respect can be found. In

the absence of a word specially coined for the purpose, it seems the best
;
and as such

I adopt it.” (2)

The two objections suggested in the foregoing note, happily illus-

trate two points, viz. : the objection that the word “conservation”

implies a conserver of the Force which persists, shows that this

Force is “absolute,” and “self-existence” is its “ultimate element”;

and the objection that the word “persistence” “does not directly

imply pre-existence of the force at any time manifested,” shows also

the “existence” of this “Absolute Force,” not only “before the par-

ticular manifestation of it which is contemplated,” but also before all

manifestations, and, therefore, “without a beginning.”

Note and text construed together leave no ambiguity in the terms.

The note, by exclusion as well as by implication, signifies that it was

intended to convey the exact meaning expressed in the text, as

follows

:

“An attempt to ascertain the laws to which manifestations in general and in detail

conform, would be absurd if the agency to which they are due could either come into

existence or cease to exist. The succession of phenomena would in such case be alto-

gether arbitrary ; and Science, equally with Philosophy, would be impossible.” (<z)

The foregoing citation is omitted, but the following is included in

the later edition of “ First Principles,” to wit

:

“ By the Persistence of Force, we really mean the persistence of some Cause which

transcends our knowledge and conception. In asserting it we assert an Unconditioned

Reality, without beginning or end.”(£)

This element of “ Existence without a beginning” now given as

“that datum without which consciousness was shown to be impossi-

ble” (£) and the “ultimate truth” of the “Theory of Things” by
which knowledge is unified, was in the agnostic argument treated not

only as “inconceivable,” but also as an “untenable” as well as “un-

thinkable” “assumption”; disputed as utterly “ vicious ” and “ illu-

sive,” vitiating and impeaching the “commonly received” or Theis-

tic hypothesis “of the origin of the universe” by “creation,” of

which it is the “ultimate element.” (c)

(2) First Prin., § 60, note.

( ) First Prin., Ch. VI., § 58, Ed. of D. Appleton & Co., A. D. 1873.

( ) First Pr., § 62, Ed. of D. Appleton & Co., A.D. 1878.

(r) lb., § 12.

39
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Behold the wonder of the new system, exceeding all the recorded

miracles of creation. It is hardly claimed by Theists, on the basis of

revelation or of reason, that the Almighty can make a thing or truth

to be and not to be at one and the same time. But we are solemnly

assured in the “ new system ”—the laws of nature and of logic to the

contrary notwithstanding—that such a miracle has been wrought
;

making “ self-existence ” at once “ impossible ” and “ possible,” “un-

knowable ” as the “ Ultimate element ” of the “ Theistic Hypothesis,”

but “Knowable” as the “ultimate truth” of the “Evolution Hy-

pothesis.”^) Like wonders are wrought with other thoughts, far

surpassing all limits of “ conceivability ” as well as “ credibility.” The
“new philosophy” postulating that all theses of the old theology of

monotheism are unthinkable, except the bare tenet of the Existence

of Reality, forthwith proceeds to formulate in thought many of these

very theses as “fundamental truths”; demurring to any affirmations

of certain characteristics or “specified attributes” of Reality, it de-

clares and specifies these very attributes as not only Knowable, but

known with the highest degree of certainty.

“The Reconciliation” is to be effected, if at all, in abjuring the

agnostic assumptions which contradict the “ First Principles” of

knowledge
;
and in acknowledging for the Theistic Hypothesis as

well as affirming for the Evolution Hypothesis, the “fundamental

truths,” namely, that “Being as distinguished from appearance” is

“ Existence without a beginning” or “Self-existence”; the “Cause

of all things,” and “the Cause of changes” now going on, but “un-

changed” and unchangeable; the “Power” immanent in nature and

yet “supernatural”; the “Eternal,” “Omnipresent,” “Infinite,” “ In-

dependent,” and “ Absolute Being.” “Religion and Science” may
be “reconciled,” not in the terms offered by, but in the terms ob-

tained from, the “ new philosophy”; not by its “ Art of puzzling one-

self methodically” with “ modern metaphysics,” not by its limitation

or elimination of knowledge, not in its “transcendent mystery”; but

by its “theory of things” teaching in “knowledge completely uni-

fied,” the “ultimate” or “fundamental truths,” namely, that evolu-

tion, if a fact, is due to “ creation by external agency ” of the “ Eter-

nal Fact”; and that the Universe is dependent upon the Self-exist-

ence and Independent Power of the Absolute Being—the Personality

as well as Persistence of the First Cause or Creator.

Oscar Craig.

(J) lb., Chapters VI., XII., XVIII., XXIV., et al.



V.

NOTES AND NOTICES.

The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of

America, met in the First Presbyterian Church, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., on

Thursday, May 17th, at n o’clock. The retiring Moderator, Dr. Johnson,

preached an admirable sermon on Matthew vi. 23, last clause, “ If, therefore,

the light that is in thee be darkness, how great is that darkness.” His subject

was “ The Perils of a Prosperous Church.” The three great dangers signal-

ized were : (1) That of formalism, whence the call for “a modification of the

Presbyterian cultus.” (2) The danger of a drift in the convictions and faith

of our people—the threat of “ a reconstructed theology.” (3) The danger of

a famine in the ministry.

Because of the interest of the subject and of the compact array of facts which

they present, we will place this portion of the sermon on permanent record :

“ 1. The present actual condition.—Our last church summary, 1882, gives us 5,744 churches.

Of these, 3,741 are churches of 40 members and upwards. It will be conceded that every church of

40 members should have stated preaching. To supply these 3,741 churches would take nearly every

pastor, stated supply, and home and foreign missionary now in the field. This would leave over

2,000 churches uncared for. Turn these over to dur ministers who are honorably retired, and to

those without charge, and to those who are presidents, professors, teachers, editors, etc., etc., and

we still would have 601 churches without a shepherd. Or, let us take the 2,003 churches of less

than 40 members each, and assign 500 of them to the group headed by the scarred veterans
;
and

assign another 500 to ministers already in charge of a church, thus making so many double pastor-

ates. Let us, then, wipe out altogether 500 more, as having only a nominal existence, and we still

have 500 churches for which there is no pastoral provision. By no possible figuring can we make
the ministers match the churches.

“2. Growth in the last decade.—In 1882 we had 123,964 more communicants, 1,014 niore

churches, 702 more ministers, and 141 less candidates than in 1872. In other words, from 1872 to

1882, while there was 'an average gain each year of 12,396 communicants, and of 101 churches,

there was only an average gain each year of 70 ministers
;
and there was an actual average loss

each year of 31 more churches than ministers
;
and, as if this were not bad enough, each year we

kept lessening the material out of which ministers are made. To increase the demand and also

lessen the supply, is a swift road to famine of any sort. When the taper burns at both ends, look

out for darkness.

“ 3. Candidates since reunion.—I have not the figures of our theological schools for Germans
and negroes, but the total number of students in all the other theological seminaries of our church

reached the maximum of 499 in 1877, and has been declining ever since
;
the number (477) this

year being only ten more than in 1870. The total number of candidates in colleges and seminaries

together reached the maximum of 770 in 1873, and was down last year to 626. The trend has

been almost steadily the wrong way for ten years.,

“ 4. Comparison of two college decades.—To make this comparison just, I have taken the decade

before the war, from 1850 to i860, and the decade just closed. To make the comparison broad

enough, I have taken twelve colleges and universities as fairly representative of the sources from
which we may expect our candidates, viz. : Amherst, Hamilton, Lafayette, Princeton, Rochester,

Union, Wabash, Washington and Jefferson, Western Reserve, Williams, and Yale. The total
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number of graduates from these institutions (literary departments) during the first decade was 5,orr,

of whom r,4S6, or 29} per cent., entered the ministry. During the last decade the total number of

graduates was 5,034, of whom only 963, or T9 per cent., entered, or were on their way to the min-
istry. In other words, while the number of graduates from these twelve institutions was a trifle

larger in the last decade than in the decade before the war, the number of candidates for the min-
istry was less by 513, or rcl per cent. All but three of the institutions show a positive loss. If the

last five years were taken, instead of the last ten, the figures would be far worse. Hamilton would
then drop from 27 per cent, of her graduates on the way to the ministry, down to r8 per cent?

And Princeton would drop from 22 per cent, to T4. All which shows that this fearfully diminishing

process is not arrested. It has gone too far already to make it possible for our Church to escape

serious damage. Unless it be arrested soon, it will bring us irretrievable disaster.

“ Is it thought the secular and State universities will give us relief ? That is a delusive dream.
The case there is hopelessly against us. The University of Minnesota has given only T3 men to

the ministry of all denominations in the last ten years. The University of Wisconsin has given

only 28 in thirty-nine years

—

i. e., from its foundation—though the graduates from its literary de-

partment alone have numbered 544. The University of Michigan has given in the last ten years

(i870-’79) only about if per cent, of its 724 literary graduates to the ministry of our Church, and
not 70 graduates, all told, since the University was founded—or less than two a year. Cornell

University has done no better, but rather the worse. Secularism, indifferentism, and positive

scepticism are not much given to developing ministerial candidates. But it needs the tell-tale

figures to make some men believe it.

“ Do I weary you with statistics ? Let me give you one more group and I am done.
" 5. The source 0/ supply.—Where do our present 626 candidates come from ? The answer to

this question makes the exhibit of our steadily diminishing supply more serious still.

“ For purposes of comparison let us divide the Church into three sections. Let the Synods
of Atlantic, Texas, and Tennessee, the Presbytery of Chester (as including Lincoln University),

and all the foreign mission Synods and Presbyteries, constitute what may be called the Southern
section. Of course, this section will embrace some white American candidates ;

but these will not

much, if any, outnumber the colored candidates in the other two sections. Let all else west of

Ohio constitute the western section, and the balance of the Church make up the eastern section.

“ Now, on examination, it will be seen that the southern section has 123 candidates and 26,480

communicants, or r to 2T5
;
the western section 182 candidates and 175,847 communicants, or r to

966 ;
the eastern section 32r candidates and 38g,8or communicants, or r to r,2T4. Thus the for-

eign mission churches and the colored churches furnish more than one-sixth, or nearly 20 per cent.,

of all our candidates, yet only one-twenty-third, or 4! per cent, of all our communicants. To item-

ize a little : take the foreign Presbyteries. Peking has r candidate to 16 communicants ;
Oroomiah,

r to 80
;
Corisco, r to 80. Take the colored Presbyteries. Catawba has r candidate to 89 com-

municants
;
Fairfield, r to T50 ; Yadkin, 1 to 37X. Now, step into what we are accustomed to call

tire fine fields and gardens of Presbyterianism. Brooklyn reports rr,894 communicants and 2 can-

didates
;
Morris and Orange, 6,692 communicants and r candidate ;

Erie, 7,497 communicants

and no candidates; the whole Synod of Michigan, outside the Presbytery of Detroit, ro, 776 com-

municants and r candidate.

“ As further light on this question of source of supply: let it be understood that for the last ten

years the average increase of our ministerial force by ordination has been about 50 more each year

than the average loss by death
;
and the average increase by reception from other bodies has been

fully 25 more each year than the average loss by dismission. In other words, one-third of such

increase in the ministry, as we are able to mark, is due to accessions from other denominations.

“ Fathers and brethren, what do these marshaled groups of facts and figures show ?

“ They show that the actually existing state of things makes it impossible, by at least a full half

thousand, to match our present churches with our present ministers, 1 rough hew them how we

may.’
“ They show that, turn which way we will, and following the figures down any line of proof, the

supply of candidates has been steadily diminishing, not only proportionately, but absolutely.

“ They show that we are not only making more churches than ministers, but that we are actually

making less ministers than we made ten years ago.
“ They show that the Church is losing her grip of the Christian colleges as nurseries of minis-

terial candidates.

“ They show that we are importing one minister where we are ordaining two,. . . .

“ Finally, they show that even our present poor record of ministerial candidacy would be far

worse, if we had not kept it up by large drafts upon converted heathen and converted freedmen.

. . . .
“ But this is the challenge God flings at our feet—a great opportunity.”

When the Assembly reconvened in the afternoon, the Rev. Edwin F. Hat-

field, D.D., for many years the Stated Clerk of the General Assembly, was
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elected Moderator by a large majority. This was, personally, an honor emi-

nently well merited by its recipient and cordially accorded by the whole body

of his peers. No sounder or more representative Presbyterian could be found,

and few members of this or any other Assembly could equal his fitness for a

perfect administration of the Moderator’s office.

This election is, nevertheless, significant as the third in uninterrupted order

of pronounced Newschoolmen (in the historical and party sense) to the

Moderatorship. It is difficult to see how this uniformity of result can prove

the disappearance of the ancient party differences, or any increased spirit of

mutual concession.

The Rev. Win, H. Roberts, the Permanent Clerk, assumed for the occasion

the duties of the Stated Clerk, temporarily demitted by the Moderator, Dr.

Hatfield.

The Rev. J. P. Carter, C. Hutchinson, J. W. F/eeman, and Elder O. E.

Boyd were appointed Temporary Clerks.

In the evening the Lord’s Supper was administered, a large company of

Christian men and women joining with the members of the Assembly. Dr.

Johnson presided, assisted by the Rev. S. M. Hamilton, of New York, and

the Rev. Hervey D. Ganse, of St. Louis.

The first business introduced was that which led to the creation of the new
“ Presbyterian Board of Aid for Colleges and Academies.”

This matter was introduced by a very able report offered by the retiring

Moderator, Dr. Herrick Johnson, Chairman of a Special Committee on Edu-

cation, appointed by the General Assembly of i88r, and enlarged by that of

1882, which resulted from a movement originating in the Assembly of 1877.

The argument of the report assumes that education cannot be separated

from religion without rendering it positively irreligious. That the common-

school system administered by our several States is necessarily negative in its

religious characteristics. That this is a necessary evil tolerable only when con-

fined to the simple elements of education, and to those youthful ages where

the defects of the common-school system can be most adequately corrected by

the family and the Sunday-school. That the Church must in the future, as in

the past, supply the country, in adequate proportion to the whole population,

with truly Christian colleges. It proceeds to show, by a large induction of

facts, that the older parts of the country east of Indiana are far more suffi-

ciently supplied with such institutions than the Western States and Territories

west of Ohio. It argues for the creation of the proposed “ Board of Aid for

Colleges and Academies,” and its location in the West, with Chicago as its

centre, by outlining the work such a Board could execute by appealing to the

example of other Christian denominations, by reference to the lessons of ex-

perience taught by the eminent success of similar agencies in the same gen-

eral field in the past.

The report concluded with the recommendation of the following resolutions,

which were passed :

“ 1. That a definite agency be instituted that shall have in charge the interests of higher educa-

tion as connected with the Presbyterian Church.
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2. That this agency be a separate and independent Board, with its distinct officers and work.

“ 3. That the Board be constituted under the following provisions, viz. :

"A. The name of this Board shall be ‘ The Presbyterian Board of Aid for Colleges and Acade-
mies,' and the general work shall have the limitations indicated by its title.

“ B. The Board shall consist of twenty-four members, divided into three classes, composed
equally of ministers and laymen, and one class shall be elected each year.

“ C. The officers of this Board shall be a President, Vice-President, Treasurer, and permanent
Secretary.

“ D. In the constitution of the Board the different parts of the country shall be equitably repre-

sented.

“ E. The headquarters of the Board shall be at Chicago, and the Executive Committee of the

Board shall be residents in Chicago or in the immediate vicinity.

“ F. Meetings of the Board may be held at different points in the country as the Board shall

select.

“ G. The province of the Board shall be to secure an annual offering from the churches for this

cause : to co-operate with local agencies in determining sites for new institutions ; to decide what
institutions shall be aided ; to assign to those institutions seeking endowment the special fields

open to their appeals, that clashing between them may be avoided, and to discourage all independ-

ent appeals to the Church at large.

“ H. The funds received by the Board shall be devoted either to current expenses of struggling

institutions, or to permanent endowments.
“ The funds shall be secured (a) by annual offerings from the churches, mainly for current ex-

penses of the institutions
;
(S) by special applications for endowment under the approval and gen-

eral direction of the Board.
“ I. (a) Every institution hereafter established, as a condition of receiving aid, shall be either

organically connected with the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America, or shall by
charter-provision perpetually have two-thirds of its Board of Control members of the Presbyterian

Church.

“ (b) In the case of institutions already established, and not included under the above provisions,

appropriations for endowments shall be so made as to revert to the Board whenever these institu-

tions shall pass from Presbyterian control.

“ (r) In all other respects the disbursement of funds by the Board shall be wholly discretionary

with the Board, both as to amount and direction, subject always to the control of the General

Assembly.
“ 4- That the Board be chartered under the laws of the State of Illinois, and under the laws of

such other States as may at any time hereafter by said Board be deemed necessary or advisable,

and be empowered to receive legacies, bequests, and devises.

*• 5. That a Committee be now appointed to report to this Assembly the names of twenty-four

members for this Board, and any needed directions for organization ; and that when so reported and
approved by this Assembly, said members shall be authorized and enjoined to perfect the organiza-

tion of the Board at the earliest possible date, and to proceed at once to its vast and responsible work."

The Committee of Nomination thus created, offered subsequently the fol-

lowing nominations, which were all ratified by the Assembly in the order pre-

sented :

Members /or One Yeai—Rev. Howard Crosby, D.D., Rev. Matthew Newkirk, D.D., Rev. H.

D. Ganse, D.D., Rev. John DeWitt, D.D., Messrs. Benjamin Harrison, J. S. McDonald, W. O.
Hugh art, W. W. Woods.
Members Jor Two Years—Rev. G. D. Baker, D.D., Rev. J. N. Freeman, D.D., Rev. A. E.

Kittredge, D.D., Rev. R. F. Sample, D.D., Messrs. S. M. Breckinridge, Dan. P. Eells, C. H.
McCormick, Jr., O. D. Swan.
Members for Three Years—Rev. Herrick Johnson, D.D., Rev. S. J. McPherson, Rev. J. W.

Dinsmore, D.D., Rev. T. H. Cleland, D.D., Messrs. Charles M. Henderson, Charles M. Chamlev,
H. M. Hibbard, and Robert McClelland.

FRATERNAL RELATIONS WITH THE BRETHREN OF THE SOUTHERN

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.

As a part of the action of the Northern Assembly of last year, in response

to the overtures of fraternal respect and affection from the Southern Assembly,

had led to mistrust and debate, Dr. Crosby offered the following resolution on
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the first day of the late sessions in Saratoga, saying that he was not the author

of the resolution, which had been prepared by a person not a member of the

Assembly :

“Whereas, Some differences of opinion have been manifested concerning the true import of

the resolution adopted in May, 1882, by the two General Assemblies sitting respectively in Atlanta,

Ga., and Springfield, 111. ;

“ Resolved
,
That this General Assembly understands that resolution to declare the steadfast

adherence of each of those General Assemblies to all the principles which its predecessors had
affirmed upon the question on which the two Assemblies had held opposite convictions

;
while each

Assembly avowed its regret for and withdrawal of all aspersions, which either may have been

understood to cast on the Christian character of ministers or constituents of the other Assembly
;

and in this sense this Assembly cordially affirms that resolution.”

This, on motion, was referred to a Special Committee appointed by the Mod-

erator, viz. : Rev. Drs. Crosby and Johnson, and Judge Breckinridge.

In the meantime, on the second day of the sessions, the Commissioners of

the Southern Church, the Rev. William Brown, D.D., of Eredericksburgh, Va.

;

the Rev. Thomas A. Hoyt, D.D., of Nashville, Tenn.
;
and the Hon. Patrick

Joyce, of Louisville, Ky., were introduced to the Assembly. The speeches

of these brethren were eminently cordial, and were received by the entire

Assembly with fervid enthusiasm, expressed by continued bursts of applause.

The response of Dr. Hatfield is represented as having been most eloquent,

and alike in conception, expression, and delivery, all that the best friends of

the whole Church could desire.

The reception of our delegates, Hon. Judge Strong, Drs. Prime and Nic-

colls, etc., by the Southern Assembly, and the response of their venerable

Moderator, Dr. Theodore Pryor, are represented to have been equally en-

thusiastic.
“ Lexington, Ky., May 21st, 1883.

“ To Rev. E. F. Hatfield,
D.D., Moderator of the General Assembly :

“ Your delegation was received by the General Assembly on Saturday with great cordiality and
enthusiasm. The Moderator’s response to our remarks gave the strongest assurances of the grati-

fication which the messages brought, and reciprocated every expression of affection. The general

sentiment of the Assembly and the people appears to be in harmony with the views of the delega-

tion, and the response of the Moderator.
“ Edward P. Humphrey,
“ Samuel J. Niccolls,
“ S. Iren^us Prime,
“William Strong,
“ Samuel M. Moore.”

Subsequently, the Committee to which was referred the resolution regarding

the meaning of the deliverance of the last Assembly with regard to fraternal

relations with the Southern Church, brought in the following resolution, which

was passed with the greatest and most general enthusiasm :

“ Fraternal relations having now been happily established between the two Assemblies on the

basis of the withdrawal of all imputations that have been officially made from either side against

the Christian character of the other, no further action is necessary.”

With reference to this paper, Dr. Brown, the venerable Chairman of the

delegation from the Southern Assembly, said, in his valedictory speech on the

afternoon of the same day :

“ The paper which you adopted to-day with such unanimity and enthusiasm—I was sorry I was
not in the house—enables me to take leave of you with a heart filled with gratitude to God. I will
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not refer to the past. It is not necessary to state the difficulty many of us felt—a feeling of doubt
as to what was meant by part of the action of last year. You have now swept all that away. That
paper is so admirably drawn that I can go security for its being satisfactory. There is a moral
certainty in my mind that this puts the whole matter of uneasiness at rest. For I know that many
of my brethren in the South have said that if the matter is made certain on this one point—as this

paper does make it certain—not one single man in the South would open his lips in objection to it.

“ Allow me further to say, that when I came here I knew that I should be kindly received, but I

scarcely know how to express the feelings of my heart, as I say that nothing which could have been
done has been left undone to make us feel at home. And I am sure that your brethren have been
so received in Lexington as to make them feel in the same way. Thanks to God for this result.”

With this thanksgiving every true lover of sound conservative Christianity

and of American Presbyterianism, must consent with all his heart and soul.

A nobler and sounder Church than the Presbyterian Church of the Southern

States of our American Union does not exist upon the face of the earth.

On Saturday morning, the ninth day of their sessions, the Assembly spent

an hour in prayer for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on all the churches

North and South, the Southern General Assembly at Lexington being, by pre-

arrangement, at the same time engaged in the same service.

Provision was made for practically carrying out the new professions of

fraternal relations, in the harmonious action and co-operation of their several

presbyteries and congregations in their respective local enterprises, wherever

the representatives of the two bodies came into contact.

Rev. William C. Young, of Louisville, Ky., read a communication from the

Synod of Kentucky, asking

—

“ That whereas fraternal relations between the two great branches of the Presbyterian Church in

the LTnited States have been happily established, for the purpose now of securing, as far as may be

possible, the cordial co-operation of these two great bodies in all works and measures in which they

may have a common interest for the building-up of the Redeemer’s kingdom, a committee of seven be

appointed by this General Assembly to confer with a similar committee, if such committee shall

be appointed by the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States now in

session in Lexington, Ky., in regard to any plans or methods of co-operation in any part of the

great work that the Master has laid on His servants, and which it might appear could be mare
effectually accomplished by cordial and friendly co-operation than by separate and independent

action, and that this Committee report the result of their deliberations to their respective Assem-

blies in 18S4."

The action asked was taken, and a Committee appointed, consisting of Revs.

E. P. Humphrey, D.D., S. J. Niccolls, D.D., T. J.
Lamar, Edward Wright, and

Elders Ormond Beatty, W. B. Negley, and S. M. Moore.

The delegates appointed to the next Southern Assembly at Vicksburg, are

Drs. E. Kempshall and Arthur Mitchell, and Elder General Shields.

THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF REV. W. W. M’LANE f D.D., FROM THE ACT

OF THE PRESBYTERY OF STEUBENVILLE SUSPENDING HIM FROM THE MIN-

ISTRY OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.

The Rev. W. W. McLane, D.D., pastor of the 2d Presbyterian church, Steu-

benville, O., having recently published a book entitled “ The Cross in the Light

of To-day,” in which he was understood to deny the historical doctrine of the

Christian Church, and especially the doctrine of the standards of the Presby-

terian Church, as to the objective sin-expiating, justice-satisfying effect of

Christ’s death, he was tried by the Presbytery of Steubenville in May, 1883,
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on the charge of heresy, and the charge was sustained, and he was suspended

from the ministry. He appealed directly to the General Assembly. His

reasons for passing by the Synod were stated by him as follows :

“ My reasons are partly personal and partly public. Personally,— i. I am unwilling to rest un-

der so grave a charge and so severe a sentence if it can be reversed.

“ 2. I love the Presbyterian Church, the Church of my fathers, which I have served as an or-

dained minister for nine years. I am unwilling to leave her, unless the General Assembly declares

the teachings of my book inconsistent with her doctrines.

“3. The Synod of Ohio does not convene for more than half a year, and the General Assembly
could not be reached for a year. I am unwilling to lie idle and lose a year."

The Judicial Committee reported the case, with the recommendation “that

the papers in the case be referred to the Synod of Ohio,” according to Rook

of Discipline, Chap, vi., Sec. iii., Art. 6, which provides that Appeals should

“generally be carried in regular gradation from an inferior judicatory to one

immediately superior.”

Rut since all parties to this case, the representatives of the Presbytery as

well as Dr. McLane, pressed urgently for its immediate issue by the Assembly,

and since the principle was recognized that the Assembly possessed the pre-

rogative of assuming immediate jurisdiction in exceptional cases, on its own

discretion, the Appeal was by the Assembly “referred back to the Judicial

Committee, with instructions to prepare and issue the case.”

Then becoming convinced that the Assembly would only confirm the con-

demnation already passed unanimously by his Presbytery, Dr. McLane wisely

and honorably withdrew his Appeal, and promised “ at the earliest opportunity

to ask the Presbytery of Steubenville to grant me (him) a letter stating my (his)

standing and the reasons therefor, and to withdraw from the Presbyterian

Church.”

Dr. McLane, we thoroughly believe, is a spiritually-minded, able, and honor-

able man, but his teachings are not in any way consistent with “ the system of

doctrine” embodied in the Standards of the Presbyterian Church, and he,

therefore, cannot have any right to assume the obligations, or to enjoy the

prerogatives of an office-bearer in her ranks.

ACTION WITH RELATION TO THE HIGHER CRITICISM, ETC.

Five Presbyteries (Ebenezer, Jersey City, Louisville, Morris and Orange, and

St. Louis) sent up to the General Assembly overtures expressing the general

alarm in view of opinions believed to be dangerous, taught in various ways

within the Christian community, relating to the authenticity and genuineness

and historical credibility of the various books of the Sacred Canon. These

overtures having passed into the hands of the Standing Committee on Educa-

tion, were, at the request of Dr. Ganse, the chairman of that Committee, trans-

ferred to a special Committee— which, by appointment of the Moderator, con-

sisted of Rev. Drs. Crosby, Johnson, Ganse, and Young, and Elders Kirk-

wood, Morris, and Strong.

The report subsequently made by this Committee was unanimously adopted

by the General Assembly, and is as follows :
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“ The General Assembly feels constrained to express itself clearly and decidedly on the rational-

istic treatment of the Holy Scriptures by Protestant teachers in Europe, whose works are intro-

duced into our country and whose evil influence is felt in our Church. Our Confession of Faith

(Chap, i., Sec. 2), after giving the names of the Books of the Old and New Testaments, adds : ‘all

which are given by inspiration of God to be the rule of faith and life.’ The denial of the authen-
ticity and truthfulness of the Holy Scriptures is a denial of their inspiration, and any teaching that

suggests such denial should be not only carefully avoided, but studiously repelled. The Assembly
would not discourage the full use of all light in critical study, nor does it assume that any erroneous

teaching is welcomed or offered within the bounds of the Church ; but it would warn all pastors and
teachers of the danger to young and inexperienced minds in the free use of crude theories and un-
proved speculations, on the part of religious instructors, and would remind them of the paramount
importance of sustaining in positive doctrine the authenticity, integrity, truthfulness, and inspira-

tion of the Holy Scriptures against the unsanctified learning by which an unbelieving world through

nominally Christian channels, assaults the Church. The Assembly would also remind the Presby-

teries of their special responsibility as guardians of the faith, and that, in view of the apprehensions

excited through the Church by the rationalistic handling of the Word of God, it is incumbent

upon them to see to it that the appropriate constitutional action be taken if at any time it should

become manifest, that any minister of our Church was promulgating theories of dangerous tend-

ency or contra-confessional doctrine concerning the Holy Scriptures.”

All which the true lovers of our Zion will affirm and maintain with all their

souls, except the rebuke administered to “ Protestant Teachers in Europe,”

which is indiscriminate, and therefore ungracious and unjust.

THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON CHURCH POLITY MOVE THE ASSEMBLY TO

ANSWER CERTAIN IMPORTANT OVERTURES FROM THE PRESBYTERIES.

The most important of these were the following :

Overture No. r. The answer to this provided that “ Inasmuch as the Rule

providing a probation for the Ministers from the Presbyterian churches of

Great Britain has been repealed (see Moore’s Digest, p. 159), it is recom-

mended that said rule be repealed so far as it relates to ministers coming from

the Presbyterian churches of Canada.”

Overture No. 8. The answer to which declares that short term Deacons are

not to be elected.

Overture No. 9. Relates to the steps proper for an Elder or Deacon de-

siring to effect his retirement from active service. The answer to this directs

that the resignation of an Elder should be to the Session.

Overture No. 10. From the Presbytery of Southern Dakota, concerning the

construction to be placed upon Chap, xiii., Sec. 8, of the Form of Govern-

ment, relating to the election of Elders for a limited term, whether in Home
Missionary churches one or two Elders can be elected for a limited term. The

Committee recommended the following answer :
“ When from necessity there

can be but one Elder, for the time being, he may be elected for three years, as

provided in Chap, xiii., Sec. 8, and re-elected at the end of that term
;
and the

division into classes as provided in that section should take place as the Session

can be increased in number.”

Overture No. 15. From the Presbytery of North Texas asking: “ rst.

Can one be admitted to membership in the Presbyterian Church who has not

received water baptism in any mode, and who does not believe in other bap-

tism than the baptism of the Holy Ghost? 2d. If not, can such persons

—

e.g.,

Quakers-—be invited to the Lord’s Table?
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“ Your Committee most respectfully answer the first question in the nega-

tive. And as an answer to the second question would refer the Presbytery to

the Directory of Worship, Chap, viii., Sec. 4, in regard to the proper qualifica-

tions of communicants.”

There is an obvious difference between the cases to which these questions

refer. The first refers to regular membership in the Presbyterian Church,

which certainly presupposes the sacrament of Baptism. The second ques-

tion relates to the condition under which we may allow other Christians the

privilege of “ occasional communion ” with us. To the present writer it ap-

pears that “other Christians” might be allowed freely to commune with us

entirely at their own discretion and responsibility, and without any conditions

imposed by us.

Overture No. 21. The Rev. William J. P. Morrison, of the Presbytery of

Lodiana, presented a communication from the Presbytery of Saharanpur,

which Presbytery, though belonging to the Reformed Presbyterian Church, is

connected with the Lodiana Mission. The communication complains of the

action of our Board of Foreign Missions in continuing a missionary in service

there who was deposed by the Presbytery, and against the remonstrance of all

the missionaries of the Lodiana Mission. The paper was referred to the

Standing Committee on the Polity of the Church.

The answer of that Committee adopted and enacted by the General Assem-

bly, is stated in the following report :

“ Overture No. 21. Whereas a complaint has been made by the Presbytery of Saharanpur of

the Reformed Presbyterian Church against the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian

Church, for reappointing as one of their missionaries in India, Rev. John Simms Woodside, who
had been deposed from the ministry by said Presbytery.

“ Your Committee recommend the following action, touching the matters contained in said com-
plaint, which relate to the polity of the Presbyterian Church, viz. :

“ 1. It appears that an agreement was entered into, years ago, by which the ministers of the so-

called ‘ Covenanter,’ or Reformed Presbyterian Church, became missionaries of our Foreign Board.

“2. It does not appear that this agreement gave to any of the courts of our own Church the au-

thority of ‘ Review and Control,’ over any of the courts of said Reformed Presbyterian Church,

but it is implied that, both by agreement and comity, the judicial decisions of the Presbyteries of said

Reformed Presbyterian Church, touching the ecclesiastical standing of their ministers, should re-

ceive the respect from our Presbyteries due to like decisions of one another.

“3. The main facts of this case are, that John S. Woodside, a minister of the Reformed Pres-

bytery of Saharanpur, was deposed by that Presbytery in February, 1880 ;
and the gist of this

complaint is, that notwithstanding said deposition, he has since been received as a minister, in

good standing, by our Presbytery of Furrukhabad, and has been appointed a missionary by our

Board.

“ 4. And whereas the O. S. General Assembly (pp. 159 and 160 Moore’s Digest) decided in 1862

that 1 a Presbytery may not restore a minister deposed by another,’ and the N. S. General Assem-
bly (pp. 617 and 618 Moore’s Digest), in 1858, decided, ‘that only the Presbytery which deposed a
minister has jurisdiction over him,' therefore Resolved, that the Presbytery of Furrukhabad erred in

receiving and restoring to the ministry the said John S. Woodside, while he was under sentence of

deposition by the Presbytery of Saharanpur, and in accordance with the action of the General

Assembly in a similar case between Presbyteries of our own Church (see Moore’s Digest, pp. 159

and 160). This Assembly directs the Presbytery of Furrukhabad to reconsider its action, and pro-

ceed according to the requirements of the Constitution as provided for the guidance of our Presby-

teries in similar circumstances between themselves.”

We believe that this action of the General Assembly was eminently wise

and righteous. The contention which the above statement of facts discloses
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has done immeasurable evil to our missions in India. There is pressing need for

a clear setting forth of the principles which should regulate the relations be-

tween the executive agency of our Boards at home, and the missionaries, their

churches and Presbyteries upon the field. The situation is a new one in the

experience of the Church, involving new conditions and principles. The ex-

ecutive offices of our Mission Boards, both Home and Foreign, will task the

powers of tire highest Christian statesmanship. The very first talent, lay or

clerical, at the command of the Church should be placed there, and their oc-

cupancy should be considered the highest honor in the Church's gift. In the

meantime, the actual detailed administration of all the affairs of our Foreign

Mission churches, as well as the general policy on which they are conducted,

should be made a matter of constant and interested observation and criticism,

by all our Church courts and religious papers.

THE COMMITTEE ON BILLS AND OVERTURES

reported another series of overtures, and their answers and the action of the

Assembly thereon were as follows :

Luther's Anniversary.

“Overture No. i. From the Presbytery of Cayuga, regarding the celebration of the 400th an-

niversary of Martin Luther's birth.

“ The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America, regarding as

it does with peculiar veneration the name and the work of Martin Luther, and in view of the ap-

proaching 400th anniversary of his birth, November 10th, would recommend that the Presbyterian

Historical Society consider the propriety of some suitable observance of the event
;
and that the

Presbyteries and Synods connected with our Church at their ensuing fall meetings take such action

concerning this anniversary as shall in their judgment most fittingly express our grateful remem-
brance of the name and work of the great Reformation leader.”

Adopted.
The Nez Perces.

“ Overture No. 2. From the Presbytery of Emporia, concerning the Nez Perce Indians :

“ Whereas, The condition of the Nez Perce Indians, known as Chief Joseph’s band, has been

carefully considered by this Assembly
;
therefore,

“ Resolved, 1. That as our hearts have been deeply touched by a sense of their sad condition,

and especially by the appeal of these our suffering brethren in bonds, we do express our warm sym-

pathy for them as they pass through this season of bitter trials, and would counsel them to the

prayerful exercise of meekness, patience, and obedience to law until such time as God in His provi-

dence shall grant them relief.

“ Resolved
,

2. That this Assembly solemnly reaffirms the substance of the memorials of the

Presbytery of Emporia and the Synod of Kansas (herewith appended), and urgently commends the

petition therein contained to the further prompt and favorable consideration of the proper authori-

ties at Washington.
“ And that this matter be entrusted to the committee already appointed by the Assembly to carry

to the Government our action with reference to territorial government and schools in Alaska.”

Rev. George L. Spining and Dr. I.owrie spoke upon the report. It was

adopted and Mr. Spining added to the committee.

Makemie.

“ Overture No. 4. A memorial from the Presbytery of Newcastle, regarding the memorial for

the Rev. Francis Makemie, the committee recommend :

“That, while not deciding upon the claim of priority in the introduction of Presbyterianism to

this country, the proposal of the Presbytery of Newcastle to secure a 1 Francis Makemie Memorial
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Fund’ has the sanction of the General Assembly, and the appeal for this purpose is commended
to the churches, it being understood that said ‘ fund ’ shall be in charge of the trustees of the Pres-

bytery of Newcastle, and subject to the disposal of said Presbytery solely with a view to said me-
morial.

“It was resolved that the committee have leave to withdraw the report, because it is not expe-

dient to take action thereon.”

Sabbath Observance.

“ Overture No. 5, from the Presbytery of Cairo on Sabbath observance
;
the committee recom-

mend :

“ In view of the full, explicit, and emphatic action of the previous Assemblies with reference to

Sabbath observance, and especially of the action of the Assembly of last year, sitting at Springfield,

it is deemed sufficient to renew our unvarying and hearty sympathy.
“ Concerning the appointment of a Permanent Committee on the Sabbath, referred to in the

overture, it is recommended, inasmuch as the last Assembly committed the consideration of this

matter to the Permanent Committee on Temperance, to report to this Assembly that no further

action be taken.

“Overture No. 6, concerning the Jews. The question of evangelistic labor among the Jews has

been before the committee, and the propriety of undertaking a special mission among them and of

employing Christian Jews in its prosecution has had consideration. It is recommended that the

whole subject be referred to the Board of Home Missions.”

THE REVISED BOOK OF DISCIPLINE.

On the afternoon of the first day of the session, the Rev. Dr. Craven, Chair-

man, called up the report of the Committee on the Revised Book of Disci-

pline, made to the last Assembly and referred to this, and it was made the or-

der of business for Friday afternoon. The consideration of this report was

subsequently taken up section by section, and continued at intervals through

the remaining sessions.

The Committee on Church Polity reported that

—

“ Overtures from twenty-one Presbyteries bearing upon the Revised Book of Discipline having

been referred to it by the General Assembly, it has examined these overtures as carefully as the lim-

ited time would permit and find that they contain various recommendations, amendments, substi-

tutes, exceptions, notices of unanimous approval, approval as a whole, and in some instances after

changes had been suggested, leaving the subject to the wisdom of the General Assembly
;
therefore

your committee recommend that these overtures be placed upon file by the Stated Clerk, that they

may be used in any way that this General Assembly may direct.”

Subsequently, upon motion of Judge Breckinridge, a committee of nine was

appointed with instructions to consider and report on those parts of the Re-

vised Book of Discipline as may, in the judgment of this Assembly, require

substantial correction.

The Moderator appointed the following as the committee : Rev. Dr. Everard Kempshall, of

Elizabeth, N. J. ; Rev. Dr. Herrick Johnson, of Chicago, 111. ;
Rev. Dr. C. Hawley, of Auburn,

Ky.
;
Rev. Dr. W. C. Young, of Louisville, Ky.

;
Rev. Dr. E. R. Craven, of Newark, N. J. ;

Elder H. C. Van Vorst, of New York City ;
Elder G. H. Shields, of St. Louis, Mo.

;
Elder R. P.

Effinger, of Fort Wayne, Ind.
;
Elder W. B. Negley, of Pittsburg, Pa.

Afterward this Committee were directed to co-ordinate the various amend-

ments made to the text of the Revised Book of Discipline as reported by the

Committee of Revision, and make it harmonize with the Form of Govern-

ment. They made their report on the last day, and the matters referred were

adopted seriatim, and the report was then adopted as a whole.

The entire discussion was so fragmentary, and the report of it in our hands
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so incomplete, and the amendments passed so numerous, various, and detailed,

that it is impossible for us to present any account of them in this place.

On the afternoon of the last day “ It was resolved that the proposed Revis-

ion of the Book of Discipline be overtured to the Presbyteries as a part of the

Constitution, and that the Presbyteries be directed to vote ‘aye,’ or ‘no,’ on

the proposed substitution as a whole
:
provided that any Presbytery voting in

the affirmative may have the privilege of dissenting from any section from which it

may dissent, and may, by overture, ask for a revision of the same.”

The Committee appointed to prepare a letter to accompany the Revised

Book of Discipline are : Drs. Craven, McGill, Vincent, and Henry, and El-

ders Hon. Wm. Strong, Edward Wells, and F. H. Anderson.

THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON TEMPERANCE

reported on the Report of the Permanent Committee on Temperance, consti-

tuted by the Assembly of 1881.

This report and the resolutions proposed were discussed from time to time

by the Assembly, and were in several important respects modified. The ground

was clearly taken and successfully maintained that the Assembly would not

compromise itself by advocating “ Prohibition,” or any other distinctively po-

litical method of promoting the Temperance cause.

The resolutions, as finally amended and adopted by the Assembly, were as

follows :

“ 1. That this Assembly repeats the unvarying testimony of preceding Assemblies against this

wide-spread and destructive vice.

“ 2. That in view of the evils wrought by this scourge of our race, this Assembly would hail with

acclamations of joy and thanksgiving the utter extermination of the traffic of intoxicating liquor as

a beverage by the power of Christian conscience, public opinion, and the strong arm of the civil

law.

“3. That we commend the diligence of the Permanent Committee in doing the work assigned to

them, especially in corresponding with other ecclesiastical bodies, in this and other lands, with a
view to obtain information in the interest of this cause. They have been diligent, also, to reach

all our own Synods and Presbyteries in order to promote their work in all parts of our own church,

and the Assembly recommends that the committee prosecute their labors in this direction, and that

the Presbyteries prepare a distinct temperance narrative at their spring meetings, and forward the

same to the Permanent Committee, and that this committee consider and report on the same to the

next Assembly.
“ 4. That as the Permanent Committee has requested the Assembly to determine whether a Cor-

responding Secretary shall be employed for the service of the Committee, it be pronounced for the

present inexpedient.

“5. That, as the last General Assembly referred to this Permanent Committee the question of the

practicability of adding to the subject of temperance that of the observance of the Sabbath to be a

subject in their charge, this General Assembly declare such addition to be inexpedient.

“6. This Assembly expresses its warm appreciation of the spirit and motives by which the work
accomplished by the woman’s various Christian temperance organizations has been inspired, and

hereby expresses its sympathy and co-operation in this good work.

“ 7. That this Assembly reaffirms the action of the last Assembly recommending the Permanent

Committee to appeal to the churches for funds to defray its expenses.”

The members of the Committee whose terms had expired were re-elected,

except in the place of Dr. Booth, resigned, Rev. E. YV. French was substi-

tuted, and Elder Andrew Blair in place of Elder Samuel Field, resigned, and

Elder David B. Ivison instead of Elder William E. Dodge, deceased.
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THE REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON SYSTEMATIC BENEVOLENCE.

“ The Committee has prepared a table, summarizing and comparing the contributions of the

churches with the year that is past

:

Total Contributions to Boards.
1832. 1883.

Home Missions $486,033

Foreign Missions 648,303

Education 73,500

Publication (Missionary Department) .

.

48,483 42,078

Church Erection 109,063

Relief Fund 105,566

Freedmen 101,677

Sustentation 18,742

$1,413,795 $1,584,962
“ Net gain to the Boards this year, $171,167.

“The increase in the total contributions to the Boards was, in 1881, $85,662 ;
in 1882, $125,775 ;

in 1883, as shown above, it is $171,167.
“ The above table exhibits the income of the Boards from all sources, including legacies, and the

income from permanent funds. The actual gifts of the living church, including those from churches

and individuals, are presented below :

From Churches and Individuals.

Home Missions..

Foreign Missions.

Education

Publication

Church Erection

Relief Fund
Freedmen
Sustentation ....

1882. 1883.

$326,964 $372,820

388,247 423,210

44,443 5L723
31,474 30,894

71,453 65,846

61,887 73,746

60,538 95,716

19,438 18,692

$1,004,444 $1,132,647
“ Net gain, $128,203.
“ The number of churches contributing to the various Boards, also the number failing to contrib-

ute, is as follows

:

Home Missions.

Foreign Missions

Education

Publication

Church Erection

Relief

Freedmen
Sustentation

Contributing Churches. Non-Contributing
1882. 1883. Churches.

4,026 4,141 1,603

3>34i 3,795 L949
2,53° 2,445 3, 299 '

2,322 2,269 3,475
2,668 3,020 2,724

2,547 2,864 2,880

2,380 2,533 3,211

1,566 1.523 4,221

21,380 22,590 23,362
“ Net gain, 1,210.

“ It will be seen from the last two tables that Home Missions gain 115 contributing churches, and

$45,856.
“ Foreign Missions gain 454 contributing churches, and $34,963.
“ Education gains 85 contributing churches, and $7,280.
“ Relief Fund gains 317 contributing churches, and $11,859.

“Freedmen’s Board gains 153 contributing churches, and $35,178.
“ But Publication loses 53 contributing churches, and $580.
“ Church Erection gains 352 contributing churches, but loses $5,907.
“ Sustentation loses 43 contributing churches, and $746.
“ The losses are $6,933. Gains, $135,136. Net gains (from churches and individuals), $128,203.

The corresponding gain for 1882 was $71,441 ;
for 1881, $66,185.

“There has been a reduction in the number of blanks this year, i. c.
,
an increase in the number

of churches contributing to the Boards of 1,210. The corresponding gain last year was 1,216.
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These last two years, therefore, have shown 2,426 additional contributions from the churches to the

Boards.
“ The number of Synods organized for this work of securing systematic and enlarged giving is

seventeen, leaving only four of the twenty-one without committees, for this purpose in the whole
field of the Church. And of the 165 Presbyteries reported last year, 155 have such committees.
“ The Board which has suffered most in its total receipts is the Board of Church Erection, not-

withstanding the fact that 352 more churches contributed to it this year than last. It has been re-

duced in one year nearly $50,000. This is explained by the fact that four men, James Lenox, J.

R. Hills, Robert L. Stuart, and Alexander Stuart are no longer in the church militant.

“ The Board receiving the largest increase is the Board of Home Missions, the result of which is

an addition of 101 more men to its working force. The increase over last year is $82,925. The
next on the list is the Board of Foreign Missions, receiving an advance over last year of $71,505.

“ The entire amount received by all the Boards from all sources is $1,584,962.

“ The committee offer the following resolutions :

“ 1. That the following persons be continued on the Permanent Committee of Systematic Be-
neficence for the coming year, viz. : Ministers—Arthur Mitchell, D.D., Chas. S. Pomeroy, D.D.,
Henry McCracken, D.D., J. William Cochran, W. T. Wylie, F. A. Horton, and that Rev. Ed.
ward C. Ray, of Hyde Park, be added in place of Rev. Arthur T. Pierson, D.D. Elders—Dan.
P. Eells, Archibald McClure, Thomas Lord,'William Bakewell, Thomas Kane, Walter Carter, and
that Reuben F. Smith be added in place of Henry C. Noble ; and that the labors of the committee

be commended to the hearty sympathy and co-operation of the whole Church.
“ 2. That the General Assembly renew its instructions to all the Synods and Presbyteries to ap-

point committees on beneficence
;
such committes to report to,and co-operate with, the Assembly’s com-

mittee ; also, that the Board of Publication be recommended to print such documents for the com-
mittee as may be approved by the Publishing Committee of the Board.

“3. That our ministers throughout the whole Church preach more upon this subject and take

special pains to instruct the people of their charges as to the sacred duty of giving to the Lord’s

cause in a systematic way.

“4. That the expenses of the Permanent Committee for clerical services, postage, etc., amount-
ing to $283.75, be paid by the Assembly.”

THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON FREEDMEN

reported as follows, which was adopted :

“ The General Assembly at its last meeting (1882) advised its Committee of Missions for Freed-

men, ‘ in the enumeration of their published reports, to begin with the first report which was made
by the Committee to the General Assembly, about seventeen years ago.’ In compliance with this

advice the report for this year is numbered the eighteenth, although that ‘for last year was numbered

the twelfth. The explanation of this is that in the year 1870, when the reunion of the New and

Old-school Churches took place, a new enumeration was commenced, making last year’s report the

twelfth, while in fact it was seventeen years since the commencement of the work by the Old-school

Church.
“ The same Assembly also passed the following resolution :

“ ‘ The Committee is hereby authorized to apply to the civil authorities in Pennsylvania for a

charter, under a corporate name to be suggested by the Committee. The charter, if obtained,

should be laid before the next General Assembly, together with a jalan of organization under the

same.’
“ Acting under this resolution the Committee has been incorporated under the name of ‘ The

Presbyterian Board of Missions for Freedmen of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of

America.’ The charter, together with the plan of organization under the same, have been sub-

mitted to your Committee and found in order.

“ The report of the Board shows the encouraging fact that the past has been the most prosperous

of all the years of their work among the Freedmen. This is seen :

“ 1. In the number of churches contributing.
41 Last year the gain reported was 103. This year 670 churches and 80 Sabbath-schools and mis-

sionary societies are added to the list of contributors—a most pleasing evidence that the work is

growing in interest among the churches and schools, and taking a deeper hold on the hearts of

God’s people.

“2. Increased receipts, enabling the Board to expend in its work during the year $83,266.68,

against $60,467.34 last year, an increase of $22,799.34. The treasury is overdrawn $539.92.

“3. Increased contributions by the Freedmen themselves.

“ The colored churches and schools under the care of the Board have given a little more than
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§2,ooc over their contributions of last year, making §12,881.52 as against $10,828.18 the preceding

year.

“4. The total amount received by this Board from all sources has been nearly $io8,coo, a great

advance over former years. Your Committee takes pleasure in recording their belief that this is

largely due to the efficient labors of the Secretary of the Board, R. H. Allen, D.D.
“ 5. Growth in the number of churches and communicants.
“ Four churches have been organized and 1,138 communicants received during the year, of whom

569 were on examination. The average gain to each church is nearly six, and to each minister

twelve. A number of new missions have been opened, two of them in the Indian Territory, among
Freedmen once owned by Indians, and who have been sadly neglected heretofore by Christians of all

denominations.

“6. Totals. The whole number of communicants is now 12,823, gathered in 173 churches.

Education.

“ We wish to call especial attention to the Educational branch of the Board’s work. It has five

institutions under its care, viz. : Biddle University, Charlotte, N. C. ;
Scotia Seminaiy for Girls,

Concord, N. C. ; Wallingford Academy, Charleston, S. C. ;
Brainard Institute, Chester, S. C. ;

and Fairfield Institute, Winnsboro, S. C. These five institutions report as follows : Whole num-
ber of students enrolled, 1,856, of whom 753 are professors of religion

;
students for the ministry,

89 ;
of these 70 are Presbyterians.

“ Biddle University is the only college and theological school which the Presbyterian Church has

in the South for Freedmen, while the American Ministers’ Association has some five or six. Es-

tablished for the special purpose of training colored preachers, catechists, and teachers for their own
race, its location has special advantages for this purpose. It is in their midst

,
among the best of

their class, and at the terminus of six railroads. Hence it is easy of access.

“ The importance of pushing our educational work is seen from the fact that the-colored popula-

tion of the South now numbers 6,500,000. About i,oco,ooo of these are voters, and of these sixty-

nine per cent, are illiterate and cannot read the ballot they vote.

What is needed.

“ 1. The Board should have at least $200,000 for its work during the year.

“ 2. Woman's aid. The women of the Church have done a service of inestimable value in con-

nection with Home and Foreign Missions. Why should they not take hold of this great work, than

which none is more important or pressing ?

“ 3. Local supervision. A man is needed on the ground to look over the field, to consult with

and advise the workers, and look after the interests of the churches generally.”

THE REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON CHURCH ERECTION

proposed the following resolutions, which were adopted by the Assembly :

“ 1. That this Assembly repeats and emphasizes the injunction sent down by former Assemblies

to the Presbyteries, to inquire carefully into the circumstances of each church seeking aid from the

Board, and to guard with the utmost diligence against recommending any whose course is not in

every respect marked by an honest observance of the rules of the Board.
“ 2. While we would deny the Christian liberty of churches and individuals in the distribution of

their donations—we must disapprove and discourage the too-frequent practice of diverting from the

general treasury to special objects, the annual contributions of churches for the Board, particularly

when the Board has made liberal grants to the same objects.

“ 3. That this Assembly condemns the growing practice on the part of churches and Presbyteries

of seeking aid from this Board to erect costly buildings, which practice deprives more needy of aid

and furnishes a plausible pretext to others for withholding their contributions to this cause.

“ 4. That the Board be directed to classify and systematize the applications for aid, and whenever
the circumstances in the case seem to warrant it, place such applications before individuals and
churches, with such information as they may be able to obtain, together with the recommendation
of the Board in the case, and Presbyteries are enjoined to co-operate with the Board in this work.

“5. That the prospective work of this Board seems to demand $200,000 for the coming year,

and we recommend that an honest effort be made to raise this amount.
“6. That this Board be authorized and empowered to fill any vacancies that may occur in the

Board occasioned by resignation, death, removal, or otherwise, during the interim of the General
Assemblies.

“ 7. That the minutes be approved and the Board be requested to print their rules, in the matter

of granting appropriations, in the annual report to the General Assembly.

40
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“ 8. That the following persons serve as members of this Board for three years. This term of
office expiring at this time, viz. :

‘‘Rev. Joseph Fewsmith, D.D., Rev. Elijah R. Craven, D.D., Rev. C. Cuthbert Hall.

“Elders—F. G. Burnham, B. F. Randolph, Edwin F. Hyde, John Sinclair.
“ And in place of the following members who have resigned in consequence of removal

:

“Rev. John Gillespie, D.D., in lieu of Rev. Eldridge liix, D.D.
;
Rev. C. T. Haley in lieu of

Rev. S. F. McPherson
;
and Elder John Swain in lieu of T. R. Strong, Esq., each for two years.”

THE STANDING COMMITTEE OF PUBLICATION

reported as follows, which was accepted and adopted :

. . . .
“ An analysis of the Treasurer’s several statements will make all these points manifest, so

that the announcement may henceforth be boldly made by ever)- minister who asks a generous of-

fering for this cause, that all moneys gathered for colportage and missionary work are expended ex-

clusively upon such work as directed by the General Assembly. Not one dollar goes into the Pub-
lishing Department. And it may be added that any intelligent investigator, by careful comparison
of the Treasurer’s statements, can astertain every needful and desirable fact touching the financial

adjustment of the two departments.
“ As indicating the Board’s response to the instructions of the last Assembly, bearing upon a

larger use of its profits in the reduction of prices and increase of missionary donations, its present

report affirms, and all the facts disclosed confirm the statement, that to the best of its judgment it

has utilized and will continue to utilize its small balance of profit by reducing still yet further the

prices of its publications and enlarging its appropriations to the work of colportage. This response

of the Board, confirmed as it is by its action, seems to squarely meet and remove the last of the ob-

jections or difficulties suggested in past years.

The Missionary Department of the Board.

.... “ Your committee recommend that the General Assembly press with an intense emphasis
upon the hearts of the entire ministry and people of the Presbyterian Church the imperative call for

greatly enlarged offerings to this colporteur service, that a broader, more adequate, and effective

work may be wrought in behalf of the spiritual condition and needs of our every where massing

Western population.

“ The Sabbath-school work. As closely allied to the Missionary’ Department, it finds its natural

place in this connection.

“ Through the judicious plans and energetic efforts of the Secretary, together with the warm and

growing sympathies and the quick and earnest responses of the churches in connection with his

work, that work is now fully inaugurated. The y’ear’s report discloses results that already vindicate

the wisdom of past Assemblies in the creation and care of this new agency.
“ The Secretary has either directed or largely participated in more than a score of Sabbath-school

Institutes, covering almost the entire Church and reaching its prominent centres. He has given a

course of lectures in the Princeton Seminary, and addressed the students of the Seminary at Chi-

cago. Furthermore, by special communications with Snyods, Presbyteries, and by wide, private

correspondence with pastors and superintendents, conveying information and suggestions concern-

ing Sabbath-school work, by frequent communications in our lesson helps and suggestions for teach-

ing in the Westminster Teacher
,
and by pressing everywhere the organization of Normal Classes,

he has sought to use his office in the interest of the work committed to his care. As the result,

partly of his labor and of a larger and more intelligent apprehension of the Sunday-school work,

there appears a deepening interest, with more of wise oversight and effort to improve methods and

appliances on the part of church sessions, while our Presbyteries are helping to increase the enthu-

siasm and efficiency of the schools by appointing and sustaining institutes for instruction and

stimulus.

“ In accordance with suggestions made to your Committee, they recommend the adoption of the

following resolutions :

“ i. Pastors and Sessions are urged to put forth practical and persistent efforts to enlist their en-

tire congregations in systematic Bible study and teaching in connection with the Sabbath-school.

“ 2. The General Assembly again emphasizes the duty of church Sessions to exercise supervision

over their Sunday-schools, especially in the choice of officers and teachers.

“ 3. In the judgment of the General Assembly greater prominence should be given in Sabbath-

school contributions to the causes represented by our Boards, that the scholars may be educated in-

telligently to contribute to each always, and especial remembering the Sabbath-school Missionary'

Department of the Board of Publication.

“4. The General Assembly approves the proposed organization of the Board, through its secre-

tary, of the Bible Correspondence School, in the interest of the better training of teachers.
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“ 5. The General Assembly hereby designates the second Sabbath of June as the Children’s Day,

on which special services for the children shall be held, and the vital topics of the Christian nurture

and the conversion of the young shall be pressed upon the thought of the entire congregation.

“ Conclusion. In concluding this summary review, the Committee add this brief comment : that

the extent and excellence of the work achieved, affords the most fitting commendation of the wis-

dom of the Board's administration and the efficiency of all its official helpers, and it is but just that

the word of warm and generous approval should have renewed expression by this Assembly.

“ Special overtures or memorials, respecting an increase of publications in German have been re-

ceived from seven Presbyteries, viz. : Alton, Trinity, Platte, St. Louis, Chippewa, Rock River and

Wisconsin River. The phraseology of the papers runs thus : ‘To take immediate steps to supply the

gTeat want of German literature’; ‘to increase and improve’; ‘to provide more and more suitable

German books and tracts’; ‘to secure promptly a liberal supply of such as can be used.’

“ In response to this wide and earnest request, your Committee recommend the adoption of the

following

:

“Resolved
,
That the General Assembly recommend that the Board of Publication give especial

consideration to the wants of our German Presbyterian congregations, and publish for their use as

soon as practicable a series of readable, earnest tracts in the German language, explaining and en-

forcing the doctrines and polity of the Presbyterian Church.
“ In place of the members of the Board whose term of office expires in May, 1883, the Commit-

tee recommend the election of the following: Ministers—Robt. M. Patterson, Thos. Murphy, Jas.

A. Worden, Wm. T. Eva, Wm. Greenough, Herrick Johnson, John S. McIntosh, John S. Sands.

Elders—Theodore W. Baker, Geo. Sharswood, W. F. Reynolds, John Scott, Geo. W. Mears, Wm.
Wood, Wm. L. Dubois, Robert H. Hinckley.

“ In place of Rev. George W. Musgrave, the Rev. H. Augustus Smith and of Mr. G. S. Ben-
son, who have died during the past year, and Mr. Sam’l A. Coyle, who has resigned, they recom-

mend Revs. Samuel J. Niccolls and Wm. D. Roberts, and Elders Edward P. Borden and Jos. M.
Collingwood.

“All of which is respectfully submitted. J. Glentworth Butler, Chairman."

The Standing Committee on Publication having received and considered an

overture from the Synod of the Pacific, in regard to the Missionary Periodicals

of the Church and recommended the following action of the General Assembly :

Resolved
,
That a Special Committee of five be appointed to take into consideration the whole

subject of the Missionary Periodicals published by the Boards, and report to the next Assembly.

This was adopted, and the following persons appointed as the Committee

Ministers—J. Glentworth Btuler, Thomas H. Robinson, William H. Roberts
;

Elders—Walter Carter, Alfred Hand.

THE REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE BOARD OF MINISTERIAL

RELIEF,

reported as follows, and it was adopted :

“ There is a filial aspect in the cause of relief for disabled ministers which gives it a peculiar in-

terest to the Church. It is largely the Church’s care of its venerated fathers, and the first thought
which arises in considering the cause is that of an abundant provision, to which the facts, alas ! do
not respond. That an average of $175 a year should be the Church’s provision for those who are
worn out in its service, is a reproach upon either its perception of the need or upon its liberality in

view of the need. You Committee most earnestly commend the effort now being made by the
Board to lift the average to $300 a year, which means that the churches shall give $118,000 instead
of $73,000 a year to the cause. The whole receipts of last year were $105,000, of which $13,000
was derived from the Permanent Fund, but the whole receipts should be $150,000 in order to give
an average of $300 to each beneficiary. The Permanent Fund is now $300,000, but it should be
largely increased unless the churches become more liberal in their annual gifts. Are not our min-
isters at fault in not advocating the claims of this Board upon their congregations ? We cannot but
urge upon them to take and use the Monthly Record with the people for this as for all the impor-
tant causes represented by our Boards. The Record thus used will keep all the churches in full

information of the necessities which their Christian liberality ought to supply. It is with great

pleasure we call the Assembly's attention to the generous gift of Dr. Alexander M. Bruen to the
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Board, by which gift the noble mansion and grounds of the Bruce estate at Perth Amboy, N. J.,

are given as a home for disabled ministers and the widows and orphans of deceased ministers of

the Presbyterian Church. Such a donation to this cause cannot but elicit the grateful acknowledg-

ments of the whole Church.

“The treasurer’s report of this year shows a balance of nearly $16,000, which may cause sur-

prise, but this surprise will be dissipated when it is understood that this balance arises only from

the disproportionately large receipts at the close of the fiscal year, all of which were apportioned

before the meeting of the Assembly. Another matter which may need explanation is the compara-

tively large percentage of expenses in the Board’s account. This is not due to any unnecessary

outlay. The work is conducted on as reasonable a basis as is possible consistently with efficiency

and safety. The percentage of expense, which was nine and eight per cent, in former years, was
only 7 per cent, the last year, and will, of course, be less as the amount given the Board increases.

If its income were as great as those of the Boards of Home and Foreign Missions, its percentage

of expense would be equally low with theirs.

“We need not enlarge upon the commanding importance of the work entrusted to this Board.

It commends itself to every warm Christian heart, and should have a prominent place in the be-

nevolent plans of every church. The Board and Secretary have faithfully and wisely administered

their trust, and the churches should strengthen their hands and make them representatives of a

moie enlarged practical sympathy. The term of service of the following members of the Board,

Rev. Henry E. Niles, Rev. Robert D. Harper, George Junkin, and A. Charles Barclay, now
expiring, your Committee propose the same for re-election. The seat vacated by Mr. Comegy's
resignation, having been (by request of the Board) temporarily filled by William G. Moorehead,

your Committee propose Mr. Moorehead’s election for the unexpired term of one year. All of which
is respectfully submitted. Howard Crosby, Chairman."

THE REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON MINISTERIAL SUPPORT APPOINTED

BY THE LAST GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

The appointment of this Committee was occasioned by the reception of the

Assembly of several overtures from Presbyteries and Synods on the crying

necessity for making some further provision than has yet be.en effected for min-

isters disabled by age or disease and for their families. The overture which

produced most effect upon the minds of the Committee was the one from the

former Synod of Philadelphia, which presented the following scheme :

“ i. That of a retiring fund for ministers, whose privileges and benefits shall be based upon

age and actual service rendered to the church, under obedience to the courts of the same, a plan

which shall be applicable to the whole ministry and church and which shall be so guarded and ad-

ministered as to encourage both ministers and people to long-continued and faithful service in the

pastorate.

“2. A special pension or lenerolent futid similar to that now existing, whose benefits shall be

for such cases as cannot be placed upon the ministerial retiring fund, or receive the benefits of the

widows’ and orphans’ fund hereinafter mentioned.

“3. A widows’ and orphans’ fund to be established chiefly by the ministers themselves and which

shall be so established that the whole benefit of it shall be given annually to the widows and minor

children of those who secure or make contributions to it, according to uniform rates.

“ 4. All contributions to the Ministerial Relief Fund not otherwise specially designated, shall be

divided between the first two funds respectively, to be determined by the necessity of each case, ac-

cording to the judgment of the Board.”

With reference to this proposal two separate reports were handed in from the

Committee to the General Assembly. The majority report was as follows :

“ Is it practicable to engraft upon the plans of the Board of Ministerial Relief, as at pres-

ent administered, the four-fold division suggested, without harm to the general cause ? Is it wise

to adopt either, or all, of these suggestions ?

“The present system is the growth of upward of twenty-eight years. It has done incalculable

gtod. No one of the Boards so takes hold of the hearts of the Church, when rightly presented.

It would be unwise, in any way, to imperil its work. And any addition or change should only be

made in the most cautious and conservative manner.
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“ i. The Retiring Fundfor Ministers. The advantages of this as proposed, would be to en-

courage pastorates and their lengthened continuance, and the peace of mind it would give to the

pastor, that when disabled from any cause, his reasonable support would be assured. The disad-

vantages would be its tendency, possibly, to encourage retiracy.

“2. 1 A Special Pension or Benevolent Fund similar to that now existing,’ for those not entitled

to any rights under the Retiring Fund or the Widows’ and Orphans’ Fund next mentioned. This

is based upon the idea of charity
,
and not of right. Its theory does injustice to the Relief Fund,

as now founded and administered. As has been before stated, that Fund is not created or admin-

istered as a benevolence. Those whom it helps to support are the children of the Church, whose

right it is to be supported by the Church—they do not come begging for the Church’s alms.

“ Your Committee can say that this feature of the scheme commends itself. As the poor whom
the Church has always been glad, as its Master was, to take care of, they should be relegated to the

Deacon’s Fund of the local church within whose bounds in God’s providence their lots may be cast.

“As the ministers—the servants—of the Church they are entitled to their wages, which should

not only cover the period of their actual services, but also the period of God's providence when
they are no longer able to render such service. And we think the Church will not consent to sus-

tain this Ministerial Relief Fund upon any other basis.

“3. A Widows' and Orphans' Fund
,
to be sustained chiefly by contributions by ministers, and

whose widows and orphans only shall be entitled to participate in its benefits, and that as a matter

of right.

“ The doubt we have as to the propriety of this scheme is, that it is virtually the same as already

exists all over our country in the various forms of beneficial societies, and certain classes of life

insurance.
“ Ministers only, as a rule, are to contribute, and the contributors’ families only are to get the

benefits. It is a ministerial Beneficial Society, managed by church authority, and under its super-

vision. Similar associations already exist—although not under church control. We think it would
not be wise or prudent for the Church to assume the management of such a scheme. It differs very

little, if anything, from the systems of relief associations to which allusion has been made.
“

4. All contributions to the Fund to be divided between the Retiring Fund and the Pension or
Benevolent Fund.

“ What has been said in regard to the latter of those, if our views therein are correct, disposes

of this part of the general scheme.
“ The pressing and felt want which called forth both of the overtures, had its origin in the fact,

that the Church has not yet done its whole duty, in giving to the Board of Relief sufficient money
to enable it to pay to the disabled ministers and their widows and orphans the full amount of their

dues.

“ Your Committee is in entire accord with the first item of the scheme proposed. There ought
to be in the possession of the Board such an annual sum from an invested capital and from annual
donations from the churches from loth of these sources and not from only one of them, as would
enable it to pay to every disabled minister whom his Presbytery may report is really entitled to it, a
salary equal to his comfortable support whilst so disabled, and to every widow and orphan of a de-

ceased minister such sum as will be adequate to their support whilst they may need it.

“ Regulations might be made, proportioning the amount to which each minister would be en-

titled, upon the length of service in the pastorate or other like service of the Church. But in every

case, it should be put upon the basis of merit and right
,
and not upon the basis of poverty and

charity

;

so that the recipient, in asking and receiving, should feel and know that he was asking

and receiving his dues, just as when, in the fulness of his power, he obtained from any individual

church his salary as agreed upon when he was called to its specific service. And the same thought
should apply to the widow and to the orphan.

“ Your Committee feel assured that the remedy for the evil realized by the promoters of these

overtures, and by many others besides, arises from the want offunds. Time, and a more efficient

working of the agencies of the Board, will, we are persuaded, furnish the true remedy.
“ To engraft upon the present system the ones proposed, would require the presentation of the

general cause in several aspects to the Church, and also the taking of separate contributions, which
would tend to distract, and would most likely lessen the aggregate receipts.

.... “ Your Committee, therefore, recommend, as did the special committee of the last As-
sembly, that these overtures and this report and the whole subject to which they relate, be referred

to the Board of Relief, with directions to examine thereinto, and to adopt such measures and rules

in the administration of the affairs of the Board as will induce the Church to .meet its obligations to

its ministers and their families, when, in the Providence of God, they fail to receive their rights in

the matter of support from individual churches, and must obtain them from the Church at large.

“ May 15, 1883. George Junkin, Chairman.
Walter Carter,
R. P. Effinger.”
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A Minority Report was presented by Judge Alfred Hand, of Scranton, Pa.,

which is as follows :

“ I cannot concur in all the conclusions reached by the majority of the Committee, for the reason

that I believe the plan proposed by the Philadelphia Synod, with such slight modidcations as expe-

rience shall suggest, is feasible, worthy of the Church and Scriptural. It is no more than has actu-

ally been accomplished with grand succe's in the Scotch Church, and in modified forms in other

denominations. It seems to me that the question presented to the Church demands fuller examina-
tion than the Committee have been able to bestow, and that it should be presented in such shape
that it can be more intelligently discussed. It is a matter that requires thought in order to present

a well-digested plan, with necessary statistics for the information of the clergy ; so that they may
consider the matter in all its bearings on themselves and the Church. This can be done by con-

tinuing tile special committee, or appointing another, and, if deemed' advisible, enlarging its num-
ber. The plan of the Philadelphia Synod is in brief as follows :

“ i. To provide a retiring fund for ministers based upon actual service rendered to the Church,

applicable to the whole Church, guarded by the courts of the Church, and administered so as to

encourage pastorates.

“ 2. To provide a general benevolent fund like the present one, governing such cases as cannot

be reached by the retiring fund, and are cases, necessarily, more or less of charity. These two

funds will need but one appeal to the churches, their division can be matter of administration by

the Board under direction of the courts of the Church.

“3. To remit, so far as possible, the care of the widows and orphans to the ministry themselves,

by providing a way and inducing them to contribute membership and annual dues sufficient to

create a growing annuity (as in the Scotch Church), which will be secure to their families. The
above plan was considered by the Synod of Philadelphia at three annual meetings, and fully dis-

cussed and recommended.
“ There is nothing in the plan which would interfere with the present Board of Relief, its whole

execution could be committed to them. I believe the Church at large is ready for more substantial

and permanent provision for retiring its ministers in a way that will maintain the honor and dignity

of the profession. The plan will appeal to the justice, as well as the charity of the Church at large,

and, I believe, when understood, would be enthusiastically received by the clergy. Much might be

said anticipating and meeting objections, and explaining in detail the workings of the plan, but with

the views now entertained by a majority of the Committee, I deem that I have fulfilled my duty by

asking that the Committee be continued or a new one appointed, who will have sufficient time to

present the matter fully to the Church.

“ Respectfully submitted, Alfred Hand.

“ Scranton, Pa., May 7, 1S83.”

It was, after discussion, finally ordered by the General Assembly that a

Special Committee of Nine be appointed to consider and digest a plan, and

report to this Assembly. The Committee was appointed as follows :

David Magie, James F. Mitchell, J. E. Close, Edward C. Ray, C. R. Poage,

H. Van Vorst, R. B. Mason, R. P. Effinger, and A. Hand.

The Committee of Nine reported recommending the appointment of a Com-

mittee of Five, with instructions
(
1
)
to devise a plan by which each minister

disabled or honorably retired should receive at least three hundred dollars a

year, and
(
2
)
to devise a plan whereby a widows’ and orphans’ fund should be

created.

This was passed by the Assembly, and the following persons appointed to

constitute that Committee of Five :

Ministers—Wm. M. Paxton, Henry E. Niles. Elders—Wm. A. Wheeloclc,

Levi P. Stone, Eugene G. Woodward.

REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARIES.

Dr. Craven reported as follows, the special references to the several semina-

ries being omitted because of want of space :
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“ Reports have been received from the thirteen theological institutions under the care of the

Assembly. We regret that only five of them have followed the recommendations of the last and
previous Assemblies in reference to the filling up of the statistical blanks furnished by the Stated

Clerk. Of five blanks transmitted to us, not one has been fully filled out. We would repeat the

recommendation of the last Assembly on this subject, remarking, in the language of the last report

:

1 If the recommendation be complied with, the work of the Standing Committee will be greatly les-

sened and greater accuracy be secured in their report.’

“ The exceedingly defective nature of the reports makes it impossible to present an accurate view

of the financial condition of these institutions. The aggregate value of property, so far as reported,

is as follows :

Real estate $1,681,893 00

Endowment and other funds 3,068,404 00

“ In the theological seminaries and theological departments of Collegiate institutions there are,

as reported, fifty-two professors and nine instructors, not including occasional lecturers. The
whole number of students reported is 532, less by four than last year. Of these 134 were graduated,

twelve less than the number reported as matriculated ; as the number matriculated at Union was
not reported, we have reason to believe that the reports of next year will manifest an increase of the

number of students in attendance
“ In conclusion, your Committee would make the following special recommendations :

“ 1. In view of a world perishing in sin; of the multitudes in our lands, who, by the rising

floods of worldliness, indifference, and infidelity are being swept to destruction
;
of the opportunity

afforded in the providence of God for evangelistic labor amongst all nations
;
of the comparative

fewness of laborers conjoined with the power of prayer to secure the laborers needed
;
of the aw-

ful responsibility resting upon those to whom God has committed the trust of evangelizing the

world
;
the Assembly warns and exhorts the Church to cry earnestly unto God, that He would endow

her sons with the talents that shall fit them for the work of the ministry, and that He would call

and constrain them to devote themselves thereto.

“ 2. Whilst the Assembly, recognizing the facts that all Christian men have not the gifts that fit

them for the ministry, and that many are needed in other places of Christian labor, cannot recom-

mend that parents should unqualifiedly consecrate their sons to this work, yet it does earnestly

recommend that all parents should consecrate them to God with the earnest desire and prayer that

they may be fitted for ministerial work and called thereto.

“ 3. The Assembly recommends to the officers and members of the Church, especially to those who
are engaged in instruction in schools and colleges, that they should seek out young men who may
be endowed with the appropriate gifts, and advise with them as to the propriety of devoting them-

selves to the service of God in the Gospel of His Son.

“ 4. The Assembly renews the recommendation of last year, ‘ That in view of the patent fact, that

by the secularizing of academies and colleges the sources of supply for our theological seminaries

have been either vitiated or cut off, the Assembly enjoins upon the Presbyterian Church and minis-

try, the urgent duty of endowing and building up the Presbyterian academies and colleges already

existing, and of wisely planting, endowing, and fostering others as they become needed, in order to

avert and make provision against the impending dearth of candidates for the ministry.’

“ 5. The Assembly enjoins upon all its theological professors and instructors, that they en-

deavor to cultivate in their students the spirit of devoted personal piety, and that they should

endeavor to lead them, not only to the critical study of the Word of God, but to its daily devo-

tional use.

“ 6. The Assembly enjoins upon the Boards of Directors and the Faculties of its seminaries that

they shall take special care that all their students are instructed in the polity of our Church, and,

so far as practicable, trained for its exercise.

“ 7. The Assembly enjoins upon all its theological students that they devote themselves to the

studies of their course with the least possible diversion throughout the entire seminary terms
;
and

at the same time commend the practice now becoming prevalent of candidates for the ministry en-

gaging in Christian work as teachers, colporteurs, and visitors, during the long summer vacations
;

and recommends to pastors, sessions, and presbyteries, that, so far as practicable, they should open
to those who are willing so to engage appropriate fields of labor, giving them whilst employed all

proper support and extending to them faithful oversight.

“All of which is respectfully submitted.’’

A Special Report on Danville Seminary, and a proposal to transfer it to the

Southern Presbyterian Church, is of such special interest that the whole of it

is given here :

“ We have had placed in our hands a memorial signed by certain ministers and members of the

Southern Presbyterian Church, resident in Kentucky, asking this Assembly to transfer the property
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and endowments of the Danville Theological Seminar)', with the exclusive control of that institu-

tion, in perpetuity or for a term of years, to the church of which they are members
;
we have also

had committed to us overtures from two of the three Presbyteries of the Synod of Kentucky pro-

testing against such transfer.

“ We would, in the first place, present for the consideration of the Assembly the following

points, which have influenced us in determining the recommendation we should make :

“ i. The memorial does not proceed from or under the sanction of any organized body in connec-

tion with the Southern Church, with which negotiations of a binding character could be concluded.
“ 2. The memorialists give us no assurance that the transfer is desired, or would be accepted by

the General Assembly of the Southern Church, or by any organized body in connection therewith.

“ 3. The memorial has attached to it the names of only nineteen gentlemen, and although it has

appended the declaration, which we do not in the least question, that the original paper was -signed
‘ by about 200 others from various sections of Kentucky,’ it gives us no assurance that the memorial-

ists represent the majority of their own denomination in that State.

“ 4. The memorialists expressly declare that they have had no conference on the subject of the

proposed transfer with any of the Boards of Control of the institution, two of which Boards, as will

appear, have peculiar authority over portions of the funds
;
and, moreover, the overtures as dis-

tinctly affirm that no such conference has been held with any ecclesiastical body in our connection

within the bounds of the State of Kentucky.
“ 5. A hasty examination of the charters and covenants under which the Boards of Control, of

which there are four, three Boards of Trustees and one of Directors, manage the trusts committed
to them, show that they are of an extremely complicated nature, and that any attempted alteration

in them might imperil the funds.
“ 6. The power of the Assembly over these funds is exceedingly restricted, and covenants have

been entered into between the Assembly and certain corporate bodies in Kentucky, such as the

Board of Trustees of Center College and the Board of Trustees of the Synodical Fund of Kentucky,
which bodies do actually hold and control a considerable portion of the funds of the Seminary,
which covenants cannot be repealed or revoked without the consent of the other parties to them.
Moreover, the General Assembly did, in 1873, adopt such measures and so far change the manner
of its control over the theological seminaries as to place them, Danville Seminar)’ amongst the

others, more immediately under the control of their own Board of Directors. To this policy the

Assembly has adhered in the case of all the seminaries to the present day.

“ 7. Amongst the considerations on which the memorialists base their application are the following :

“ (1). The alleged fact that ‘ at least two-thirds of the funds which constitute the endowment were

originally given by those whose sympathies and connections were with the Southern Church.’

“ (2). The alleged fact that * the Board of Directors now announce that the doors of the Semi-

nary are closed, and that it will not for the present afford theological instruction to any candidates

who may desire to avail themselves of its benefits.’

“ (a). As against the former of these allegations, the Presbytery of Transylvania thus declares :

‘ We affirm, and that, too, after a somewhat careful examination by some of our number, that the

contrary is the fact ; that the larger part of these funds was contributed by those who were in sym-

pathy with us on the great questions which led to the temporary disruption of the nation, and those

which led, alas ! to the more permanent disruption of the Church.’ Your Committee would not

be understood as expressing any judgment as to which of .these widely differing views is correct.

We believe that both the parties are thoroughly honest in their convictions ;
we also believe that in

the matter in question there may be room for an honest difference of opinion.

“ (£). In reference to the second allegation, viz. : the one concerning the closing of the Seminary,

the Presbyteries of Louisville and Transylvania unite in the following declaration :

1 We are informed,

and so state, that the directors of the Seminary have not suspended the course of study and instruction
;

they have ordered it be continued under the charge of the Rev. Stephen Yerkes, D.D., well known

in the Church as an able and sound theologian in all branches of sacred learning, and for more than

a quarter of a century an acceptable and honored teacher. For the present the directors return to

the way pursued by our fathers before the seminaries were thought of—placing candidates for the

ministry under the care of an approved divine. Dr. Yerkes refuses to receive anything more than

a nominal salary, unless his time shall be fully occupied. The funds of the Seminary yield an

income of about $9,000 a year, a sum not sufficient to support four professors. The directors, as

we are informed, propose, while teaching such pupils as may matriculate, to allow the funds to

accumulate for the year to come, or until such time as it may please the great Head of the Church

to order a new career for the Seminary.’ In addition to the facts here stated, it appears from the

report of the directors of the Danville Seminar)', that there are still three matriculated students on

the rolls of the institution.

“8. Whilst only two of three Presbyteries in the Synod of Kentucky unite in the protest against

the action proposed by the memorialists, we are assured that the other Presbytery would have joined

in the protest had it been practicable to do so. The overture of the Presbytery of Transylvania
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declares as follows :
1 We are confident that the Presbytery of Ebenezer would have united in this

Overture with the other two Presbyteries that constitute the Synod of Kentucky had an opportunity

been afforded
;
but when they were in session in the latter part of April this remarkable proceed-

ing had not been initiated.’

“ It is proper to add that remonstrances against the proposed transfer signed by pastors, Ruling

Elders, and others, within the bounds of the Presbytery of Ebenezer, have been brought to the notice

of the Committee.

“In view of all these matters of consideration, your Committee cannot recommend to the Assem-

bly that the request of the memorialists be granted.

“We deeply deplore the present condition of the Danville Seminary'. We mourn that an institution

so admirably adapted to benefit spiritually that important section of our country in which it is located

should be lying well-nigh idle
;
we recognize and commend the earnest desire of our Southern

brethren that it should be placed in a condition to realize the noble end for which it was brought

into existence, but we cannot recommend what we have good reason to believe would prove a breach

of trust.

“ We recognize the spirit of the offer of certain of the memorialists to give bonds of indemnity

in case of an appeal to the civil courts, and their pledge 1 to refund to any donor who can show just

ground of complaint against the transfer by reason of his former and consistent allegiance to the

Northern side in the controversies in Kentucky, the full amount to which he would be entitled if the

present remaining endowment were distributed pro rata amongst the original donors but we can-

not recommend a course that might occasion our legitimate prosecution in the courts of law, and
that would certainly be against the judgment and wound the feelings of those brethren in Ken-
tucky, who, in the midst of great difficulties, have adhered to our branch of the Church, and in

whose judgment and devotion to the cause of Christ we have the utmost confidence.
“ It is in our judgment to be earnestly desired that our Southern brethren should unite with us,

if it can legally be done, in the joint occupancy of the institution, by the appointment of directors

and professors, equal in number to those connected with our branch of the Church, and also unite

with us in inviting students from both branches to avail themselves of the advantages of the Semi-
nary. Such a course, we are assured by the Commissioners from the Synod of Kentucky on the

floor of the Assembly, would be agreeable to them and to their brethren in Kentucky who are united

with us.

“Your Committee unanimously recommend the adoption of the following :

“Resolved
,
That should a committee be appointed by the Southern Assembly at Lexington to

confer with the committee already appointed by this body in regard to co-operative work by the two
branches of the Church, the question of the joint occupancy of the Danville Seminary should be

made a matter of consideration by the committees in conference.
“ And this Assembly would express its earnest hope that an adjustment maybe made which,

while securing every legal right, shall have high regard to these fraternal relations which have been

so happily established.

“All of which is respectfully submitted.”

The custom which has been growing up at recent Assemblies of holding re-

unions of the Alumni and other special friends of our various Theological

Seminaries is one very much to be encouraged. Only good can result from

these occasions, especially when the leading alumni of the different Seminaries

meet with each other and give expression to their mutual sympathy and com-

mon interest, while they at the same time seek to increase the special enthu-

siasm of each class of graduates for their own Alma Mater. We notice that

the reunions of the Alumni of Northwestern, Auburn, Allegheny, Union, and

Princeton were especially full and gratifying.

REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.

The following resolutions were recommended by the Committee and adopted

by the Assembly :

“Resolved
,
That the General Assembly earnestly wishes for further increase of the income of the

Board of Education, and asks some contribution from every church.
“Resolved

,
That the General Assembly approves the reasons of the Board for omitting to divide

the Permanent Fund into distinct scholarships yielding large amounts to be given to students whose
grade of scholarship is high.
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“Resolved
,
That all pastors and stated supplies be requested to study very carefully the fact and

the cause of the diminishing supply of ministers, and to make the same the subject of special

preaching and prayer on the last Sabbath of January next.

“ The Board have intimated to the Assembly that there is a direction in which manifest waste of

money is made by some of the candidates whom the Board assists, and upon this subject the As-

sembly is requested to speak. The Committee recommend such answer as follows :

“ Proper reflection and feeling, it would seem, would forbid any waste of means thus derived.

What comes into a candidate’s hands as mere money represents the faith and prayers, and, to a
large degree, the self-denial of pious souls who intend their gifts to the pure glory of Christ. Not
a farthing of such gifts should be squandered, nor any other farthing from whatever other source

received, the waste of which can require to be supplemented from these consecrated offerings. The
man who does not strictly need that help is a criminal if he takes it. It belongs to some one else

whose need is real. And if he takes it on the footing of need he is bound to apply it to the need,

and to nothing else. If he perverts it to any empty indulgence, however irreproachable, he does a

triple injury : to the giver whose intention he thwarts
;
to himself by the loose lesson which he

teaches his conscience, and to his fellow-candidates, present and future. For nothing else so much
hinders this tide of benevolence as the belief that the gifts in not a few instances, and in part at

least, are spent in needless things. The solution of this difficulty cannot be reached by the asser-

tion of the candidate's separate and manly responsibilities. That, indeed, precludes all human
question concerning his use of his own means. It does not oblige other men to trust their means
to his notions of responsibility unless they are satisfied with them. In so far as the Board, which
stands between the givers and the candidates, knows that any unnecessary use of the Church’s gifts

is made, whether by one candidate or by many, in degree and form, adapted to give reasonable

check to the income of the Board, it is not only the right, but the duty of the Board to use all the

means necessary for bringing that mischievous inconsistency to an end. And from the operation of

this rule the most innocent thing conceivable should not be shielded if its use be so needless on the

one hand and so expensive as to threaten the injury described.

“With this clear statement of principle the Committee think it well to commit detail of applica-

tion to the Board.
“ The term of the following members of the Board of Education expires by limitation this year :

“ Ministers—J. F. Dripps, R. M. Patterson, and G. H. Duffield.

“ Laymen—William Fewsmith, Robert N. Willson, and Samuel Field.

“ The Committee recommend their re-election.

“ The Board has asked the Assembly’s sanction for the election of Rev. N. S. McFetridge to sup-

ply the place of Rev. B. L. Agnew.
“The Committee recommend that the sanction be given.”

THE REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE BOARD OF DOMESTIC

MISSIONS.

The following resolutions were proposed by the Committee and passed by

the Assembly

:

“ I. The wise counsel, skilful planning, economical management, and energetic action of o

Board of Home Missions and its officers in the execution of their high trust, merit our most hearty

commendation and thorough endorsement. Their efficient administration has secured to the

Church a year of grand success in the work of evangelizing the land.

“ II. Recognizing the growing vigor and excellence of ‘ The Presbyterian Home Missionary,’

and the invaluable information imparted by it, we not only cordially commend it to our churches,

but also urge upon pastors and sessions the duty of making a special effort to increase its circula-

tion, and thus to increase the interest in the cause of Home Missions.

“ III. We most heartily endorse the work of the Women’s Executive Committee of Home Mis-

sions, and earnestly recommend and strongly urge the Presbyteries and Synods that have not al-

ready appointed committees of Women for Home Missionary work, to appoint such committees at

their next meeting, and we also urge upon all Christian women the duty of co-operating with and

sustaining this great work.
“ IV. In view of the pressing needs of Alaska, where our missions have been singularly success-

ful, we recommend that the General Assembly appoint a committee of five persons, who shall wait

upon the President of the United States and the Secretary of the Interior, asking of the Govern-

ment, through them, the establishment of civil government among these people of Alaska, and

pressing upon them the necessity of establishing industrial schools in that territory. And we further

recommend that the secretaries of the Board of Home Missions be members of this committee,

ex officio, in addition to the five above mentioned.
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“ V. We recommend the re-appointment for the coming term of three years of those members
of the Board whose term of office expires with this Assembly, viz. :

“ Ministers—Thomas S. Hastings, D.D., Alfred Yeomans, D.D.
“Laymen—Joseph F. Joy, Jacob D. Vermilye, Walter M. Aikman.
“VI. The Home Mission work as planned for the ensuing year, requires imperatively the ex-

penditure of at least $600,oco, and it ought to be our firm resolve, taken in faith in God, to place

this sum in the hands of the Board.

“VII. Resolved
,
That this Assembly commend to the favorable consideration of the older

Synods the suggestions of the Board of Home Missions in regard to sustentation as found on page
20 of its annual report.”

REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE, OF WHICH JUDGE STRONG WAS THE

CHAIRMAN, ON THE RELATIONS OF THE BOARD OF HOME MISSIONS TO

THE PRESBYTERIES.

At the General Assembly of 1880, overtures were received from seventeen

Presbyteries and one Synod, asking for the appointment of a special commit-

tee to consider the modes of operation of the Board of Home Missions in

relation to the Presbyteries. The committee was instructed, enlarged, and

continued by the Assemblies of ^81-82.
They now report as follows (die amended form as passed by the Assembly) :

“ ‘ 1. Within the bounds of a Presbytery the work of the Board of Home Missions should be
carried on in harmony with the Presbytery, according to the principles and rules hereinafter stated ;

but a discretion should be allowed to the Board in outlying districts, where direct Presbyterial con-

trol is difficult or impracticable.’

“ The second rule elicited much discussion.
“ The first and second clauses were readily adooted, to wit

:

“ The Board should not, in ordinary cases, decline to grant an appropriation recommended by a
Presbytery unless, in its judgment, after viewing the whole field to be supplied, it shall appear that

the funds at its disposal are all needed for more deserving or more promising work, and whether it

does thus appear must be determined by the Board.

“But in all questions touching the organization of churches, or the character of ministers, the

Board, in case of difference between itself and the Presbytery, should abide by the final judgment
of the Presbytery.

“ 3. The forma] issuing of commissions should be discontinued, and in lieu thereof the Board

shall issue to the missionary an agreement for the amount to be paid to him.

“4. Synodical missionaries should hold to the Board the same relation as other missionaries,

whose support is provided, in whole or in part, by the Board, and their work shall be conducted in

harmony with the interests of the Synod and of the Board.

“ 5. No church shall be organized by a missionary within the limits of any Presbytery, unless

authority has previously been obtained from the Presbytery.

“ 6. Each Synod shall appoint a Home Missionary Committee, to consist of the Chairmen of the

Presbyterial Committees within its bounds. The committee shall meet annually, near or during

the meeting of the Synod. It shall be the duty of the committee to ascertain, as nearly as possible,

the whole number of churches and missionary fields needing aid within the bounds of the Synod,

and, as nearly as possible, equalize the salaries of missionaries in the Presbyteries. They shall as-

certain the amount it will be fair to expect for the work of Home Missionaries from the churches of

the Synod, and, as nearly as possible, determine the amount of aid that will likely be asked for the

support of missionary work within the bounds of the Synod. The committee shall confer, when
practicable, with representatives of the Board. These Synodical Committees shall, as soon as pos-

sible, after the meetings of the Synod, report to the Board the necessities of fields, and the prob-

able amount of money required, together with the probable contributions from the Synods to the

Board. The reports of the Synodical Committees shall be sent every year to the Assembly, and

be referred either to a special committee, or to the Standing Committee of the Assembly on Home
Missions. The committee after considering the wants of the whole field, as they shall be set forth

in the reports from the various Synods, shall make their report to the Assembly with such recom-

mendations as the exigencies of the work may seem, in their judgment, to require.”

The Board of Home Missions was “ directed to conform its rules to the principles adopted by
the Assembly.”
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The point at which the Board and this Special Committee found it most

difficult to come to an understanding related to the right of the Board, or its

executive officers, to judge the ministerial or Christian character of members

of Presbytery, recommended by their Presbyteries to the Board for pecuniary

support in their several fields. The spirit manifested by the discussion on this

subject showed that the great majority of the Assembly were determined that

no such power should be committed to any Board, or to its executive officers.

That the character and standing of ministers shall be brought in question only

through regular judicial process.

It seems plain that the natural tendency of all central administrative agen-

cies to assume more and more irresponsible power should be constantly watch-

ed and repressed. And that what is needed in adjusting the present relations of

our Board of Home Missions with the Presbyteries is not so much a new defi-

nition of principles, or distribution of functions, as practical wisdom and tact

and a spirit of mutual conciliation.

THE REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE BOARD OF FOREIGN

MISSIONS.

The following resolutions were moved and adopted by the Assembly :

“ i. Resolved
,
That the work of Foreign Missions has a rightful claim upon the affection, the

conscience, the means, and the energy of our Church—a claim based upon the command of our

Saviour Christ and upon the love which is the fruit of His Spirit.

“ 2. That the appeal of the Board for the sum of §700,000 for the work of the next year should

receive the cheerful response of the Church to the measure of the full amount.
“ 3. That pastors be urged to present this cause statedly to their congregations to press its sacred

claims and to employ all means by which the people may be informed of the character, methods,

and needs of the foreign mission work.

“4. That the Assembly commend this cause with special emphasis to the parents and Sabbath-

school teachers of our Church, with a view to engendering early in the Church’s children a sense

of its claims and an interest in its results, as well as a habit of systematic giving.

“ 5. That we commend the Foreign Missionary anew to the attention of pastors, and urge that

special efforts be made to increase its circulation in the churches.

“ 6. That we recognize the strong and tender claim which this cause has upon the sympathy and

co-operation of our Christian women
;
that we are grateful to God for the inspiration which has led

to their organized effort on its behalf and has crowned that effort with such signal success. That

we commend the work of the Women’s Boards to the attention and sympathy of our pastors, and

approve the formation of Women’s Missionary Societies in the several congregations.

“ 7. That the Rev. Drs. William M. Paxton and John D. Wells, and Elders Robert Carter, Wil-

liam A. Booth, and Ezra M. Kingsley, whose terms of office expire, be re-elected members of the

Beard, and that Rev. M. R.Vincent be elected to fill the vacancy caused by the death of William

E. Dodge.

Rev. Dr. David Irving, Secretary of the Board, addressed the Assembly.

APPOINTMENT OF A COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER THE PROPRIETY OF SELECTING

A PERMANENT PLACE AND ERECTING A PERMANENT HALL FOR THE

ANNUAL MEETINGS OF THE ASSEMBLY.

Rev. Dr. Herrick Johnson moved that a committee of three be appointed

to consider the question of a permanent place for the annual meetings of the

General Assembly, and the erection of an Assembly Hall, and report to the

next General Assembly.

Adopted unanimously.
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Special Committee on Permanent Place of Meeting : Ministers—William

P. Breed, William Irvin, Edwin F. Hatfield, William H. Roberts. Elder

—

Samuel H. Pennington.

Special Committee on Mission Work in the Indian Territory and among the

Chinese in our cities: Ministers—Hervey D. Ganse, George D. Baker, Syl-

vester F. Scovel. Elders—George H. Shields, Homer N. Hibbard.

The Committee appointed by the last Assembly to nominate delegates, lay

and clerical, to the Pan-Presbyterian Council, to be held in Belfast in 1884,

reported the following names, which were appointed by the Assembly :

Ministers—J. A. Henry, D.D.
;
alternate, F. T. Robbins, D.D. A. A. Hodge, D.D., LL.D.

;

alternate, F. L. Patton, D.D., LL.D. R. D. Hitchcock, D.D., LL.D.
;
alternate, C. A. Briggs,

D. D. W. Irvin, D.D. ;
alternate, H. Darling, D.D., LL.D. Henry H. Jessup, D.D.

;
alternate,

W. C. Cattell, D.D., LL.D. H. Johnson, D.D., LL.D.
;
alternate, D. J. Burrill. E. Kemp-

shall, D.D.
;
alternate, P. A. Studdiford, D.D. H. Kendall, D.D.

;
alternate, W.C. Roberts, D.D.

E. D. Morris, D.D.
;
altematj, L. J. Evans, D.D. J. H. Nixon, D.D.

;
alternate, T. Lawrence,

D. D. R. M. Patterson, D.D.
;
alternate, R. H. Allen, D.D. R. W. Patterson, D.D.

;
alternate,

E. L. Hurd, D.D. C. S. Pomeroy, D.D.
;
alternate, A. A. E. Taylor, D.D. T. H. Robinson,

D. D. ;
alternate, C. W. Stewart, D.D. R. F. Sample, D.D.

;
alternate, G. D. Baker, D.D. S.

P. Sprecher, D.D.
;
alternate, J. P. Hendrick. J. F. Tuttle, D.D.

;
alternate, H. A. Edson, D.D.

Anson J. Upson, D.D., LL.D.
;
alternate, R. B. Welsh, D.D., LL.D. M. R. Vincent, D.D.

;
al-

ternate, E. N. White, D.D. S. J. Wilson, D.D., LL.D.
;
alternate, B. B. Warfield, D.D.

Elders—Hon. S. M. Breckinridge, LL.D.
;
alternate, Hon. G. S. Drake. Hon. J. W. Butler;

alternate, Hon. R. P. Effinger. C. C. Brown
;
alternate, Hon. J. C. Conkling. Hon. C. D. Drake,

LL.D.
;
alternate, W. Ballantyne. T. W. Dwight, LL.D.

;
alternate, I. L. Peet, LL.D. D. P.

Eells
;
alternate, Hon. T. P. Handy. G. S. Frost; alternate, J. E. Mosely. H. W. Hughes; al-

ternate, Hon. S. Matthews. Hon. C. Hulburd, LL.D.
;
alternate, A. McClure. F. W. Jackson ;

alternate, J. W. Taylor. M. K. Jessup
;
alternate, L. E. Jackson. G. Junkin

;
alternate, Hon.

E. A. Rollins. Hon. R. McKnight
;
alternate, W. Thaw. Hon. S. M. Moore, LL.D.

;
alternate,

H. J. Willing. Hon. J. K. Moorhead
;
alternate, J. H. Baldwin. S. C. Perkins

;
alternate, G.

S. Graham. Hon. E. W. Scudder, LL.D.
;
alternate, A. D. Hope. J. D. Vermilye

;
alternate,

J. C. Brown. E. Welles; alternate, W. A. Wheelock. Hon. H. W. Williams; alternate, Hon.

D. Wills.

A Special Committee was appointed to consider the subject of Mission

Work in the Indian Territory and among the Chinese in our cities, particu-

larly with reference to the relative work in those fields of the Boards of Home
and Foreign Missions. These were : Ministers—Hervey D. Ganse, George

D. Baker, Sylvester F. Scovel. Elders—George H. Shields and Homer N.

Hibbard. A. A. Hodge.

Exegetical Note on 2 Peter ii. 8.—The modern exegesis is pretty nearly

unanimous in construing the words /SXsppaTi xai a not), with which this

verse opens, with the verb s/laffaviZev. This unanimity has not, however,

always existed. Sterling old Matthew Poole, for instance, whom Dr. Jno.

Brown, of Edinburgh, justly thinks it would be difficult to praise beyond his

merits, does not fail to inform us that there are three ways in which the words

may be taken : “Ilia, (3\(/upaxi xai axoij

,

referenda, vel, 1. ad 6 dixaio ?,

ut nullum hie sit Hyperbaton, ut sensus sit, quod Lothus, [cum] aspectu et

auditu fuerit justus, et nihil turpe auribus aut oculis haurire sustinuerit, graviter

discruciatus fuit, quod vivens inter illos, cogeretur quotidie videre et audire

quae nollet Vel, 2. ad eyxaxoixdbr ev avToiS
,
hoc modo, Quiajustus

erat et inter eos habitabat
,
ut cogeretur illorum scelera videre et audire inde anima

ipsius justa cruciabatur. Vel, 3. ad kflaaavifev, hoc modo
;
Justus enim
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tile, cum )'labitaret
,
vel versaretur, inter eos

,
indies .... animam .... jus-

tam .... iniquis, sive sceleratis, illorum factis et vv>endo et audiendo ....
excruciabat, Pi[scatorius], B[eza], E[stius] ”

*

It may be worth our while to

run rapidly over the history of the exegesis of the passage, and then seek to

determine what connection was intended by Peter.

The Vulgate version furnishes an example of the first of the connections

mentioned by Poole, translating : “aspectu enim et auditu justus erat, habitans

apud eos, qui de die in diem aniinam justam iniquis operibus cruciabant.”

This, of course, determined the connection for all whose Bible was the Latin

version. Thus the Wicliffite Bibles (Purvey) translate: “for in sight and

hearynge he was iust and dwellid among hem that fro day in to day turmenti-

den with wickid werkis a iust soule and theRheims New Testament : “for in

sight and hearing he was iust: dwelling with them who from day to day

vexed the iust soule with vniust workes.” t The construction is not confined,

however, to those who made no use of the Greek. Erasmus, for example,

follows it :
“ Graeca nonnihil dissident a Latinis, .... id est, Aspectu enim

et auditu justus inhabitans inter illos cotidie animam justam iniquis operibus

excruciabat, sive explorabat. Significat enim, ilium cum oculos haberet sanc-

tos, et aures sanctas abhorrentes ab omni turpitudine, graviter discruciatum

fuisse, quod vivens inter illos cogeretur cotidie videre et audire quae nollet.” J

So also Calmet :
“ oculos, auresque pudicas habebat inter tot libidinosisima

facta, et populum scelestissimum, cujus sermones et actiones illi summopere

displicabant, ita ut supplicii loco haberet, vitam tot inter liagitia traducere,

eorumque testem esse, quin ilia posset avertere.”§ It does not occur in any

other of the great historical English Bibles, except the Wicliffite and Rheims,

although so late a translator as Gilbert Wakefield made an effort to bring it

back in 1791, translating: “For that man of undefiled eyes and ears, whilst

he dwelt among them, was daily tormenting his righteous soul with their law-

less deeds.’j|

From the very beginning of renewed study of the Greek Testament, how-

ever, the other connections were noted and followed. Thus Luther, •[ in 1522,

adopts the second of Poole’s possibilities, and Calvin** in 1551 prefers the

third. Tyndale’s English (1534) is so punctuated as to be ambiguous between

these two ;ff the ambiguity is removed in the Great Bible JJ (1539) in favor of

* Synopsis, etc., Operd Matthaei Poli. Londini, 1669.

+ Both quoted from Bagster’s English Hexapla.

+ Des. Erasmi Pot. in Novum Testamentum annotationes, etc., Basileae (Froben) 1542.

§ A. P. P. D. Augustini Calmet, etc. Commontarum, etc. Tom.viii. Augustae Vindeli-

corum et Graecii, 1735.

||
A Translation of the A7ew Testament, by Gilbert Wakefield, B.A., from the 2d Lon-

don ed. Cambridge [U. S.], 1820.

“ Denn dieweil er gerecht war und unter ihnen wohnete, dass er es sehen und

hoeren mueste,” u. s. w.

** Ioanniis Calvini in Epistolas N. T. Catholicas Commentarii, etc. Halis Saxonum,

1832. He translates :
“ Nam oculis et auribus justus ille, quum habitaret inter ipsos,

quotidie animam justam iniquis illorum operibus excruciabat,” and in the notes adopts

that explanation.

j-f See Bagster’s Hexapla, and cf. the Andover reprint of Tyndale’s first edition.

Bagster’s Hexapla.
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the former; but restored in the Geneva Testament
(1557)*

and King James’

Revision (1611). The Latin versions of Castaliof (1551) and BezaJ (1556)

both side with Calvin, whose interpretation rapidly became the leading one.

Beza seems to have been the first to state clearly and forcibly the objections to

the old connection of the Vulgate and Erasmus: “ Haec [/JAfppaTi xal

axoij] enim conjunxerunt cum 6 6'ixaio?, quasi dicatur Lot justus fuisse et

oculis et auris, id est (ut Erasmus in annotationibus explicat) oculos et aures

habnisse ab omtii turpitudine abhorrentcs. Sed ut taceam quod Vetus interpres

constructionem neglexit, nec potuit subaudire pv propter articulum adjectum,

qui indicat dlxaioS rationem habere subject-i non praedicari (quos errores

Erasmus emendavit), ut inquam haec omittam, primum quaeri posset cur non

manuum quoque mentionem fecisset? deinde ipsa constructio hanc interpreta-

tionem aperte refellit, ostenditque (3Xepipari xal dxorj cum verbo eftaadv-

iS,ev ita construit opertere ut feci, A doctissimo interprete admonitus. Omnino
enim scribendum fuisset 6 yap fXtppari xal axoy dixiao? ut spero mihi

concessuros quicunque vel mediocriter in Graecis literis sunt versati.”§

Whether owing to Beza’s arguments or to the weight of the example of such

interpreters as Calvin, Castalio, and Beza, or to the reasonableness of the

view itself, this connection of the words from this time became much the favor-

ite one with all classes of commentators, the most of whom either confessedly

rest on Beza or tacitly draw from him. Some of the difficulties which pressed

upon his interpretation were, nevertheless, early seen and pointed out. D.

Heinsius, for example, in 1639, comments as follows: “Quern versiculum ”

|

i. e., v. 8] “ita vetus reddidit interpres, Aspectu enim et auditu justus erat
,

habitans apud eos, qui de die in diem animam justam iniquis operibus cruciabat;

quasi aspectu et auditu justus dicatur, cum non 6'ixaio? sed o dixaio

5

legatur :

A quo non longe Erasmus abiit. Ab utroque Recens non immerito recessit

;

qui ut ordinem mutavit, itk et nonnihil forte mentem involvit. Nemo dubitare

potest quin praecipui primique sensus corporis sint visits et auditus
;
qui fene-

strae mortis ideo dicuntur
: quibus qui imperare didicit immunem ntagna ex

parte a peccato animam, hoc est, se ipse praestat : Quod fecisse Lotum ait

;

qui cum visu audituque Sodomitarum in dies flagitia sordesque usurparet,

atque inter illos viveret, tpvXt/v dixaiav avopoA i'pyoiS efaaavi^e.

Quid si ergo mens sit, Visu enim cum justus ille inter eos versaretur
,
quotidie

justam animam iniquis eorum cruciabatfactis ? Quemadmodem eleganter vir

sanctus B. Hieronymus ad Esaiae 55, quod cruciaretur anima ipsius, videntis

(adde et audientes) nefanda committi
,
et animae judicium corporis habitudine

demonstraret. Aliud Recentior maluit
;

quasi nentpe haec jugenda essent,

* Bagster’s Hexapla.

f Biblia, interprete Sabastiano Castalione Basileae [1554]. “ Nam iustus ille inter eos

habitans, iustam animam noctes et dies, scelestorum operum et aspectu conciabat et

auditu.”

J “Justus enim ille, cum habitaret inter eos, indies animam justam sceleratis iltorum

factis, et vivendo et audiendo excruciabat.”

§ Jesus Christi Domini Nostri Novum Testamentum
,
etc., cujus Graeco contextui respon-

dent interpretationss duae : una vetus ; altera Tkcodori Bezae, ejusdern Thcod. Bczae anno-

tationcs, etc. Cantabrigiae, 1642.
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fiXkppcxTi xal axobi doopoi? epyoiS iftocadviZ,? • ut si, teal fiXtppan
uni dxoi) dvopoov epyoov dicas. Ita ergo locum reddidit, Justus enirn ille,

cum habitaret inter eos, in dies animam justam iniquis illorum factis, et riven-

do, et audiendo, excruciabat, ut /3Xeppan xal axoij, turn avopoil s’pyoi 5,

eodem referantur, ita ut dixi : aut quasi, avopoi » e'pyoi? xai /SXtppari xal

axoy, legeretur. Qua inversione. et qufdem tanta, ordinis, meo quidem animo,

opus non sunt

”*

With Heinsius’ preference for the connection with

£yxazoixgdv Gerhard
(
1641 )

accords. This was, however, only an eddy;

the main stream flowed direct from Beza. This is clear in the case, for instance,

of Raphelius, who comments thus: “Nam fSXtppari xai axoij omnino cum
verbo ifiatsaviB,Ev conjugenda sunt, non cum 6 Sixaint. Alioquin enim

usus Graecae linguae postulasset articulum praeponi : o’ yap (iXfppaTi xal

axoTi Sixaiol uti jam ostendit Beza. Luculenter Camerarius : Vivendo et

audiendo affigebatur anima ipsius.” t And equally so in the case of Sender, al-

though he borrows silently: “ Mirum omnino est, etiam Erasmum hie eo

delabi potuisse, ut primam partem jungeret cum 6 Sixaio ocnlos et aures

habuisse Lotum ab omni turpitudine abhorrentes, quum graece vel mediocriter

peritus articulum, o Sixaio?, negligere nullo modo possit.” \ Benson indicates

his source : “Many interpreters understand the beginning of this verse thus :

viz., that Lot teas righteous in seeing and hearing, or that he did not take in

the vices of Sodom, either by his eyes or ears. But Beza has well observed

that the order of the words in the Greek ought to have been different, viz.,

6 yap fiXippan, etc., instead of 6 Sixaio
?,

etc., as it now stands. Our

common English translation has given the true sense of this verse.”§ The
same opinion is expressed by Aretius,|| Camerarius, Hammond, Grotius,

Osiander,** Piscator,ff Pyle,JJ Rosenmueller, §§ Erasmus Schmid, Wetstein,||||

* Danielis Heinsii Sacrum Exercitationum ad ddovum Testamenlum, Libri xx., etc.

Ediiio secunda, etc. Cantabrigiae, 1640.

j- Gcoigii Kaphclii, etc., Annotationes Pliilologicae in N. T., etc. Londini Batavorum l"47 -

£ D. Jo. Sal. Semleri Paraphrasis in Epist. II. Petri
,
etc. Halae, 1784.

§ A paraphrase and notes on the Seven (commonly called) Catholic Epistles, etc., by George

Benson, D.D. London, 1749.

(j

Commentarii in omnes epistolas, etc., itemque in apocalypsin, etc., a Benedicto Aretio

Bernensi. (Le Preux), 1596.

*[ A Paraphrase and Annotations upon all the books of the N. T. 2d ed. By H.

Hammond, D.D. London, 1659, ('* was from day to day continually afflicted and tor-

mented to see them do as they did ”).

** Sacrum Bibliorum Pars Hi., etc. Lucas Osiander, D. Tubingae, 1592. (“Aspectu

enim et auditu abhommanda et detestanda quotidie oculis et auribus percipiens Justus

ille et pius vir
||

erat redundat, habitans apud eos, vehementer afflictus erat, etc.”)

If Johan. Piscatoris Commentarii, etc. Herbonae Nassoviorum, 1658.

XX A Paraphrase on the Acts .... and Epp., by Thomas Pyle, M.A. 2 vols. New
ed. London, 1795.

§§ D. Jo. Georgii Rosenmuelleii Scholia in N. T.
,
etc. Norimbergae, 1808.

|j|
H. KAINII AIA0HKH. Novum Testamentum Graecum, etc. 2 vols. Amstel-

aedami, 17^2 (“ ,3hi/ifia~i nal aicorj intellige Sodomitarum
;
Lotus vultu eorum meretricio

conspectu, et audita fama impudiciae eorum, h. e. injustis eorum operibus torquebatur.’

)
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Wolf,* among older names, while of late years it is almost universally held by

commentators of all ranks, as the following (very imperfect) list will show :

Alford, Ash, Barnes, Bloomfield, Buckley, Demarest, Dietlein, Farrar, Fron-

mueller, Gill, Hofmann, Huther, Lillie, Lumby. Only very occasionally is the

decision left hanging, as e. g., by Bowyer.f

This brief sketch of the history of the interpretation is sufficiently full to

indicate to us what especial points must be investigated in order to determine

the connection which Peter intended when he wrote the words fiXtppari

xal axorj. We take them to be four : i. The meaning of (3X£ppa and

axoij; 2 . The article before 6'ixaioS; 3 . The chief emphasis in the verse,

and 4 . The dative /SXippaci xa\ axorj.

1. The great majority of commentators have understood ft\ippa and axorj

actively, “ seeing and hearing.” So, e. g., Alford, Barnes, Beza, Bloomfield,

Buckley, Calvin, Castalio, Camerarius, Demarest, Gill, Grimm, Grotius,

Fronmueller, Hammond, Huther, Osiander, Piscator, Robinson, E. Schmid,

Wolf. Others, such as Aretius, Calmet, Erasmus, have taken them of the

senses :
“ sight and hearing.” Wetstein is almost alone in insisting on the

passive sense, “ what was seen and heard.” In accordance with its form

(3Xsppa should bear a passive sense, and consequently express a product or

state rather than an act. Its usage, moreover, is most usually to express the

passive sense of “ the look of a man ” from without. It does occur in the

sense of a “look” or “glance” (e. g. Herodianq,
( 5 . 17 ), fjXsppart dpipei

apopapv £z? too ? exeixov cpiXov?) ,• and also, especially in the plural, of the

“eye” itself (the following passage given in the London Thesaurus from Bois-

sonad. MSS. may perhaps present an instance in the singular :
'OpaSrpaopE^a

V7t6 tov Beiou xai *7tavTecp6pou fJXtppacoZ Agapet. Sch. Reg. 23).

But by far most commonly the word is used purely objectively, to express what

we mean by “the look” of a man, whether referring more narrowly to his ex-

pression, passing over into sub-senses of countenance and expressions (as we
say “ to make eyes ”), or more broadly to his appearance. Thus Themistius

tells us that when a chaste blush blooms on the face, the /SXtppa is full of

modesty; Appian that men appear to their enemies cpofiepoi arcr tcov

fiXapparoov^ Lucian that even a laughing /3Xeppa may be altogether brutal j

Aelian of an unmoved, cherry, or gentle (iXsppa

;

Themistius of a frank and

noble flXeppa; Libanius of a harsh fiXippa. Themistius balances it now
against npoodnov

,
now against peiSiapa

;
Libanius now against xpola,

now against pr/pa. Taking the step to “ countenance,” we read in Theophr„

ep. 15 ,
of the (3Xeppa reddened by anger

;
or taking the step to “expres-

sions,” we read in Philo of men who had had their tongues cut out yet man-

aged to make their meaning clear vevpaGi xal fiXeppaffi xal rai? aXXaiZ
tou ffoaparo

5

o'/ftrfo'z xai xirr/ffeffiv. One further step carries us beyond

* Jo. Christopfieri Wolfii, et:. Curae Philologicae et Criticae in SS. Apostt. Jacobi,

Petri, Judae, et Joannis Epp., turjusque Apocal. Hamburgi, 1735. (“ Idem est acsi

scripsisset Apostolus : IbiSv yap icai aKovwy.")

f Critical conjectures and observations on the N. T.

,

by Win, B Dwyer, F.S.A., etc.

London, 1812.
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the face and facial “expression” to the “appearance” in general, as when

I.ibanius speaks of the fiXtppa of drunkenness or parallels the three words

/iXsppa nal (TXVMa Hai (poovtjv, which Demosthenes varies to tod oxppctTi,

Too ftXtppaTi, tij cpoory, or when the Testaments of the XII. Patriarchs

tell us that women 6ia tov ftXtppaTO? tov iov ivGnupovGi in a context

w'hich parallels fiXeppaTO? with hogjjj'/G£gd?.* Perhaps also Arrian’s hgt-

eGTaXpevor ti'xov to fiAtppa belongs here.f

It cannot be, indeed, asserted that between such related notions as the

objective and subjective “look” an impassable gulf is fixed: but most indu-

bitably every probability weighs in favor of the sense '•'appearance" in a pas-

sage like the present. The usage as well as the form of the word points to

that sense, and by it we ought to abide. It is the less necessary to enter into

an extended discussion of the meaning of anof/, in that one of its most cur-

rent senses, “report,” “rumor,” “fame” parallels it accurately with fiXeppa

in the sense of “appearance” (Cf. Matt. iv. 24, xiv. 1 ;
Mark i. 28, xiii. 7,

and passim in EXX and classics, early and late). The presumption is cer-

tainly very strong that the combined phrase here means '•'•appearance and re-

port'.'

If this be so, however, it cannot be connected with the participle tynaTOi-

HGQV, for the definition of that idea supplied by these words would then be-

come incongruous and unmeaning. Neither can we with any propriety follow

Wetstein in understanding “ Sodomitarum ” and connecting with tfiaGocvi&v.

For, not only is the adjunct “Sodomitarum ” not naturally suggested by words

saparated widely from all discourse concerning the Sodomites and hedged in

by expressions descriptive of Lot
;
but also we thus induce a hopeless tautology

with avopoi? epyoi?. If the thing by which Lot vexed his righteous soul

had been expressed by (3\eppari Hal auoij with the amount of emphasis re-

quired by the Hyperbaton, it would be impossible to repeat it in the weak

form, avojxoi J epyoiS. Only if (iXippan ua'i ontoy followed avopoi?

epyoi ?, as an explanatory addition, could this construction be tolerable
;
and

that the verb e'/iaGavi8,ev actually receives its definition on this side in

avopoi ? epyoii excludes the notion that the very emphatic fJXspjxaTi Hal

anorj also belongs to it, in the same sense. By as much, then, as it is proba-

ble that “appearance and report” is the correct rendering of these words, by

so much is it improbable that they are to be connected with either eynaTomobv

or spaGavi^sv. This presumption against those connections appears to us

a very strong one. On the other hand, the words fit admirably in this sense

with 6'inaio5: “ righteous in appearance and report,—both in what was seen

of him and what was heard concerning him.”

2. A glance at the history of the exegesis of this passage will remind us

that the standing objection against connecting the words with diniaoS is the

presence of the article before that word. This has been uniformly treated as

finally settling the question
;
and indeed it must be admitted that, in the pres-

* The word occurs only here (Sinker’s ed., p. 132) in the Sub-Apostolic Age except in

one passage of Hernias.

f These passages are mostly from Wetstein, which see.
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ence of the article, the harshness of this construction is extreme. It cannot

be held, however, to be an impossible construction, as the parallel case of Col.

ii. 14 (see Buttmann’s Grammar of the N. T. Greek, Thayer’s ed., p. 92,) suf-

ficiently demonstrates. If the article be genuine, therefore, it raises a strong

presumption against this connection, but does not set it necessarily aside.

Commentators appear to have taken it for granted that it is genuine, and cer-

tainly on good apparent grounds. But no reading of B can be lightly dis-

missed, especially when supported, as is the case here, by the Vulgate Latin,—

for, we see no reason to doubt that the construction adopted by the Vulgate is

proof of the absence of the article from its exemplar. Especially in the

Catholic Epistles where B seems to have no Western element, and where we

possess but a scanty array of authorities, the defection of two such as B and

the Vulgate must make itself felt. If it be urged that the omission of petty

words is characteristic of B, it ought also to be remembered that this reading

is not an individualism of B, and that the article is specially liable to be in-

serted, and in the present case would be likely to be inserted after v. 7. If, thus,

on purely external grounds the article be deemed suspicious, the appeal to

Paradiplomatic evidence, which is certainly strong for its omission, raises the

suspicion to a presumption against it. If, now, the sense of the passage be at

all clarified by its omission, and thus the intrinsic evidence be thrown upon

that side, we have one of those rather rare cases in which transcriptional and

intrinsic evidences coincide, and in which, therefore, internal considerations

are peculiarly strong. That, however, this is the case no one can doubt.

While, then, it is confessedly difficult to attain certainty in the matter, it is yet

clear that the probability is with Lachmann and Westcott and Hort in omitting

the article (on the testimony of B Vulg.) here and against Tregelles and

Tischendorf in their retention of it (with &5ACKLP 13, 31, etc.). The exact

strength of this probability will be estimated differently by different minds: it

is certainly strong enough to command our suffrages.

But, again, whatever may be its strength, just so much of probability is

raised for the connection of /iAtppari xal axoij with dixaioS rather than

with fyxaroixcox or ef}a6<xvi2, 8v. The effect of the omission is not only to

sweep away at one blow all the objections to this connection, and so leave the

way open for it,— it leaves the way yawning for it and suggests it as the nearest

and most natural one. And this presumption is independent of, and therefore

cumulative to, that derived from the presumptive meaning of fiAsppa.

3. That emphasis falls upon the words fiXtppan xal axorj is apparent

from their position at the head of the sentence. But this emphasis is strong

in proportion to the distance of the word with which they are connected. If

they be assigned to efia(javi2,ev they receive the chief emphasis of the verse,

which then becomes a declaration that it was by what he saw and heard and

no*otherwise that Lot vexed his soul. That this cannot be the main thought

of the verse, however, is clear from the consideration that it would thereby

cease to be probative {yap) of verse 7. The chief thought of verse 7 is that

God delivered Lot because he was righteous and was consequently distressed

by the lascivious life of the Sodomites. Verse 8 ought to justify or explain
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(yap) this or some part of this thought. It ought not, therefore, to empha-

size solely or with such strength as to call the attention principally to it, the

way in which, or cause by which, he was vexed : but ought rather to emphasize

the righteousness of Lot, or the proof of it in his distress at sin, thus justifying

the statement in verse 7 of the fact which was the ground of his deliverance.

Now if /3Xeppan xai axoij be joined to s/3affavi£ev, a tremendous em-
phasis is thrown upon the mariner or cause of vexation with the practical effect

of subordinating every other thought in the verse, and rendering the yap a use-

less, not to say deceptive, finger-post. This hvperbaton becomes thus, as was

early pointed out, a very serious objection to that connection,—and an objec-

tion independent of the sense assigned to /3Xeppa or the presence or absence

of the article before dixaio On the other hand, no fatal objection, inde-

pendent of the natural sense of fiXippa, arises, on account of the relation

of this verse to verse 7, against the connection with iyxaTOixa>y, while if it

be assumed that the connection is with dixaio?, a sense arises at once so con-

sonant in general with the yap and so naturally distributing the various

emphases required by the flow of the thought, as to commend itself as prob-

ably the true one. “ God delivered Lot because he was righteous and hence

was distressed by the lascivious life of the wicked, for, dwelling among them

in such a way as to approve himself righteous both in all that was seen of him

and in all that was heard concerning him, he did vex his righteous soul from

day to day with their lawless deeds.” There can hardly be a stronger com-

mendation of an hypothesis of interpretation, than that it thus fits at all points

and accounts readily for all the little prominent jags in the flow of thought.

Hence, then, arises an independent indication of the propriety of connecting

fiXeppan xai axoij with dixaio ?.

4. It remains only to inquire as to the exact relation expressed by the dative

in our passage
;
and here we are dealing with a question the settlement of

which can have no bearing on the connection of the words. For, we imagine

that it is scarcely disputable that the dative may be readily explained which-

ever connection be adopted. We only desire to point out how it is to be un-

derstood if attached to dixaio?. It then becomes what Jelf (§ 605. 4) calls

the circumstantial dative, a variety of the local dative, expressing the sphere

in which any moral action or state takes place or operates (Cf. 1 Cor. xiv. 20 ;

Col. ii. 14, etc.). Or, as we would prefer to say, we have here an example of

that not uncommon New Testament usage by which a narrower limitation of

the subject is expressed by the dative rather than by the accusative,—the ex-

planation and illustration of w’hich may be conveniently read in Buttmann’s

Grammar of N. T. Greek, p. 152 (Thayer’s ed.), or Winer’s Grammar (Moul-

ton’s ed.), p. 288. We translate thus: “ righteous in (or with respect to) ap-

pearance and report." The sense would not have been different had the

apostle written fiXeppa xai axof/v dixaio
?,

just as Lucian writes^ to

fiXeppa r/pepo?.

If now we sum up the results of the discussion we remark : 1. The modern

view of the passage which assigns the words fiXippaxi xai axoij to e'fiaffav-

i8,ev in the sense of “by seeing and hearing,” is wrong, because: (1) it as-
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signs a sense to /3\£ppa not justified by usage and opposed by the known

meaning of that word
; (2) it assumes a hyperbaton without necessity

; (3) in

assuming this hyperbaton it emphasizes with great strength an unessential no-

tion and destroys the indicated relation of verse 8 to verse 7 (yap). 2. The

modification of this view proposed by Wetstein is untenable, because in its

effort to escape (1) above, it lays itself open to the destructive objection that

it induces a weak and unacceptable tautology between /3Xtjupari ua'i axorj

and avopoi ? e'pyoi?. 3. The view which would connect the words with

iynaToiKobv is wrong because (1) it assigns a wrong sense to (3\ epipa, and

(2) it assumes a fiat because thoroughly unnecessary and obvious definition of

iyKUTomajv, and (3) it passes needlessly over a more natural connection.

4. The view of the Vulgate, etc., is right; because (1) the article o before

Siuaio? being probably spurious, it is liable to no linguistic objections
; (2) it

takes fiXsppa in its usual and most natural sense
; (3) it gives the verse a sense

which justifies its connection with verse 7 and fits its requirements most beau

tifully, and (4) does all this by taking the words in their own order, in their

natural senses and connections, without assuming any trajections, misplace

ments, or anomalies. We propose, therefore, a return to the old rendering,

and recommend the translation which understands the verse thus: ‘bFor in

appearance atid report righteous
,
dwellitig among them

,
he vexed his righteous

soul from day to day with their lawless deeds."

A single word in conclusion seems called for as to the effect which this con-

clusion has on two of the chief items in a recent labored arraignment of the

style of 2 Peter as ignorant, pedantic, senseless, and unworthy. Dr. Edwin

A. Abbott * tells us that 2 Peter “ uses the word fiXtypa (ii. 8) for the * sense

of sight.’ But in ordinary Greek, both in Demosthenes and Aristotle, and

even in the Testaments of the XII. Patriarchs (p. 132, ed. Sinker) the word

means ‘glance,’ ‘look,’ ‘expression of the eyes.’ Also, in the same passage

the article is omitted .... before SinaLO?. The omission naturally caused

a difficulty to the scribes, some of whom have inserted it : but it is rejected by

Westcott and Hort. Yet the word ‘just’ is obviously intended here fora

pronominal epithet
;
nor has any one (as far as I know) attempted to justify

the author’s grammar by rendering it adverbially ‘ dwelling justly.’ We are,

therefore, driven to the conclusion that it is an error, ‘just one’ being written

for ‘ the just one.’ ” Driven? See the lamentable effects of mistaking the

recent commentators on Peter for Peter’s self. Dr. Abbott has not even been

at the pains of following the commentators fairly. The necessity of taking

/
3A eppa in an unusual sense arises from the presence of the article: and the

omission of the article voids it. With the article omitted there is no meaning

in the statement that ShtaioZ “is obviously intended for a pronominal epi-

thet.” Dr. Abbott knows no commentators who have “attempted to justify,’

etc., only because he knows none who have, with him, omitted the article.

What are we to think of a writer who adopts a new reading, and then, because

that throws the usual erroneous explanation of a passage into confusion, pro-

* The Expositor, March, 1882.
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ceeds to charge the author with bad grammar? In the light of what we have

learned as to the natural meaning of Peter’s words, Dr. Abbott’s remarks serve

as a reductio ad absurdum at once of the common understanding of this pas-

sage and of his own adverse criticisms on 2 Peter’s style.

Benj. B. Warfield.

Journal of the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis.—The second

volume of the papers and proceedings of the Society of Biblical Literature

and Exegesis is fully equal to the first volume in the ability of the papers and

the original research displayed therein. This Society is composed chiefly of

the Professors of Biblical Exegesis in the Theological Seminaries of the various

churches, and is a bond of union and co-operation in the scientific study of

the sacred Scriptures. There are two papers by Dr. Isaac H. Hall, of the

Sunday-School Times—the one upon the Beirut Syriac Codex, the other upon

the Syriac Apocalypse. Both of these enter into the difficult field of the ancient

Syriac Versions, where Dr. Hall proves himself to be at home, a specialist in

this department, of whom the American churches may be proud. Dr. Mom-
bert, of Paterson, N. J., gives a study of the important passage (Job xix. 25-27)

especially valuable for a comparison of the Versions
,
ancient and modern, in

their renderings of this classic passage. Rev. Henry Ferguson, of Hartford,

gives a detailed examination of the use of the Tenses in Conditional Sentences

in Hebrew. Basing himself upon the work already done by Ewald and

Driver, he gives a classification of all the phases of the Hebrew syntax in this

department. This is the most complete discussion of the subject that can be

found anywhere, and no Hebrew scholar can afford to do without it. The

principles are correct and the method admirable. The examples are very

complete. We think that the author has overlooked, however, not a few ex-

amples of conditional clauses with q consec. in both members. It is true

these are otherwise rendered in the Versions generally, owing to a lack of

knowledge of the structure of conditional clauses by the authors of these ver-

sions, and it is possible to render many of them otherwise, yet we would great-

ly increase his list under that head. Prof. Bernard Pick, the Rabbinical scholar,

of Allegheny, Pa., gives a brief sketch of some lost Hebrew MSS., especially

the Codd, Hillelis, Sanbuki, Sinai, and Ben-Naphtali. We wish that he had

gone deeper into the subject and given a more complete investigation. Prof.

W. J.
Beecher, of Auburn, gives a study of i'1 J°sh- xvii. T 5 i 18, and

Ezek. xxi. 24; xxiii. 47. The most important paper is the one by Prof.

Francis Brown, of Union Theological Seminary, on the New Testament Wit-

ness to the Authorship of Old Testament Books. This investigation was

greatly needed. Prof. Brown has, for the first time, accomplished it. The re-

sults are somewhat different from the views that have prevailed, based merely

upon a superficial study of particular passages. Prof. Brown examines and

classifies all the New Testament passages bearing upon this subject. He com-

pares them and shows just how far they give evidence and where the evidence

stops. He shows that of the thirty-nine Old Testament books only twenty-six

ate cited in the New Testament, and of these only ten in connection with the
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name of persons. The use of these names is shown, in a detailed examination

of each passage, not to be decisive of authorship. The result is, that

11 except in the case of Pss. xvi. and cx., which the argument of the context where they are cited

necessarily assigns to David, and except in the case of certain parts of the Pentateuch, which the

Pentateuch and the New Testament alike assign to Moses, the questions of authorship which arise

in studying the Old Testament receive no conclusive answer from the New.”

Prof. Brown does not bring into consideration in this paper the views that

were entertained of Old Testament Books in the New Testament times in

extra-Biblical writings. If the New Testament is to be interpreted by some

of these, such as Josephus, or the Apocalypse of Ezra, and a result is sought

in which all the witnesses of the first century b.c. conspire together, Prof. Brown’s

results might be somewhat modified. Prof. Brown touches this question only

indirectly in connection with the Pentateuch, and states that “it is by no

means absolutely certain that the current belief of the time, in Palestine, made

Moses the author of the Pentateuch.” Indeed, this question of the extra

New Testament Views of Old Testament Books needs a thorough investiga-

tion, and until that investigation has been made, scholars ought to be cautious

how they dogmatize on that subject. Many things have been taken for granted

in this particular that will not bear the light of investigation. All true scholars

will thank Prof. Brown for his paper, whether they accept his results or not.

The journal is not large in size, but is weighty in matter. It may be ob-

tained from the Secretary of the Society, Prof. H. G. T. Mitchell, Ph.D.,

Middletown, Conn., at the price of $3. C. A. Briggs.



VI.

REVIEWS OF

RECENT THEOLOGICAE LITERATURE.

I.—EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.

A Handbook of the English Versions of the Bible, with Copious Examples
illustrating- the Ancestrv and Relationship of the several Versions, and Compara-
tive Tables. By J. I. Mombert, D.D. A. D. F. Randolph & Co., N. Y. 8vo,

pp. xxii., 510.

This is a timely work by a competent hand. The revision of the English Bible now
in progress can be understood only when we have traced the history’ of English ver-

sions to the present version as their proper culmination. The great number of trans-

lations of the Bible that have been made in Great Britain show the interest taken by
the English-speaking people from the beginning in the word of God. Indeed the

authority of the Scriptures was the chief principle of the Reformation in England,
and it has ever maintained that position. The work of Dr. Mombert is the result of

many years’ labor, and independent and successful investigation of a real scholar.

It will take its place as a classic work, an indispensable companion to all who would
study the subject in hand. It gives copious illustrations of the various versions in

parallel columns, so that the reader may make the comparison for himself and verify

all the statements of the author. Indeed, these passages are more numerous and

fuller than is really necessary for the purpose, and not infrequently interrupt the con-

nection of thought in the commentary upon them and will confuse the ordinary

reader.

Dr. Mombert is a real enthusiast for Tyndale, and we think rightly. No one has

abetter claim than he to bear the title of the Reformer of Great Britain. It is an in-

teresting and valuable feature of 'our book that Dr. Mombert has shown so clearly

the connection between Luther and Tyndale, and illustrated the independence of the

British reformer, with his ceaseless activity and determination in every way to use

every help that would enable him to render in the best way the word of God into

English. Dr. Mombert has shown that the tradition that Tyndale studied at Mar-
burg and his translation of the Pentateuch was printed there, is a blunder. He
makes a free use of the argument, e silentio, by showing that the university register

at Marburg does contain the names of Patrick Hamilton and others matriculated

about that time, and does not contain the name of Tymdale ; and that among
the printers of Marburg the name of Hans Luft has no place. We may consider

this question settled whether we adopt the view of Dr. Mombert or not, that “ Marl-

borow in the lande of Hesse, by me, Hans Luft,” “ is a pseudonyme deliberately chosen

by Tyndale to mislead his pursuers, and designates no other place than Wittenberg,
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where Luther lived ” (p. 107). It is greatly to be desired that Tyndale’s Pentateuch

translated fresh from the Hebrew in 1530, should be made accessible to scholars.

There are only two copies known, one in the British Museum, London, the other

in the Lenox Library, New York. It has been suggested to us that Dr. Mombert
would undertake this task of editing and collating Tyndale’s Pentateuch with other

earlier versions if sufficient encouragement should be given. We would suggest that

scholars who take an interest in this work should correspond with Dr. Mombert,
at Paterson, N. J., on the subject.

It is an interesting feature of English versions that the now common version, or

King James version, has never received official recognition, and its use in all the

churches of Great Britain and America is without authority. The Great Bible, ac-

cording to the best authority, “ was the authorized version lor twenty-eight years, and
according to Eadie, in the strict sense, it is the only authorized version still

;
for the

Bishops’ Bible, and the present” (161 1) “never had the formal sanction of royal

authority” (p. 222). So Prof. Westcott says of the King James version : “No evi-

dence has yet been produced to show that the version was ever publicly sanctioned

by Convocation or by Parliament, or by the Privy Council, or by the king. It gained

its currency partly, it may have been, by the weight of the king’s name, partly by the

personal authority of the prelates and scholars who had been engaged upon it, but

still more by its own intrinsic superiority over its rivals ” (History of the English

Bible, p. 123). This is as it should be. The right of translation and use of transla-

tions in churches as well as in private should be conceded without the effort to force

any particular version upon the churches by any ecclesiastical authority whatever.

All translations are, and must be, of the nature of interpretations. The Roman
Catholic could not use any of the Protestant Bibles without peril to the Roman
Catholic faith. The Geneva Bible carried with it the faith of Geneva. King James’

version is not without sin in this particular. The safety of the Church is in the recog-

nition only of Greek and Hebrew originals and the free use of translations and ex-

positions. During the period of the strife of the versions of the Bible in England
which lasted till the middle of the seventeenth century there was great intellectual

activity in the study of the Scriptures, and in these times the foundations of our An-
glo-American theology and Church life were laid. In our judgment a common ver-

sion is rather hurtful than helpful to Biblical study. If the last quarter of our cent-

ury should be characterized by another strife of versions, it might be a great bless-

ing to our churches in leading them to search the original Scriptures to find out for

themselves the facts of the case on all questions of doctrine and life. And just here

Dr. Mombert gives his verdict in favor of the Anglo-American Revision of the New
Testament or the Westminster version, as he prefers to call it. “This translation,

on the sole grounds of its great fidelity to the original, its punty, its noble and classi-

cal language, and its wonderful skill (with the exceptions stated) in presenting very

frequently the finer shades of the Greek thought in idiomatic English, is sure to win

its way into the hearts and minds of those for whose benefit it has been made ” (p.

494). At the same time he justly remarks :
“ There cannot be a doubt that the pres-

ent revision of the New Testament is not final, and that the changes introduced will

be subjected to renewed examination ” (p. 480).

Dr. Mombert’s account of the so-called Authorized Version and of the men engaged

upon it, is exceedingly interesting, compact, and valuable. If the men who worked

upon King James’ version are compared with those who are giving us the West-

minster version, it is easy to see that we must give the latter the preference for

scholarship, impartiality, ability, and freedom from external restraint in the execu-

tion of their work. We thank Dr. Mombert for the pleasure and profit we have de-

rived from his volume, and recommend it to our ministers and intelligent readers.

C. A. Briggs.
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Zum Gesetz UND ZUM Zeugniss: eine Abwehr wider die neu-kritische Schrift-

forschung im Alten Testament, von Eduard Bohl, Doctor der Philosophic
und Theologie, d. Professor an der K. K. evangelisch-theologischen Facultat in

Wien. Vienna, 1883. 8vo, pp. 231.

It is becoming more and more evident that the latest school of Old Testament

critics, though creating a sudden consternation by their bold and ingenious para-

doxes and seeming to sweep everything before them for a season, have not yet

gained the master)' of the field. In addition to their early and pronounced antago-

nists, new combatants are coming to the front. Bredenkamp by a significant omen
is appointed Welihausen’s successor at Greifswald. And Prof. Bohl, of Vienna,

who handles a vigorous and sprightly pen, shows that he is neither ashamed nor

afraid to take his stand beside the veteran Keil, and maintain, in the most uncom-
promising manner, the Mosaic authorship of the entire Pentateuch, as well as the

trustworthiness of the sacred history in general, including even the much-abused
Books of Chronicles. In his protest against the processes and pretended discoveries

of Graf, Kuenen, Wellhausen, and the like, he contests their fundamental axiom as

at variance with all religious faith, and even a genuine belief in the divine exist-

ence
;
shows that the hypothesis, essential to their scheme, of a system of pious

frauds coloring the entire Old Testament history is inconceivable in itself as well as

destructive of their own deductions ; that their whole method of literary analysis, by

which they undertake to split asunder the several historical books, apportioning the

fragments to various writers at different epochs and of different tendencies, is con-

ducted on the ground of antecedent and unfounded presumptions, and is thus

chargeable with the vice of reasoning in a circle and bringing hypothesis to support

hypothesis. He happily illustrates how the apparent divergences of Chronicles

from Samuel and Kings consist with the equal truthfulness of both by the new as-

pect given to certain periods of modern history by bringing to light new sources of

information from the private correspondence of the times or other contemporaneous

records.

Bohl has his own hypothesis in respect to disputed questions in the Pentateuch.

He leaves it in doubt whether the alternation of divine names in Genesis is traceable

to the sources used by Moses, or, as he prefers to think, was designedly introduced

by Moses himself. The Jehovistic passages in Genesis are, in his view, popular

pre-Mosaic traditions
;
the Elohistic passages are largely Mosaic additions. He

notes the fact that Elohistic and Jehovistic sections are limited to Gen. i.-xx. ; in

later chapters both names are promiscuously blended in the same section or their

use is determined by their special significance. And from Exodus onward Jehovah

is predominantly and almost exclusively employed. He stoutly affirms that Exodus

and the books that follow scarcely exhibit a trace, whether in their history or legis-

lation, of the peculiarities of style said to characterize the alleged documents of

Genesis. The division is carried through the Pentateuch only by the critics assum-

ing its existence and then searching for superficial or seeming contrarieties, often of

the most trivial sort, as a pretext for rending asunder passages which are really con-

tinuous and self-consistent. The laws of Leviticus were given within the compass

of a month in their main outlines and principles ; but their complete codification in

their present form was the work of the thirty-eight years of wandering in the desert,

as the occasion suggested or the queries of the Levites called forth detailed deter-

minations. Deuteronomy was not the work of some reformer of the age of Josiah,

but contains the last words of Moses to the people.

Wellhausen and his associates have, however, in Prof. Bohl’s judgment, rendered

an important service to the cause of truth by showing how untenable are the posi-

tions of those who were previously classed as the advanced critics and driving the

battle back to the old and impregnable intrenchments. The easy victories of the

newer criticism are ascribed by him to the fact that so many had deserted the
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strongholds already. “ The time for compromises,” he declares, “ is past. The
question for the Church theology is to be or not to be. And no critic will ever be

able to turn the history of Israel so completely topsy-turvy, that the existence of the

law, the covenant, the tabernacle, and with these all that awakens the conscience as

well as gives consolation in life and in death, shall be utterly stricken out from this

history.” W. H. Green.

The Pulpit Commentary. Edited by the Rev. Canon H. D. M. Spence, M.A.,
and by the Rev. Joseph S. Exell. Genesis. Exposition and Homiletics by
Rev. Thomas Whitelaw, M.A. Eighth English edition, pp. xviii., xlvi.,

xviii., xii., vi„ 543. New York : Anson D. F. Randolph & Co.

Exodus. Exposition and Homiletics by Rev. George Rawlinson, M.A. Two
vols. Third edition, pp. xxxix., ix„ 348, 405. Anson D. F. Randolph & Co.,

,
New York ; Kegan Paul, Trench & Co., London.

The numbering of the pages, as indicated by the above strings of Roman and

Arabic numerals, is probably in good form, but it is all the same clumsy and ridicu-

lous. In most other respects the mechanical make-up of these volumes is credita-

ble. Indeed, it is quite remarkably so, wrhen we compare them with other equally

low-priced hooks.

Men who imagine that the Bible is now less used and studied than formerly should

explain to us how we are to account for the current multiplication of elaborate works

on the Bible. The Pulpit Commentary is the latest great work of this description.

It is published in England and republished in America. The thirteen volumes

already out in England, averaging nearly six hundred closely printed octavo pages

each, must be much less than half the entire work.

The volume on Genesis begins, pp. i.—xviii., with a general introduction to the Old

Testament by the well-known Canon Farrar. This is a distinctly homiletical dis-

cussion of the homiletic uses of the Old Testament. Unlike most introductions, it

is eminently readable, as well as of practical value. It has three principal divisions,

and a regular gradation of subdivisions ; but the really significant thoughts in it are

not bounded by the lines of the divisions, but are repeated over and over again, in

the treatment of the successive heads. The thoughts which are thus presented are

mainly those that deal with the living issues now before the public. For example,

on page x. he says :
“ Nothing is more irritating to men of science than to see ob-

vious ignorance assuming the airs of infallibility, and demonstrating the impiousness

of proved conclusions, the very elements of which it does not understand.” Sub-
stantially this admonition appears in several different connections, and always dis-

tinctly and incisively. In a similar way, the author emphasizes the importance of

spiritual guidance in our study of the Word, that of the fact that even the most
ignorant may find in the Scriptures a supply for their own spiritual needs and for

those of others, that of the limiting fact that ignorant persons are not thus qualified

to pronounce dogmatically upon learned questions, that of appreciating the literary

peculiarities of the different parts of the Scriptures, that of using prominently the

elements of human interest they contain, and that of the progressive character of

the revelation divulged in them. On this last point he is more careful than many
are, but less careful than would be desirable. He teaches that “ We see in many
regulations that, in the Old Testament as in the New, love is the fulfilling of the

law” (page xiii.). But does he count the new truth in Revelation as contradicting

and repealing the old, or as including and supplementing it ? Does he regard

God’s earlier laws as having been annulled in the sense of having been declared

false and wrong, or only in that of having become inapplicable by reason of the

changed circumstances of men ? In other words, are God’s views of truth and
right immutable, or do they change in themselves, as well as in their relations to a

changing world ? The distinction is not unimportant. Dr. Farrar does not take
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the wrong side, but it would be more satisfactory if he had more sharply excluded

the wrong inference.

Next in order, in a new series of pages, i.-xlvi., is an introduction to the Penta-

teush, by the Right Rev. H. Cotterill, D.D., Bishop of Edinburgh. This includes

an admirable investigation of the permanent elements in the ethical and religious

teachings of the Pentateuch, finding these alike in the ten commandments, in

the secondary moral laws, in the religious legislation, and in the civil codes. The
author holds, among other things, that the Mosaic writings both presuppose and
recognize the doctrine of a future state of rewards and punishments (pages xxxii.,

xxxiii.). He assumes that the Pentateuch is uniformly the torak spoken of in the

psalms and other writings of the Old and New Testaments ; that what we are

accustomed to call the ten commandments are commonly called, in the Old Testa-
ment, by the Hebrew name which is properly equivalent to commandment, and also

by the name torah ; that the functions of Moses as prophet are utterly different from
his functions as lawgiver ; and that the prophets, in general, are secondary to the

law. But these assumptions have really very little to do with the important and
valuable conclusions he reaches, or with anything of real importance in the argu-

ments by which he supports them.

This Introduction is followed by an essay on the authorship of the Pentateuch,

pages i.-xviii. ; an Introduction to Genesis, with a well-selected “ Literature,” pages

i.-xii.
; a Homiletical Index, pages i.-vi. ; and then the Commentary proper, all ap-

parently by Mr. Whitelaw.

By a similar plan the volumes on Exodus begin with an introduction to that book

and a homiletical index, much longer and fuller than those in the volume on Genesis,

and both apparently by the author of the volumes themselves, the distinguished

Canon George Rawdinson.

Throughout the three volumes this Commentary bears the marks of reading rather

than of study, in the sense in which intelligent reading differs from study, and has

both the excellences and the defects which result from this. The reading has cov-

ered a wide range, and has been well selected, especially with reference to freshness

of material and availability for popular use. Some prominence has been given to

American authors, as, for example, Tayler Lewis and Principal Dawson. Techni-

cally the authors have relied too much on the method of investigation which oper-

ates by striking a happy average among the opinions currently held rather than by

freshly investigating disputed points ; but even with a better method, less skilful

men might have accomplished less valuable results.

The Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch is advocated, not only in Mr. White-

law’s Essay, already mentioned, but also in his Introduction to Genesis, and again,

at considerable length, in Mr. Rawlinson's Introduction to Exodus. Mr. Whitelaw’s

conclusion is, “ That though the Pentateuch may have been partly compiled from

written sources, and subsequently revised by Ezra, there is not sufficient ground for

challenging its substantial Mosaic authorship, and still less for the tone of confident

assertion which is assumed by the so-called higher criticism in proclaiming its late

origin.” His treatment of the subject is good-tempered, compact, and intelligible,

including information as to the history of the controversy, and an outline of the

argument on both sides. Of the view which Mr. Whitelaw attacks, he says :
“ It

has advanced with gigantic and rapid strides, more particularly in Germany, where

it has enlisted in its propagation and defence a brilliant array of talent—gifted and

able writers, who have expended on its demonstration and elucidation research the

most minute and painstaking, ratiocination the most elaborate and careful, critical

acumen the most penetrating and dexterous, eloquence the most attractive and en-

gaging, not to speak of imagination the most wonderful and imposing. Among its

advocates must be reckoned many of the most distinguished scholars of the present

century That an opinion which has secured the allegiance of authonties so
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eminent .... should have nothing in the shape of evidence to produce in its behalf

is simply incredible.” Entering the lists in this spirit, his examination of the reasons

commonly urged on the other side yet leads him to hold that “ There is really not

one of them that can be fairly said to have fully established itself beyond the reach

of cavil, but that, on the contrary, all of them are capable of vigorous disputation,

and most of them of thoroughgoing refutation.” In his statement of these argu-

ments he entirely omits the one which many of his opponents regard as the very

strongest, namely, the alleged silence of the historical books as to the pentateuchal

institutions, coupled with their alleged recognition of institutions altogether differ-

ent ; but he discusses this argument briefly, in his presentation of the positive side

of the question, on page xvi.

His argument is more fortunate in its entirety than in some of its details. The
explanation of Gen. xii. 6, found on page ix., is not happy. The geographical terms

cited under (2), page x„ prove that the Hebrew language was formed in the country

west of the Jordan, but prove absolutely nothing as to the locality of men who, in

the times of Moses, or at any later date, employed the language. The arguments

based upon them against Mosaic authorship have no value, and the explanations by

which our author meets the arguments have very little. Until we have some evi-

dence that the copy of the law found in the temple in Josiah’s time was the only one

then in existence, it is hardly worth while to make dubious attempts to account for

its being so, as is done on page xv. Particularly unfortunate is the following state-

ment on the same page :
“ The writer of the account in 2 Kings xxii.-xxiii. certainly

states that Shaphan read the book first to himself, and then before the king, and
then that the king read it in the ears of the people

;
but the chronicler (2 Chron.

xxxiv. 18) informs us more exactly that this only signifies that Shaphan and the king

read in the book.” In 2 Chron. xxxiv. 30, it is affirmed that all the wrords of the

Book of the Covenant were read in the ears of the public assembly
;
while the two

accounts agree in distinguishing, verbally, between the Book of the Law, which was
found in the temple, and which or in which the king and Shaphan read, and the

Book of the Covenant, the whole of which was publicly read
;
and also agree in

identifying the latter with either the whole of the former, or with some well-known

part of it. In this, as in the previous instances, the correcting of our author’s mis-

takes strengthens his position instead of rendering it untenable.

Canon Rawlinson’s treatment of the subject admirably complements that of Mr.

Whitelaw. It displays the same strength as a whole, and the same occasional

weakness in details. An instance of the latter is the assertion on page xiii. :
“ There

was no period between the Exodus and the reign of Solomon when an Israelite

. . . . was likely to be familiar either with Egypt or with the Sinaitic Peninsula,

much less with both.” His definition of the doctrine of Mosaic authorship includes

the following limitations :
“ The authenticity of Exodus would be no whit diminished

by Joshua or Caleb being its author instead of Moses The absolute Mosaic
authorship of Exodus is thus a matter not so much of historical importance as of

literary curiosity.” He advocates, however, the view that Moses himself wro'te the

books, and is far from regarding this view as unimportant, except relatively. His

presentation of the matter is extremely forcible, concise, and lucid.

In short, Mr. Whitelaw and Mr. Rawlinson together present the traditional view

as to the authorship of the Pentateuch in a way that must command the respect of

those who oppose that view, and the hearty approval of most of those who intelli-

gently hold it. Their work will doubtless prove very exasperating to certain unin-

telligent defenders of Orthodoxy, who have committed themselves to crude and fool-

ish notions in the matter , but it will prove greatly reassuring to persons whom these

ill-advised defenders of the received view have driven to doubt and uncertainty.

Mr. Whitelaw holds that Genesis was largely compiled from previous written

sources ;
mentions for rejection the more usual forms of the documentary hypoth-
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esis ; regards the ten Tel edhoth as formally dividing the book into eleven sections

;

wisely abandons, as obsolete, the attempt to reconcile Genesis and science, and
instead, presses the positive argument from the agreements between Genesis and
the best established results of science

;
holds that the six creative days were six long

periods ; holds that the Bible narratives are identical with those found in the Chal-

dean, Phoenician. Egyptian, and other early myths, but that the narratives retain

their true form only in Genesis ; that the opening narrative is neither history, nor

science, nor myth, but a revelation of facts made by God, probably in a series of

visions, to some early prophet, from whose work Moses took it ;
that the deluge

was partial and not universal, etc. Mr. Ravvlinson recognizes in Exodus no dis-

tinction between popular code and priest code
;
discards the chronology of Ussher,

shortening the time between the Exodus and Solomon, and counting the actual

sojourn in Egypt at 430 years ; rejects the numeral 480 in 1 Kings vi. 1, and the

430, which he thinks Paul took from the Septuagint, in Gal. iii. 17 ;
holds that the

crossing of Israel was at some point between the present Red Sea and the Bitter

Lakes
;
gives prominence to the wind and the probable ebb of the tide, in the cross-

ing, and denies that there were any upright walls of water
;
holds that Pharaoh sur-

vived the overthrow, etc. These instances sufficiently show that the authors, while

thoroughly evangelical and orthodox in their spirit and their opinions, and strongly

predisposed in favor of the views commonly held, have yet regarded it as their duty

to open, or even reverse, traditional decisions, wherever the evidence seemed to

them to require it.

In the Commentary on Genesis, the transliterations of Hebrew words are simply

abominable. On what consistent principle, for example, could one turn into Hebrew
characters the following instances which come first to mind : Bara, Rakiya, Sha-

mayim ; Raka/i, Asa/i, Apr; Vabohu, Devar, Jehovah} All the volumes are

somewhat characterized by the accepting of respectably transmitted blunders, on

the same footing with genuine grammatical or lexical facts. The note on Gen. i. 5

says that the literal translation is : “And evening was, and morning was, day one.”

But literal translation is not the putting of English words into the Hebrew order,

but the putting of them into the order which expresses the true grammatical rela-

tion. The tiue translation here is “ one day.” Pursuing this blunder, in the follow-

ing verses our author substitutes the English cardinal numbers for the Hebrew
ordinals, and in verse 31 omits the article. What should be “a second day,” “a
third day,” “ the sixth day,” he makes to be “ day two,” “ day three,” “ day six.”

And all this is done for the purpose of correcting the inaccurate rendering of the

King James version ! A far more important though somewhat less evident instance

is the treatment of Ex. xiv. 13, where the English words “ stand still ” are made the

text of all the magnificent sermons which ought to be preached from the next verse ;

while the still better sermon which really belongs to this text is entirely lost from

sight. What Moses actually said was :
“ Take your places in marching order, and

see the salvation of the Lord.”

In the main, however, the work on the three volumes is accurately done. Taken
together, they come very near to being the fullest, as they certainly are the freshest

and most interesting, of the recent works in English on the books which they ex-

pound. They are very simple in plan. The text, which is not printed, is taken up

in short sections. On each section there is first a discussion of the important ques-

tions, then a ninning commentary, grammatical and historical, then one or more

outlines of sermons on topics found in the section, and then additional homiletical

matter from various sources. A list of the sermons is given in the homiletical index

prefixed to each book. The work is full of points. Indeed, it would be unpardona-

ble if it were not. No one should be misled by the name of it into supposing that

it is fit only for the use of ministers. It is as well fitted for Sunday-school teachers

and other intelligent persons. The Messrs. Randolph & Co. propose to print one
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volume per month of the American republication, until they have issued all the

volumes now ready in England. It is to he hoped that they will be prompt enough

so that Joshua, Judges and Ruth, and i Samuel may be ready for use on the inter-

national lessons of this summer and autumn. Willis J. Beecher.

Kritischer Commentar zu der Psalmen nebst Text und Uebersetzung.
Von Dr. H. Graetz. Bde. I. and II. Breslau, 1882 and ’83, S. Schottlaender.
N. Y. : B. Westermann & Co.

The distinguished Breslau professor here presents us a fresh and vigorous study

of the Psalter. The Introduction is thorough and of great ability, and abounds with

Jewish as well as Christian learning. The most important positions taken are the

following: (1) The divisions of the Psalter into 5 books and 150 Psalms were based

on those of the Pentateuch, and both were divided with a view to a three-years course

of Sabbath readings in the synagogues. In order to accomplish this, shorter Psalms

were combined and larger Psalms were broken up, and thus the differences in num-
bering and combination originated. (2) The titles were affixed by the editors of the

various Psalm books in their genesis, and do not come from the authors. Hence the

difference between the LXX. and the Masoretic text, and the inconsistency between

the titles and the contents that not infrequently appears. The titles were traditional

and chiefly conjectural. The authors of the Psalms were Levites, and these were

the poor and suffering ones, the meek and patient, the true and faithful worshippers

of God, whose experiences are reflected in the Psalter. Hence the Psalter opens our

eyes to understand the history of the religion of Israel in its innermost recesses, where
the historical books are silent. Few of the Psalms come from David and his pos-

terity, the kings of Judah. (3) The Psalms are assigned to the five different periods,

pre-exilic, exilic, post-exilic, Maccabean, post-Maccabean. Their age may be de-

termined by a study of their internal characteristics. The author carefully indicates

these marks and concludes, that few of the Psalms originated previous to the exile,

but that the great majority of the Psalms are exilic or post-exilic, and he puts the

composition of some of the Psalms even into the first century B.C, (4) There were

a few psalms in use in the first temple, and quite a number of the Psalms in the last

two books were used in the liturgy of the second temple, but the order of their liturgi-

cal use was different from their order in the Psalter. The Psalter was rather a prayer

book for the synagogue than for the temple, and the most of the Psalms have no pro-

priety in temple worship. (5) The Psalter was not arranged in its present form un-

til the midst of the first century B.C., and was made up chiefly of two previous col-

lections, a Davidic Psalter and a Psalter of Asaph and others. (6) The text of the

Psalter needs careful emendation. Here Prof. Graetz gives a valuable statement of

the sources of error in the text. These are (a) interchange of letters of the same or-

gan
; (b) interchange of letters of similar form

; (c) transposition of letters
; (d ) repe-

titions of words and letters
;
(e) omission of words and letters ; (/) insertion of let-

ters
; (g) improper combinations

; (k) slips of the pen. He gives copious examples

under each of these heads, and mentions that we ought not to speak of a Masoretic

text that has been made sure to us, but that we ought rather to speak of different

schools of Masoretes, and ought to follow their example and remove from the text

impossible readings. He calls attention to the fact that the Psalter has been more
exposed to corruption of the text than other books on account of its being a book of

the people and frequently copied by many different hands, but that the Psalter may
be corrected easier than other books owing to the principles of parallelism and the

rhythmical structure of the Psalms.

The most valuable part of the Commentary which follows is just here in the sug-
gestions for an improvement of the text. There are many changes proposed that

have no other basis than capricious conjecture, but not a few will be found helpful
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to all scholars who have learned that it is necessary to go behind the Masoretic text

for a thorough study of the Old Testament.

The mere statement of these views of Dr. Graetz will give him his place among the

most radical of the critics of our times. He agrees with Prof. Reuss in pushing the

mass of the Psalter into the post-exilic period. The most interesting feature of his book
is the theory that the Psalter expresses the feelings of the poor, persecuted, meek, and
faithful Levites. The characteristic marks of the period of the Psalms depend upon
this theory to a very great extent. Indeed, jls it seems to us, the Psalter is recon-

structed on the basis of this theory. There are many attractive features in it. There

can be but little doubt that the Levites, during the long period of Hebrew history,

were in a most unenviable position. The provisions of the Pentateuch for their sup-

port were not carried out. and they were in the most destitute circumstances, with-

out means of support, and without favor or influence. The Psalter in its deep under-

tone of lamentation and sorrow' seems fully to express these feelings.

If we could mend the theory' of Dr. Graetz so as to include with the Levites the

faithful suffering kernel of the people of Jehovah other than Levites in the different

periods of history' it would be still more attractive. We would still further have to

enlarge the theory so as to include those like David and Hezekiah, who, though

in exalted positions, did not escape sorrow, suffering, peril, and persecution. The
royal element in the Psalter is too much overlooked by our author as well as the

bright and joyous Psalms which alternate with the Psalms of Penitence and Lam-
entation. We agree w'ith Dr. Graetz in the opinion that in order to understand the

History of Israel we must fill up the meagre outline of the historical books by the

information to be derived from the Psalter, and, we may add, the Prophets and the

Wisdom Literature. Only then, when we cease to lean on Josephus and study the

history of Israel in the light of the Literature of Israel, will its dark and gloomy

spaces become luminous.

Notwithstanding the radical criticism of our author, we feel grateful to him for a

great amount of help in the study of the Psalter. Any one who has gone beneath

the surface in the study of the poetry and literary features, as well as the theology

of the Psalter, must recognize the need of textual emendation to remove obscurities

and manifest corruptions of the text. Conjectural criticism paves the way for scien-

tific criticism. Radical views seem to be necessary to arouse evangelical scholars

to a thorough study of their Bible. The result has ever been and will ever be to

enlarge knowledge of sacred things, to revive reverence of the majesty and glory' of

God, who has in His grace provided the Psalter as the best means of devotion for

His people in all time. In our day's modern Christian hymns are rapidly displacing

the Psalter in the worship of our churches. It will be a great blessing if rational-

istic criticism should result in a revived interest in this prayer-book of all prayer-

books, this hymn-book of all hymn-books. C. A. Briggs.

The Book of Koheleth, commonly called Ecclesiastes, considered in relation

to Modern Criticism and to the Doctrines of Modern Pessimism; with a Critical

and Grammatical Commentary and a Revised Translation. The Donnellan
Lectures for 1880-81. By the Rev. C. H. H. Wright, D.D. London : Hodder
& Stoughton. 8vo, pp. xxiv., 516.

Dr. Wright is a Hebrew scholar and exegete of the first rank in England. This

is manifest throughout this Introduction and Commentary upon the exceedingly dif-

ficult book of Ecclesiastes. The Introduction is composed of the six Lectures of the

Donnellan course at Trinity College, Dublin, and much additional matter—making,

in all, 275 pages of the book. The first question discussed is the Canonicity of Ko-

heleth. Under this head he considers “ the men of the great synagogue,” and takes

the position that they introduced Koheleth into the Canon soon after its appearance

—they regarding it as “ the last of the Prophets.”
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He makes a curious and inconsistent use of the Argument from silence

:

44 The silence of the Apocryphal books, as well as of Josephus and Philo, with respect to
4 the men of the

great synagogue,* is neither strange nor remarkable. It is well known that the Jewish annals from the

death of Nehemiah (circa 415 b.c.) down to b.c. 175 are almost a complete blank. The writers of the Apoc-
ryphal books had no occasion at all to refer to the acts of 4 the men of the great synagogue,’ and Josephus

appears to have been almost totally devoid of information with respect to the Jewish annals during the

Persian Period referred to. That writer has indeed been clever enough to prevent this gap in his history

from being perceived by ordinary readers. Although he may have been fully aware of the existence of such

a body as
4 the men of the great synagogue,’ and may have often heard of the difficulties which that body

felt with respect to certain books of the Canon, such facts were scarcely those which Josephus would have
cared to record in his Antiquities when he had no further incidents to adduce which bore on the history of

the period in question. In writing against Apion, Jose hus had every reason to pass over such facts in

silence. His silence, too, is not so inexcusable
;
as the facts known, while not really opposed to the con-

clusions at which he arrived, would readily have placed convenient weapons in the hands of an unscrupu-
lous antagonist” (pp. 7, 8).

Here we have several explanations of the silence : (i) It was beyond the scope of

the Apocryphal books. (2) It was owing to defective knowledge, in Josephus’ An-
tiquities. (3) It was out of policy in Josephus against Apion. And yet our author

on page 476 says, “ But little weight is to be assigned to the silence of Josephus, as

such a point scarcely comes within the scope of his history.” Now, either these

things came within the scope of Josephus or they did not. If they did not, then we
cannot plead defective knowledge or policy. If the latter pleas are put in, then the

matters were certainly within his scope. To our mind we are forced to the latter

alternative, and, in the choice between policy and defective knowledge, we are con-

strained to the latter; and if we think of defective knowledge, what evidence have

we of any knowledge at all on the part of Josephus? Dr. Wright has been misled

by his desire to maintain the tradition of the “ men of the great synagogue,” so as

to dance about on these inconsistent positions. Really the total silence of Josephus,

Philo, and the entire Apocrypha is a weighty argument against any such body ever

having been in existence.

In treating of the disputes among the Jews as to the Canonicity of Ecclesiastes,

we think that our author is correct in his statement

:

44 The question in dispute was not whether these books should be received for the first time into the
Canon of Scripture, but whether, having been admitted into the Canon at an earlier date, they had been
properly so admitted, and whether there was not sufficient proof from internal evidence to justify their ex-
clusion from that Canon ” (p. 471).

We differ from the author in holding that it was by the general consent of Tradi-

tion that the Canonicity of Ecclesiastes was recognized, and not by any authority of

a “great synagogue,” as he supposes.

(2) Dr. Wright has two admirable chapters upon the relation of Ecclesiastes to the

Ecclesiasticus of the son of Sirach, and the Wisdom of Solomon. Questions of

interrelation and interdependence of writings are among the most difficult questions

in Criticism. We agree with the author, however, in giving the precedence in time
to Koheleth.

(3) The question of authorship is discussed in two strong chapters and in a long

note. He expresses his concurrence with the vast majority of Biblical critics of our
time that Koheleth is a pseudepigraph :

u The record of the acts of Koheleth, the son of David, set forth in Chapter II., and the description given
there of his wisdom, prove beyond all reasonable doubt that no other person can be meant by the name Ko-
heleth than the world-renowned Solomon. There are, however, passages to be found in the book of Ko-
heleth itself in which the author lifts up his visor in such a manner as to show the intelligent reader that
the character and name of Solomon were simply assumed, not for any purpose of deception, nor as

4 a pious
fraud,’ but by a perfectly allowable literary device” (p. 83).

* 4 The epilogue affirms the non-Solomonic authorship of the work. So far from the author having left

himself open to the charge of being guilty of a 4 pious fraud ’ by writing under the mask of Solomon, he is

not slow to inform his readers that that king was not the real author of the composition. Solomon is in-

troduced as the speaker throughout the work in the same way as Cicero in his treatise 4 On Old Age’
and on 4 Friendship’ selects Cato the elder as the exponent of his views, or as Plato in his Dialogues brings
forward Socrates. Similarly, in the literature of the Old Testament, the writer of the book of Job intro-

duces into his magnificent dialogue that patriarch and his friends as speakers” (p. 118).

42
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The arguments to sustain this view are overwhelming, (i) The internal evidence

of the book itself, especially the statements of the Introduction and Conclusion,

which cannot be reconciled with Solomonic authorship. (2) The language of the

book is the latest Hebrew in the Bible and approximates to the Mishna. This is

manifest from such a large number of examples that it is impossible to avoid their

weight of evidence. (3) The syntax of the book is remarkable. The characteristic

features of the classic language have for the most part disappeared. The cohorta-

tive occurs but once, the jussive apart from the negative only thrice, the Vav con-

sec. of the imperfect but thrice, its place being taken by the Aramaic and Mishnaic

simple Vav with the perfect
;
the participle is used as in Aramaic for the perfect and

imperfect ;
the demonstratives and personal pronouns forsake the classic construc-

tion ; the verbs and verbs coalesce as in Aramaic. If Koheleth could be
Solomonic, we could have no such things as classic rules of Hebrew etymology or

syntax. (4) The Theology of the book, especially in its Eschatology and the pecul-

iar stress laid upon the divine judgment of the individual man, is in advance of the

other writings of the Old Testament. As Dr. Wright says, “Scarcely a scholar ol

eminence now ventures to dispute this verdict” (p. 120). He places the composi-

tion of the book “some time between B.C. 444 and 328 ” (p. r36).

In Chapters VI. and VII. the Pessimism of Schopenhauer and Von Hartmann
is contrasted with the book of Koheleth with interesting results. In Chapter VIII.

there is a special study of Eccl. xii. 1-7. We regard this chapter as the very best

exposition of this remarkable piece that has yet been produced. He adopts the

views 01 Hahn and Wetzstein in the main as to the most difficult verse 5. “The
imagen employed in the first five verses is drawn from the closing days of Palestin-

ian winter. The last seven days of that season (though viewed as the heralds of

the approaching spring) are peculiarly dreaded in Palestine as fraught with death to

persons advanced in years " (p. 270). The almond tree in blossom and the locust

bursting from its cocoon are the characteristic marks of these seven evil days of old

people. At this period the winter culminates, and the old man departs to his ever-

lasting home.

The critical and grammatical Commentary is a thorough and scholarly piece of

work. We note, however, the absence of a satisfactory synthesis or analysis of the

book. The divisions of Dr. Wright are mechanical and unsatisfactory. Ecclesi-

astes is a marvel of literary art. It represents the conflict of the God-tearing wise

man with doubt in its various forms. There is a succession of dark clouds that roll

over his soul which are pierced by a succession of struggles upwards through the

fear of God, in an ascending series until the last stage of conflict and final and

complete victory—a struggle between optimism and pessimism, with the victory of

a true Old Testament submission in reverential fear of Jehovah and a calm contem-

plation of the coming judgment which will right all wrongs and clear up all that is

dark. C. A. Briggs.

The Jews; or, Prediction and Fulfilment. An Argument for the Times. By
Samuel H. Kellogg, D.D., Professor in the Western Theological Seminary,

Allegheny, Penn. New York, 1883. i2mo, pp. 279. A. D. F. Randolph & Co.

This little volume, which breathes throughout the eminently devout spirit of its

excellent author, contains a large amount of interesting information respecting the

Jews, and shows how prophecy has been fulfilled in their past history and present

condition. We must, however, enter our total dissent from the main design of the

book, which is to defend what is here called the literal interpretation of prophecy,

which is, however, neither literal nor self-consistent nor scriptural. The allegation

that the Jewish nation is the direct and proper heir of the promises made to Israel

is as gross a perversion as that by which the Romish Church arrogates to itself the

promises and prerogatives granted to the Church of Christ, and has as baleful an
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effect on the interpretation of the Old Testament as the Romish error has on the

interpretation of the New. It alters the whole nature of religion, and the scope and

meaning- of God’s revelation. It narrows and belittles the Old Testament, and

makes it throughout merely national, local, and external, instead of the symbol and

the germ of the spiritual and universal. And it stands in a closer relation than the

honored professor imagines to views which he abhors, and which degrade Jehovah

into a mere national deity and the prophecies into the vehicle of national prejudices

and national antipathies.

The Israel contemplated by the prophets is the people of God ;
they address them

as such, admonish them as such, utter their promises and threatenings to them as
.

such. As long as Israel continued to be the visible people of God, these promises

were for them, and to whatever extent they were then fulfilled, they were rightfully

fulfilled to them. But they were warned from the beginning that the disobedient

and they who forsook God’s covenant should be cut off from among His people ;

and that accessions might be received from those of foreign birth, who should join

themselves to the Lord.

Under these circumstances how can the apostate Jews, who rejected the Lord and

have in consequence been rejected by Him, be heirs of the promises made to Israel ?

The true Israel are they from among the covenant people, who embraced the Lord

at His coming, and whose numbers were swelled by multitudes of believing Gen-

tiles, and thus the continuity of God’s people was preserved. And this is the doc-

trine of the New Testament from Matthew to Revelation. These exscinded branches

are not forgotten or lost sight of, and shall yet again be grafted into their own olive

tree. But to claim for them then a pre-eminence over their predecessors in Christ

is to say that the descendants of those w ho rejected the Messiah and have preserved

their national identity as Jews, are to be exalted above the descendants of those

Jews who embraced Him and became promiscuously blended with Gentile believers.

And thus they are rewarded for the unbelief of centuries. And the apostles in not

taking measures to preserve the Jewish Church distinct from the Gentile Church

have abridged the proper prerogatives of the former. And the providence of God
has permitted this union when the ends of prophecy required their separation.

But it is urged that the prophetic threatenings were fulfilled to the Jewish nation,

and so must the promises be. How upon this principle will the professor interpret

the promises to Moab, Jer. xlviii. 47; Ammon, xlix. 6; Elam, ver. 39, and Sodom,

Ezek. xvi. 53, 55 ? If a property is bequeathed to certain gentlemen as trustees of

Allegheny Seminary, will it descend to their children or to their successors in office ?

Do the early treaties of the United States concern just the descendants of those who
were residents of the thirteen original States, and this irrespective of the question

whether they may since have expatriated themselves? In the long apostasy of the

Jews the fulness of prophetic blessings forfeited by them is made over to God’s true

and loyal people
;
but His sovereign grace shall overflow to the apostates, too, and

bring them back penitent, forgiven, and reinstated, not made heads over their

brethren, but joined with them in love and perfect equality.

But, it is urged again, the threatening that they should be exiled from Canaan
was fulfilled to the letter, and so must their promised return be. It was, as long as

the old dispensation lasted. But with the incoming of the new dispensation Canaan
ceased to be what it had been before. To give the Jews Canaan now, as the fulfil-

ment of what the prophets promised, would be to discharge a debt by the payment
of notes once current, but which have lost their value, or to feed the hungry with

chaff from which the grain has fallen out. Canaan meant to the prophets inestima-

ble spiritual privileges
; it now represents a given number of acres of land. There

is no equivalence between the values. The real thing conveyed by the promise is

the substance, not the shell. Canaan was but one item in a vast system of symbol-

ism, under which Israel was trained until the shadows should pass away and the
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substance be revealed. It is indissolubly connected .with the temple and the altar

and the sacred vessels and the ritual and the priesthood, These all stand or fall

together. And there is not the slightest reason for singling out the land of Canaan
and insisting that this alone is to be literally understood, while all the rest is figura-

tive. And surely they who do this should not plume themselves on being literal

interpreters of prophecy. W. H. Green.

The Medical Language of St. Luke : A Proof from Internal Evidence that
“the Gospel according to St. Luke,” and “the Acts of the Apostles,” w’ere writ-
ten by the Same Person, and that the writer was a Medical Man. By the Rev.
W. K. Hobart, LL.D. Dublin: Hodges, Figgis & Co. 1882.

The object of this volume is fully stated on the title-page, and it is faithfully car-

ried out.’ Every page bristles with quotations from Hippocrates, Aretaeus, Galen,

and Dioscorides, and a parallel is found for almost all the words used by the sacred

writer. This, indeed, is the fault of the book. So long as the comparison is con-

fined to medical terms and the language either of disease or its cure, the author’s

point is well sustained. But he presses the matter beyond reason, as, for example,

in the parable of the rich man and Lazarus (pp. 31-34), and in the first chapter of the

Gospel (pp. 86-98), where even common words which any man writing on the themes

in question would naturally use, are gravely set forth as evidences of Luke’s medi-

cal character and training, just because these words happen to be employed in a dif-

ferent connection by the old writers on medicine. A single instance may be cited.

The evangelist says (xix. 19), “ And another said, I have bought five yoke (&'uyri -rrcvre)

of oxen, and I go to prove them,” whereupon Dr. Hobart remarks, “ &vyoc is pecul-

iar to St. Luke, and is the word used in medical language for a pair of nerves, ar-

teries, veins, muscles,” and proceeds to prove the statement by ten quotations. But

what does it all amount to ? The Greek word answers precisely to the English

yoke, and would be used by anyone who had never even seen a medical work, if he

wished to speak of pairs of oxen. There are multitudes of such cases, and they se-

riously detract from the value of the book, just as an obviously weak argument im-

pairs the effect of the better reasonings with which it is associated. The labor be-

stowed upon the volume must have been immense, but one cannot but wish it had

been better directed. T. W. Chambers.

A Commentary on St. Paul’s Epistles to the Corinthians. By Joseph
Agar Beet. London : Hodder & Stoughton. 1882. Small 8vo, pp. 542.

This volume forms the second issue in a series meant to treat the writings and

teaching of St. Paul for English readers. The first issue—a Commentary on Ro-

mans—fell flat from the press in 1877. It was fortunately discovered, however, by

Drs. Cox and Sanday in 1879 and highly commended by them in the Expositor for

May of that year. This secured for it, at last, a fair hearing ; and its own high

character immediately won for it an enviable place among English commentaries.

The volume on Corinthians was announced in it as already in preparation, but did

not appear from the press until late in 1882.

To those familiar with the Commentary on Romans it will only be necessary to

say that this volume follows that in plan, method, and execution. It is intended for

English readers, and, therefore (with th'e rarest possible exceptions, as, e.g., 1 Cor.

vii. 21, xv. 29), is innocent of Greek from beginning to end ; it is none the less, how-

ever, based on the most careful exegesis of the Greek text. It is a continuous ex-

position, meant to simply elucidate the words of the Apostle, and, therefore, reluses

to busy itself with the discussion of differing views ; it is none the less, however, the

result of much weighing of others’ opinions. Its method is to analyze the epistles

carefully, give appropriate headings to the resulting sections and thus divide the

epistles ijito chapters, each of which is then literally translated and commented on

clause by clause, with frequent halts for the discussion of doctrinal, apologetical,
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and ethical points, and a constant endeavor, by a lucid arrangement and constant

recapitulations, to make plain the logical flow of thought. It claims to be not only

a commentary, but a contribution as well to Systematic Theology, the Biography of

Paul, the History' of the Early Church, and the Evidences of Christianity. No won-
der the volume is a thick one.

Very different degrees of success attend these various aims. No commentary on

these epistles succeeds better in combining an exceedingly clear exposition of the

Apostle’s line of thought with clear, compact, and linguistically sound, detailed exe-

gesis. Dr. Hodge’s Commentary is its peer in the one sphere, and Canon Evans’

rather more than its peer in the other
;
but no English commentary equals it in the

combination. In its apologetics, also, although they are hardly as fully developed

as in the volume on Romans, it is admirable ; and no one, in the face of the attacks

of such writers as Dr A. Loman, can doubt the vast importance of revealing the

unimpeachable strength of the proof of the Pauline origin of each of the four great

epistles. We cannot, however, praise so highly the contribution to systematic the-

ology. Here the author appears to be weighed down by an armor not his own, and

to be overeager to uphold a system. His stand-point is a mild Arminianism
;
and

he manages to defend out of these epistles the doctrine of falling from grace, the

distinction between salvation and full .salvation, etc., to say nothing of tendencies

which are exhibited to lower the doctrine of inspiration and to adopt a trichotomistic

anthropology. It is curious to note also that here the work becomes polemic and

loses the calm so admirably preserved in the exposition. If there, what is held to

be truth is stated without reference to others’ opinions
;
here, occasion is even made

to attack and controvert individual writers—whereof a very striking example occurs

on page 33, where wholly without call or necessity an easy victory is won, by the

aid of a series of exclamation points, over a rash statement of Dr. Whedon’s. On
points of Ethics a purer note is struck

;
a basis for abstinence from intoxicants is

correctly found in 1 Cor. vii. 13, and no uncertain Sound is given on the woman-
question in ch. xi., in the course of which the note on the general bearing of xi. 3 is

worth attention. On the other hand, vii. 15 is wrongly thought to give a permission

which “ doubtless includes divorce.”

The literal translation which precedes the exegesis of each section is exceedingly

helpful, although hard, dry, and involved far beyond what was requited. Such a

translation as “for ” for fir nm after ftaTTrifa, for instance (“ for the name of Paul,”

1 Cor. i. 13 ;
“ for Moses,” x. 2), simply carries no meaning to the English ear. A

fair example at once of the merits and the failure of the translation is furnished by
the rendering of 1Iwxikoc, nyevpariKd^, captaKo- and capKivog in 1 Cor. ii. 14 sq. An ad-

vance is made in the Revised Version in that an attempt is made to distinguish

between the last two ; but a retrogression is made in the destruction of the contrast

between the first two. The “ natural and spiritual ” of the Revision, if only the

spiritual were spelt with a capital S, would suggest the contrast intended by St.

Paul ; but “ soul-governed and spiritual ” simply buries it out of sight. Even in the

attempt to distinguish oapiuvnc; and aaputKoc, nothing is gained, through the clumsiness

of the translation
;
“ men of flesh and fleshly ” suggests little or nothing by the

juxtaposition, while such a rendering as, say, “ flesh-made and flesh-led ” would

bring out the climax
t
which Paul intended. On the other hand, he catches and

brings out the relation of iii. 1 to ii. 6 by rendering “ full grown ” and “ babes.”

On turning from the translation to the exposition of this passage, it is curious and
not unhelpful toward an estimation of Mr. Beet as a commentator to note how the

proper sense of ipvxinoc has been missed. Coming to the word with his mind on a

distinction between 1pvxv and 7-vevpa, he translates it “ soul-governed,” and defines

it :
“ One whose inward and outward life is directed by the soul, the lower side of

his immaterial being, by the side nearest the body and the visible world,” etc. Yet

his exegetical insight is too acute to permit him to overlook two important facts

:
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(i) That TrvevfiaTiKds refers to the Holy Ghost and not to the human spirit, and hence

does not suggest just this contrast. Thus he defines “ spiritual things” (i. 13) by :

“
‘ the things of the Spirit of God ’ (v. 14), e., the truths taught by the Spirit and

adds to the definition of “ soul-governed men ” the words :
“ he thinks probably

of men altogether without the Spirit.” (2) That self is the ground thought of

Tlrvxuc<5f, writing :
“ Of this character, selfishness is a constant mark. For all unself-

ish instincts are from above.” When he has gone so far, we ask, in amazement,
how could he fail to go farther? what deterred him from following the contrast indi-

cated by Paul (and always either expressed or implied) and seeing that the standing

sense of 1puxlK^ in the New Testament is self-led (or determined) as distinguished

from Holy-Spirit-led (or determined), and thus was the fit word to express the con-

trast between the regenerate and unregenerate man. The same error follows him,

of course, into 1 Cor. xv. 44 sq., and produces some curious exegesis, culminating in

the denial of the parallel between “ it is sown in corruption, dishonor, weakness,”

and “ it is sown a self-led body,” and the application of the latter, translated “ soul-

governed body,” not to the sin-smitten body of the latter part of Romans vii., but

to man as “ he sprang from the Creator’s hands while the “spiritual body” by

the contrast is made to be not the fully sanctified body of Romans viii. 23 which we
shall receive at our resurrection, but the body fully controlled by our spirit

!

We think too highly of Mr. Beet’s commentary to leave this as the only sample of

his exegesis, and so, at the expense of a little space, shall add his opinion on a few

disputed passages of 1 Cor. In i. 2 he connects “ with all that call ” with “ the

church, etc.,” balances this by connecting “ both theirs and ours ” with “ place,” and
appeals to 2 Cor. i. 1 as parallel. He punctuates i. 13a as a declaration and not a

question, but does not adopt Canon Evans’ striking explanation. He finds correctly

four parties in i. 12 sq., holds them to be all blameworthy, and thinks the order de-

scribes the order of their origination. The Aramaic name Cephas seems to imply

that this party was Judaic in composition
; but the fact of the existence of a Cephas

party in Corinth no more proves that Peter had visited that city than the existence

of a Christ party there proves that Christ had visited it. In ii. 9 the quotation is

held (rightly) to be taken from Isaiah lxiv. 4. The command in iv. 6 is explained to

be, “ not to exceed in their estimate of themselves and others the descriptions of

human nature given in the Old Testament.” In vii. 21 the exposition is (rightly)

preferred which finds the complement of xf>’~/
aal in the previous clause, and hence

advises the slave, in case opportunity offers, to become free, just as verse 23 forbids

the freeman to become a slave. No reference to Jewish fable is allowed in x. 4
(rightly) : God followed them with His gift from the rock. In xi. 10, “because of the

angels,” is an appeal to their well-known presence in Christian assemblies as a deter-

ring motive against unwomanly conduct in the presence of superiors. The custom

referred to in xv. 29 is modestly explained as the innocent one of a friend appearing

in the public assembly to confess Christ publicly in the name of and for one con-

verted on his death-bed—acting, in a word, as bearer of his public confession to the

Church. Benj. B. Warfield.

The following works in Exegetical Theology deserve brief mention :

Current Discussions in Theology. By Profs. Boardman, Curtiss, and Scott, of

Chicago Theological Seminary. Vol. I. Introductory. Chicago : F. H. Revell.

8vo, pp. 218. The greater portion of the volume is taken up with Exegetical The-

ology. Prof. Curtiss calls attention to the fact that “ We are most indebted to Ger-

many for helps in the critical study of the Old Testament. Aside from the works of

Robinson and Lynch we have done very little original scientific work in this depart-

ment which is of value ” (pp. 1-2). Prof. Curtiss is, in the main, correct. He ought

not, however, to have overlooked Moses Stuart and Nordheimer. A few others

might with propriety have been added to the American list. Prof. Curtiss, in his
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statements of questions of Criticism and Canonicity, is fair, and lets the scales fal

now to the conservative and then to the progressive side
;
sometimes they remain

hanging in the balance. He holds that the Old Testament Canon was not officially

determined until the “ Synedrion at Jamnia in the year 70 a.d. We have reason to

believe, notwithstanding the discussions which obtained between the schools of

Hillel and Shammai, that the Orthodox Jews had long been agreed as to what

Scriptures were of canonical authority ” (pp. 63-4.) Prof. Scott treats of the intro-

ductory questions in Historical Theology and of the New Testament, and Prof.

Boardman of Systematic Theology. They both raise a good many questions, but

the more difficult ones still wait a solution. This little book doubtless has reasons for

its publication
;
but, in our judgment, if these professors propose fc> treat the Current

Discussions in Theology they should go into them more thoroughly, and at least

make earnest efforts to solve the problems they present to their readers.

—

Old Testa-

ment Revision : A Handbook for English Readers. By Alexander Roberts, D.D.

N. Y. : Chas. Scribner's Sons. 8vo, pp. 280. A superficial, hastily-prepared, and

very poor book. The author is not one of the Old Testament company. We are

glad of it—for his corrections of the authorized version are not of such a character

as to recommend revision either to scholars or the public. We have confidence in

the Revisers that they will go deeper and make more thorough work of it than this

outsider who presumes to prepare the way for them.— The Right and Wrong Uses

of the Bible. By R. Heber Newton. N. Y.
: J. W. Lovell Co. 8vo, pp. 264. Great

excitement has been produced in New York City and elsewhere by this brandishing

of the sharp weapons of Biblical Criticism in the face of a city congregation and dis-

closure of the nakedness of the Bible before the general public. Biblical Criticism

requires trained scholarship for its appropriate exercise. Its weapons are two-edged

and cut the fingers of those who do not understand how to use them. The pulpit is

no place for this work. One who represents Matthew Arnold as “ the finest Biblical

Critic of England in our day ” does not inspire confidence in his leadership. Here

is criticism which is neither higher nor lower, but entirely on the surface of the sub-

ject. The Inspiration of the Scripture may be tested by “ its efficacy to inspire life

with goodness,” but the test recognized by the faith of the Protestant Reformation

is a vastly higher one : the authority of God himself speaking in His word to His
people and recognized by the believing heart. The Westminster Confession is a

sort of bugbear to Dr. Newton. If he had carefully read it or were familiar with

the History of Protestant Theology he would not have identified its teaching with that

of the Zurich Consensus. We are hardly prepared to follow Dr. Newton and seek

refuge from verbal inspiration and the absolute inerrancy of Scripture in the Rab-
binical theory of degrees of Inspiration. We doubt not the good intentions of the

author, but we would recommend several years of study in the details of Biblical

Criticism and the Principles of the Reformation as a necessary preliminary to another

appearance before the public in such a difficult and delicate field as the “ Right and
Wrong Uses of the Bible.”

—

A Treatise on the Accentuation of the Three so-called

Poetical Books of the Old Testament. By William Wickes, D.D. Oxford : At the

Clarendon Press. 8vo, pp. xii., 120. The author has been at work upon this little

book for many years, to our knowledge. Some ten years ago we conversed with

him with reference to his studies in this department. These years of reflection and

labor have not been in vain. All true scholars will be grateful to Dr. Wickes for

his labors in the difficult and obscure field of Hebrew Poetic Accentuation. He
shows that the accents were designed for cantillation or musical declamation, and

on the principle of dichotomy which is carried out in a most thorough manner. He
gives the laws of the poetic accentuation with simplicity and thoroughness which

show a complete mastery of the subject. In an appendix we have an ancient East-

ern treatise on the subject in the Arabic language, but in Hebrew characters. This

was discovered by Dr. Wickes in the Imperial Library at St. Petersburg.— Unconscious
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Testimony ; or, The Silent Witness of the Hebrew to the Truth of the Historical

Scriptures. By the Rev. Chas. F. Hutton. London : Kegan Paul, Trench & Co.

8vo, pp. 96. An interesting little book with a pretentious title. It gives a few

emendations of the Hebrew text and a revised translation of some interesting pas-

sages bearing upon certain features of Hebrew life, in which the author finds unde-

signed coincidences. Some of the emendations are good, others fanciful. In at

least two cases they are mere conceits.

—

La Genkse Traduction D'Apr'es L' Hebreit

avec distinction des Elements constitutifs du Texte. Par Francois Lenormant.

Paris: Maisonneuse et C le
. 8vo, pp. xvi

,
364. We have here an analysis of the entire

book of Genesis, distinguishing the various narratives of the Elohist and Jehovist by

a difference of type. The brief introduction gives the opinion of the author that the

documents were composed in the order : 2d Elohist, Jehovist, Deuteronomist, Elohist.

Lenormant promises to extend the analysis through the Hexateuch in successive

volumes.— The Yalkut on Zechariah, translated with Notes and Appendices. By-

Edward G. King. Cambridge : Deighton, Bell & Co. 8vo. This is a valuable

piece of work. Although the author’s Notes and the three Appendices contain not

a little fanciful exegesis and strange comparisons, influenced by too much Rabbin-
ical study, they are yet scholarly, suggestive, and contain a great amount of informa-

tion. The Messianic idea is certainly a favorite theme of our author and is promi-

nent throughout. There are two Appendices of value—one upon the Messiah Ben
Joseph, the other on the Jerusalem of the world to come. We hope that Mr. King
will feel encouraged to go on and give us the entire Yalkut Shimeoni in the same
method.— Theologie des Alten Testaments. Von D. G. F. Oehler. 2te. Auf.

Stuttgart. This second edition of the posthumous work of Oehler is edited by his

son. He inserts references to more recent works and in some cases arguments

against the views of recent writers. This latter is a mistake. His father's book has

great merit as a monumental work of one who was beating his way into a new field.

The son has marred the book rather than improved it by striving to adapt it to

another condition of things. It is impossible for any one to make Oehler’s Theology

of the Old Testament abreast of present discussions without rewriting and recon-

structing it throughout.— Juan de Valdes Commentary upon St. Paid's Epistle to

the Romans, nowfor the first time translatedfrom the Spanish, by John T. Betts.

Appended to which are the Lives of the Twin Brothers, Juan and Alphonso de

Valdes, by Edward Boehmer. London : Triibner & Co. 8vo. The lesser Re-

formers are coming into more and more prominence as it becomes necessary to

study the great movement of the Reformation in its breadth and the variety of its

forces. This Commentary of Valdes, one of the Spanish Reformers, will be wel-

comed by Biblical scholars. The index, introduction, and biographies are useful.

It is very' bad taste, however, to give a reproduction of the original title-page of the

Commentary, Venice, 1556, in all respects except the translation of the Spanish into

English. The Spanish title ought to have remained.

—

Horce Petrince ; or. Studies

in the Life of St. Peter. By. J. S. Howson. Religious Tract Society. Small 8vo,

pp. 184. A suggestive and readable little book, after the method of the Horce

PaidincE of Paley. We agree with the author that Peter gives us a good opportu-

nity for the use of this method, as it enables us to introduce a threefold evidence,

Gospels, Acts, and Epistles, but we wish the author had taken time to work out his

theme thoroughly. This meagre affair makes it necessary for some one else to

accomplish it more successfully.

—

Lectures on the Epistle to the Ephesians. By

the Rev. William Graham, D.D., of Bonn, Prussia. Presbyterian Board of Publica-

tion, Philadelphia. An excellent practical commentary, full of devout thoughts and

practical reflections. C. A. Briggs.
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II.—HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.
Schaff-Hertzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge. Vol. II.

Gabbatha-Ozanam. New York: Funk & Wagnails.

This volume not only sustains but improves upon the character of the first. The
industrious editors seem to have gained by experience in the command of their ma-
terials. The merits of the work are many. It is a true encyclopaedia—that is, not a

collection of treatises, but a series of brief, comprehensive articles on the various

matters within its range, giving just the amount and the kind of information which
busy men crave on occasion. Doubtless there is here and there a superfluous title

(e. g., Longfellow) and also an omission {e. g„ Cardinal Newman and his brother),

but on the whole the field is well covered. The treatment is rigidly impartial. One
could not conjecture from the contents the doctrinal position of the editors. The
effort has been to give each branch of the Church a statement from its own point of

view. The articles come from an ecumenical range of writers extending over all

Protestant Christendom. The information is as nearly as possible brought up to

date and taken from the most authentic sources. The result is a most useful and

trustworthy work which very few men can afford to do without. A young minister

settled in a region sparsely supplied with books who should carefully read these

volumes through consecutively, would find a life-long benefit from the rich and
varied information thus acquired. The names of the contributors are suggestive

and inspiring. Such Presidents as Barnard, Hitchcock, Gilman, and McCosh ; such

Professors as Abbot, Briggs, Calderwood, Flint, Dorner, Hodge, Mil Her, Riddle,

Strack. Toy, and Ulrici
;
such pastors as Hall, Vincent, and Taylor; such specialists

as A. F. Mitchell, Hayes Ward, and Is. H. Hall ; such general scholars as Woolsey,

Uhlhorn, and Park ; and such missionaries as Washburn and Jessup, may be relied

upon to furnish what is true and pertinent without circumlocution or extravagance.

Among the articles which seem particularly well done in this volume are those

treating of the Gregories, the Innocents, etc., Hellenistic Idiom, Homiletics, Infidel-

ity, Keltic Church, Marriage, Missions, Mormons, New England Theology, and

Offerings. The whole work will prove a monument to the skill, tact, and catholic

spirit of the learned and versatile editor, whose especial province seems to be, besides

the cultivation of his own chosen field in history, that of making the results of pro-

found investigation accessible to men of all ranks and classes.

T. W. Chambers.

The Ancient Church
; its history, doctrine, worship, and constitution traced for

the first three hundred years. By W. D. KlLLEN, D.D. A new edition, care-

fully revised, with a preface by JOHN Hall, D.D. New York: Anson D. F.

Randolph & Co.

Within the lifetime of men now living, activity of research among the sources of

early Christian history has been such that books on the subject have, one after an-

other, superseded their predecessors. To live up to the time, such a book needs to

be fed with supplies of the newest intelligence. Dr. Schaff has rewritten the first

volume of his Church History
;
and now appears a new revision of Dr. Killen’s

History of the first three Christian centuries. It is a high testimonial to the merits

of both that they have held their ground so long. A work before the public four

and twenty years, in repeated editions on both sides of the Atlantic, needs no further

recommendation. Its popularity testifies to its merit.

Formerly it was the reproach of Church History that it was written in such a re-

pulsively formal and mummified way that hardly the rules of the theological class

could persuade men to meddle with the subject. Only in the generation now pass-

ing away, and by the example of a few original thinkers, was the cothurnus aban-
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doned. Dr. Killen was one of those who, with all reverence, presumed to write

Church History in a natural way. Free from dismemberment by obtrusive rubrics,

and insistent exhibition of methodology, his narrative flows in a connected current,

clear and animated. His critical conclusions will not in all cases be assented to by
the critical, for the lights in which different partisans look upon facts are obstinately

different, but the unbiased reader cannot fail to gather most interesting instruction

—solid truth of the highest value—in the broad field of his sound good sense.

James C. Moffat.

Acta Thom.e. Graece partim cum novis codicibus contulit primus edidit Latine
recensuit praefatus est indices adjecit Max Bonnet, pp. xxviii., 220. Lipsiae,

1883. N. Y. : B. Westermann & Co.

Readers of Lipsius’ Apokrypke Apostelgeschichie, Braunschweig, 1883, will re-

member his announcement of this book, and that by the kindness of Prof. Bonnet
he was able to avail himself of its fresh and remarkable contents. Prof. Bonnet is a

member of the faculty in the Protestant Theological Seminary at Montpellier. The
work now under consideration is the first of a projected series under the caption,

Supplemeiitum codicis apocryphi. If the Professor carries out the series in the way
he has begun it, he will put the student of the New Testament Apocrypha under

heavy tribute. The present work is a fine specimen of diligent and well-directed

labor. The text is clearly printed. The preface discusses the pertinent matters

briefly and thoroughly, and the indexes are singularly complete. No pains have

been spared to make the edition one of permanent value.

But the great novelty and importance of the book lie in the fact that it presents

for the first time the complete Greek text of the Acts of Thomas. It was known
that the Acts were in twelve divisions, for there were extant Latin translations, and

Wright had published in 1871 the Syriac text of these twelve, accompanied by an

English translation ; but up to Prof. Bonnet’s edition, only five of them could be

given in Greek. It remained for this French scholar quite recently to find in the

National Library at Paris a Greek codex of the eleventh century, in which they were

all preserved. This discovery awakens great expectations. The old libraries are

being searched by enthusiastic scholars, and the following are some of the recent

finds: First comes Tischendorf’s priceless Codex Sinaiticus (1859), and Gebhardt

and Harnack’s Codex Rossnriensis (1879) ;
of less account are the Second Epistle of

Clemens Romanus (1875), the Commentary of Ephraem Syrus upon Tatian’s Dia-

tessaron (1876), and the complete text of De correctione rusticorum of Martin of

Braga (1883). Perhaps we may recover the Login of Papias, which is mentioned in

an inventory' of the property of the Church at Nismes, prepared about 1218. If

apocryphal writings are turning up, it does not seem wild to hope that out of the

piles of dusty, worm-eaten manuscripts some new fragments will be discovered by

which we can restore the now imperfect texts, and even some hitherto missing vol-

ume will be found.

Besides the complete Greek text of the Acts of Thomas, Prof. Bonnet prints the

Latin De miraculis beati Thoma and the Passio sancti Thoma. The first was long

ago published by Fabricius, and the second is in the inaccessible Satictuarium of

Mombritius. These several texts, Greek and Latin, are accompanied by various read-

ings, and introduced by twenty-eight pages, which discuss the existing editions and

manuscripts of these Acts. The volume ends with four indexes—one of parallel pas-

sages in the canonical Scriptures, very suggestive and valuable work
;
one gram-

matical and two verbal for the Greek and Latin texts respectively.

It remains to speak a word upon the Acts themselves. They date from the early

part of the third century, and circulated among the Encratites and the Manichaeans.

Their value consists, indeed, in the heretical character of their contents. Thus they

record that Thomas baptized with oil instead of water, and that he held Gnostic
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views respecting matter. They make the Apostle counsel against marriage as an

essentially unholy relation, and speak and pray as surely he never did. These Acts

are. of course, not to be compared to the canonical Acts, yet indirectly they attest the

genuineness of the latter. It is a curious fact that they were so popular that they

were edited in the interest of the Catholic faith and their heresies toned down or re-

moved. As for their authorship, they are, probably without warrant, attributed to

Leucius Charinus, who is said to have written the Acts of Peter, John, Andrew, and
Paul. But into any further discussion of these Acts we must decline to enter, if for

no other reason because nothing that we could say would approach in value the ex-

haustive treatment already given to them by Prof. Lipsius in the work mentioned

above. * Samuel M. Jackson.

The Chair of Peter; or, The Papacy considered in its Institution, Development,
and Organization, and in the benefits which, for over eighteen centuries, it has
conferred on Mankind. By John Nicolas Murphy. London ; Kegan Paul,

Trench & Co. 1883. New York: Scribner & Welford.

Its title explains sufficiently the object and scope of this work. The author is a

layman of large historical information. He has unfolded his subject clearly and has

made an interesting book. We know no volume which, in so small a compass, bet-

ter presents, from a Roman Catholic point of view, the Scriptural and historical

argument for the primacy and supremacy of the Roman Pontiff. The spirit in

which it has been written is to be commended ; and we have great pleasure in ex-

pressing our opinion that Mr. Murphy has succeeded “ in his careful endeavor to

avoid uttering a word that might wound the feelings of those whose religious tenets

differ from his own.” Indeed, whatever influence the book may exert on Protestant

readers in behalf of the Papacy will be due to its admirable spirit. For the strength

of the volume is conspicuously not in the argument, of which, nevertheless, it is a

good statement.

The appeal to History in behalf of the Papacy is not one, we take it, which its

apologists willingly make. They make it only because Protestantism forces the

historical issue. The power of the Papacy culminated in an uncritical age. We
must charge Rome’s loss of one-half of Europe largely to the critical spirit of the

Renaissance. The result is, that historical vindications of the Papacy, written in an

age of criticism, are like the vindications of a man who is compelled to assume the

defensive attitude. Their authors betray the weakness of those who cannot hide

their consciousness that the onus probandi is almost too great for them to bear.

A far stronger argument for the Papacy is the argument which, in spite of its

history, presents the Papacy as the one adequate supply of a profound and universal

religious need. For this reason especially—and not simply because Cardinal New-
man is a greater man than Mr. Murphy—the “ Essay in aid of a Grammar of Assent

”

is a far more cogent argument than the “ Chair of Peter.” Cardinal Newman, as

his Apologia clearly shows, would never have been carried over into the Roman
Church by the force of historical considerations. The truth is, that his knowledge

of its history led him to make, and for a long time to continue, the attempt to escape

the Roman Church, by a revival of the life and doctrine of the Church, “ when it

was Catholic and before it was Roman.” Logical and not historical considerations

made the attempt a failure. For Sacramentarianism rigorously demands as its com-
plement an infallible vicar of Christ.

There are many special statements in the book, which, were it worth while to do
so, we would be disposed to criticise. The author, for example, attacks Calvin’s

“ gloomy doctrine ” of Predestination
;
and after stating its tendency “ to discourage

its professors from any effort to please God,” asks the question, “ Could a more
gloomy or a more dangerous creed be conceived ? ” He forgets that Calvin’s doc-

trine is also the doctrine of Augustine, and of the Angelical Doctor, the reverent
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study of whose Summa ,
the present Pope has urged upon all teachers in the Church.

Mr. Murphy also intimates that Luther’s opposition to Tetzel was due principally to

the quite natural envy which an Augustinian monk must have felt—unless more
strongly fortified than was Luther by “ the spirit of his holy institute ”—when he

beheld a Dominican preaching the Indulgences, which, up to that time, had always

been confided to the Augustinian order. But this will hardly be accepted as a satis-

factory historical explanation of a movement like the Reformation of the sixteenth

century. The weakest discussion in the volume is the discussion of the case of

Honorius. A Monothelite Pope, whom a General Council afterward condemned,
presents, it is needless to say, points of special difficulty for the consideration of

a defender of Papal infallibility. Mr. Murphy may console himself with the' reflec-

tion that he is, in not the slightest measure, responsible for the inconsequential

character of his remarks on this subject. The difficulty is not in the advocate, who
manifests no want either of interest in his case, or of ingenuity in its presentation,

but in the ternble and relentless facts of history. John De Witt.

The Life of Adoniram Judson. By his son, Edward Judson. New York :

Anson D. F. Randolph & Co.

This beautiful volume will be heartily welcomed by the Christian public. Dr.

Wayland’s noble memoir has for some time been out of print, and is besides not

altogether adapted for popular use. The task of preparing a new one could not

have fallen into better hands. It has been executed with fidelity and skill, and in

an admirable spirit. The work is marked throughout by filial affection and rever-

ence, but it is marred by no fulsome eulogy. Dr. Judson belongs to the whole

American Church. His name is one of the most honored on our roll of heroes of

faith. The new Life of him recognizes this fact. While doing full justice to his po-

sition and sentiments as a Baptist, it does not forget that what chiefly entitles him

to be held in everlasting remembrance is his devotion to the common cause and

kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ. No grander instance of such devotion is to be

found in the annals of modern evangelism
;
and this volume depicts it in a manner

alike vivid and attractive. In spite of the loss of much valuable material for the

work, the narrative, so far as the main facts of Dr. Judson ’s remarkable career are

concerned, is unbroken and complete. His social, domestic, and personal traits, as

well as his missionary labors, are brought into bold relief. The story is in itself

deeply interesting; but it is invested with a special charm by the light reflected upon

it from the lives of the gifted and devoted women who were Dr. Judson’s loving

helpers in his great work. Their pens also—especially those of Mrs. Ann H. and

Mrs. E. C. Judson—furnish not a few of its most striking passages. The account

of Mr. Judson’s imprisonment at Ava, given by the former in a letter to her brother,

is a marvel of vivid and pathetic descriptions.

Adoniram Judson was born August 9, 1788, at Malden, Mass. His father was
pastor of the Congregational church in that place. He early gave indications of the

strong traits of character which marked his manhood. In 1804 he entered Brown
University—then Providence College—and, after graduating with the highest honors,

opened a private academy in Plymouth. In 1808 he entered the Divinity College

—

as it was then called— at Andover, one year in advance. At this time he was neither

a professor of religion nor a candidate for the ministry'. In May, 1809, he joined

the Third Congregational church in Plymouth. Soon afterward the reading of Dr.

Buchanan’s famous sermon entitled “ The Star in the East,” led him to ponder

the subject of Foreign Missions ;
and early in 1810—that annus mirabilis in the

history of mission work—he resolved to go to the heathen himself. In April he

wrote a letter of inquiry to Dr. Bogue, of the London Missionary Society, which

shows that already a “passion for missions ” had mastered him.

On the 27th of June he joined with three of his fellow-students in addressing to
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the General Association of Massachusetts the letter which led to the formation of

the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. This letter is among
the most memorable documents in our missionary annals. It is as follows

:

The undersigned, members of the Divinity College, respectfully request the attention of their reverend

fathers, convened in the General Association at Bradford, to the following statement and inquiries :

They beg leave to state that their minds have been long impressed with the duty and importance of per-

sonally attempting a mission to the heathen
;
that the impressions on their minds have induced a serious,

and, as they trust, a prayerful consideration of the subject in its various attitudes, particularly in relation

to che probable success and the difficulties attending such an attempt
;
and that, after examining all the in-

formation which they can obtain, they consider themselves as devoted to this work /or li/e
,
whenever

God, in His providence, shall open the way.

They now offer the following inquiries, on which they solicit the opinion and advice of this Association :

Whether, with their present views and feelings, they ought to renounce the object of missions as either

visionary or impracticable
;

if not, whether they ought to direct their attention to the Eastern or the

Western world
; whether they may expect patronage and support from a missionary society in this country,

or must commit themselves to the direction of a European society
;
and what preparatory measures they

ought to take previous to actual engagement.

The undersigned, feeling their youth and inexperience, look up to their fathers in the Church, and re-

spectfully solicit their advice, direction, and prayers.
Adoniram Judson, Jr.

Samuel Nott, Jr.

* Samuel J. Mills.

Samuel Newell. .

The letter seems to have been written by Judson. He was not yet twenty-two

years old. Shortly after the organization of the American Board, he was sent to

England, to ascertain whether the London Society would be disposed to admit the

Board to co-operate with it in missionary work. The ship on which he embarked
was captured by a French privateer, and, before reaching England, he took a lesson

in the school of imprisonment and suffering, which gave him a foretaste of the hard

lessons that awaited him among the heathen. Soon after his return home, the

American Board met at Worcester and voted that “Messrs. Adoniram Judson, Jr.,

Samuel Nott, Jr., Samuel Newell, and Gordon Hall be appointed missionaries to

labor under the direction of this Board in Asia, either in the Burman Empire, or in

Surat, or in Prince of Wales’ Island, or elsewhere, as in the view of the Prudential

Committee, Providence shall open the most favorable door.” On the 5th of Feb-
ruary, 1812, Mr. Judson was married to Ann Hasseltine, whose life was destined to

enrich his own with so much strength arid beauty. The next day he received ordi-

nation at Salem from those eminent servants of Christ, the Rev. Drs. Spring, Wor-
cester, Woods, Morse, and Griffin, and on the 19th of the same month he embarked
with his wife and Mr. and Mrs. Newell for Calcutta. Not long after her arrival in

Calcutta he announced a change of view on the subject of Baptism
;
and this led to

the formation of a Baptist Missionary Society in this country and to the American
mission in Burmah. Of this Mission Judson was the father and apostle. His labors

as a herald of the cross and translator of the Bible and compiler of a Burmese dic-

tionary were enormous. With the exception of a brief visit to his native land in

1845-1846, he hardly took any rest until he rested in death. Toward the close of

1849 he was prostrated with fever and continued so ill that early in April, 1850, he

was induced to try a sea voyage as the only means of saving his life. It was, how-
ever, too late. He died and was buried at sea on the 12th of April.

Dr. Judson was a man of essentially heroic make; bold, aspiring, patient, deter-

mined, of tireless energy, and yet endued with the gentlest qualities. Those who
knew him best, most admired and loved him. His individuality was very marked
and self-asserting ;

but it was tempered by fine sensibility and an unaffected mod-
esty. There was in him a morbid element, that sometimes affected unfavorably his

religious life
;
nor was he, of course, without his faults

; but his virtues were of the

noblest type. He was, indeed, a splendid specimen of Christian manhood.

We wish that a copy of this inspiring story of his life and labor might be placed

in the hands of every theological student in the land. Geo. L. Prentiss.
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The following books in the department of Historical Theology deserve brief

mention :

D. Martin Luther's Leben und Wirken. Zum io November, 1883, dem deuts-

chen evangelischen Volke geschildert, von G. D. Gustav Plitt, vollendet von E. F.

Petersen, pp. 570. Leipzig
: J. C. Hinrichs’ sche Buc’nhandlung. A brief, com-

pact, popular biography of Luther to commemorate the 400th anniversary of his

birth. Luther is the chief hero of the Reformation and everything connected with

him is of interest, but it seems to us that it is peculiarly inappropriate in his case to

celebrate his birthday, inasmuch as his life is full of great events, and birthdays of

historic movements. We would advise our impatient Protestants to wait until the

31st of October, 1917, and then celebrate the 400th anniversary of the birthday of

the Reformation, when Luther set up his 95 theses in the schloss church at Witten-

berg.

—

D'A id/tone's Martyrs of the Reformation, with an Introduction. By the

Rev. C. H. A. Bulkley, D.D. Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board of Publication.

8vo, pp. 510. A well-chosen selection of sketches from D’Aubigne’s two great

works on the History of the Reformatioii. The works of D’Aubigne are interesting

and stirring, but superficial, and spun out to such a length as to become tedious,

notwithstanding the excellent style and graphic power of the author. The second

series has greatly intensified the faults of the first, and it can never take a strong

hold on the public. We doubt the propriety of cutting up works like these after the

author’s death and without his consent. The only excuse for it is that some of the

material might become more useful. We would prefer that Dr. Bulkley should

have given us these sketches in his own language and in his own way, using

the material of D’Aubigne and others for the purpose.— The Quaker Invasion of
Massachusetts. By Richard P. Hallowell. Boston : Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

Small 8vo, pp. 228. The Quakers were the principal sect of the large number of the

Commonwealth times which constituted the radical wing of the reform movement.

All of these sects, as well as the Episcopalians, Presbyterians, and Independents,

were alike intolerant. Each party as it came into power persecuted the other with-

out the slightest conception of the principles of toleration. The Presbyterian Puri-

tans were persecuted by Whitgift and Laud, the chiefs of the prelatical party.

When the Presbyterians came into power with the Long Parliament, they perse-

cuted the Independents and Episcopalians ; when the Independents came into power
with Cromwell, they persecuted the Presbyterians and Quakers. If the Baptists or

Quakers or any other of the sects had come into power, they would have been no

less intolerant and persecuting than the others. This is manifest from the spirit of

intolerance with which they strive to force their peculiar views on others, ever in-

truding upon the private and public worship of others and denouncing all other

views but their own as anti-Christian. We boil with indignation that the Quakers

were so shamefully persecuted by the Independents in Massachusetts. But we also

burn with indignation when we read the intolerant utterances of Burroughs and

other Quakers of the time, and conclude that if they had come into power they

would have been the worst persecutors of the whole lot. Doubtless the Quakers

have been misrepresented by the writers of other Christian parties. Misrepresenta-

tion and Intolerance go together. Those who claim that they alone have the truth

of God and all others are in error, are intolerant, and have the spirit of persecution,

whether they be Pope, Bishop, Presbyter, Elder, or a man or a woman moved by

the Spirit and directed by the inner light. We thank God that the age of Persecu-

tion has passed and that Intolerance is deprived of the power of working physical

injury. But we have still to overcome Intolerance itself, which in all the churches

and sects still prevails and finds expression in words of misrepresentation, abuse,

and bitterness. The defence of the Quakers on the author’s part is faulty just here,

for it is not without the bitterness of partisan polemic against the founders of the
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Massachusetts colony. He forgets the common faults of both sides and justifies the

one at the expense of the other.—Erinnerungen an den Baron Ernst von Kottwitz,

von D. J. L. Jacobi, Halle, Eugen Strien. pp. 56. An interesting sketch of a man
whose piety and benevolence were like an oasis in the midst of a desert of Rational-

ism. He will long be remembered and reverenced.

—

Dr. Pnscy. An Historic

Sketch. With Some Account of the Oxford Movement during the Nineteenth

Century. By the Rev. B. W. Savile, M.A. 8vo, pp. 160. Longmans, Green &
Co., London, 1882. The title is a misnomer, for there is no history in this tract.

It is rather a sharp and bitter Polemic of a Low-Churchman against the Sacramen-
tarian party which so often bears the name of Dr. Pusey. It is keen, searching in

its criticism, apt in citation of authorities, yet there is such a bitterness of tone and
spirit of partisanship in it that it forces us to wish that we could hear the other side

from Dr. Pusey himself. But unfortunately the old lion is dead.—Souvenirs

d’Enfance et de Jeunesse par Ernest Renan. Paris: Ealman Levy. 8vo, pp. 414.

A charming book, disclosing the innermost recesses of the early life, training, and
forming of the character of the author. It opens our eyes to see how he was pre-

pared to write as he has done in his volume on the origin of Christianity and the

various books of the Old Testament. The blending of the spirit of romance with
rationalism is fully explained.— Biographical Sketches. By C. Kegan Paul. Lon-
don : Kegan Paul, Trench & Co. 8vo, pp. 224. A very interesting and valuable

series of biographical sketches of some of the leaders of Theological opinion in

England in our century, such as Edward Irving, John Keble, Maria Hare, Rowland
Williams, Charles Kingsley, George Eliot, and John Henry Newman.

C. A. Briggs.

III.—SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.
Critique of Design-Arguments. By L. E. Hicks, Denison University, Gran-

ville, O. New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1883.

This book is a “ historical review and free examination of the methods of reason-

ing in natural theology ” since the time of Socrates. The author seems not to be

up in the literature of the subject, and informs us of his ignorance of what the Ger-

mans have written on the general theme. Nevertheless, his criticisms are vigor-

ously and clearly put, and there is a freshness in his style which renders the book
pleasant reading.

The design-argument was well handled by some of the ancient heathen, and

Galen of the second century started the system of anatomical illustrations which
have been presented over and over again by subsequent writers. Yet there was
progress in the method of argument. At first everything was estimated for its sup-

posed utility to man. Philosophers who believed in astrology, witchcraft, ghosts,

and in the doctrine of “ plant-signatures ” (e.g., that adder’s tongue was a cure for

snake-bite, because of its resemblance to the serpent’s tongue) used all these fancies

as arguments for the existence of God. But the advance of physical science and

the criticism of men like Spinoza combined to enforce caution and to improve

the method of arguing.

Hicks’ principal contribution to the cause is that he insists on dividing the physico-

theological argument into two branches: (1) The argument from order, or as he

terms it, eutaxiology

;

(2) The argument from evidence of purpose in nature, or

teleology. This twofold division has been indicated by others ; it is found in the

title of McCosh and Dickie's “ Typical Forms and Special Ends in Creation,” which

Hicks deems “the most admirable design-argument ever produced”; and here-
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marks that the eutaxiological part has been growing in relative value. But he com-
plains that even yet it is often advocated as subordinate to the teleological argu-

ment, whilst it is in reality the most important. Its fundamental principle is that the

existence of order and harmony are invariably the marks of intelligence, and here

plans and types and general laws of nature are most significant.

Darwinism and evolution are direct contributions to the argument, as they reduce

all organic life to the reign of law, and would never have been received with dis-

favor if men had learned aright the argument from order. Our author tests this

argument by drawing it out in syllogistic form, examining each joint and member
of the syllogism, and so determining its soundness. He lays stress on the point that

its force does not depend on men’sfaith in causation. Whilst he is assured that

intelligence is the cause of the order of nature, he is satisfied, for the purpose cf ar-

gumentation, to insist that somehow or other order is a mark of intelligence

;

that

mind is the invariable accompaniment of order. This he holds to be a law arrived

at by a wide induction, which we are justified in extending beyond the region of

human experience. The result arrived at is not the being of a personal God, but

only the existence of higher intelligence, and this is all he proposes to do by this

line of argument. Even if we supposed that all nature were evolved from nebulae,

the argument would still be sound, as Kant and Huxley confess. Kant says that if

matter were so constituted that it must form an orderly world, then an intelligent

being must have created matter. Huxley shows that a theist can defy a materialist

to prove that the primordial molecular arrangement was not intended to evolve the

phenomena of the universe.

The author is much less friendly to the teleological argument than to eutaxiology.

He objects to the phrase “ final cause,” because what is signified is not a cause, nor

is it final, but it indicates only purposes as found in nature, and it has often led to

confusion. Even purpose itself is in many cases applied to what is only function.

He admits that teleology may be available to show the character of the Divine Be-

ing, but rejects it as proof of intelligence itself. It is wrong (says the author) to

argue that the ear is made for the purpose of hearing, for all we know is that hear-

ing is its function (as if we should not say that an organ is formed for the purpose

of performing its function !). In this part Hicks is only adopting the old sceptical

objection which is used against all theism. It disfigures Huxley’s fine book on the

crayfish. Because writers have foolishly sought to drag in everything as an argu-

ment for the existence or the goodness of God, therefore these men allege that there

can be no evidence of purpose in the world, and Hicks declares that the argument

from teleology cannot be put into syllogistic form without betraying a fallacy. Fit-

ness in adaptations to produce definite results does not prove intelligence, else there

would be proof of intelligence in the fitness of a cancer to produce death. We think

he deals unfairly with the teleological syllogism, and that it is just by the fitness of

arrangements for producing desirable results that we usually infer intelligence-

Men find it easy to ascribe intelligence to a cat when it rings the bell that opens

the door, to the fish that dodges the net, and the ant that stores grain to tide

over the winter ;
but they find it difficult to see intelligence in the production

of the musical ear, or in the origin of a world, that, with all its faults, is a

happy home lor multitudes of inhabitants. As well might they hold that the calcu-

lating machine which works out arithmetical problems and delivers logarithms is no

proof of mathematical or any other kind of skill in its origination.

G. Macloskie.

The Religions of the Ancient World, including Egypt, Assyria and Baby-
lonia, Persia, India, Phoenicia, Etruria, Greece, Rome. By George Rawlin-
SON, M.A., Camden Professor of Ancient History, Oxford, and Canon of Can-
terbury. New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1883.

Professor Rawlinson has written other works of great merit such as “ The Origin

of Nations,” “ The Five Great Monarchies,” etc. This new book is issued by Charles
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Scribner’s Sons, in the fine style which characterizes their publications. The illus-

trations, of which there are more than a score ; the type
;
the execution, are all that

could be desired.

Jn this book it is not the author’s purpose to present a “ Science of Religion.” Indeed;

he promptly informs us that if such a task shall ever be authorized by an appropriate

collection of facts or data, it is certainly not yet warranted. Prof. Rawlinson’s task

is less ambitious, while its legitimacy cannot be called in question from any quarter.

It is to collect and present facts. His method is purely inductive. From all trust-

worthy sources he would gather facts,

—

-first, in reference to the character of the re-

ligions—whether monotheistic, dualistic, or polytheistic, etc.; secondly, in reference to

the objects of worship ; thirdly, in reference to the tnodes of worship ; fourthly, in

reference to the theories of a future life.

Pursuing this simple and safe method, Prof. R. classifies the Egyptian religion as

essentially monotheistic (pp. 29-31), although the Egyptians had a pantheon com-

prising, in its final form, some hundreds of gods and goddesses. “ No educated

Egyptian priest certainly, probably no educated layman, conceived of the popular

gods as really separate and distinct beings. All knew there was but one God ” (pi

31). The real essential unity of the divine nature was taught and insisted on. The
sacred text spoke of a single being, “the sole producer of all things in heaven and

earth, himself not produced of any,” “the only true living God, self-originated,”

“ who exists from the beginning,” “ who has made all things, but has not himself

been made ” (p. 29).

The religion of the Assyrians and Babylonians is classified as essentially polythe-

istic.
“ The Mesopotamian system was, so far as appears, what the Egyptian was

not, a belief in really distinct gods” (p. 35). “The extant fragments of BerosuS

have nothing monotheistic. The religion was a real polytheism, a worship of nu-

merous divinities, etc.” (p. 36).

The religion of the Persians or ancient Iranians, “ very unlike the religions of

Egypt and Assyria” (p. 78), was dualistic. It "inculcated “a belief in two original

uncreated principles, a principle of good and a principle of evil. Both principles

were real persons, possessed of will, intelligence, power, consciousness, and other

personal qualities—named, the one, Ahura-Mazda, the other, Angro-Mainyus
”

(p. 81).

The religion of the early or Sanskritic Indians was absolutely (?) polytheistic. If

polytheism in Egypt and Assyria grew up from an underlying principle of monothe-

ism, as our author intimates, the polytheism of the Sanskritic Indians (he says) had

behind it no such conscious principle or conception. If originally God had revealed

Himself to man as a single personal being, “ this belief had completely faded away
and disappeared

;
the notion of God had passed into the notion of gods; a real poly-

theism universally prevailed, even with the highest class of intellects ” (p. 105).

The religion of the Phoenicians was a 7iarroav polytheism (p. 132) ;
yet their sys-

tem indicates a knowledge of the personality of the Supreme Being, and points to an
original monotheism (p. 133).

The Etruscans were, according to modern and ancient authors, notably religious

(p. 160). Tina or Tinia was recognized as the chief god, compared by the Greeks

to their Zeus, and by the Romans to their Jupiter; and was sometimes worshipped

under an appellation signifying (according to Max Muller) “the Supreme God.”

Yet Prof. R. strangely denies that this was indicative of a latent monotheism (p.

162) “whereof there is no trace in the Etruscan religion.”

The Greek religion presents the most multitudinous pantheon. Of higher and
lower grades the divinities were numbered by tens of thousands. “ Not only was
the multiplicity of external nature reflected in the spiritual world as a mirror, but

every phase, and act, and circumstance of human life, every quality of the mind,

every attribute of the body, might be, generally was, personified, and became a divine

43
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being” (p. 179). These divinities differed in rank and power. At the head of all

stood the great Zeus—the lather of the gods—the god of gods (p. 181). “At the

most distant height of Greek history, the idea of God, as the Supreme Being, stands

before us as a simple fact” (Max Muller, “Chips,” vol. ii., p. 148). Even Fate is

generally described as emanating from his will (Thirlwall, “ History of Greece,” vol.

i., pp. 217-219).

The religion of the ancient Romans was a polytheism in its general character,

similar to that of Greece, but distinguished by its comparatively scanty development
of the polytheistic idea in respect of Nature and the parts of Nature, and its ample
development of that idea in connection with human life, its actions, parts, and
phases fp. 214). The Jupiter of the Romans bore a resemblance to the Greek
Zeus. The names are etymologically identical. “ Originally there must have been
in the conception of Jupiter a latent monotheism ” (p. 215).

The authorized inlerence from the preceding induction is that, philosophically, the

trend of religious thinking was toward monotheism. This is in accord with the in-

spired saying of Paul (Rom. i. 20), “ For the invisible things of him from the creation

of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even

his eternal power and Godhead.”
The second grouping of facts refers to the objects of worship. It presents some

historic description of the various gods and goddesses in the different religions of

the ancient world. This makes up the great body of the book. The descriptions,

although detailed, are comprehensive, instructive, and simple, so as to interest the

proficient or the novice.

The third grouping of facts refers to the modes of worship. This is compara-

tively circumscribed
;
and, interesting as it is, it is quickly disposed of in each of the

eight chapters of the book. Indeed, there is a general uniformity in the modes of

worship, comprising prayer, praise, and sacrifice. In the different religions different

elements predominate in the modes of worship. Yet from no one of these modes
does either element entirely disappe&r. At the same time, in the various religions,

the modes of worship vary in every possible degree, from stern simplicity to sur-

passing splendor—from even sad sobriety to abounding festivity—from the barren

severity of the Etruscan to the gorgeous complexity of the Egyptian ceremonial.

The fourth group of facts, in reference to the theories of a future life, reveals the

uniform belief in a future life and in future retribution—rewards and penalties.

Even the Etruscan religion, debasing as it was and depressing, forms no exception

to the uniformity of this belief. As under the first group of facts, so here under the

fourth the inference is authorized that, philosophically, the trend of religious think-

ing was in accord with the inspired teaching (Heb. ix. 27), “After death the judg-

ment.” R. B. Welch.

The Cross in the Light of To-Day. By W. W. McLane, D.D. 'h e <
j
>ave -

ptsdri
,
Kat

, etc., i John i. 2. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1883.

Looking back nine years to the large and noble class of 1874, in Allegheny Theo-

logical Seminary, this book recalls its author easily the first scholar and altogether

most promising graduate among a group of very unusually high average. I stood

by Dr. Jacobus, the senior professor, as he gazed from the pulpit, through tears, with

humble, grateful exultation over that large throng of our disciples as, having re-

ceived his benediction, they sang together the farewell hymn and pressed, in contin-

uous circle, each other’s hands in pledge of unbroken fidelity and love to the end.

Not one of the others could have disappointed so many hopes, or, having disap-

pointed them, would have had strength enough to have struck so severe a blow upon

the faith he was nurtured in, nor upon the hearts that loved him as W. W. McLane
has done by this book.

The book, however much the author comes short of thoroughly comprehending
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the limits of his own powers, or the ultimate promptings of his own spirit, has many
excellent qualities. Its style is simple, clear, and elegant. It is, throughout, con-

sistently devout and spiritual, and very sweet in its tender devotion to Christ. Al-

though the historical view of the Priestly work of Christ, held by the great mass of

all Trinitarians in all ages, is clearly rejected, and although the historical view of

that work, characteristic of the great mass of Unitarians, is definitely adopted, yet

evidently to the author Jesus Christ remains God incarnate, and his personal Lord

and Master. The work also, although broadly contradicting the testimony of God’s

Word as to the work of His Son, has a Biblical flavor. It is, in its form and aim,

not rationalistic, not metaphysical, not a dry attempt to interpret the ways of God
by human analogies, but a Biblical study, and attempt made by partial citation and

by a sentimental and rhetorical exegesis to show that the very heart of the Scriptures

can be read in the sense of a doctrine of redemption hitherto unknown to the faith

and experience of spiritual Christians. There is nothing new in the doctrine of the

book, nor in the mode of its conception or statement. Its greatest merit as an ex-

hibition of a mode of thought—a merit which favorably distinguishes it in contrast

with other treatises of the same school—is, that it discusses its main principle in

successive chapters in view of many different truths related in Scripture and in

Christian experience. Thus the question arises if the objective sin- expiating, justice-

satisfying view of the atoning work of Christ be rejected, what are we to make of the

revealed facts : That Christ suffered for our sins ;
That He is a propitiation for our

sins—That He is the power of God unto salvation
;
That we are united to Christ

;

That we are justifisd by Faith
;
That Christ is crowned Lord over all ?

The offence of the whole treatise— the pervasive sophistry, the latent intellectual

pride and self-sufficiency—is emphasized in the title

—

“ The Cross” which lifts up
before all eyes the Effulgence of the Father’s essential Glory “in the

light of to-day.” The “light of to-day ” is, we confess it, greater than the light of

yesterday, and the light of to-morrow will be greater than “ the light of to-day.”

The light of yesterday was a rush dipped in tallow, or a twist of cotton floating in

oil
;
the light of to-day is electric. Yet what would be thought of the proposal to

study the phenomena of the sun as these are revealed by the reflected rays of the

electric arc ? The light of the electric arc pales the light of the brightest gas, but

it avails only to cast a black shadow when held up between us and the sun. Besides,

the question is not one which the “ Light of to-day ” can, in any degree, illumine. It is

not a question as to any ‘ theory of the atonement,’ but the practical one essentially

involved in the most elementary Christian experience: Did Christ suffer the penal

consequences of our sins? Were the wrath and curse due our sins vicariously borne

by Him ? Was He wounded for our transgressions and bruised for our iniquities,

and by His stripes are we healed? Was He made a sin-offering, and, as such, “a
curse ” in our stead ? Had His work an objective reference in reconciling the divine

nature (not the Father as distinct from the Son) and rendering remission of penalty

in our persons consistent with justice ?

This is the historical faith of the Christian Church. It is the foundation principle

upon which all Christian hope and trust relies. It has been preached, prayed, sung,

in all centuries, in all nations, in all churches. It is the banner doctrine by which

the Church has been led to suffer and to conquest. It is the converting doctrine by

which heathen have been converted and scoffers silenced the world over. It is no

theory. It is intuition, it is experience, it is life; it is, in the true sense, catholic.

If this is changed by “the light of to-day,” Christianity is changed, and if the es-

sential experiential element of Christianity is changed by “ the light of to-day,”

Christianity is proved false. That is all. Against the life, the heart experience

common to the Holy Catholic Church, what will the thinking of any “ to-day ” (even

if such thinking be an actual fact) avail ?

Dr. McLane says in his preface :
“ In the light of God’s methods in nature, and
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in the increasing light of Biblical knowledge and religious experience, Christian

thought is passing from an objective, mechanical, and legal view of the relation of

Christ to sin and to His people, and coming more and more to the conception of a

more real, moral, and vital relation.”

Dr. McLane has not thought it worth while to devote a word to the proof of the

assertion that the “ objective ” and “ legal relation of Christ to sin and to His peo-

ple,” is also “ mechanical.” This he simply affirms, and we as simply deny as ab-

surd. Neither does he make any effort to prove the main principle of his book,

namely, that modern science, Biblical or natural, requires a change in our views as

to the nature of Christ’s redemptive work. His method is, throughout, the applica-

tion of the purely subjective and individual test of his own moral judgment or

taste.

On the other hand, it is notorious that the view of Christ’s work presented in this

book is not new. That throughout the history of religious opinion it has been held

by many noble individuals, but characteristically by Abelard, the Socinians, the Ra-
tionalists. It is also notorious that the great body of Jews and Christians alike have

interpreted Biblical sacrifices in the sense of vicarious penal satisfaction for sin. It

is no less a conspicuous fact that the most advanced and generally recognized science

of “ to-day ” interprets the sacred text and the testimony of human conscience in

the same sense.

Ex-President Theodore D. Woolsey, in his great work on “ Political Science,”

says of human punishment :
“ The theory that in punishing an evil-doer, the State

renders to him his deserts, is the only one that seems to have a solid foundation

The State is, indeed, as Paul calls it, the minister of God to execute wrath upon

him that doj.h evil ” (vol. i., p. 335).

Delitzach, Meyer, and Weiss represent the whole class of the most thoroughly

learned and scientific of recent Biblical exegetes in interpreting the sacred text in

the sense of the old Church faith.

Meyer, in his commentary on Gal. iii. 13, p. 154, says: “ If Paul had not meant
* the curse ’ of God which Christ suffered (as no reader, especially after the

passages of Scripture which follow, could understand anything else), he would have

been practicing a deception. Christ made sin by God, and so suffering the divine

curse,—that is just the foolishness of the cross which is wiser than men.”

Weiss, “ Bib. Theol.,” p. 302 :
“ The death suffered by Christ for the salvation of

men avails as substituted for the death of all. His treatment as a sinner makes pos-

sible their treatment as righteous, for the reason that they cannot any more suffer

the death which He has endured in their stead But, without such substituted

death, death could not have passed by them, for the law of God suspends a curse

over every transgressor, and this demand of the law, which only expresses a funda-

mental demand of God’s justice, must be satisfied. But the curse falls upon him

who hangs upon the tree, and Christ has hung upon the cross. He has borne this

curse ;
and since He Himself was no transgressor of the law, so He has become the

object of the curse of the law for us, and has thereby redeemed us from the curse

of the law, so that we should no more undergo it, but become partakers of the bless-

ing of Abraham Any other view is exegetical trifling.”

Dr. Archibald Alexander used to say that “ the most of us will be saved by our

inconsistencies.” So, in spite of the grievous heresy of this book, we are verily as-

sured Dr. W. W. McLane is a true, sweet Chiistian brother. Therefore, we are

confident that he wall not be allowed to go further astray, and, with all our heart, we,

who abide by the old faith, his and ours, say God bless him richly to the end.

A. A. Hodge.
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Christian Ethics. Special Part. Second Division : Social Ethics. By Dr. H.
Martensen, Bishop of Seeland. Translated from the author’s German edition

by Sophia Taylor, pp. 384. T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh. Scribner & Wel-
ford, New York.

The first division of this work, dealing with “ Individual Ethics,” was noticed at

considerable length in this Review last year (April, 1882), and the general criticisms

then made respecting the excellences and defects of the author’s ethical discussions

are applicable to the present volume. The readers will be stimulated and refreshed

as the result of a perusal of this work without feeling that the author has given a

full and satisfactory treatment of the great questions with which he has to deal.

The following topics, taken here and there from the table of contents, serve to indi-

cate the scope of the work : Monogamous Marriage, Celibacy, Divorce, Masters and
Servants, The Labor Question, Utopian and Revolutionary' Socialism, Ethic Socia’-

ism. Capital Punishment, The Church and the Kingdom of God, Foreign and Home
Missions.

The author maintains that we must not construe the words of our Lord regarding

divorce as “ literally laws,” but that, on the contrary, “ we are to find in them a

principle to be applied by the Church in such cases as should occur.’’ This is

opening the door for very bad legislation on this subject. While maintaining that

the profession of law and the office of the ministry are not proper spheres for women
to work in, he thinks that there are very good reasons for their entering the profes-

sion of medicine ; but he qualifies his opinion by questioning “ whether it is just and
right that they should afterward be placed on a level with male physicians as equally

authorized, and whether they should not, on the contrary, be restricted within cer-

tain limits in the practice of their art, and indeed only allowed to exercise it under
the supervision of such men as have the opportunity of a more extended scientific

survey.” We confess vve do not see why. His discussion of the labor question,

though not profound, is sensible. There is also a very temperate chapter on the

theatre. He holds conservative views respecting the co-education of the sexes—that

is to say, he does not believe in it. F. L. Patton.

The following new books, or new editions of books, already known to the public,

can receive only a passing notice at our hands :

The Bohlen Lectures, 1882. The Relation of Christianity to Civil Society. By
Samuel Smith Harris, D.D., LL.D., Bishop of Michigan. Delivered in the Church of the

Holy Trinity, Philadelphia, in Advent, 1882. New York : Thos. Whittaker, 2 and

3 Bible House. 1883. This is the fifth in the series of published Bohlen Lectures.

The former lectures were by Bishop Huntington, Philips Brooks, Dean Howson, Bishop

Dudley, and now the bright young Bishop of Michigan. The lectures are able and

contain a good deal of truth, but we are very sorry to see that he is willing to ap-

prove the separation of religion from education as it prevails in the secular educa-

tion afforded by the godless State schools of our country. Religion ignored is re-

ligion denied, and science in which God is not distinctly recognized is atheistic.

—

Saint Augustine (Aurelius Augustinus, Episcopus Hipponiensis), A.D 387-430.

A Sketch of his Life and Writings as Affecting the Controversy with Rome. By
Charles Hastings Collette. London: W. H. Allen & Co., Waterloo Place. 1883.

The author professes to have examined carefully and critically every important pas-

sage in the works of Augustine which bears in any way upon the peculiar doctrines

or practices of the Church of Rome, and shows that they are utterly inconsistent.

Augustine holds the highest position after the authors of the canonical books in the

reverence of the entire Christian Church. All Christians prove their orthodoxy by

appeal to his authority. Doubtless he was not a Protestant in our modern sense,

but the author of this very valuable treatise has proved beyond question that he

would have had small sympathy with the Roman Church of the Councils of Trent
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and the Vatican, and of the present prevalent Jesuitism.— The Basis of Religion.

Being an Examination of “Natural Religion.” By the Rev. A. W. Momerie, M. A.,

D.Sc., Fellow of St. John’s College, Cambridge; Professor of Logic and Metaphys-

ics in King’s College, London. William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and Lon-
don. 1883. pp. 55. i2mo. The author has published many discourses of similar

character. As (1) “ Personality the Beginning and End of Metaphysics”; (2) “The
Origin of Evil ”; (3)

“ Defects of Modern Christianity.” He was a great admirer
of “ Ecce Homo,” but he regards its sequel, “ Natural Religion,” as false and per-

nicious. He therefore discusses (1) The Basis of Religion, and then (2) The New
God, and (3) The New Faith, which that masterpiece of perverted ability and lit-

erary skill has set before the world.

—

Principles of Agnosticism, Applied to Evi-

dences of Christianity. Nine Sermons, to which is added a Tenth. On the Chris-

tian Doctrine of the Trinity. By John Andrews Harris, Rector of St. Paul’s Church,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia. New York: Thomas Whittaker, Nos. 2 and 3 Bible

House. 1883. This is a small volume of sermons, pp. 128. i2mo. As sermons,

they were creditable to the author, and doubtless useful. As a treatise on such a

subject, it would be regarded as altogether on too narrow and superficial a scale.

—

The Evolution of Christianity. Williams & Norgate, 14 Henrietta Street, Covent

Garden, London, and 20 South Frederick Street, Edinburgh, pp. 395. 8vo. This

is an intensely rationalistic attempt, in the spirit of “ Natural Religion,” to account

for the development of Judaism, of Jesus Christ, and of Historical Christianity on purely

natural principles. The failure is as ignominious as the attempt was audacious.

—

The Historic Faith. Short Lectures on the Apostles’ Creed. By Brooke Foss

Westcott, D.C.L., Regius Professor of Divinity, and Fellow of King’s College, Cam-
bridge. London and Cambridge: Macmillan & Co. 1883. pp. 26. i2mo. This

series of discourses is learned, able, devout, and, therefore, exceedingly valuable, as

all else that comes from the hands of their eminent and revered author.— The Tri-

partite Nature of Man ; Spirit , Soul, and Body. Applied to Illustrate and Explain

the Doctrines of Original Sin, the New Birth, the Disembodied State, and the Spir-

itual Body. By Rev. J. B. Heard, M.A. Fifth edition. Edinburgh: T. & T.

Clark, George Street. 1882. pp. 557. i2mo. There has been no observable

change in the successive editions of this well-known work since the 3d. Its nature

and purpose are fully and accurately made known on the elaborate title-page.

A. A. Hodge.

IV.—PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.

The Church Book. Hymns and Tunes for the uses of Christian Worship. Pre-

pared by Leonard Woolsey Bacon. 8vo, pp. 437. New York: D. Apple-

ton & Co.

We are glad to recognize in this collection the maturest work of an old friend,

with whose enthusiasm for Church music we had been familiar from the Lockhart

Society days of our seminary life. Thirty years of opportunity and experience,

American and European, in home life and in public service, here bring forth their

ripe fruit, on the excellence of which we congratulate him. This is not his first

essay in this line.

The volume is of moderate compass, comprising 524 hymns and 313 tunes. Fa-

vorites will be missed, inevitably, in both departments. Dr. Bacon would not be

true to himself if he had not acted on principles of independency in respect to the

version or the portion of a hymn or the adaptation of a tune that he should use.

But of this he gives fair prefatory warning. His collection is less recherche and less

educating, but much more within the reach of common choirs and congregations.
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than the very choice Evangelical Hymnal, for example ; and yet it is by no means

commonplace. Watts, Wesley, Montgomery, and Doddridge supply one-third of the

hymns, while the gems of Lyte and Faber, Bonar and Ray Palmer, Charlotte Elli-

ott, Conder, Edmestone, and other recent writers are here. The tunes are in larg-

est number from Lowell Mason, Dykes, and Barnby (in this order), yet of the whole

number 184 are used but once each, and 151 composers contribute to the variety

and enrichment of the collection.

Dr. Bacon’s grouping we think admirable; we know none better. Versions of

Psalms (98), Hymns of Worship (155), Hymns of Christian Experience (1 59), Hymns
of Fellowship (53), and Hymns for Times and Occasions (57), make up the collec-

tion ; and the subdivisions are equally felicitous.

In some doubtful cases we question whether Dr. Bacon has traced up the author-

ship of hymns to their true source. E.g., Hymn 114, “ Supreme in wisdom as in

power,” Dr. Bacon refers to Michael Bruce
;
Dr. Fleming Stevenson (Hymns for

the Church and Home) gives it as a portion of the 22d Scottish Paraphrase, ascrib-

ing the original to Watts and the modifications to Cameron and Morrison. In this

region, however, only a Pope will claim infallibility.

The only serious exception that we have to take to the volume is in the matter of

its musical typography. In not a few tunes the notes are so crowded together (39,

40, 42 in a short line), that in the best light the eyes are tried by the first glance at

the page ; what then shall come of a cloudy day behind stained glass, or of an even-

ing when the light is feeble and flickering? There are, however, excellent points

about the mechanical structure of the book, as in the repetition of a tune where the

division of a hymn necessitates the turning of a leaf. This new collection enters a

crowded field,—but should win marked success, especially if the music can be made
more legible. Charles A. Aiken.

God’s Timepiece for Man’s Eternity. By the Rev. G. B. Cheever, D.D.
Armstrongs.

The quaint title provokes curiosity, for it is like a riddle or a conundrum, and one

would hardly guess the meaning till he opens the book. Here it shines on every

page. Not only is the Bible the subject, but the volume is saturated with it, not

only as breathing its spirit, but as embodying so many rich citations with a glowing

expansion of their meaning and application. The author is betrayed everywhere.

No other volume of the modern press is pervaded by such a hearty, enthusiastic

faith, enlivened by imagination, and sweeping on in a resistless torrent, so that the

most listless reader is aroused. Nor is there heat without light. Dr. Cheever is an

intense thinker, and his devout familiarity with the sacred Word seems to impart to

him somewhat of its divine force. As the fabled champion of old gained new
strength each time he touched the earth, so the author is freshly reinforced at every

contact with the utterances of inspiration. Nor can it be denied that often without

any labored exegesis, by the sheer force of his own insight and faith he invests a

familiar passage with new power and beauty. And he contrives to set forth the car-

dinal features of a masculine theology, without any of the technics of the schools.

There are many readers who will be better convinced of the Word’s plenary inspira-

tion by Dr. Cheever’s impetuous rhetoric than by a series of arguments constructed

in the ordinary way.

It is a pity that a book so instinct with spiritual life and energy should be marred
by defective criticism and harsh judgments. Because the revisers of 1881 omitted

a text in the first gospel asserting that the Son of Man came to seek and save that

which was lost, the author charges them (p. 1 1 1) with “ striking out utterly from the

Gospel of Matthew this shining and gracious light.” But they could not strike it

out, because it was never in. Dr. Cheever indeed insists that it was, but even his

authority is not quite equal to that of the scholars who have grown gray in the study
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of the text of the New Testament. So again, in Luke xxiv. 17, they read, “And
they stood still, looking sad,” a statement vividly depicting the surprise and sorrow

of the two going to Emmaus at the question asked by the stranger, but our author

has the hardihood to assert (p. 202) that, “ This intrusion [as he calls it] is not in

the Greek text of any authoritative MS.,” whereas it is found in the three oldest and

best, Aleph, A. and B., and, accordingly, is inserted by the three latest and best

editors. If the acute and earnest author had studied the Revision more carefully,

he would not have fallen into the error (pp. 381, 383) of understanding the word
“ spoil,” in Colos. ii. 8, in the sense of corrupt, instead of the true and only sense of

take captive. If there be one thing settled in Biblical Criticism it is that neither

piety nor logic nor rhetoric nor all combined are of any avail to settle the text of the

New Testament, if put in the place of a patient study of the evidence in each par-

ticular case. T. W. Chambers.

A General Liturgy and Book of Common Prayer. Prepared by Professor

Hopkins.

Among the Reformed in this country there are some who would like to see all

public worship conducted invariably according to a prescribed form, and others

who prefer to have none of it conducted in that way. Between these two extremes

lies a great body of believers who think an optional Liturgy, or at least one which

prescribes only ordination and sacramental forms, is every way desirable. To these

this volume will be very acceptable. It furnishes a very large number of offices of

devotion suited for all occasions of worship, and drawn almost wholly out of the

older liturgies from the Greek service-books down to the Reformation period. A
dozen pages of notes at the end of the volume indicate the sources of the different

portions. The office for Adult Baptism is taken from the service of the Reformed

(Dutch) Church. The compiler might with advantage have taken from the same

book the communion office which came from the pen of Calvin and unites tender

devotion with a profound theology.

So much is good and seasonable in this book that one dislikes to find fault, yet

there are blemishes. One is the introduction of a Sunday-school service, which is

quite needless, for the children’s exercises should be either pro re nata or taken

from the larger book. Another is the Anniversary Collects, such as for July 1,

Opening of the Westminster Assembly, 1643 ;
August 24, Massacre of St. Barthol-

omew, 1572; December 22, Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers, 1620. There are no

less than ten of these ! Nothing more ill-advised or distasteful can be conceived.

The prayers are good enough in themselves, but their introduction here looks like an

attempt to smuggle in a sort of spurious saints’ days. A third is the Marriage Serv-

ice, which is extremely poor, not because it contains a single unsuitable sentiment,

but because it is so prosaic and modern and inept in style. Not a particle of the

true liturgical spirit breathes in the three introductory paragraphs. Again, how can

we adopt the Irvingite prayer (p. 1 14), which thanks God for “ restoring the ministry

of the Apostles,” when we believe He did no such thing? And, again, why should

an express prayer for missionaries come in only at the very end of the book instead

of assuming a far more central and prominent position ?

Still, notwithstanding these drawbacks, the volume is excellent, and will well re-

pay reading and study and use. T. W. Chambers.

Books for Practical Edification :

Early Graves. By J. R. Macduff, D.D. The character and aim of this nicely-

printed volume is further described on the title-page by the words, For the Bereaved.

It is not confined to the case of those who are removed in infancy, but touches all

the inroads of the last enemy. The veteran author is not at his best here, but still

has made a useful book, incorporating many poetical selections of great merit.
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(Carters).— Towards the Sunset. By the author of “Recreations of a Country

Parson.” The sub-title, Teachings after Thirty Years, indicates that these lucubra-

tions are the results of a ripe experience, and an examination of the volume confirms

the anticipations thus excited. There is nothing abstruse or profound or brilliant,

but exquisite good sense, informed with devout feeling and set forth with great sim-

plicity. The book is calculated to do much good, and may serve as a stimulus to

those ministers who, without caring to be great preachers, covet to be useful.

(Carters).—Golden Sands. (G. P. Putnam’s Sons.) This is a neat, slender quarto

volume, containing little counsels for the sanctification and happiness of daily life.

Most of these are exquisitely chosen and expressed, giving the essence of Christian

love and duty. The form of the book shows that it is, as the title-page says, Trans-

lated from the French, and the occasional references to the “ Blessed Virgin” indi-

cate a Roman Catholic origin. Its faults are negative. It does not even once name
the Holy Spirit

;
it fails to present the highest motive for holy living ;

and it makes
small reference to the Lord Jesus. Still the counsels given are sweet and touching,

and the more valuable as they refer to the little things which are apt to be neglected

and yet contribute so much to human happiness. The illustrations are well exe-

cuted, and the whole make-up of the book is attractive. We trust that it will sug-

gest to some one of a purer faith the preparation of a volume which, without the

drawbacks of this one, will still offer counsels on little things as kind and loving and

persuasive as any in these nice pages .—Responsibility Before the Gospel. A Sermon,

by Howard Crosby. The object of the acute and learned preacher is to show that

man is responsible because he has full ability to accept or reject the Gospel. The
objections to this statement are, first, that it is needless. The salvation of the Gos-

pel is adapted to man's wants, and is fully and freely offered to him. This is quite

enough to render him responsible, whatever be the degree to which he is under the

dominion of sin. 2. It is contradicted by the author himself in this sermon, where

he says (p. io), “ We are by nature lost sinners, utterly helpless. That is true.”

How can one utterly helpless have full ability ? 3. The charge of nullifying Scripture

by philosophical speculation attaches much more to Dr. Crosby than to the “ hyper-

Calvinism ” which he condemns. The former explains his text (Jno. vi. 44) as if it

read, “ No man can come unto me except the man who allows the Father to draw
him.” Calvinism, on the contrary, takes the text as it stands, and all other texts of

a similar character, whether they seem to oppose its peculiar principle or not. It

preaches divine sovereignty and human responsibility with equal energy, and with-

out any hesitation or abatement. And so far from its being a Scripture teaching

that the Gospel offer must needs imply the sinner’s full ability to accept it, it is

merely a “ metaphysical idea.” For the divine word gives it no sanction. That
word makes the offer over and over in every form of speech, and yet asserts that the

natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God. The inability is not some-

thing imposed upon the sinner from without, but simply the desperate depravity

which loves darkness rather than light, and therefore so far from weakening respon-

sibility, intensifies it. T. W. CHAMBERS.

V.—GENERAL LITERATURE.

The English Novel. By Sidney Lanier. Charles Scribner’s Sons, New
York. 1883.

Mr. Lanier is already well known to the literary public by his “Froissart,” “ King
Arthur,” and “ Science of English Verse.” In a prefatory note to the volume be-

fore us, it is stated by the editor that this treatise, in connection with the last one just

mentioned, “ was intended to be part of a comprehensive philosophy of formal and
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substantial beauty in literature.” The untimely death of the young and gifted au-

thor has left a vacancy not only in the University faculty of which he was a member,
but in the wide area of American Letters which he so adorned. As we read the

sad record of his struggling life and early removal, we cannot but recall the history

of two young and short-lived English poets—White and Keats, between whom and
this promising bard of the South the sympathetic student may discern many marked
resemblances.

The full title of the book—“The English Novel and the Principle of its Devel-

opment,” is essential to its intelligent perusal and criticism. It consists ol a series

of twelve lectures, delivered at Baltimore to a select and appreciative University

audience. The cardinal question which the author asks at the outset and proposes

to answer is—What is the special relation of the novel to the modern man, by vir-

tue of which it has become a paramount literary form ? This question he answers

by following three or four carefully developed lines of thought, (a) The wonderful

growth of man’s personality in modern times as compared with the times of HLschy-

lus and the ancients. (/>) The contemporaneous origin of Physical Science, Music,

and the Modern Novel expressing, respectively, the relation of man to nature, to

God, and to his fellow: s. (e) The Modern Novel as the most distinctive form of the

expression of this enlarged and complex personality. (d ) The ample illustration of

these principles in the records of literature.

The six opening lectures are devoted to a discussion of general preparative state-

ments as given in the first and second lines of thought mentioned. The remaining

six are confined to the special purpose of the book—to show that the Modern En-
glish Novel has for its one principle of development the full expression of this in-

creasing sense of personality. The prose fiction of George Eliot is taken as the

best confirmation of the theory propounded. In the discussion of this principle the

author evinces a wide acquaintance with literary history and art, the delicate in-

stincts of a sensitive literary taste, and, in his vigorous and rhythmic periods, de-

lights both the imagination and the intellect.

Some of the suggestions given and topics treated may be especially emphasized.

His theory of musical vibration in verse
;
the vital relation of verse to prose ; the

true relation of poetry to science is of the poetic to the scientific imagination
; the

dependence of genius upon scientific knowledge ; his masterly discussion of the unity

of literary form and literary art
;
the caustic rebuke of Whitman’s so-called demo-

cratic verse and Emile Zola’s “Experimental Novel”; the growth of a sense of per-

sonality as the mark of modern progress and the high moral basis on which every

true novelist must be found in order to express the best that is in him for the best

good of his fellows.

To our mind this volume is by far the most fruitful and inspiring literary work

which the lamented Lanier has done. It is full of psychological and poetic sugges-

tion ;
full of a sweet, tender, and yet manly spirit

; and from first to last bespeaks

the presence of a n\an who has thought higher and deeper than most of his literary

co-workers. Sometimes in these pages he speaks to us with the inspiring language

of a seer, and always leaves the spirit of the reader chastened and ennobled.

As to adverse criticism, we are not inclined to dwell either upon the logical error

of making one-half of the treatise introductory, or upon the tendency to excessive

reference and quotation. Though faults in themselves, they seem to be somew-hat

justified in the discussions of the author. Had the prefatory principles been less

fully developed, or the extracts from literature been less frequent, the final meaning

of the book might have been less intelligible and convincing.

At one or two points, however, impartial criticism may have a word to say. We
submit that the form of literary product known as the novel— native or foreign, an-

cient or modern—cannot fully be interpreted by referring it to a single principle of

development however important. If there is a type of literary expression many-
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sided and wide-reaching, it is the novel, and the student must trace its beginnings,

methods of evolution, and applications to divers laws and agencies. It is conceded

that the principle of personality suggested by the author is as broad and deep as

any one principle can be, but it is urged of us that there are others co-ordinate and
complementary, more or less potent in the production of the novel. Works of fic-

tion are more than subjective
; they are objective as well. They express personal-

ity, and far more. They express external historical tendencies and the visible life of

the world.

The novel, as the author ably shows, is ethical, psychological, and didactic.

This, we admit, is its highest characteristic. It is, however, descriptive, historical,

and romantic. George Eliot represents but a single type among a possible many.

This limitation of principle is the literary and philosophical error of the treatise.

The theory is not' broad enough to include all those factors which together work in

the problem before us. The truth is that if any one type of novel is to be selected

as the ideal, it is not the ethical or psychological novel of the school of Eliot, but

the novel of life and manners—the descriptive form of Dickens and Reade.

As to the moral spirit and effect of the treatise, we feel bound to take the gener-

ous view. There are, it is true, many ethical terms—truth, beauty, love, goodness

—

which might be more sharply defined. There is an element of mysticism and rhap-

sody which at times detracts from the force of the argument. There are occasional

concessions to the questionable views of George Eliot which we deem unfortunate.

Still, the tone of the volume is ethically high, and, not unfrequently, evangelical and
spiritual. The closing pages, as given in the June Number of The Century, under

the caption, “ Moral Purpose in Art,” may well express its leading motive and serve

to place the author among those “ lofty spirits” of whom he so enthusiastically

writes. Poetry is great, he argues, in proportion to the moral spirit that pervades

it, and he finds in the songs of the Hebrew seers the highest expression of spiritual

personality in verse and the highest examples of the metric art.

The book is a literary success in conception and execution ; full of original sug-

gestion and graphic description. Its spirit is scholarly, appreciative, and inspiring;

rebuking with serious gravity at every point the false aesthetic tendencies of the

time. The writings of the school of Swinburne, of Whitman, and of Wilde can

have but little influence for evil upon him who catches the spirit of the pages of

Lanier. T. W. Hunt.

Life of Lord Lawrence. By R. Bosworth Smith. 2 vols., 8vo, pp. 484, 567.

(Price, $5.00). New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1883.

These goodly volumes, we are confident, present to us something more than the

choice memoir of the current year
;
decades pass without offering anything so inter-

esting and valuable. It is not simply the sterling worth of the central character and

career here portrayed that must make this biography somewhat unique among re-

cent works of its class. The sphere in which Lord Lawrence moved, the extraor-

dinary juncture in which his most signal services were rendered, the scores of re-

markable men who come into the field of view in various relations to him, the vital

importance of the questions, social, political, economic, religious, on which he had

to form and act out a judgment, and many of which came to a more or less perma-

nent and decisive issue within his life-career,—these inevitably separate the memoir
of John Lawrence widely in interest and importance from all but the rarest biogra-

phies. Jan Larens, as the natives called him, did not first become knightly when
the Orders of the Bath and the Star of India were hung upon his breast, nor lordly

when he took his seat with peers of the realm.

We Scotch-Irishmen, though never known to brag, are yet so well aware of the

excelience of the stock from which we are sprung, that we read without surprise

that John Lawrence was one of us. Born of a father who had led a forlorn hope at
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Seringapatam, and a mother who was a true Knox, he came rightfully by strong

fibre, solid sense, dogged persistence, and great administrative efficiency, with an

austere exterior that veiled the deep tenderness of his heart. He passed through the

birchen discipline of Foyle College and other educational advantages in due time in

1827, at the age of sixteen, to Haileybury, to prepare for the Indian Civil Service. On
this he entered two years later. And then, for fifty years, he lived for India.

For even after he had completed the period of his Viceroyalty as a mere baronet,

and had returned home to a pension and a peerage, he worked for India and its true

interests alike in private counsels, in the House of Lords, and (with a fervor equal-

ling the most earnest of his former labors) in a memorable way through the columns

of the London Times, when in 1878 all sound principles and settled policies were in

his view threatened and trampled down in the new Beaconsfield policy toward Af-

ghanistan. He had done the work of many men and had helped many men to do a

work which but for him had not been done ; and in June, 1879, with “I am so

weary,” on his lips, he died.

The early years in which he wrought as a subordinate in the service of the East

India Company were no less exemplar)-, and are hardly less instructive, than the later

periods when, raised to w'ell-eamed honors and entrusted with vast responsibilities,

he organized and governed the Punjaub, from and by the Punjaub saved India to

England in the great mutiny of 1857, or governed the entire peninsula as the Queen’s

Viceroy. “ I want to put my stamp on it,” he had said in 1846, of his limited sphere

of action when he was only Acting Resident at Lahore. “ Organizer of Victory,”

and “ Saviour of British India,” were the proud titles which rang through Guildhall

when the freedom of the city of London was formally conferred on him in 1859.

Our admiration is called forth now by his extraordinary capacity fordoing his own
work and making others do theirs; then by that marvellous insight into the capac-

ities and adaptations of men which stood him and his country in good stead in so

many ways in common and at critical times ; here, by his thorough acquaintance

with, and his tact in making account of, the many types of character among the

motley tribes and sects and races of Northw-estem India ; there, by his power of in-

fluencing men, so delicately counterpoised by his power of yielding and biding his

time when he could not prevail ; by his loyalty to Christianity where such loyalty was

not in vogue
; by his appreciation of, and his emphatic witness to, the work of Chris-

tian missions in India ; by his manly friendships
;
by his domestic affections and

fidelities
; by his simplicity, his modesty, his courage, and many an excellent trait

beside.

His schoolmates and the private friends of riper years ; the officials of all grades

under whom, with whom, and over whom he was by turns set ;
the Viceroys from

Lord Auckland to the Marquis of Ripon ;
the Commanders- in-Chief; the Secretaries

of State of both the great political parties
;
the Councils of w hich he was a mem-

ber in India and in England ; and the Queen herself, are among those who by vat ied

and cumulative, and often by direct testimony, are made to show us what John Law--

rence was, and what he did.

The author has, in our judgment, here done his best work. He writes, as he pro-

poses to do, a memoir, and not a history. And yet the history of fifty momentous

years lies behind and is interwoven with this life-story. And high problems of po-

litical and social economy and ethics, of educational, religious, and diplomatic states-

manship, must be more than glanced at, if justice is to be done to Lord Lawrence’s

very- positive convictions and attitudes and acts.

The author has manifestly studied with enthusiasm, and yet patiently and judicial-

ly, a great mass of material, without knowledge of which he could neither feel nor

inspire confidence in his work. His style is excellent. The reader will be fortunate

who can supplement this memoir with Sir Herbert Edwardes’ like tribute to Lord

Lawrence’s older brother. Sir Henry, whose tomb is at Lucknow'.

Charles A. Aiken.
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Schelling’s Transcendental Idealism. A Critical Exposition. By John
Watson, Ph.D., F.R.S.C., Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy, Queen's
University, Kingston, Canada, pp. 251. Chicago : S. C. Griggs & Co.

This is the second volume of Griggs’ Philosophical Classics. The author shows

the relation which Schelling sustains to his predecessor Kant, his contemporary

Fichte, and his successor Hegel. He gives an exposition of the author's idealism

under the two heads of Theoretical Philosophy and Practical Philosophy, and criti-

cises acutely his philosophy of religion. This portion of the work will be to theo-

logical readers the most interesting, as to those who are not habitual students of

philosophy it will be the most intelligible. Dr. Watson has shown his power as an

expositional writer in his former work on Kant. He writes with the same clearness

and compactness in the present volume, and yet we doubt whether the average

reader will close this work with a very clear conception of Transcendental Idealism.

German philosophy cannot be made popular, and there are very few to whom it can

be much more than a list of names. F. L. Patton.

A Dictionary of the Anonymous and Pseudonymous Literature of
Great Britain, including the works of foreigners written in, or translated into,

the English language. By the late Samuel Halkett, Keeper of the Advo-
cates’ Library, Edinburgh; and the late Rev. JOHN Laing, M.A., Librarian of

the New College, Edinburgh. Vol. i., 1882, large octavo, double colls., pp.
1-870, A-E ;

vol. ii., F-N, 1883, pp. 871-1761. Edinburgh, William Paterson
;

Boston, Solomon C. Brooks & Co.

This is really a magnificent work, representing many years of labor on the part of

two of the most distinguished librarians of Scotland. It is a disgrace to British and

American scholars that we have been so long without a work of this kind, and have

been obliged to look with envy and regret upon foreign works such as Barbier’s ad-

mirable Dictionnaire des Ouvrages cuionymes et pseudonymes. A great amount of

preliminary work had been done by Bibliographers and Librarians in tracing these

anonymous works to their source, but these scattered results needed to be gathered

into a comprehensive treatise. The vast mass of anonymous and pseudonymous
literature can be seen to some degree in the extent of the work now in course of pub-

lication. And yet even this monument of scholarship does not exhaust the subject,

for we are waiting anxiously for information as to the authors of quite a large num-
ber of Puritan tracts of the 16th and 17th centuries, where we find no help in these

volumes.

These anonymous works are of no trifling importance. They embrace some of

the most important publications that have ever been made. Limiting ourselves to

the field of Puritan Theology, we may mention as writers of this class, Thomas
Cartwright, the Father of Presbyterianism in England

; Travers, Field, Whitting-

ham, Browne, Cosin, Fenner, Whitgift, Udall, Penry, Barrowe, Bancroft, Johnson,

W. Bradshaw, T. Rogers, etc. No one can understand Puritans without an ac-

quaintance with the anonymous works of these authors. Among the Westminster

divines who wrote anonymously were such as Robert Bailie, John Dury, John Ley,

Stephen Marshall, Edmund Calamy, Philip Ney, Herbert Palmer, the chiefs of

Presbyterian and Congregational England. Richard Baxter and John Milton also

indulged in this style of writing. Here then is a branch of literature that needs

the most careful study, and employment of the principles of the Higher Criticism to

determine the age and authorship of some of the most important documents of

British History.

The authors of this work have earned the thanks of all lovers of books and

students of British History and Literature. Both of them have gone to their reward

leaving the completion of their work in the hands of others, who are privileged to

use the stores of learning treasured up for them by the two veterans who have left us.

We are anxiously awaiting the remaining volumes. It will be a service to Bibliography
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if all who are able to add anything to the information given in the volumes as fast as

published, will make known their information to the editor, that an appendix may
be given to supplement the work. C. A. Briggs.

We find worthy of brief notice the following additional works among those that

have just come to hand :

Land and Labor in the United States. By Wm. Godwin Moody, iemo, pp.

360. [$1.50.] New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1883. The problems of the

political and social economist are multiplied and seriously complicated in connection

with the movements of modern civilization under the conditions of American life.

The rapidity and intensity of our living
; the scope given to it by our wide domain,

in which private farms and ranches easily equal European principalities, and the in-

tercommunication of remote States is ruled by individual and private wills
; the

composite character of our population
; our free and somewhat loose forms of gov-

ernment, and the consequent impediments to a prompt and uniform control ; the

grandeur of our opportunities for good or evil, and the fierceness of our temptations,

in connection especially with the acquisition and use of property and power—these

and other like things call for the most careful scrutiny of our theories, and the

stanchest fidelity to truth and right in their application. Laisses faire must here

work itself out to speedy, it may be to awful, issues. What shall the philanthropist,

the patriot, the Christian say (or must they be dumb) in the presence of the econo-

mist ? The volume before us starts with the asserted fact of an industrial distress

that involves half of our laboring population, sets forth (with examples and statistics)

its causes and aggravations, exposes the futility of many proposed remedies, and

suggests its own heroic and revolutionary treatment. If this is startling, the alleged

facts are appalling, and must be, if they can be, disproved. Propositions that we
have been wont to associate only with demagogism, or with outright socialism, at

least find here a more reputable presentation.— Topics of the Time. Social Prob-

lems. Edited by Titus M. Coan. i6mo, pp. 281. [Paper, 25c. ; flexible cloth, 60c.]

New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1883. This is No. 1 of a series of small and

well-printed volumes designed to gather up some of the best essays of the day on

living subjects, mainly from European journals. Studies in Biography, Historical

Studies, International Issues, Questions of Belief, Studies in Literature, and Scien-

tific Progress are the titles proposed for other sections. And if essays equal to

those here collected shall appear in the succeeding numbers, the publishers’ venture

will be surely vindicated, the editor’s good judgment indorsed, and instruction, in-

citement, and pleasure insured for a very moderate sum to a growing circle of read-

ers.

—

Books and How to Use Them. Some hints to Readers and Students. By J.

C. Van Dyke. i2mo, pp. 159. New York: Fords, Howard & Hulbert. 1883.

The author, who is librarian of the Sage Library at New Brunswick, offers here in a

pleasant way good counsel in the matter of reading, adding to the range common
with such advisers a few hints in regard to the use of Bibliography to ordinary read-

ers, and the best way of profiting by public libraries. He did not follow his best

models when he wrote (p. 78), “ Most every young reader.”

—

Cities of Southern

Italy and Sicily. By Augustus J. C. Hare. i2mo, pp. 535. [$2.50.] New York :

George Routledge & Sons. Like its predecessors, “ Walks in Rome,” “ Days near

Rome,” and “ Cities of Northern and Central Italy,” this volume is full of informa-

tion of many sorts, and rich in varied illustration. The modern traveller will find

these volumes quite equivalent in most points to a well-ordered guide-book, while

the scholar’s tastes will be gratified by copious and apposite recitals from or refer-

ences to ancient and mediaeval history and classic literature, and the student of art

will be aided by minute descriptions and discriminating criticism. Some of the

most interesting spots in Italy fall within the territory to which this volume relates.

—

The Priest and the Man ; or, Abelard and Heloisa. A Novel. i2mo, pp. 548.
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Boston : Cupples, Upham & Co. 1883. The old story is here told once more, and

fairly well. Variety of scene and character and incident is secured through the

secondary characters that are introduced, while naturally the interest of the volume

gathers about the two central figures, and those historically nearest to them, like

Bernard of Clairvaux, Arnold of Brescia, and two or three others. Without any

special power or charm the intrinsic and pathetic interest belonging to the accred-

ited facts is so turned to account as to hold attention to the close.

—

Elementary

Botany, with Student's Guide to the Examination and Description of Plants. By
George Macloskie, D.Sc., LL.D. i2mo, pp. 373. New York: Henry Holt & Co.

1883. Leaving to standard works like those of Hooker and Gray and Wood their

own place and function, this little volume proposes as its main work to instruct

and guide the student and practical botanist in the collections of the field, the anal-

ysis of the laboratory, and the subsequent preservation and description of his speci-

mens. Thoroughness, accuracy, enthusiasm, and abundant original work on the

part of the author are everywhere indicated, with appreciation of the wants of the

young worker. The chapters of Dr. Macloskie’s work which relate to the structure

of plants, and their external relations (in space and time) set forth very fully the

latest discoveries and persuasions of science, and at the same time prove him entitled

to no mean place among scientific observers. His own microscopic studies supply a

very considerable proportion of the most striking and instructive illustrations. And
to him botanical science furnishes powerful support to the teleological (and by im-

plication to the theistic) argument, in the tokens which it everywhere reveals of “ the

adaptation of means to beneficial ends and so in his view (p. 36) Darwin has “ un-

intentionally restored to the science the principle of teleology.” The highly technical

nomenclature of the science justifies the copious and useful tables and the full glos-

sary that close the volume, which is constructed throughout with chief reference to

the wants of the real student rather than the mere lover of plants and flowers, and
to all such it will be welcome. Charles A. Aiken.

The Following Works have been Received:

From ROBERT CARTER & BROS., New York.

Not for Him. The Story of a Forgotten Hero. By Emily L. Holt. i2mo,
pp. 224. $1.50.

Feathers for Arrows
;

or, Illustrations for Preachers and Teachers. By C. H.
Spurgeon. From the 25th London Edition.

From E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., New York.

How to Make Photographs. A Manual for Amateurs. By T. C. Roche. Ed-
ited by H. T. Anthony. In paper, 50 cents

;
cloth, 75 cents.

From PRESBYTERIAN BOARD OF PUBLICATION, Philadelphia.

The Elder and His Work. By David Dickson. Reprinted from the 13th
Thousand of the Edinburgh Edition. Small 8vo, pp. 94.

China and the Chinese. By the Rev. John L. Nevius. 8vo, pp. 452.
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From ANSON D. F. RANDOLPH & CO., New York.

Liturgia Expurgata
;

or, The Prayer-Book as Amended by the Westminster

Divines. An Essay on the Liturgical Question in the American Churches. By
Charles W. Shields, D.D

,
LL.D. 4th Edition.

The Faithful Promiser. By the author of “ Morning and Night Watches.” 35 cts.

From G. P. PUTNAM’S SONS, New York.

Studies in Biography. Edited by Titus M. Coan. Topics of the Times Series,

No. 2. 25 cents.

From THE AMERICAN TRACT SOCIETY.

Books For the Times, (i) Christianity and Miracles at the Present Day.

By Rev. Principal Cairns, D.D. (2) Historical Evidence of the Resurrection

of Jesus Christ. By Rev. C. A. Row. (3) Christ the Central Evidence of

Christianity. By Rev. Principal Cairns, D.D. (4) Antiquity of Man Historic-

ally Considered. By Rev. George Rawlinson, D.D. Each, 10 cents.

From JOHANNES LEHMANN, Leipzig.

Briefe Aus der Hoelle. von .\ 8vo, pp. 354.










